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Foreword
,he role of research at the Naval Acade- faculty Ph.D.s to ninety-one percent and growth off1 myis to maintain an atmosphere of the program of research chairs, which has recently

scholarly excellence in which midship- remained steady at six. These chairs are sponsored
men seek knowledge. Discipline and cu- by various Naval Systems Commands, Naval Opera-
riosity are both essential to a naval offi- tions and the Chief of Naval Research. Our research

cer, as to any educated man or woman, and the funding is distributed over basic research, explora-
balance of these traits determines the character of tory and advanced development, as well as O&M,N
our graduates. funds which contributed to the recent increase in

In the nearly two decades since the Research Of- support for newer faculty, and are administered by
fice was created, progress can be measured by the our Naval Academy Research Council. Additional
growth in research budgets, papers, books, and operating funds were devoted to supporting thirty-
presentations. Naval Academy faculty and midship- six faculty members' efforts in instructional develop-
men have seized the opportunities to do research ment, largely devoted to exploiting the Zenith 248
provided by local and nearby facilities, research computers newly acquired by our faculty and mid-
courses, sabbaticals, and travel support. shipmen. Our major reimbursable sponsor, after the,%

The information presented in this report de- Chief of Naval Research, continues to be the David
scribes the research projects and productivity of our W. Taylor Naval Ship Research and Development

' faculty and midshipmen for the 1986-1987 academic Center, whose Annapolis and Carderock Labora-
year. Each of sixteen academic departments in five tories supported the work of thirty-two of our fa-
divisions presents the details of its efforts. The his- culty for a total of $420,000. The Naval Research % r
tory of the budget and productivity is presented in Laboratory funded eighteen faculty members' re- %
Figures 1 and 2, showing the growth of research by search this year, under our Cooperative Program,

our faculty. for a total of $182,000.
This growth parallels the increase in civilian s.

USNA RESEARCH BUDGET RESEARCH PRODUCTIVITY
I 1hou.,and, o Doliars3

1E0 5
0 - 10.l!l T

isial Year ikcal 'var

Figure 1.- The growth of the research budget since 1970 Figure 2. The productivity ol faculty and midshipmen,
reflects contributions from Academy-wide programs such measured through publications and presentations, has in-
as the Naval Academy Research Council and the Instruc- creased with the research budget.
tional Development Program, from academic Department-
managed research Memoranda of Understanding and
from sponsored projects of individual faculty.
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FOREWORD

Midshipmen participation in research at the from the Royal Naval College, and from various
Naval Academy remains healthy, with one hundred other institutions under the National Faculty Ex-
thirty-seven research courses reported, eight Trident change program and the Intergovernmental Person-
Scholars (with seven selected for the coming year) nel Act. This active visiting professor program,
and nearly one hundred midshipmen using summer along with our sabbatical and travel programs,
leave time to work with the Los Alamos National keeps the Naval Academy in the mainstream of
Laboratory, the ohns Hopkins Applied Physics naval and academic research activity.
Laboratory, the Oak Ridge National Laboratory, the The Research Office, which oversees this re-
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, the Na- search program, maintains internal communication
tional Security Agency, and the Strategic Defense by means of announcements in its regularly pub-
Initiative Organization. lished newsletter as well as in ktters and personal

Further collaboration was developed with new discussions. External dialogue is active with the
• d. Memoranda of Understanding between the Naval Office of Naval Research, Naval War College, and

Academy and the National Security Council, the Naval Postgraduate School as well as the Naval
David W. Taylor Naval Ship Research and Develop- Laboratories, System Commands and Operations.
ment Center, the Director of Naval Warfare, the Na- The use of databases is enhancing our ability to
tional Environmental Satellite Data and Information coordinate faculty and sponsors; both the Spon-
Service, and the Naval Oceanography Command. sored Program Information Network and internal

. In additional to research chair holders, the Naval faculty profiles are presently used, while future
Academy hosted visiting faculty from the Naval benefits are anticipated through wider computer net-
Surface Weapons Center and the Naval Personnel working. The Naval Academy welcomes all com-
Research and Development Center under the Naval munications regarding research and particularly
Scientist Training and Exchange Program (NSTEP), requests those stimulated by this report.

KARL A. LAMB CARL S. SCHNEIDER
Academic Dean Director of Research
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DEPARTMENT OF

Aerospace Engineering
COMMANDER VERNON C. GORDON, USN

CHAIRMAN

"esearch is an integral part of the growth
of any academic institution. It broadens

the knowledge base of the faculty, pro-
vides an incentive and direction for the
student to seek his own special area of

interest, and benefits the general population of the
institution and the country. In the Aerospace Engi-
neering Department a wide spectrum of research is
being conducted in all areas of the engineering
sciences.

Our current research efforts are sponsored by
the Naval Space Command and Chief of Naval
Operations in the area of astronautics; David W.
Taylor Naval Ship Research and Development Cen-
ter for flow field measurements and acoustics; Naval
Research Laboratory for low speed aerodynamics;
and the Naval Academy Research Council for finite
element structure analysis. In addition, members of
the taculty are conducting independent research in
areas concerning bird aerodynamics, test section
flow field visualization, and expanded computer-

aided engineering.
This is an important year of growth in the Aero-

space Engineering Department. The acquisition pro-
cess for a LASER velocimeter system is almost com-
plete. with the last components on order. This
svstem will drastically improve future research in
aerodynamics, propulsion, and fluid mechanics. The nautics and Astronautics Regional Student Paper
installation of a new satellite tracking and data Conference at the West Virginia University, Morgan-
acquisition facility to expand our ability to conduct town, in April.
space-oriented research has begun. These improve- New research equipment within the laboratory,
ments are complemented with the expanded com- new computational and graphics capability, and a
putational and graphic design facilities that are cur- growing, diverse faculty are indicators of even
rently being procured. higher quality research in the years to follow. The

The Aerospace Department once again competed Aerospace Engineering Department's goal is to in-
in the National Aeronautics & Space Administra- crease our overall research level for faculty en-
hon 'NASA Uiniversity Space Research Association richment and, more important. to encourage mid-
ISRA Advanced Spacecraft Design. Two students shipmen to greater levels of participation for their

pectdapaper at the American Institute of Aero- academic advancement.

.. 3
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AEROSPACE ENGINEERING

Sponsored Research

2Flow Distribution in the Exhaust System
of the ICR/Engine

* V RESEARCHER: ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR JOHN E. ALLEN

SPONSOR: DAVID W. TAYLOR NAVAL SHIP RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT CENTER,

ANNAPOLIS LABORATORY

A long-term experimental program is being con- measurements. The complex 3-D flow will be mod-
ducted which includes the construction of a Navy eled with existing computational codes and vali-
owned and operated scale model test facility. Cold dated with test data. The result will be a model to
air flow tests over the operating range of proposed predict full-scale flow distribution with temperature
intercooled regenerative (ICR) engine exhaust flows effect for use in design of the next generation of
will result in flow field maps from 5-hole probe, hot marine gas turbine engines.
wire anemometer, and laser doppler velocimeter

S-..-

Astronautics Curriculum Development
RESEARCHER: VISITING PROFESSOR HAROLD D. BLACK

SPONSOR: NAVAL SPACE COMMAND

The purpose of this sponsored activity was to primary goal of this research, however, was to de-
develop new courses in support of the expansion of velop a completely new course, EA462, Astro-
the Aerospace Engineering major to include courses dynamics II. This course was developed and imple-
in the area of astronautics. The particular area of mented to teach the numerical techniques required
interest was astrodynamics. The course, Astrody- in orbit determination, satellite geodesy, and orbital
namics I, EA362, was modified to reflect current perturbation techniques. A set of detailed test ma-
state-of-the-art techniques and proven fundamental terial has been developed and will undergo modifi-
concepts for the practicing astrodynamists. The cation and revision during the next academic year.

Low Speed Aerodynamics
RESEARCHER: PROFESSOR BERNARD H. CARSON

SPONSOR: NAVAL RESEARCH LABORATORY

Small, remotely piloted vehicles have been adopted the past two years the Naval Research Laboratory
recently by leading military powers as a means of has sponsored a number of studies aimed at improv-

-. "providing low cost, expendable surveillance plat- ing the state of knowledge in the low speed flight
forms. However, the technological base for design regime, including the testing of airfoils and pro-
of these vehicles is meager. Since they are typically pellers. The present investigation was part of this
small and fly at low speeds, they fall into an area on-going effort; the project consisted of analysis and
of aerodynamics predominated by "scale factors:' In interpretation of wind tunnel data.
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VAEROSPACE ENGINEERING

Hull-Superstructure Interaction
RESEARCHER: ASSISTANT PROFESSOR MICHAEL D. A. MACKNEY

SPONSOR: NAVAL ACADEMY RESEARCH COUNCIL (ONR)

The project deals with the complex three- to prompts allow the geometric data and finite ele-
dimensional behavior between the superstructure ment meshing to be created for a group of similar
and hull of a ship under operational conditions. structural models.
Previous analyses, based on the two beam ap- The preprocessor is being revised to allow more
proach, have been unable to give the insight which user inputs for the purpose of defining all plating
modern numerical methods, such as the finite ele- thickness, and furthering both hull subdivision and
ment method, can give, loading conditions. Initial proposals have been made

Following initial literature searches, and param- for a four model experimental program to be under-
eter identification, a simple hull-superstructure taken in support and independent validation of the
model has been formulated, and a preprocessor considerable numerical studies. The work continues
written to provide automatic data regeneration for with the parametric study using the existing prepro-
the GIFTS Finite Element processor. User responses cessor, while the more refined models are created.

Computer-Aided Hull Design and Model System
RESEARCHER: PROFESSOR DAVID F. ROGERS

SPONSOR: UNITED STATES COAST GUARD

The Computer-Aided Design/Computer-Aided proved, and alternative forms of data input ex-
Manufacturing (CADCAM) system for the design plored. Fhe feasibility of including other current
of ship hulls and the production of towing tank Coast Guard analysis and design program interfaces
models is being refined. New fairing techniques are in the CADCAM system is being studied.
being investigated, data manipulation routines im-
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AEROSPACE ENGINEERING

Independent Research

An Evaluation of Two-Dimensional and
Axi-Symmetric Focussing of a Plane Shock Wave

RESEARCHER: VISITING PROFESSOR R. DOUGLAS ARCHER

Two-dimensional and axi-symmetric focussing fringe). Considerable and fine detail of the implod-
shapes have been designed and tested in a nitrogen/ ing and exploding phases of the flow is provided.
air shock tube with a 150 x 290mm test section, This degree of detail enables systematic comparison
using a holographic interferometer flow visualiza- of various shapes both at design and off-design

tion technique, and computer controlled on-line tim- shock Mach numbers.
ing. Density can be measured to about 4% (per

Flapping Wing Cruising Flight by Birds
RESEARCHER: VISITING PROFESSOR R. DOUGLAS ARCHER

An assessment is made of aerodynamic parameters representative wing loading. Wing twist and ad-
* needed in order to compare cruising flight per- vance ratio are also regarded as of fundamental im-

formance of birds of different species. A review of portance to assess propulsion performance. Quite
work done in this area has been accomplished. It modest values of lift to drag ratio and propulsion
is argued that wing aspect ratio is of fundamental efficiency are indicated, but precise measurement on
importance, and that care is needed in assigning a live birds remains elusive.

Weight Reduction of Suspension Components
.. Using Hollow Bar Stock

SRESEARCHER: ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR WILLIAM J. BAGARIA

Research using hollow bar stock instead of solid bar weight. The stress equations have been developed
stock for vehicle suspension components as a weight and hardware designed for the investigation. The
reduction, performance improvement method con- experimental verification of the theoretical equa-
tinues. Suspension components are primariily under tions remains to be accomplished and will be done
torsional loads, thus hollow stock could be used to upon completion of fabrication of test fixtures.
carry these loads at a significant savings in material

Naval Academy Rotor lest Facility Flow Model Study
RESEARCHER: ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR GERALD F. HALL

The rotor test facility at the Naval Academy has more detailed investigation of the complex flow field
produced data anomalies during rotor testing. The within the rotor test facility. Upon completion of
cause of these anomalies is unclear. A scale model the scale model testing, the rotor facility will be
of the rotor test facility with transparent sides is modified to impro'e the flow field in the actual test
being constructed to investigage this problem. The section.
model test chamber will allow visualization and
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AEROSPACE ENGINEERING

Design Course Projects

Each Astronautics track major in the Aerospace En- vehicle for specified missions. The design included

gineering Department participated in a detailed spacecraft systems, orbiter interface, trajectory re-

spacecraft design project that was reviewed by mem- quirements, and data acquisition system specifi-

ber of the technical staff at the Applied Physics cation. Overall supervision for the course was pro-

Laborator', the NASA Goddard Space Flight Center, vided by Visiting Professor George F. Pieper, Dr.

and by personnel from the Naval Space Command. Stephen Paddack (NASA), and Mr. Fred F. Mobley

The students completed a detailed design of a space (APL).

Space-Based Rescue Capsule
NIIDStHIPMEN I c ALTON H. COLEMAN, GREGORY N. HARRIS

BRETT A. PIERSON, AND MICHAEL J. QUINN

U.S. Naval Academy Radiation Belt Satellite (RADSAT)
MIDSHIPMEN I C MARK I. KoZAR, BRIAN M. LEE, AND WILLIAM R. MUSCHA

%0

*COMSAT Communications System
MIDSHIPMEN I C RENE MARTINEZ, JONAH WAI SHEN,

BENJAMIN S. SHOVE, AND WAYNE D. TURNER

Galileo II
MIDSHIPMEN I C CHRIS COMPEGGIE, KENNETH T. HAM,

BRIAN D. NOYES, AND DARYL S. WAGONER

The Spinning Artificial Gravity Environment
MIDSHIPMEN 1 C JEFFREY C. CRYMES, THOMAS A. MARZEC,

ROBERT P. PIGNATARO, JOSEPH J. SEIBERT, AND JOSEPH G. WALKER

-. Early Warning Solar Particle Detector Satellite

MIDSHIPMEN I c BRIAN N. BURGOS, BRIGITTE HORNER,

* JOHN K. MARTINS, AND STEPHEN H. TACKETT

*4O.
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AEROSPACE EN(INEERING

Publications

BAGARIA, William I., Associate Professor, "Under- MACKNEY, Mihael, [). A., Assistant P'rotessor,
graduate Astronautics at the United States Naval "HULGEN-A GIFTS Preprocessor for a Simple Hull-
Academy," Division of Engineering and Weapons Superstructure Model Toward Interaction Studies,"
Report EW-32-80, December 108o. Division of Engineering and Weapons Report EW-

25-86, September 1Q8t.
This report describes the astronautical engineering
track, within the aerospace engineering curriculum, This report describes a doctoral resear( h project on
at the U.S. Naval Academy. This track, along with a parametric study of hull-superstructure inter-
the existing aeronautical track, allows a midship- action, concerned with the finite element analysis
man to emphasize either astronautical or aeronauti- of a simple hull-superstructure model. In order to

- cal engineering studies. The objective of this course provide effective data preparation for a number of
o study is to give the student the necessary astro- conceptually identical models, with geometric varia-
nautical engineering background, so that a prelimi- tions, a preprocessor was written and tested with
narv spacecraft design can be accomplished during Graphical Interactive Finite Element Time Sharing
the last semester of the degree program. This track systems (GIFTS) implemented on the Naval Acad-
was developed within the revised ABET guidelines. emy Timesharing System (NATS). As well as listing
The revised aeronautical and the new astronautical the preprocessor program and typical output, the
engineering tracks were approved by the administra- report describes the simple hull-superstructure
ton ot the Academy in May [Q80 . model on which it is based, and explains how this

is interpreted as a finite element model within the
".-'.GIFTS processor.

.CA.II'BEIL.. Bruce A., Lieutenant, USN. "Orbital
Mechanics," F[-lirom,,'tal Sat'llitc Program for
.",a,I ()ceaL,,raphi, Office ot the Chief of Naval SAARLAS, Maido, Professor, Steam and Gas Tur-
Operations OIP-052?, 1086. bines for Marine Propulsion, Second Edition. An-

napolis: Naval Institute Press, 1987.
A'\n introduction to the application ot orbit me-
chanpks to the design of orbits tor Naval Ocean- The first edition (1977) has been updated and ex-
ographic missions is presented. panded to include topics on gas turbines, materials,

operation, and technology.
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AEROS~PACE ENGINEERING,

Presentations

.ARCHER, R. Douglas, Visiting Professor, -A Study Institute (it Ateronautit'. and .''t ronaiuti 1 Mid-

of Bird Flight," College of Engineering and Institute Atlantic Regionail 'Student (unicenc VW'c't Virginiia
for Phy'sical Science and Technology, University of Universitv Miorgantown. Wcst Virginiai 10 April
%larvland, College Park, Mary land, 13 February 1Q87.

.e% r1087.

GORDON, Vernon C., Commander UjSN, William
ARCHER, R. Douglas, Visiting Professor, "Bird 1. BAC;Ai 1A, Associate lProessor, and Bruce A,
Aerodynamics --A Study of Flapping Wing Propul- CAMPBELL, Lieutenant. USN, "A Review of the
sion," Depau~ment of Aerospace and Mechanics. Current Status of the Astronautics Track of the
University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, Minntesota. Aerospace Engineering Major at the U.S. Naval
15 Mlay 1987. Academy," Chief ot Naval Operations Naval Space

Command Curriculum Review. U.S. Naval Acad-

BAGARIA. William J., Associate Professor, "Space- emy, 13 April 1987.

craft Design at the U.S. Naval Academy,' National
Aeronautics and Space Administration/ University MACKNEY, Michael D. A., Assistant Professor,
Space Research Association Fall Review Meeting. 'Laying the Foundations for Quality Assurance Dur-
Morrow Bay, California, I December 1986. ing Early Educational Courses in the Finite Element

Method;' International Conference on Quality As-
surance and Standards in Finite Element Analysis,

* ~~BAKER, Tames Mlatthew and Thomas A. MERCER, Biho.Egad 31 a 97
Midshipmen I C, "VMX Aircraft Design,' American
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DEPARTMENT OF

Electrical Engineering
LIEUTENANT COLONEL GEORGE D. PETERSON, USAF

CHAIRMAN h

R esearch in the Department of Electrical "

Engineering serves three purposes: it
supports continuing development of the
faculty; it provides the important ele-
ment of applied engineering for midship-

men who participate in projects; and it contributes
new knowledge to the disciplines. The second of
these purposes is the most important at the Naval
Academy. Research must provide the basis for a
strong undergraduate program. Therefore, in addi-
tion to advancing the frontiers of their research
areas, faculty members are committed to maintain-
ing dynamic and challenging projects for midship-
men who choose to specialize in electrical engineer-
ing. Participating midshipmen have the opportunity
to engage, with faculty, in unstructured scientific ef-
fort of a wide variety. Thus, they are exposed to 4;.
some of the techniques applied to the solution of
practical engineering problc.ns. Research activity
provides midshipmen the opportunity to learn how
the engineering community responds to the ever-
expanding needs of the service.

The research currently performed tends to con-
centrate on fleet problems. The results benefit our
operating forces and introduce midshipmen to rele-
vant topics which enhance their professional as well
as academic growth.
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ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING

,8- Sponsored Research

Wire Antennas for Tactical Communications
RESEARCHER: CAPTAIN WARREN P. AVERILL, USMC

SPONSOR: NAVAL ACADEMY RESEARCH COUNCIL (ONR)

The vast majority of Marine Corps communications can be used as a tool by tactical communicators.
between distant commands is via satellite. In times This research is combining the products of two
of crisis, long-range communications become the agencies; an extensive antenna study conducted at
lifelines of support for forces on far away shores. Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory and a
In the President's 1984 (23 March) speech, he re- propagation analysis program written at Naval
minded the nation that the battlefield will soon ex- Ocean Systems Center (NOSC). With this new pro-
tend into space. In such a scenario, communications gram the communicator will have a tool which
satellites may very well be among the first casualties. requires a minimum of information input and a
The Marine Corps is presently ill-prepared to use minimum of decisions. The output will be simply-
the alternative means of communicating: high fre- stated instructions on how to set up the antenna and
quency (HF) communication (3-30 megahertz). Few guidance on the proper use of the frequencies avail-
communicators possess the knowledge and expertise able. This project was a collaborative effort with
required to set-up and maintain reliable HF links, the Marine Corps Development Center, Quantico,

The objective of this project is to develop a prop- Virginia.
*agation analysis and antenna design program which

Computer-Aided Motor Design
RESEARCHER: PROFESSOR FRANCIS J. EBERHARDT

SPONSOR: DAVID W. TAYLOR NAVAL SHIP RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT CENTER,

ANNAPOLIS LABORATORY

This is a continuing program for the development magnetic steel is also used as a conductor for arma-
and use of computer-aided design programs for the ture current; (2) Continue consolidation and docu-
modelling and evaluation of acyclic, homopolar mentation for the normal and superconducting
high power propulsion motors. In the 1986 interses- design programs; and (3) Make some rough com-
sional period three tasks were undertaken: (1) Col- parisons of the characteristics of the motor design
lection of data from the design programs to assist using liquid metal current collectors and solid brush
in the evaluation of machine performance when collectors.

12
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ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING

Detection of Contaminants in Fluids
by Ultrasonic Measurements and Spectral Analysis

RESEARCHER: ASSISTANT PROFESSOR DAVID S. HARDING

SPONSOR: DAVID W. TAYLOR NAVAL SHIP RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT CENTER,

ANNAPOLIS LABORATORY

The objective of this project is to develop a system target. This capability has applications in the moni-
which can identify and characterize particulate con- toring of lubrication and hydraulic systems on board
taminants in fluid flow by use of ultrasonic pulse naval ships. Early detection of solid, metallic wear
echoes. The ultrasonic pulses used are produced by particles can enable preventive maintenance to be
a wideband pulser-transducer system, so that spec- performed. It is essential to differentiate air bubbles
tral features produced by various targets can be ex- from solid targets, because air may be entrained in
plored over a wide range of frequency. Features of oil flow. Thus far the experimental system can iden-
the ultrasonic pulse echoes in both the time and tre- tify a single air bubble or a solid particle.
quency domains can be used to characterize the

The Electronic Classroom
RESEARCHERS: MAJOR FRANCIS P. LANZER, USMC,

ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR WILLIAM E. BENNETT,
ASSISTANT PROFESSORS PATRICIA E. BURT AND DAVID S. HARDING

SPONSOR: NAVAL ACADEMY INSTRUCTIONAL DEVELOPMENT ADVISORY COMMITTEE

The electronic classroom is an educational facility The project was a success. Students taught in the
consisting of an instructor's console, a large screen electronic classroom performed better than those
projector, and linked personal computers. This sys- who were not, provided that suitable software was
tern was constructed in a classroom, was prototyped available for the topics being studied. This class-
for one semester, and used for instruction during room will be moved to a larger room and expanded
the Spring 1987 semester for approximately 100 to handle the regular section size of 24. Important
students. The section size limit is 16. The concept lessons learned include allowing extra time at the
was not to replace the professor, or force a change start of the course for students to gain familiarity
in personal styles of instruction, but to enhance the with both the computers and the software, and that
presentation of the material. This system is not a the biggest advantage of the computer-aided instruc-
true local area network. The feedback path is still tion is more frequent, faster, and more varied dem-
via the instructor, not through isolated consoles. The onstrations of electronic principles.

software used was chosen for its ease of use, suitable
graphics for presentation, and availability of site
licenses at a reasonable cost.

Circuit Design for Nuclear Radiation Test of CMOS Chips
RESEARCHER: ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR TIAN S. LIM

SPONSOR: NAVAL RESEARCH LABORATORY

This is ongoing research devoted to designing cir- electronic subsystem to malfunction. Therefore, it
cuits and developing procedure for testing and eval- is important to devise methods to avoid radiation-
uating the effects of nuclear radiation on CMOS induced degradation. An important step in develop-

. chips. ing hardened electronics is gaining an understanding
Alteration of the electrical properties of inte- of the effects produced in integrated circuits by

grated circuits by impinging radiation may cause an radiation.

V %
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ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING

Evaluation of Nuclear Radiation Effects on Very Large Scale
Integrated (VLSI) Circuit Components

RESEARCHER: PROFESSOR RICHARD L. MARTIN

SPONSOR: NAVAL RESEARCH LABORATORY

The purpose ot this work is to develop procedures age mode of gamma radiation and neutron radia-
for testing and evaluation of the effects of different tion are to be determined. The work is currently in

- types ot nuclear radiation on prototype VLSI corn- progress.
ponents. Specifically, the different effects and dam-

Wear Particle Characterization by Ultrasonic
Signal Processing Techniques

RESEARCHERS: PROFESSOR ANTAL A. SARKADY

AND ASSISTANT PROFESSOR DAVID S. HARDING

SPONSOR: DAVID W. TAYLOR NAVAL SHIP RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT CENTER,
ANNAPOLIS LABORATORY

Wear rate and failure time of shipboard machines Current research work is concentrated on tabu-
can be predicted by online monitoring of wear par- lating the ultrasonic signal features of air bubbles
ticles in lubricants. This information is essential in (of 1 to 2mm in size) and metal spheres (of .0001
scheduling maintenance. Presently, solid wear par- to .001mm in size) suspended in fluids and measured
ticles in oil can be adequately counted and sized in the 1 to 15 MHz frequency range.

using ultrasonic pulse echo techniques, but en-
trapped air and water in the oil can lead to false
readings.

Estimating Radiation Conductance of a Thickness-Mode
Transducer from Driving-Point Admittance Measurements

RESEARCHERS: PROFESSOR ANTAL A. SARKADY, AND

ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR (RETIRED) HERBERT M. NEUSTADT

SPONSOR: NAVAL RESEARCH LABORATORY

For many thickness-mode transducer applications, to be representative of the most popular types. The
it is desirable to have a good estimate of the trans- results were compared with measurements made at
ducer's radiation conductance, GRAD. Generally, National Bureau of Standards (NBS) by use of a
however, it is difficult to measure directly transducer force balance. For four transducers, the lowest
power output. It is therefore desirable to have a pro- resonance frequency was clearly defined by a single
cedure for estimating GRAD from easily measurable peak in the transducer's driving-point conductance
parameters. A promising candidate for such a pro- vs. frequency curve. For these four, the discrepancy
cedure is to measure the driving-point conductance between the NBS radiation conductance values and
of the transducer when it is in air, and when in the researchers' values was within 4%. For the other
water. These measurements are made at the trans- two transducers, the "lowest single-peak resonance
ducer's lowest single-peak reasonance frequency. frequency" could not be readily determined because
The estimated radiation conductance is the driving- of two overlapping peaks in the driving-point con-
point conductance in air minus that in water. This ductance vs. frequency curve. The investigation is
procedure was applied to six transducers considered being continued.
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Independent Research

Electron Excitation of 6' States in "S5
NT 'd [ARC iti AssisrANT PII~SSOR PATRICIA E. BURT

A earI. h tor the I o~ magnetiC MUltipOle'Av t ran- know~n large Moc strength in ~S.Prelimninary- in-
oition strength in '"S nU( li Is proposed. A prinmary elastic proton scattering experiments. howvever, fail
objec tive of the experiment is to examine t he Oe t to indicate such strength in "S.* In order to Under
of the 2s, , spectator orbit on the distribution of Mib stand the cause of this disagreement the resear her
strength in) the s-Cl shell. Systemnatic studies of proposes to Study "S using a more sensitive probe.
A 12 ->lo and A =5o- >W" nuclei show that %14 inelastic electron scattering. Experiments, are pro-
and MS8 transitions, respectively, are consistently posed primarily at 0 = 154 ,in the momentum trans- -

strong. A similar behavior is expected in the ter range I.I <q < 3.0 Im', and excitation energy
A 28 - > 32 nuclei, in particular "S, because of the range 14 < E, < 17.5 MeV.
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ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING

Publications

BENNETT William E., Associate Professor, and RLC circuit and its relationship to the resonant
David S. HARDING, Assistant Professor, "Uses of frequency.
PSPICE in the Electronics and Signals & Systems
Curricula at the United States Naval Academy,' Pro- LIM, Tian S., Associate Professor, "Circuit Design
ceedings ot The 1986 Frontiers in Education Con- for Nuclear Radiation Test of CMOS Multiplier
terence, October 1986, 215-223. Chips," Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engi-

In this paper the authors describe the use of PSPICE neers Circuits and Devices Magazine, 2, 5 (Septem-

run on the IBM-XT as a tool to teach several im- ber 1986), 29-33.

portant concepts in electrical engineering. PSPICE This paper describes the design of a microprocessor-
is a comprehensive circuit analysis program de- based electronic circuit to be used in testing the
signed to run on microcomputers. The Electrical effects of nuclear radiation on a CMOS multiplier
Engineering Department at the United States Naval chip. The chip undergoing testing is attached to a
Academy has recently acquired approximately a DUT (device under test) board which is enclosed in
dozen IBM-XT microcomputers, and this paper de-f- a metal container. The container is then lowered to
scribes a first attempt by the authors at the use of the cobalt 60 radiation source located at the bottom
•SPICE as an educational tool, of a pool with a depth of 15 feet. The in-source test

In one application the student uses PSPICE to board containing the multiplier chip is attached to
predict the operation of an active RC circuit thatg- implements a stable oscillator. This task involves an 8085-based, single-board microcomputer by a
i n a30-foot multi-conductor cable. Doses of gamma-ray
deriving the frequency of oscillation analytically, radiation from cobalt 60 are applied in steps at in-.", ';verifying the oscillator performance with theverSiy g c t e si latio , p o an ce with acthy creasing quantities until the multiplier chip begins
FSPICE computer simulation, and then actually t afnto.A 05asml agaepo
testing the oscillator circuit in the laboratory. The to malfunction. An 8085 assembly language pro-
cmueevlainwsdnbysmltnthci- gram is used for functional testing of the multiplier.

k¢.,computer evaluation was done by simulating the cir- The leakage current and the propagation delay time
cuit with PSPICE for gains less than critical, equal The leakageured the pop t d i
to critical, and greater than critical. The active de- are also measured between doses.
vice used was an operational amplifier; hence the
need to simulate circuit performance with PSPICE. LIM, Tian S., Associate Professor, "Nuclear Radia-
Thc oscillator circuit that was chosen was one not tion Test of a D Flip-Flop IC Using a Single-Board
normally encountered in standard texts. The overall Microcomputer," Institute of Electrical and Electronic
result was that the student found the analytical solu- Engineers Circuits and Devices Magazine, 3, 1 (Jan-
tion, the computer stimulation, and the performance uary 1987), 22-30.
of the actual hardware all correlated well.

In the signals and systems area the authors de- In this paper the design of a microcomputer-
scribe the investigation of an under-damped series controlled circuit and its use in evaluating the ef-
RLC circuit using both pulse and sinusoidal excita- fect of nuclear radiation on a 4013 CMOS D flip-
tions. In particular, the student uses PSPICE to find flop integrated circuit are described. The software
an excitation pulse short enough that the response design and the radiation testing procedure are dis-
approximates the impulse reponse well. In addition cussed in detail.
the student investigates the natural frequency of the
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ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING .e

Presentations

BENNETT William E., Associate Professor, and HARDING, David S., Assistant Professor, "De-
D~avid S. HARDING, Assistant Protessor, "Uses of tection of Contaminants in Fluids by Ultrasonic
PSPICE in the Electronics and Signals & Systems Measurements and Spectral Analysis' Sixteenth

-Curricula at the United States Naval Academy," 1986 SymposiuIm on Non-destructive Evaluation, San
*Frontier-, in Education Conference, Arlington, Texas, Antonio, Texas, 21 April 1Q87.

N.14 October 1086.
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Mechanical Engineering
PROFESSORI0 E l) I). (Ill.I.AIN IR.

SCHAIRMAN

A'O

A-

chanical Engineering Department covered
many varied areas of specialization within
the broad field of mechanical engineering.
These areas included fluid mechanics,

energy conversion, internal combustion engines,
composite materials, and fatigue and corrosion of
advanced aluminum alloys, as well as applications
ot artificial intelligence.

Research was supported by a variety of spon-
sors, including the Office of Naval Research, the

4 David W. Taylor Naval Ship Research and Develop-
ment Center, the United States Coast Guard, the
Nuclear Regulatory Commission, and several private
corporations. Additionally, a significant amount of
unfunded research was undertaken independently
bv tacuylt members in their specific areas of techni-
cal expertise and personal interest.

As is the case of any academic institution, the
primary driving force behind research at the Naval
A(ademy is the need for faculty to stay abreast of
current developments in the many diversified areas
of engineering in order to be more effective class-
room instructors. The efforts of the mechanical en-

.% gineering faculty toward the accomplishment of this
goal are evidenced by the extensive number of pub-

A lications and presentations at technical conferences. ' v worldwide.
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MECHANICAL ENGINEERING 9..

Sponsored Research

Deep Submergence Cooling Systems
RESEARCHER: ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR ELLIOTT E. DODSON

SPONSOR: DAVID W. TAYLOR NAVAL SHIP RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT CENTER,

ANNAPOLIS LABORATORY

The purpose was to assess the most promising con- search and development recommendations to the

cepts ot advanced cooling systems and or compo- program manager. Project is classified.
nents tor deep depth submergence and provide re-

Investigation of Smoke Nuisance on Surface Effect Ships I'

RESEARCHERS: PROFESSOR JOSEPH D. GILLERLAIN, JR., AND

ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR JOHN E. ALLEN (AEROSPACE ENGINEERING)

SPONSOR: UNITED STATES COAST GUARD

The second phase of this project involved com- with previously obtained experimental measure-
parisons of computational codes for stack design ments. Other commercially available computational
and stack plumes. Existing codes currently in use codes were considered. The work is in progress.
were studied, and theoretical results were compared

Impact Toughness of Ceramic Matrix Composites
RESEARCHER: PROFESSOR DENNIS F. HASSON

SPONSOR: OFFICE OF NAVAL RESEARCH

Research proceeds on the effect of high loading rate modes of fracture from fracture morphology. The
(on the fracture mechanisms for crack formation and information was analy7-d to provide insights for
propagation in ceramic matrix composite materials toughening of advanced ceramic matrix composite
of various architectures. Instrumented bend speci- materials. Additional testing to determine the effect
mens were tested at high loading rates in both a of impact loading in the short transverse direction
pendulum and drop tower apparatus. Macro- and is in progress.
mic ro-tractographv was performed to determine the

Mechanical and Impact Toughness Properties
of Advanced Aluminum Alloy Materials

RESEARCHER: PROFESSOR DENNIS F. HASSON
SPONsOR: NAVAL SURFACE WEAPONS CENTER, WHITE OAK LABORATORY

The purpose was to determine which manufactur- performed to determine fracture modes and mecha-
ing process of advanced aluminum alloy materials nisms. Various products from either hot pressing
provides th- best mechanical and impact properties. extrusions and or forging were also examined. Ad-
Nh<.hani al properties were determined, for exam- ditional testing of allovs has been performed to show
ple. for rapidly ,olidified powder metallurgy and the effects of aging time on properties. Orientation
mec hani(ally alloyed powders. Macro- and micro- effect,, on impact behavior of advanced aluminum-
5(,anning electron microscope fractography was lithium alloys also have been measured.
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MECHANICAL ENGINEERING(

Temperature Effect on the Impact Properties
% of Titanium Aluminide Materials

RESEARCHER: PROFESSOR DENNIS F. HASSON

SPONSOR: NAVAL RESEARCH LABORATORY

The purpose is to determine the ductile-to-brittle- impact tests are being performed in an instrumented
transition temperature DBTT) ot extruded titanium drop tower which allows for some variance in im-
alur.inides with different dispersed particulates, pact velocity and energy. Macro- and microf rai.o-
such as titanium diboride and titanium carbide. The graphy are planned to determine fracture modes and
DBTTs of these materials have not been determined, mechanisms.
but they are estimated to be in excess of 800 C. The

Application of Artificial Intelligence Language-
Prolog to Data Base Query

RESEARCHER: ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR RUSSELL D. JAMISON

SPONSOR: NAVAL RESEARCH LABORATORY

The purpose was to establish a data base of exper- could be examined efficiently to yield relation-
O imental fatigue data from composite testing and to ships among the data which would otherwise be

study the feasibility of providing a query protocol undetected.
using the Prolog language by which the data base

Behavior of Impact-Damaged Graphite/Epoxy
and Hybrid Laminates Under Fatigue Loading

RESEARCHER: ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR RUSSELL D. JAMISON

SPONSOR: ALLIED CrRPORATION

The purpose was to study and characterize the
growth of damage in impact-damaged composite
laminates tinder tension fatigue loading.

Measurement of Elastic Properties of Polymers
at Extreme Temperatures

RESEARCHERS. ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR RUSSELL D. JAMISON

SPONSOR: WESTINGHOUSE

The purpose of this research was to measure Young's mMl expansion for PMMA and Kaptur film to sup-
modulus. Poisson's ratio, and the coefficient of ther- port Westinghouse's acoustics program.

J.
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Dynamic Elastic Plastic Fracture
R1 '4 AR( III R: PRO) I ssOR IAMI 5A- lo, F

* ION'dR N\(IIA (i L A 10 RN' OMNI' I", ONsu

C 'lI I -Aw'e .11nd (1j 1 1 jk Wit to ( I Liit iCdrop but the series is, onkI nous hr ing re-peated. to give a
I%\ (I ut I pOL Udtlrt to) IFut a( flri t tiure larger dtla base, for taititi( al inlysis. I.,Frgestl

'uhnts.t A;53381 s& I in the tOug~hntss transition apxmen.*pprox\imately I o-inth Jong bend bar,.,
% TUI, tecu n Int 2) invc~tigate criteriai t or cleavage r ack have been nmath biled mnd wi Ite tested t his sum merIC.

t I a t i on i n A533 B s teel in t he u1 jper t rans it io n ResulIts to dlate show that the eXt ept monal (art, t aken
iio '0 b date, st it it test on compao.t and bend with these tests had greatly rcdUt ed the dt a stt tr

ptinens have been conmpleted at temlperatures reported by preyvious researc hers. Ihe at lquatd V of
r om 80 C to 150 C. P rop towetr rate tests have 1' integral analysis vwill bc dectermminet after the )ia rge-r

bee-n run at temperatures H-roni -o C to + 80 C, "(cale tests have been (omiplted.

Shock Test of Self-Lubricating Bearings
Ri LsLAR(FIt R: Asso.IA! L P'ROtFESSOR %i LLi AM ',I. 1. 1

SPONsOR: NAVAL Si A SYSrEMS COMMAND)

Anin). etigation %as ctnductted to deternmine the ties that compared favorably w ith existing materials.
shot 1, resistanc characteristics of nonmetallic self- These materials were ultra high Molecular weight

I1Lubritaiting bearing materials that are being con- (LJHMW) polyeylene, plus 3 proprietary materials
sidvrctd as, re-placemients tor existing metallic bear- identified as codes A. K3 and C. These materials were
rigs in torpedlo tube linkage' systemi,. Candlidate subjected to tests meeting the requirements ot the

niaterials have been previoly[ sc reened, yielding MIL-S-90 IC for 637 and 688 class submarine tor-
4 miateral , ih friction, wear, and creep proper- pedo tube bearing applications.

Analysis of Flow Induced Noise in Pipes
RLF;SARCHEIR: PROFESSOR JOHN P. ULDRICK

S1PONsOR. D)AVID W. TAYLOR NAVAL Stil' RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT CENTER.
ANNAPOLis LABORATORY

* This project is an experimental investigation of the response and the fluid borne spectra. A coniprehen-
strtiural response ot siniple piping configurations sive course on Modern [Dynaniic Signal Analysis9

% to the flowv of water through them. Special emphasis was developed and presented to some twenty-five
wsplaced upon the developmient of mathematical scientists antI engineers at David W. Taylor Naval

£niotdels for predicting both the structures vibration Ship Research aind Development Center.
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Independent Research

Teaching and Learning Strategies in the Computer Age
lRi-I AR( HII \-.isiIA XI l'RtiI 110R SlIRL~i N1' I I, hi.iMAN

I i pit-u ut icnujation oftudicnt, ha- he.. r rat-d t ron oh-,ervation,, ofi ',t Udt n indic atis t hat It, im-
In J pIot1d (It tremne-ndou- ti-ihnikal and social pact kit the c hanges w%%hich their teacher, cxperi-
hangt. .- sa ri-suitthi hlhodackrndi CiidasddUlts. u hc tdnt -prccdi

in manm, ka-c- ,ignitii antlY dii t-rci-t f rom what their formative vi-ars)i indeed signit iiant. TFhe- c-
th~-i te'achers wvas at thiat same age. Lit tlei at tention tectiveness oit an entire education approach is, threat-
ha- hi-en givten to the Oeec ot t remenilous change vned. Continuing research involves. discovury kit the

* on ho-i- who are now too) young to remember the depth kit the prohlemn and also classroom let hniques
JaY- iluh'ri- (tcUla ors., digit al clock-, and a myrnail de'Signed to overcome the problems.
ot net products and prokc s- .Eidenct g ithi ri

Transition to Turbulence-
Effects of Surface Roughness and Free-Stream Noise

0 141ARi H! I AssistANT PRol F sSOR SIRLF T. FLEISCHMANN

It is, well knowxn that -Urtace roughness and free rocughe ned circular cylinders, has been done, and
stream turbulence tio effect transition to lurbulence: Current research is ftocusing on flow over flat plates
however the poibli- interaction cit these effects and w~ith possible application to controlling transition

ri-liable mnethods, to predict transition (it scirface on ship models as an immediate goal. Experiments
roughness and tree-streamn turbulence are known) on flat plates in water flow are being planned.
have not hit-n ex<tensively studied. Research on

Residual Strength of
Aramid Fiber-Reinforced Aluminum Sheet After

Fatigue Testing in Lab and Salt-Contaminated Moist Air
RESEARCHER: PROrESOR DENNIS F. HASSON

". IfAramid tibir-reinforceci aluminum sheet was tested contaminated moist air. Scanning electron micro-
to variocis lCees ot IatigUe life. The specimens, scope fractography was performed to determine
art- scibseciuently tested for residual strength. The fracture path and the contribution of the aramid
tatigUt- tists are performed in both lab and Salt- fibers to the fatiguie resistance.

-~Post Processor Development
RI.sFLARIIc HRs. PROF Ls5(R ltuME, A. loY(i cWITH ROHERT IFJIR

Ihi h4,i live is to develop a post-processor capa- inc ruientally int rias-c. -pl~to oftiscm

- i iht v t ir VA\ For-tran finmite element analysis using pitt-r program was, macit to a U.S. Navy problem
a1 ltktrn nix c(i ior graphics, terminal. Plsicont- involving bcit-wlclecl joints which have preexisting
ulcveliupmen I plots, w-r( gi-nerateci from this, task. u.racks, auseil by incomplete weld penetration clur-

wvhii h ctmi ns rati-t how pirmanent dlamag- is lii- ing tabricat ion. This. project Was leVVlIpel cinder
-U i tiiiatid near a crack, tip asthe load intisit v is thi- Naval Ac adci-m nitnorship Program.
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MECHANICAL ENGINEERING

Research Course Projects

Endoreversible Energy Conversion
RESEARCHER: MIDSHIPMAN I C CLAUDE P. LiM

ADVISER: PROFESSOR CHIH Wu

S'," hAn endoreversible cycle is a reversible Carnot cycle power condition, are treated analytically. Computer

, modified by adding time factor and irreversibility simulation of the performance of the endoreversi-
in the heat transfer processes with the surroundings ble energy conversion devices is made. The results
of the cycle. Energy conversion characteristics of an give a very reasonable bound for energy conversion
endoreversible heat engine at its maximum power engineering designers and a realistical limit in eval-
co.idition, and of an endoreversible heat pump, as uation of existing energy devices.
well as refrigerator at its respective minimum input
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%MECHANICAL ENGINEERING

Publications

FLEISCHMANN, Shirley T., Assistant Professor, trix were tested in a low blow instrumented impact
"Drag on a Stationary Circular Cylinder in Cross- apparatus. The composite architectures were uni-

4. flow-A Laboratory Exercise," Division of Engineer- directional (0 ) and crossply (0/90-'). An early de-
ing and Weapons Report EW-20-86, 1986. velopment laminate with a borosilicate glass matrix

and graphite fibers was also tested. The fiber-matrix
A new experiment, "Drag on a Stationary Circular frictional sliding mechanism, which is responsible
Cylinder in Cross-flow," is currently available in the for improved ceramic matrix composite static tough-
(blue) subsonic wind tunnel at the U.S. Naval Acad- ness, is also operative at elevated loading rates. Also,
emy. In the lab the drag on a circular cylinder the impact toughness of these composites is much
(D=3", L='54") is measured using three methods: greater than for their monolithic ceramic matrix.
( 1) a direct force measurement using a force trans-
ducer, (2) the integration of the pressure distribu-tionarond he ylinerand(3)a cotro voume HASSON, Dennis F., Professor, co-author, "Flexural
tion around the cylinder, and (3) a control volume Fatigue Behavior of Aramid-Reinforced Aluminum
analysis utilizing a wake velocity survey. 7075 Laminate (ARALL-I) and AL 7075 Alloy Sheet

The sample results given in this report are in Air and in Salt-Ladened Humid Air" Proceedings

CD =1.16 by method 1, CD =1.18 Ly method 2, and of the Sixth International Conference on Composite
CD = 1.4 by method 3. These results compare very"" 'favorably with the accepted experimental value of Materials, Imperial College, England: Elsevier Ap-
forbywtthacetdeprmnavauof plied Science Publishers, LTD, 1987, pp. 2.138-

CD = 1.2 at Re = 1.8 x 10'. The experiment has been

designed to provide results for a laminar boundary 2.145.

layer and a fully turbulent wake at all tunnel speeds.
The experiment uses both manual and automated Fatigue and corrosion fatigue studies were conducted

in flexure on aramid-reinforced aluminum laminate
measurement systems; therefore, in addition to dem-air. The
onstrating 3 different methods to obtain a drag coef- ARALL resl a d tdta fo A Thfiini llsrtste datgsan.iavn ARALL results are compared to data for AL 7075-T6
ficient. it illustrates the advantages and disadvan- and AL 7075-T73 alloy sheet. In lab air, the ARALL-

,-.-,7tages of these measurement systems.
The lab has been used very successfully in the I showed enhanced fatigue endurance behavior and

%%% he ab as een sedver sucessull inthe at 10' cycles to falure, an improvement in stress-
Mechanical Measurements course (EM471) and in carrying ability of 12 ksi (83 MPa) is achieved. InFluid Dynamics (EM324). This report contains the the salt-contaminated, moist air environment, the

lab handout, sample results, an equipment list, a
detailed experimental schematic with instruction for ARALL-I showed about 15 ksi (103 MPa) improve-

setup, and notes to the instructor. ment in load-carrying capability in the low cycle
fatigue range, whereas in high cycle fatigue, the
enhanced fatigue behavior of the ARALL-I is some-

HASSON, Dennis F., Professor, co-author, "Impact what less. Micro- and macro-examination of the fa-
,. . Behavior of Ceramic Matrix Composite Materials;' tigued specimens showed that the outer laminates

Sixth International Conference on Composite Mate- of the ARALL cracked early in the fatigue life and
* rials, Imperial Co!lege, England: Elsevier Applied eventually delaminated. Damage to the fibers was

Science Publishers, LTD, 1987, pp. 2.40-2.47. not observed until near the end of the fatigue life.
When flexed in a direction transverse to the direc-

Ceramic and ceramic matrix composites with con- tion of the fibers, the fatigue life was dominated by
N, tinuous SiC fibers in a lithium aluminosilicate ma- fatigue of the 7075 Al laminate sheets.

2-5
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M ECHANICAL ENGINEERING

JAMISON, Russell D., Associate Professor, "Micro- Descriptionsof the techniques are provided inde-
scopic Techniques for Damage Assessment in Lami- tail. Illustrations from previous work are presented.

.- nated Composites," Alicrostructural Science, Vol. 14,
Welding. Failure Analysis, and Metallography, eds. JAMISON, Russell D., Associate Professor, "Survey
Mrs. Louham, Jr., I. Lemax, and G. F. VanderVoort, of Re'cent Research in Thick Composite Laminates,"
1987, pp. 539-559. Division of Engineering and Weapons Report

", EW-21-86, 1986.

- Several microscopic techniques recently have proven

to be very usefulin the assessment and characteri- Recent research in the area of thick composite lami-
zation of damage in composite laminates. This paper nate is reviewed. The areas of fabrication, analysis,
describes two of these: stereo x-ray radiography and and testing are emphasized. Representative papers
laminate deply. These techniques were applied to the in the technical literature are reviewed. Key areas
study of damage development in graphite/epoxy for continued research are identified.
laminates subjected to both quasi-static and cyclic
tensile loading. By the use of an x-ray enhancing
agent and an aerial photogrammetry viewer, insights JAMISON, Russell D., Associate Professor, "Mea-
into the microscopic details and through-thickness surement of Elastic Moduli of Polymers," Division
location of matrix damage were possible through of Engineering and Weapons Report EW-26-86,
radiography. Interaction between matrix cracks and 1986.

interior delaminations were documented for the first
time, and a source of porosity entrapment was Values of Young's Modulus (E) and Poisson's Ratio
identified. (v) for specimens of polyurethane and Kaptonx were

A laminate deply technique was used to expose measured using strain gages over the temperature
internal broken fibers for in situ examination with range -60'F to 1600F. The coefficient of thermal
a scanning electron microscope. Among the results expansion (CTE) for these materials was also mea-
presented are evidence of a strong interaction be- sured over the same temperature range. Bulk modu-
tween matrix cracks and fiber breaks and of the oc- Jus (K) was calculated from these measurements.
currence of fiber breaks in isolated small groups.
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MECHANICAL ENGINEERING

f IAMISON. Russell D., Associate Professor, "On the Finally, in comparing damage resulting from
Interrelationship Between Fiber Fracture and Ply quasi-static tension loading of cross-ply laminate,
Cracking in Graphite Epoxy Laminates," Composite with that observed in tension-tension cclic lo,ding
Materials.: Fatigze and Fracture, ASTM STP 007, ed. of laminates of similar graphic epoxy material,
H. T. Hahn. Philadelphia: American Society for microdamage modes unique to fatigue are identitied
Testing and Materials, 1086, pp. 252-253. and discussed.

The present work examines in a systematic way the JAMISON, Russell, D., Associate Prohcssor, o-
development of microdamage in several laminates atho, Usell. ai Aso iomposroes i o-
ot graphite epoxy material subjected to both quasi- author, "UseofGraphite Epoxy Composites in Space-
static tensile loading and tension-tension fatigue. Tca rtes A C Study Spkins 10oL
Emphasis is placed upon discriminating and quanti- sJ
tying matrix and fiber microdamage. Penetrant- 290-294.

-. , •  enhanced standard and stereo X-ray radiography
were used, along with edge replication, to followcomposite

the progression of matrix damage. The recently in the fabrication of critical structures in support
deelpedgrecniqu of aminat da e. w ed etoy of APL programs is demonstrated by a redesign ot
Sdeveloped technique of laminate deply was used to the POLAR BEAR satellite's only support structure.
map the development of fiber fracture.

The most significant result, confirmed in both The new technology can also be applied to the other

the quasi-static and fatigue tests, was the dominant programs throughout the laboratory and elsewhere.

role played by off-axis ply cracks in the fracture of
fibers in adjacent load-bearing plies. By direct obser- JOYCE, James A., Professor, "Dynamic J-R Curve
vation of fiber fractures in situ, it was established Testing of a High Strength Steel Using the Key Curve
in both cases that fiber fractures do not occur in a and Multispecimen Techniques," Fracture Mechanics:

V.[ random pattern at elevated loads, cycles, but instead Seventeenth Volumle. ASTM STP 905, eds. J. H.

V occur in narrow bands adjacent to off-axis ply Underwood, R. Chait, C. W. Smith, D. P. Wilhem,
cracks. It is the action of these crack tips upon W. A. Andrews, and J. C. Newman. Philadelphia:
adjacent fibers which may govern the wearout or American Society for Testing and Materials, 1986,
overload of laminates under these conditions. pp. 741-774.

By direct accounting of fiber fractures in deplied
laminate taken from damaged but unfailed lami- J-intergral R-curve tests were performed on three-
nates, the relationship between the density of fiber point bend specimens of a 3-Ni steel at three loading
fractures and the number of cycles at one cyclic rates: quasi-static, intermediate (25 mm s), and drop
stress level is reported. The relationship between tower (2.54 m.'s). The key curve and multispecimen
fiber fracture density and quasi-static stress level is procedures were employed for the higher rate tests:
reported as well. this investigation is focused primarily on details of

For the quasi-statically loaded specimens, efforts the test method development. The multispecimen

to characterize and discriminate between fiber frac- and key curve techniques were found to yield upper
* ture and transverse ply cracking on the basis of shelf J-R curves which were in substantial agree-

acoustic emission (AE) amplitude distribution are ment at the elevated loading rates. Numerical

described. Correlations between attributes of the AE smoothing techniques required to apply a key curve
amplitude distribution and the established damage method appear to separate the oscillatory high fre-
extent and chronology are reported. Common as- quency component from the load-displacement
s umptions regarding the contributions of these dis- record. For the 3-Ni steel tested for this investi-
tinct damage modes to acoustic emission trom lam- gation, both Jk and T were found to be elevated with
inate', under tensile loading are discussed in terms increasing loading rate.
of the present evidence.
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IOYCE, iames A., Professor, co-author, "Applica- sorbers are used to eliminate the initial transient
tion of Alternating Current Potential Difference to shock and produce data records smooth enough for
Crack Length Measurement," United States Nuclear direct application of key curve methods. An analytic
Regulatory Commission, Washington, DC. Report key curve method is used which eliminates the need
NUREG CR-4oQQ, (August 1986). ior tests on blunt, notched, or subsize specimens,

.s. allowing development of a I-R curve for each speci-

. The objective of this project has been to investigate men tested. Results are presented on an A533B steel,
the applicability of an alternating current potential showing the resulting J-R curve elevation as a func-
difference method ot crack length estimation to tion of test rate in comparison with standard static
rapid loading fracture mechanics tests in ferromag- tests.
netic materials.

The more commonly used direct current method JOYCE, fames A., Professor, 'ransition Range Drop
has been demonstrated to be very sensitive to in- Tower J-R Curve Testing of A106 Steel;' United
duced magnetization under rapid loadings. The re- States Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washing-

sulting direct current output signal is complex andNUREGCR-4818, (February
not repeatable, and the component related to crack 1987).
extension cannot be separated from the total re-
sponse. The tests done here show calibrations of a Fracture toughness properties should be measured
10kHZ alternating current system on an A533B ma- in the laboratory at loading rates and temperatures

% terial and application of the calibration to a staticunloading compliance test and to rapid servohy- similar to those expected in the application of in-
ulaingtests.A compn et end t seh- terest. This is not usually the case because of the

draulic tests. A d.c. component dependent on stress- experimental difficulties involved. This report de-
induced magnetization is still present but can now scribes a method being used to obtain JIc, J-R

""" be separated from the high frequency componentb p d t i e y o curves, and J at cleavage for three point bend tests
",'.'."using Fourier series methods.

The major conclusion is that an alternating cur- conducted at drop tower rates through the ductile
"T-" mto brittle transition regime of the ferritic A1O6 steelrent technique with a properly chosen excitation fre-

quency can be used to detect crack growth in rapidly being tested. The major conclusion is that these tests
loaded specimens. Additional comments on devel- can now be accomplished, though a high degree of
loaded oping an improved system are presented. expertise and considerable practical experience are

necessary to obtair good test results. The steel tested
here is quite rate dependent, as shown both by ten-

JOYCE, James A., Professor, co-author, "Develop- sile tests and fracture toughness tests. A load eleva-
ment of an Analytic Key Curve Approach to Drop tion of 30% to 50% results in the drop tower 100
Tower J-R Curve Measurement;' United States in second test on this material in comparison with
Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington, DC. static tests when both tests are conducted on the duc-
Report NUREG,'CR-4782, (December 1986). tile upper shelf, Nonetheless, for this material, J,,

and I-R curves are not elevated by the loading rate.
" The report describes the development of a dramati- This rather surprising result corresponds to a ten-

.4 cally improved method for evaluating I -R curves dency for crack initiation to occur at a smaller bend
d from 3 point bend specimens tested in a drop tower angle beyond crack initiation than is present in the

at loading rates of 2.5 m second. Aluminum ab- static test.

,'
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KEATING, Eugene L., Professor, co-author, 'Octane IOIARL)O, Vincent I-, Professor, "Study of (as
Insensitivity of Supercharged I.C. Engines Using Turbines Via Computer Modelling,' lrocccdin, ot
Chemical-Acoustic Charge Conditioning," American the Seventeenth Annual Pittsburgh Conference,
Society of Mechanical Engineering Report 87 ICE- Instrument Society of America, 17 (April 108ro.
23, 15 February 1087. 597 5Q99

Supercharged I.C. Engine performance maintaining This paper presents a description ot a particular
IMBI spark with a low octane fuel is demonstrated design tool developed for the applied thermody-

in a Lo 1. production engine, using time dependent namics course at the U.S. Naval Academy. Specifi-
pulse combustion generated by a resonating piston cally, a computer program was formulated which
cavity. Octane insensitivity of this combustion allows the student to study a variety of gas turbine

,Q process employing chemical acoustic interaction is configurations. Not only are the schematics ot the
demonstrated in a power-spark-boost map by main- various cases available on the graphics terminals,
taining MBT spark up to 8 psi (.55 bar) from 600 but there is also the option of varying a number of
to 4000 RPM for a fixed octane number fuel. The parameters.
relationship of time dependent combustion in such
I.C. engines to a Helmholtz oscillator tuned to the MILLER, Myron H., Assistant Professor, co-author,MILLERcMyronqHencAssistantcProfessorcco-author
knock frequency of the combustion chamber "Basic Concepts in Atomic Emission Spectroscopy,"
demonstrated experimentally. Control of end gas Inductivly Coupled Plasmas in Analytical Atomic
reaction rate within the cavity allows periodic addi-

Spectrometry. New York, New York: VCH Pub-tion of preconditioned mixture to the combustion lishers, Incorporated, 1987, pp. 15-3.
*' process at a predetermined rate rather than in the

autocatylic runaway manner of the knock process. Emission from spectroscopic plasmas is treated at
Without optimization of the manifolds, fuel delivery a u eltout unusmas is on
system, valve gear, etc., at a boost pressure of .55
bar using 87octane (R + M):2 fuel, a BMEP of 16.6 any particular light source. It should be a useful
bar at 3000 RPM, MBT spark, has been attained starting point for a spectroscopist interested in .

investigating inductively coupled plasmas (ICP .
Equations are presented without derivation, but

KEATING, Eugene L., Professor, co-author, "Evi- generally with discussion of spectrochemical impli-
dence for Chemical-Acoustic Interaction for I.C. cations or validity ranges. Some typical numerical
Engines," American Institute of Aeronautics and examples are provided.
Astronautics Report 86-0527, 6 lanuary 1986.

MILLER, Myron H., Assistant Professor, co-author,
__]The key concepts of the time dependent I.C. engine "Thermal Pinch Effect in the Argon D.C. Plasma,"

combustion with internal regeneration are reviewed

briefly. Time dependent combustion in such I.C. Spectrochimica Acta. 411, 5 (1986), 453-467.

engines is a result of a tuned Helmholtz cavity ex-- Creation and consequences of the marked thermal
cited by combustion pressure waves. Mass exchange pinch in the analytical d.c. plasma (DCP) are in-

* from within the cavity prolongs the combustion vestigated. The flowing plasma constricts, due to
* time and at the same time allows end gas control interaction between forced convective cooling and

through control of its mixture composition and electric current regulation of the low power art.

temperature: damping of standing waves is also Distinctive visual, spectroscopic, and operational
observed. Internally regenerative aspects of these features of the DCP are associated with the ther-
engines stem from both thermal and chemical ef- mal pinch and the transport properties of hot argon.

fet'. Theoretical and experimental evidence of such Response of modelled electron density to changes
Sbehavior in ',ingle and multicylind Ier normally aspi- in cooling gas flow rates is compared with experi-
rated and supertharged engines is presented. mental data ior non-localmeta at.Implications frn-lclthermody-

namic equilibrium (LTE) spectrochemical excitation
" "are noted.
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ROLFES., Marc H., Lieutenant, USN. Applied Ther- the heat (onduction behavior across the (onta( ting
modynamics Laboratory Mlanual with Computer gap and on the carrying (apa(itv of a lubriated
Applications. Annapolis, Maryland: United States bearing,
Naval Academy Press, 1 08L. This paper presents a sto ha,,tit modelling and

a finite element torrnulation, in which efheCts due
An applied thermodynamics course takes many to the interferente of asperities are inocluded in the

-, torms at colleges and universities across the country. form of a truncated normal probability densitY
,At the United States Naval Academy, this course tunction. The conventional heat conduction equa-
builds on the fundamental concepts learned in the tion and the Reynold's equation of lubrication are
classitical thermodynamics course by emphasizing modified. The work introduces the finite element
laboratory work, problem solution techniques, and method into the realm ot sto hastic processes, and
computer analysis. As such, a laboratory manual may help to simulate and resolve such problems as
has been developed which outlines the theoretical gap heat conduction and tilm lubrication, where
and experimental aspects of each of several labora- discrete microscopic effects cannot be ignored and

* tory exercises. Emphasis has been placed on present- where using each finite element as a continuum1 tails
ing the fundamentals, thereby allowing the students Although this paper is limited to gap heat con-
to formulate and present the specifics of each labora- duction and thin film lubrication, the same concept
tory in a formal written report. Laboratory exercises can be readily generalized to other field problems

- include several power cycles, as well as compressi- such as tluid-fluid intertaces,. solid-tluid intera tion,
"he flow, real gas behavior, and heat pump applica- etc.
tions In addition, laboratory work is supplemented
by parametric computer analysis and design optimi- WU , Chih, Professor, co-author "Modelling and
,'ation ot these cycles and phenomena.

Simulation of a Naval Shipboard Heat Pump," In
tcrmitional journal of Modchli, ai ,Sim daltio, o,

Wl' (ihih. Professor, "Probabilistic Modeling and 2 dune 1087), 155-lo3.
Simulation of Multi-Phase Interface Problems," i-
fC.t,'rt:Pmul [ tfirtit of Moh'ling Lntt d 5imulatio. b, A computer simulation model has been developed
2 lunu 1087 1. 107-113. for a water-to-water heat pump. The simulation

model is intended to evaluate the thermal pertor-
-\, two rough surfaces approach each other, the mance of this water-to-water heat pump system. It
in silrfa(c. asperities begin to (ontact at a discrete can also be used as a computer-aided design analysis

" number ot points. The real contact area increases tool, since it has many built-in design options. The
a, the applied load increases. The degree ot contact, modeling techniques used and the different types of
which is a strong function of the number and nature operational modes and component options relevant
o)t ,urta(e asperities, has a significant infIluence on to shipboard environment are presented.
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Presentations

FLEISCHMANN. Shirley T, Assistant Professor, JOYCE, James A., Professor, co-author, "Separation
, "The Wooden Shoe Regatta, A New Tradition In of Energies in Elastic-Plastic Fracture,' ASTM Third

Learning," Sigma Xi. United States Naval Academy, International Symposium on Non-linear Fracture
Annapolis, Maryland, 15 October 1086. Mechanics, Knoxville, Tennessee, 6-8 October 1986.

FL.EISCHMANN, Shirley T., Assistant Professor, JOYCE, James A., Professor, "A Closer Look at Tear-
"Teaching and Learning Strategies for Students in ing Instability and Arrest,' ASTM Third Interna-
the Computer Age," Mathematics Department, tional Symposium on Non-linear Fracture Me-

TUnited States Naval Academy, Annapolis, Mary- chanics, Knoxville, Tennessee, 6-8 October 1086.
land. 7 lanuary 1987.

JOYCE, James A., Professor, "Dynamic Fracture
IASSON, Dennis F., Professor, "Impact Testing;' Testing," David W. Taylor Naval Ship Research and
Symposium on Ceramic Composites, American Development Center Code 2814 Branch Meeting,
Society for Metals, Materials Week '86, Orlando, Annapolis, Maryland, 12 November 1986.
Florida. 7 October 1986.

KEATING, Eugene L., Professor, co-author, "Octane
HASSON, Dennis, F., Professor, "Flexure Fatigue of Insensitivity of Supercharged Internal Combustion
Aramid Reinforced Aluminum 7075-T6 Laminated Engines Using Chemical-Acoustic Charge Cond-
Composites in Lab and Salt-Contaminated Moist tioning," Tenth Annual ASME Energy-Sources Tech-
Air," Symposium on Metal Matrix Composites, nology Conference and Exhibition, Dallas, Texas,
American Society for Metals, Materials Week '86, 15-18 February 1987.
Orlando, Florida, 7 October 1986.

KEATING, Eugene L., Professor, co-author, "Evi-
HASSON, Dennis, F., Professor, "Impact Testing of dence for Chemical-Acoustic Interaction for Internal
Ceramic Matrix Composites," Eleventh Annual Con- Combustion Engines:' Twenty-Fourth Aerospace
terence on Composites and Advanced Ceramic Ma- Sciences Meeting, Reno, Nevada, 6-9 January 1986.
terials, American Ceramic Society, Cocoa Beach,
Florida, 21 January 1987. LOPARDO, Vincent J., Professor, "Study of Gas

Turbines Via Computer Modelling," Seventeenth
JOYCE, lames A., Professor, "j Integral Testing and Annual Conference-Modeling and Simulation,
Applications in Elastic Plastic Fracture;' Yugoslavia Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, 24 April 1986.
Fracture Seminar, Dubrovnik, Yugoslavia, 24 June
I.08c. WU, Chih, and Eugene L. KEATING, Professors,

co-authors, "Potential Applications of Liquid Hydro-
* JOYCE, ames A., Professor, co-author, "Measure- gen to Military Aircafts' Sixth World Hydrogen

ment of Dynamic Fracture Toughness of Ductile Energy Conference, Vienna, Austria, 20-25 July
Materials;' American Society for Testing and Mate- 1986.
riai, Third International Symposium on Non-linear
Fracture Mechanics, Knoxville, Tennessee, 6-8 Octo-ber ,"() WU, Chih, Professor, "Computer-Aided Design ofbher 1o8o.

a Thermoelectric Generator," International Model-
ling and Simulation Conference, Williamsburg,

1OY( F, lames, A., [rotes,,or, co-author, "An Ad- Virginia, 3-5 September 1986.
vanced Procedure for 1-R Curve Testing Using A
D.rop ower," AS.N Third International Sympo- WU, Chih, Professor, "Evaluation of Refrigerants as

%'um on Non-linear Fracture Mechajics. Knoxville, Working Fluids for an OTEC System;' International
inn .soee. 8 Octber 108. Modelling and Simulation Conference, Williams-

burg, Virginia, 3-5 September 1086.
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.1WU, Chih, Professor, "Mathematical Modelling and WU, Chih, Professor, "Computer Program to
Computer Simulation of a Tidal Power Plant with Simulate the Performance of Thermoelectric Devices
Variable Flow Rate," Third International Conference for Optimum Design," Simulation, Modelling, and
on Systems Research Intormatics and Cybernetics, Development Conference, Cairo, Egypt, 2-4 March
Baden-Baden, West Germany, 19-24 August 1986. 1987.

WtI, Chih, Professor, "Teaching Long Term Forecast- WU, Chih, Professor, and Paul B. STUMBO, Cap-
- ing on Oil Consumption and Production," 1986 Chi- tain, USAF, "Long Term Forecasting on Oil Produc-

nese American Professionals Association (CAPA) tion" Eighteenth Annual Pittsburgh Conference on
Conterence, Gaithersburg, Maryland, 6-7 Septem- Modeling and Simulation. Pittsburgh, Pennsyl-
ber IQ86. vania, 23-24 April 1987.

WU. Chih, Professor, "Potential Application of CAI WU, Chih, Professor, and Claude P. LIM, Midship-
, in Teaching Chinese for Foreigner Oversea Chinese;' man 1/C, "Performance Simulation of an Endorever-

1o8o Chinese American Professionals Association sible Heat Engine," Eighteenth Annual Pittsburgh
(CAPA) Conference, Gaithersburg, Maryland, 6-7 Conference on Modeling and Simulation. Pitts-
September 1986. burgh, Pennsylvania, 23-24 April 1987.

WVU, Chih, Professor, "Wind Power Estimation of WU, Chih, Professor, "Determination of Wind
a Military Wind Turbine by Computer Simulation;' Speed Parameters and Characteristic;' Eighteenth
European Modelling and Simulation Conference, Annual Pittsburgh Conference on Modeling and
Naples, Italy, 29 September-i October 1986. Simulation, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, 23-24 April

1987.

WU. Chih, Professor, "Computer-Aided Design of
A Thermoelectric Cooler," International Computer WU, Chih, Professor, "The Impact of High Informa-
Symposium, Tainan, Taiwan, China, 15 December tional Technology on Education in Developing
1086. Countries," The International Conference on

Technology Educational Society: Future Directions,

W\'U, Chih, Professor, "Computer Program to Sim- Melbourne, Australia, 10-15 May 1987.

ulate the Performance of A Tilt Angle Solar Collec-
tor," Simulation, Modelling, and Development Con- WU, Chih, Professor, "Potential Application of CAI
ference, Cairo, Egypt, 2-4 March 1987. in China,' Eighth International Conference on Coin-

puters in Chemical Research and Education, Beijing,
China, 15-20 June 1987.
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DEPARTMENT OF

Naval Systems Engineering
PROFESSOR RAMESWAR BHATTACHARYYA

CHAIRMAN

,,. -,

ment conducted scholarly research and
professional development works most
vigorously in marine engineering and
naval architecture, as well as in ocean

% engineering during the academic year 1986-1987.
Faculty members and midshipmen took part in
numerous sponsored and non-sponsored research
activities, including the Trident Scholar program.
A number of faculty members participated in non-
funded research and directed senior level midship-
men in their research activities, utilizing the excellent
laboratory and computer facilities available to this
department.

At this point it is appropriate to recognize with
pride the research accomplishments of Professor
Michael E. McCormick, who was selected from the
entire U.S. Naval Academy faculty to receive the
newly established "Research Excellence Award:' This
award was given in recognition of research con-
ducted over a period of almost twenty years in such
fields as ocean waves, wave energy conversion, off-
shore structures, and ocean engineering support Mh
platforms.

The Department continued to participate ac-
tively in professional society meetings and confer- of a semi-submersible platform, neutron shielding
ences, both nationally and internationally. Research studies, computer simulation of underwater breath-
results have been published in joumals and technical ing apparatus, fuel additives, reliability analysis for
publications, or presented at national and inter- marine structures, and Computer-Aided Engineering.
national seminars. The outcome of the Department's Research funding was made available from many
deep involvement in research by the civilian and sources including departmental operating funds and
military faculty members is reflected in the academic contracts and grants from various organizations

* environment in the classroom for professional and such as the Naval Academy Research Council, Naval
major coures. Facilities Engineering Command, Military Sealift

Reearch thenies of the Department faculty were Command, Naval Surface Weapons Center, Naval
varied They included gas turbine exhaust analysis, Coastal Systems Center, and David W. Taylor Naval
receiver design of solar collectors, conceptual design Ship Research and Development Center.
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Sponsored Research

Gas Turbine Exhaust Flow Distribution Analysis
R1 EARC hRs: .IuLurLNANT WAYNeI 1. HARMA:, USN AN!)

AssoCIATE IROFESSOR 101N F. ALLEN

1~AFROSI'ACI. ENG INLERINC DFI'ARTMENT)
SPONSOR: D)AVID W. TAYLOR NAVAL Still' RESEARCH AND DEVELIOPMINT CENEER,

ANNAPOLIS LABORATORY

The current Navy in-house activities in the area ot by the ditticulties encountered in the RACER pro-
gas turbine engine technology development are gram. These flow disturbances need t') be studied
primarily directed at optimizing and evaluating and measured experimentally to permit proper de-

-, design projections of the major competitiors in the sign of the regenerator. In other words, there is a
Inter-Cooled-Regenerated O1CR) gas turbine effort. need for advanced flow diagnostics, computational
The success of the ICR gas turbine at improving algorithms, and physical modeling for verification
engine performance is predicated on the assumption of the next-generation engine designs with the added
that the unitorm exhaust flow profile is achievablp, benefit of earlier identification and evaluation ot
and the exhaust energy can then be effectively ex- potential design shortcomings, which will allow
tracted by the regenerator. The actual flow fields in significantly more cost effective redesign. The resul-
turbine exhaust systems are non-uniform and con- tant computational codes must be validated before
tain fluctuating disturbances that can severely being incorporated into the design process.
degrade regenerator performance, as demonstrated

A New Receiver Design for Solar Concentrating Collectors
RESEARCHER: ASSISTANT PROFESSOR KEITH W. LINDLER

SPONSOR: NAVAL ACADEMY RESEARCH COUNCIL (ONR)

The objective of this research effort is to develop in order to determine if the performance improve-
a computer program which can be used to compare ment obtained by the new receiver can more than
the performance of various receiver configurations offset the cost increase expected for the design.
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*Conceptual Design of a Modular Semi-Submersible/
Jack-Up Platform

RI',.LARCIIERS: PROIESSOR MICHAIL . IMCCORMI (K AND

ASSOCIATE PRO'FSSOR ROBERT H. MAYER

SPONSOR. NAVAL FACILITIES ENGINI:FRING COMMAND

Thi, project involved the conceptual design of a Ing certain mission requirements in (onditi)n,, up
modular. semi-submersible jack-up structure hor to sea-state 4).
specific use by the Naval Construction Force as a The recommended l,-,ign indlude,, an 80' x 40'
diver-support vessel in offshore construction. The operating platform with a 20' x 10' centerwell, up-
objective ot this research eftort was to explore ex- porting buoyancy pontoon,,, and a jac k-up adpabil-
isting ottshore technology, develop possible struc- itv to raise the operating deck above tht' waves dur-
rural contigurations, and recommend a conceptual ing other than operational conditions. The struc turr,

Sde-sign for subsequent hydrodynamic and structural is to be composed of modular, pre-tabrikated uinits.
assessment. The recommended platform was to be available commercially. The cost ot tabricating su h
.ot modular construction to facilitate assembl" at a a platform is assessed at le,,s than S1,000.000 each.
remote location with limited construction support, The proposed design was favorably received by
%was to support varying payloads for different opera- the customer and the researchers were encouraged

,,.. tional requirements, and was to be seaworthy in to pursue hydrodynamic and structural assessments.
Scondit ions Ip to sea-state o ',in addition to support-

14 MeV Neutron Shielding Studies
RESEARCHIERS: PROFESSORS MARTIN E. NELSON AND

PETER F. VIGGINS

SPONSOR: NAVAL SURFACE WEAPONS CENTER, WHITl OAK LABORATORY

A A new approach is a continuation of the study of lects a three-dimensional matrix of neutron and
the attenuation of NE-213 Detector. Linear attenua- gamma data. After separation, the neutron spectra

j 5,tion coefficients for 14 MeV neutrons were deter- are binned, and unfolded using a computei code.
mined for a variety of shielding materials which are This leads to the neutron energy spectra, kerma, and
of interest to the U.S. Navv. The system used col- finally to the linear attenuation coefficient.

Computer Simulation of Underwater Breathing Apparatus
RESEARCHER: ASSISTANT PROFESSOR MARSHALL L. NUCKOLS

SIPONSOR: NAVAL COASTAL SYSTEMS CENTER

The oupling of computer simulation methods with specified range of underwater environmental condi-
an extensive data base oF diving hardware charac- tions. By allowing "what if" type design questions
teristic, has produced a new tool for the analysis and economical parametric analyses on design op-
and design of underwater breathing systems. This tions, the simulation model significantly reduces the
vstem simulator makes possible the modular "con- cost and time required for the development of a new

O,, stru(tion ot any conceivable breathing gas system diving system; drastically reduces the testing re--.
f' trom a bank ot computer memory-resident compo- quired in the development and modification phase,,

ncnt,,. The sirnulator can be exercis"ed to predict the of new and existing systems; and provide, a diag-
behavior of conceptualiied ssterns when conjoined nostic tool to investigate potential salety hazard
with ,a man working and breathing within I use- scenarios.

.,.
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N.- Fuel Additives Study
RESEARCHER: ASSISTANT PROFESSOR KENNETH L. TuTTLi:

SPONSOR: MILITARY SEALIFT COMMAND

The objective of this research was to evaluate three visits to observe results first hand. The results were
different fuel additives for possible use on Military to dismiss one additive as unsatistactory, to dis-
Sealift Command ships. The study included tests courage use of a second, and finally to recommend
and analysis of these additives for effectiveness and use of the third additive,
substantiation of manufacturers' claims, and ship

Reliability Analysis of Ship Structures in a Seaway
RESEARCHER: ASSISTANT PROFESSOR GREGORY J. WiTE

SPONSOR: NAVAL ACADEMY RESEARCH COUNCIL (ONR)

In the continuing effort to apply reliability methods new reliability-based fatigue design format, which
to marine structures, the next logical step is to in- is based on the recently introduced Reliability-
clude these techniques in the design process, thereby Conditioned (RC) design method and the Load and
allowing the design of more efficient structures with Resistance Factor Design (LRFD) code format. This
some measure of certainty of the reliability level in- approach should provide the design engineer with
volved. The particular application in ship structural an easy-to-understand-and-use tool based on the
design which would benefit the most from using reli- LRFD format. The RC method will enable him
ability methods is the design against fatigue failure, quickly and accurately to design the components of

In this study, some of the reliability-based a ship's structure such that a desired level of safety
methods currently being used (or proposed for against fatigue is achieved.
use) in the design of structures against fatigue are Each of the methods discussed is used to solve
examined. Each is evaluated as to its suitability a practical example. The results of that example and
for use in the structural design of ships. In addi- several others are used to discuss the relative merits
tion, the researcher proposes a recently introduced of each method.

A Trade-Off Study of Sonar Performance and
Powering Requirements for Unconventional Sonar Domes

RESEARCHER: MIDSHIPMAN i/C JENNIFER CULBERTSON

-'" ADVISER: PROFESSOR BRUCE JOHNSON

SPONSOR: TRIDENT SCHOLAR PROGRAM

The results of an investigation of the resistance Hull form design was done with Fastship
characteristics and powering requirements of un- computer-aided inter-active software available at the
conventional sonar domes are presented and dis- U.S. Naval Academy's Hydromechanics Laboratory.
cussed. The sonar domes designs evaluated were Powering predictions were made by using the Ship
below-baseline domes incorporating long prismatic Resistance Prediction Method flow code numerically
sections designed to house large planar passive ar- to evaluate wave resistance. The results from this

* rays. The cross-sectional area and the longitudinal investigation follow trends similar to recent series
length of the domes were systematically varied. The studies of above-baseline bow bulbs. It the U.S.
predicted powering requirements for a parent de- Navy places priority on improving its hull mounted
stroyer hull form appended with different designs sonars, then the economic trade-off for using a
of sonar domes were compared to the relative im- large, unconventional sonar dome warrants further
provements in sonar capabilities that each dome investigation.

design could offer. These changes in powering re-
quirements were translated into fuel costs to provide

a basis for an economic trade-off analysis.
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Development of a Tissue Equivalent Proportional Counter
System for Measurements of Neutron Dose

RiLSLAR(([R: MILDSH1 IPMAN I ( KO(A R 1. I'l IAR! 1)1

Any iFR~: ['ROVISSOR %IAR11 N F. Ni I sON

5'ONsOR: IRII)ENI S(HOIAR PROGRAM

I l 1 urpo.110e Of this project vas. to develop and test A( adeniv s C alIIt orl Ini 2 52 1PlU tonu rIUhI B r v IIII
* ~ ~ a irk ing Tiss'ue Vqu i va lent P roportionalI Counter and 14 Mle%' neoutron si)lr( n J he I: LP( inalk-si,

I I P( ' svlkem to uit ili it personal Corn puter work provided the h 'Ilowi ng dose par.krneter. linea.r

-1aitw ) nd a spreads.heet program for data analysis ene-rgy, absorbed do seqalt tat tor and do se
aInd to cornpare the response ot the TV PC to the equivalent. Use ot the personal torn P11u r wi irk st a-

ikrrrnolurnins,(ent do'~inicter TIll', A-N I'IR 70 tion allowed tor jui( k and etticient data handling,
and NV 213,I thoirough datoi anal vsis and graphias apabilit es.

A\ literature, sean. h producetd speVCitKi intormia- Comiparison were made Using the iLl ' and it was

ti'n on prey IOu'. work done wsith the TF.PC . This tound that the 1VI'C response wvas valid tor miedium

int 'rrnat ion provided a toundat ion tor the varied and high energy neW tron'.. The results Ot this '.tudv
analsi-. done! Using the TV'C. The analysis and indicate that serious consideration should be given

(O'iparisons werecor COpleted Using the Naval to the uise' O the TV1PC a,. an area dosimecter.
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Independent Research

Computer-Aided Engineering
RI IARO[HI R:\O JI Poj )Iis5oR TI~OMAS 1. L.ANGAN

I hc pu q oe ot t h is resea r(h is to develop sot t% ware and the out pUt is transferred to the VAX in CAII
rid mit hoods to axd engineers, in the design and to develop tapes to control the machine tools for

~u re u or rotairy euk.1ipment. sUch a', turbines, manUfaCtUring. The second phase is to develop an
I' prt-sors ind propeller,,. The work is being c ar- extensive sUit of programs for interactive design on

- cd on in ttwo phases. In phase one, electronic the VAX.
~~ridhte sare being developed as design tools,
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Research Course Projects

Kerosene Heater Wicking Study
RlESEARCHER: MIDSHIPMAN I C MARK A. BELCHER

ADVISER: AssocIATE PROFESSOR CLYDE C. RICHARD

The objective ot this project is to determine the ef- theory. It involves experiments using a standard Yur-
tects of varying temperature gradients on the per- sa J-50 two-foot cylindrical space heater, fueled by
tormance ot kerosene space heaters, with particular kerosene. The experiments were run by varying the
locus on the wick and the wicking process. It is wick height, while increasing the weight of the fuel
suspected that increasing fuel temperature speeds tip consumed over a given time period and noting the
the fuel transfer process in the wick, thereby increas- height of the flame. The experiments then were run
ing burn rate and flame size. This results in still for the same parameters, but with the fuel pan
higher fuel temperatures, leading to an upward spiral heated, Thermocouples positioned strategically on
effect, possibly ending in large fires or explosions, the heater are used to determine the temperature
This project is designed to confirm or disprove this distribution.

.

Stability Study of a Diver Support Platform Design
RESEARCHERS: MIIPIIMEN I C MATTHEW S. BLISS AND

MATTHEW L EARLY

ADVISER: PROFESSOR MICHAEL E. MCCORMICK

A conceptual design ot a diver support platform important aspects of the design, since instabilities
tDSPI has been conceived by Dr. M. E. McCormick in seas up to sea-state 6 can affect both performance
and Dr. R. H. Mayer for the Naval Facilities Engi- and safety. In this study, static and dynamic stability
neering Command (NAVFAC). The DSP is a com- calculations were performed. Validity of these cal-
bined semi-submergence. jack-up floating platform. culations were tested on a one-twentieth (1/20th)
Static and dynamic stabilities of the DSP are most scale model in the wave and towing tank.

Methods of Radon Detection
RESEARCHER: MIDSHIPMAN I C ANDREW D. BUCKON

%) ADVISER: PROFESSOR MARTIN E. NELSON

The purpose of this research is to determine the emitted by radon daughter isotopes. The second
amount ot radon gas present in an environment by method involves the passing of air through a filter
u-ing two different methods. The first method in- paper which collects alpha particles emitted by
volves the use of an activated charcoal canister radon decay. Using the alpha spectrometer, a cor-
which absorbs the radon gas. A method of calibra- relation can then be determined to relate the number
tion was then calculated to determine the amount of alpha particles to the radon gas concentration.
(it radon pr-,ent by measuring gamma radiation
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Design of a McCabe Wave Pump for Operation
in the Chesapeake Bay

RESEARCHER: MIDSHIPMAN 1 C GREGORY S. COIL

ADVISER: PROFESSOR MICHAEL E. MCCORMICK

A reverse osmosis desalination system required a able commercially, along with common materials
pressure source for pushing the working substance such as plates of steel. Since 1001'% overdesign is
salt water) through the desalination membrane. The used, this system is predicted to be able to maintain

purpose of this project is to design a McCabe Wave the 1200 psi limit and still operate successfully in
Pump capable of sustaining 1200 psi in the Chesa- the Chesapeake Bay region. The usefulness of a
peake Bay region, using commercial materials avail- desalination system powered by wave energy is "
able for use in a desalination system. The constric- readily apparent in consideration of the many is-
tions on this project are the wave height and period lands in the world without their own source ot fresh
and the depth of water available, due to water-borne water. Such a system would also be valuable to the
tratfic. A McCabe Wave Pump was designed using Navy for use in similar circumstances.
two blunt-ended boat hulls, pistons, and rods avail-

"'s

Neutron Activation Analysis:
Gasoline vs. Kerosene in Burned-Out Kerosene Heaters

RESEARCHER: MIDSHIPMAN I C ROBERT 1. DOUGLASS

ADVISER: ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR CLYDE C. RICHARD

The objective of this project is to determine if, prepared samples. These samples first consisted of %
through neutron activation analysis techniques, one small glass plates that had been soaked in gasoline"?

can conclusively prove after a portable kerosene and kerosene; then these substances were boiled off
heater has been destroyed by fire, whether gasoline as would happen in a fire. The final goal was to
or kerosene was used in that heater. The project uses determine from small sections cut from the burned
a high-purity germanium coaxial photon detector out fuel tanks of two kerosene heaters, which was
system, the Canberra Series 35 multichannel ana- destroyed by gasoline, and which was destroyed by
lvzer, neutron sources of different energies found in kerosene, to show conclusively which was which.
the Academy's nuclear laboratory facilities, the This technique could prove vital in the case of a fire
Zenith Model 248 computer, and various gamma in assessing whether a kerosene heater was poorly
energy spectra reference materials. In particular, the engineered, or whether the customer was negligent
researcher was looking for a "fingerprint" of an ad- by using gasoline for fuel.
ditive or other material that could be detected in

The Effects of Waves on Transverse Stability
RESEARCIER: 'MIDSIPMEN I C EVARISTo GONZALEZ

ADVISER: PROFESSOR ROGER H. COMPTON

AdC(lquite stability in all operating conditions is a well understood or routinel analied, The re-
nr v,.arV k hirl( teristic of any successful marine e- searcher conducted an experimental "t udv ot the
hi( le. W hile (la,,sical hvdrostatic stability analysis effects on transverse stahilitv in rcgular. long-
,I well understood and religiously applied in any crested, tollowing seas of the 108-yard patrol ( rat)

"diip dc,,igr, the more realistic (but far more (:omn- (YI'). Effects of wave height in i tollowing sea ondI-
ph'x× pr hlem of ship stability in actual operating tion near an en(ountering I reqcienC ot /ero for the
wndit ins i.c.. in waves caused by the ship's own subject hull with a small initial angle ot list and two

t-rw,ilrd spcd and waves caused by external phe- KG's were investigated.
nomena (wind, swell, other ship wakes, et.) - is less
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Limited Input Stability Analysis
RESEARCHER: MIDSHIPMAN I C JOHN W. GORDON

ADVISER: ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR BRUCE C. NEHRLING

The objective of this project was to develop a cu,- quired. The bulk of the program's pre-established
tomized, computerized damage stability analysis database consists of the ship's hydrostatic intorma-
routine for use on a portable personal computer. tioh and internal configuration. Dynamic input is

The routine which was developed uses a spreadsheet the amount of flooding in a compartment or com-
format for data entry and display of results. The partments, whereas the output includes damaged
program is self-booting and is totally menu-driven, displacement, drafts forward and alt, angle of list,
Because the system would be used in a rapidly and resulting transverse metacentric height. The

changing combat environment, minimum input by program's database may be modified to suit any
the operator, along with hardware which is designed ship.
to operate without the aid of ship's power, was re-

A Comparative Study of Testing Methods for Added
Resistance Due to Waves

RESEARCHER: MIDSHIPMAN 1/C Louis J. GREGUS, JR.

ADVISER: PROFESSOR ROGER H. COMPTON0

The results of two different resistance testing The model was towed in regular long-crested
methods are presented and discussed. The constant head seas at 10 knots scale speed. Encounter fre-
driving force, gravity-tow method is compared to quencies ranged from 0.6 Hz to 2.25 Hz. The model
the constant velocity, powered carriage method, was towed both with and without surge freedom to
which is currently the industry standard. The tests compare the effects of this parameter. The princi-
were run in the 120' towing tank at the U.S. Naval pIe of linear superposition was used to calculate the

Academy's Hydromechanics Laboratory (NAHL). ship response spectrum in fully developed seas at
Experimental procedures and computer-based data Sea State 5.
acquisition and analysis methods at NAHL are The same model was then towed in irregulhr,
described. long-crested waves corresponding to Sea State 5, us-

The NAHLs model YP81-7 was used for all tests. ing the Gravity Tow Method. Driving forces varied

It is a 1/20 scale representation of the YP 676 class, from 2 lbs. to 10 lbs. Results for the two methods
The model represents the prototype as built, and differed by an insignificant margin.
was ballasted to represent prototype operating

conditions.

Hydrodynamic Resistance of a SCUBA Diver
RESEARCHER: MIDSHIPMAN i,'C ERIC C. HOLLOWAY

ADVISER: ASSISTANT PROFESSOR MARSHALL L. NUCKOLS

The researcher sought to optimize the arrangement an actual diver, Once this was accomplished, differ-
* of life support equipment in terms of hydrodynamic ent breathing apparatus were placed on the dummy

resistance. Tests performed in the NAHi. 120' and and the resistance again measured. Data from tests
380' towing tanks included an actual diver and a involving several different life support devices were
dummy configured as a diver. The dummy was analyzed and an order of merit established.
towed to establish uniformity of results compared to
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Maneuverability in Preliminary Ship Design
['I "FARt III R, %\liii' -ai'IAN I ( FR( . I O )

151 PFtR I tRol I ""O0KR NA % I sVAH H iA 17A( A RIt tA

Ih 1tu0!kth li itelIt LIre It is tindl that while manyv mint tit t he ruLdder . c harac ter-is.ti It , ft the underwater
tAt\ f 11cIi tnitmthods tor prt'(lit ting the moition,, tit hull -torm. and the pl)u t'mcnt and] arrangement ot

Aship \ tist he ire itl itlt to apply to the cark the bridlge and pilot h1011W 10 a large extent mani'u-
1P I~~~th fi'd ,11e prto~," Is Mic art' derivcd tromn vc.rability in hli'- prt'li mnary st ages, o ship de'sign

dLaiken tCI f11mm itl tcsts and really apply only IH qli,1tativt' Vice' quLantitative.
t ht' hull tOrm1 Is l( h was feted. Nlancukvcring itc re'port tontains, a cOmnpUttr p10ogr11m ( apdIbl

%uait'(ns tt onen hull torm to the nex\t can have of iiiihn oth linear andl nonlinear theorv to
a sigmfikant nipar tL upon flte magnitudecs and it- prt'tit tthe turning path ot a ,hip over time. Two

h hs' t (tortus. different sts ot i.oct ti tnt are Used to prcdit tlt'
I hcru t ci''alI things a designer (an do to tn - path t't a t vpic a[ tanker and a Marner (lass, visil.

,II.that Ins "hip w-Ill mnost likcletsss dcsi rahle ' ihc ornpu tcrout put incILudcs time histirics ot poHi -
ttttvring I raits I hcv involve tflit- ilt and placc- t ion and to rward vclottv.

An Experimental Analysis of the Effects of Pitch Gyradius on
Added Ship Resistance in Waves

* ~RI "tARCHI H \IDF-'IAN I ( TiIOMAs K. Kiss
% An\ ISR: ['Roll 55R RoutR H. COMPTON

A t t Model tet, tsas t ondut tc in the Naval wave systemn corresponding to a ship scale Sea State
AL )tLCM 1I20-toot towving tank to examnine the et - -5. Additional tests were run in scaled sea, states rang-
tt, s t I t th 9vrAius, on t he added ship rcsistance ing tfrom three to seven, with a constant pitch gvrad-
aused, tI I% %-ayes in head seas- Eiperiments were per- tus, to e'xamine the change in resistance, as a f unc-

Stmnmed with a 551 foot model ot the U.S. Coast tion k0 sea state. The grav'ity tw-,o systemn was utilized
* (nirL i t tcr H iAM1 [[ON The model wstowed tor all tet-,.

Over J rige (It - petds in an irregular, long-crested

Modeling the Spray Pattern Generated by the
YP676 Class Bow

RI SI AiFR( It IR: II, MIiiM AN I C PIFTUR F KovvFN IIOVIN

51 H;iR PROF F 55tW ROtIR H. C OMPTON

I he Ultimate obctivi' ot this stu~dy ot which this planes, by mevans oil an apparatus designed and toin-
prolti t is flte tirst step. is, tot modit v the spray% pat~ stru ~ted in the Naval Academys,- Hydromnechanics

U. ttrn gentratedl by flit' YI tr7v (l&ass bit at higher Laboratory. FU Il-skJc alt' bolines were developed.
spc'cds. In orde'r fo r miodtiticatins tt taki' platc t'- along with a stemn profile t hat furt her verifiecd thte

tt tnt l. the existing bowv must be' lot ted aind tabri- inconsistent it's in th(' previous, data. T a,itud [fill s( ,Ilt' to instir ' sii)IttidV itt the spraFv pat- A woo toamn mode'l was, cinst rIcted.Thi
tern. Boor( ireti oiild hte done a numbeir itt stijis Moidel in(LUIcit' tilt' bost toin between thte 4' W

* h,idl ti, I,(i tikin andl I I' 4'' W\I., aFnd trom th h'4stem to stat ion
Ihr ub~ bit Igront restcart h aind a (](fatiiil] I )it to tlit' timne (onsumd in ditining the I( tital bow"

111piristin t4 tcrm protiles ge-niatti byV designir shaipi. motlitii atioris totild not hei'f mt udcd wvithin
'~tts ts intl as built lint-,s it wis tinthuded thit the 5(otpc' u this, priit t listing it h isrnt

th~ t It 1 std fmint 1 rtili aindl littiA lii hid It tit bow' wti(' (otntltit ted in hli'- Naval At atltni I Ixtlro
* tlCI'Tinci I(( tirittl, h, obtaiin tlata nit issary tor nit hainit s I ahoirattiy tInning theimt' 4111CItt 1%?N6

(If mng sin( h Ii i's P16 I nIwsisit to I't t wa Icr
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Wave Groups in Random Seas
"1F A R(I uR: %I1111 I 'M AN I I N IC A. [Il I FFI

I inet hi torv Iluktra tot data oit %vater SUrtac.e dis- timne betNven tKit(Urrenc ol groups. 2) t ime dcira

pla~ t'mt.'n ii raindom ,vaves have been obtained for tion of grocips, and f3) the numbher twve in a
t puirpo~e (It charai-teniing wave groups., that is, grou p. Results aire ot interest bet atisi' (I en hanueti

eC.LITC tit con1 ec Ut iC high wae.Statistical data mntions of struet tires in a seawav that (an arise tfrom

111 Live ben determined for ',Luc h parameters as, I the "periodic effect" t the waegroups.

Absorption Capability of CO, Scrubbers Under
Variable Metabolic Loadings

R[SfIAFIR: MIDFSHFIPMAN I C ROBIN A. 'mUNG

A[nvlsIR: AsSIsTANT PROfILSSOR NIARIALL L. NUCKOL',

I yi ilt ie oit this protl.t is to demonstrate the breakthrough time. All test,, were conducted close'd
CHL( 0 %rv ing mietabolic profiles on the absorp- circuit and continued until canister effluent levels

tin ap hictit'o a CO0 canister which 'sees- non- reached I "i' (time to 0.5"(' effluent was noted also.

(,' i itbout( profiles. Researc hers have observed Other profiles were used, as deemed necessary, dur-
tht(n~cir" having low initial metabolic inputs. ing this investigation to quantity further non-cx'clic
k~l1'kdI' in( rea~ed (.0, loadings.,show improved metabolic profiles. Effluent CO, levels were con-

% ptrfornane over canisters wvhich swe high loadings stantlv monitored on strip chart recorders to allowv
i tht Ngining oft the mission. For this project, CO, any signs of canister recovery to be observed. When

;nc, fi potiles to a CO, scrubber design wvere' variable metabolic profiles were used, the researcher
%aiclt demonstratt' their etfect ton canister attempted to provide prediction capability.
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Publications

'. ,) I IC \ l4c r I I i Pio tess r t i it hk r "I he. hat pcd hard (hinc or rOUnd il e h e ct t ts )1

U'. Naval AcademY.,s Ne%% 'ard Patrol C raft fromn thc si p iraiturs on the calm-water resist an and
C'oncept to lhtlivrN, V \i,,i! LoIi jt wial 00 running, dtt it Ude link~ige and trimri over a range of

1 lanua 1. ;7 spcvtds, (rresponding to waterline length FroUde

nurnbt rs t rom 0. 10C to 0.00 Ctwre investigated in the
I hc designi ot the new% t08-t t 't ard Pat rol C ratt l20-t t towving tank at the I .Naval Academy

'i to r the c Naval A( adtm\ is LICCI( Iribed t rom Hvdromne hani ic I .4 boratorv i NAH I.. Eperimental -.

it, Ihtinn ing , asno isimndsg rtc proceduires and comnputer-basedI datta aCq u.i.Sit ion and

hr'hit,. preliminary and contract design develop- analvsis mnethods used at NAHL are described. The .

Te)c it at t ht ' Navy-. nisall cratt design team e\perimnrtal results, a, well as the cross-taired and
htaqurtrsNavail Sea Combat Svstenm Frngineer- non-dimensionaliied stillwaiter resistance trends are

in,, Station Nortolk. Virginia (NA\'FA C 0%I11A:T- presented. Comparisons, with other resistance pre-
S') ,+N(,S-.-A-Nortolk1 Du ring prelimninary and diction methbods tor hulls, of the subject type are
(ont ra t design the Natval Academy Hvdrome- made. An example ot the application (it the resis-
hanics Laboratory I NAHI-) provided experimental tanc predic tion to the new 108-it Yard Patrol Craft

da'ta to support NAV\' hACO\IBATSY'SEN(-STA,- tYPI being acquired byv the LIS Naval Academny is
Nortlk sdesgn analysecs in powering, seakeeping, inldd 4

and maneuvering. Several tradeott studies Of interest
to patrol cratt designers alre presented. Major events DAWSON, Thomas H., P~rofessor, Louise A. tA'AL-
in the detail design and construction ot the tirst boat LNOE ca nier n onR Il

- . 4 ~~ire described from both the designer's and the ship- NalArhtc,'EprmnlSudofheRaiv

* buldes pint f vew.The aunhin, bulde'sand Motion Morison Equation," Procccditrgs; of Ocea~n
sea trials of the first boat are described. A modifica-

* tion to provide an oceanographic research capability, StutrlDnmc;ypoimovli.Oe
tor he Aadeys Oeangrapy Dpartent gon, September 108o', pp. ooo-684.

for he Aadeys Ocangrapy Dpartentis

outlined. The model data acquired at NAHIL and The applicability of the relative-motic-i Morison
the full-scale data acquired during sea trials provide equation in describing laboratory measurements ot
* a unsua oportnit fr crreatin aalyes or the displacement and forces on a vertical test cylin-
* smll atro crft.der in waves is examined. Results show that this

* equation, with constant drag, inertia, and added
CONIVTON, Roger H., Professor, "Resistance of a mass coefficients of 1.2, 1.8, and I.te. respectively,

*Systematic Series of Semiplaning Transom-stern can provide a good description of experimental
Hulls" M\arrine Tccloologii. 23, 4 (October 1086), measurements for (It the case where the cylinder
345 -370. is fixed against any motion, (2) the case where it

is experiencing free damped vibration in still water,
The results of a systematic series of small (5 ft) and (3) the case where it is experiencing forced

*models of hulls typical of coastal patrol, training, steady-state motion in waves. The maximum Rey-
or recreational powerboats are presented and dis- nolds number for the tests was in the range of 1 04

cuss;ed. Hull form parameters studied include length- and the maximum IKeulugan-Carpenter number
to-beamn ratio, displacement-length ratio, longitudi- was 50.

'.4 nal position of the center of gravity, and section
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1O1 NSI3N Bruce, l'rott'ssor and BrUte C. NFlIIN- t rials were very ufl otraging in that the tuasihil it \,
1.1Nt, Asoctiaite' Protussor. "A Bulbou". Bow Meth- (it pnumati it avceunurgv conversion %%as shmon
odologv for High-Speed Ships," Titmun ~atwzu ot t he to be a rual it v.
S"ot utv ot Naval Architects and %larinu Engineers,

\c%, 'trk, Nuw%, 'ork November 108o. pp. 31 5oc. %\kColIIlcK, Mit haul F., P rolussor, (o-aut hor, "A

.\nu hhrog fr usgin abubos owfo' Comparative Study of Iw Catr hme e-
b~lb~s bl,',for ometries," Pwcedmg- ot t ilizat ion f rt cuan Wavus

hi,4hu spced tin nto.rm ships is propoud. ['sing tht, SIu10sU (American Socut v of C ivil Fnginuurs
K1,1a11hi b I boUs bok\ deusign Lu rves devulopud for

los -speed tull-forn ,h ips as a starting point i lI-lollai. C alifornia. ILu IL)80 . P D) 114.

serus, ot buib formsn is d( vulopud and analyzed using Reul ts of an uxpurimun tal IstudIV ot two( captucire
aI (on binr.dk n a mumal and uxpuri mental approaich
tko asturtain rusistaintu and suakuuping t haracturistics. hahvsar' prvhost d tha Yhc *dtr ohb r

I his st udv wasi purtormud using the' FF, 7 lass ki omnt's atthstathave been eit her L~id

nava frgae ist ruturunce Ill torm, Ninu 'ari- rtecom mended in conjunction with pnCu mt71ii waVi'
n~i~a t ii~s ,at aria enurgv conversion. -Tht' n.spuctivu waturplanus of thu

tions in bull' design (in luding onu similar to that c ha im brs a1rt'(IUr s aunru ,nt c irc ular, and thu aruas of
tound on t 1w Italian trigate %IAFSTRALE , plus thu ahaeeul h rsueo h nrpe i

1ILMIL1 h~l frm %Creana%/C usig te Dvid above the internal water surface' is muasurutd for a
%V. Livlor Naival '-hip Re'search anti Developnent

C unt'rs \Z Fee urtce rogrm. ivc ottht bub "Crie's ot wave trequencies anti heights. The pressure'

x ,iiat ions were aippended to a modt'l ot the' FFG- 7 V'alue~s art' then Usted to dtiutrmne the potential

,ind teste'd in tht' I Io m (380-tt! towing ank at the' energy ot the compressted air.
Na% Acdem. Te rsult frm fle o~pter For each of three inlet areas of tht' cambers, the

1,~sl~r 'S.rpn Navale .'iduv Thow rtsut tro th comute
pre-di( tons and thte calm-watertois'ing tank te'sts q~r'wtpan'cabrish ntoeamr'

showremrkaby smila t t'ns, wilethe elaive effective tenergy' storer. Thte reason for this is that
Va klns o th' ulbtor's t'rvtd fom hes anl- the circular chamber is a bttter radiator. The peak

tenergy storage efficiency of the square chamber is
sis rocdur's ireden icI. urtermrethe approximately 00'7,, while that of the circular

,IdditiOn ot a bulbous bow to tht' FFG 7 hull form chmeis0' .nltosedutoheo-

ape ed to tlu ride o ly m rg n ll'th hi' 5 stream lined inlet sides are sm all and, theretore, not
keepig h~r~ tristics.rtesponsible for thte low tefficiency values.

NlcC C)I<Nll~iK Mi haul F.. Pr f ss r "Oce n a e M cC O R MN IC K , M ichael, E., Professor, co-author,
Energv Conversion, ;' 'woor~.2.otln "Wave-Induced Orifice Flows;' Pro ccidirigs, of
1067- 32 34. Anierican Towing Tank Conference, V\~ishington,

A history oft wavt' energycneso speett DC, August 1q86, Section 2, Paper 2.

-~ ,ntl inatlliton.a dstusio an decritio ofthe A vertical oscillating water column with orifice
idvantus in t he most feasible of systems- the pneu- plates over the air chamber above the coluimn is

mt svstt'n. This sytmicroae ubn studiedi both theoretically anti experimentally. The
* ~~~~wha( h is eXt Ited by wave-intluced air motions within orfcpltsimaeawvenrgtrbt'n

a1 capturt' thimbt'.r. There art' three turbine diesigns oiiepae iuaeawv nrytriei

w-hith are now Usedi: the WVells tuirbine (a single- energy conversion. Results show that thte assump-
roto bidir~tinalturine) th Mcormck ur- tion of -1linear compressibility overestimates thte

bie10 'h ~ spring effect. In addition, the Unsteady orifice diamp-

,1 ounttr-rotio a inp le triewih rciyn ing is fotnd to be far greater than the steady dlamp-

,i ui-tlru onalimpuse urbie wih rctifing . Finally, impediance matching is approximately
911l es All three svsterms completedl full-scale sea acivd

rlals in Ibe Sea int Japan in 108o. Results oft the sta
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McCORMICK, Michael E., Professor, "McCabe short wave limit. The radiation damping coefficient,
Wave Pump Desalination System Design;' Division due to the traveling wave only, vanishes in both
ot Engineering and Weapons Report EW-17 8o, wave limits. Finally, in the long wave limit the F

May 108o. predicted added-mass is found to be identical with
that predicted for vibrations of a circular cylinder

An analysis of a McCabe Wave Pump (MWP) ap- in an unbounded fluid.
plied to reverse-osmotic (RO) salt water desalina-
tion is presented. Results of the analysis are used '
to obtain curves tor the svstem dimensions. The
operat l s m oof an Oscillating Water Column Using the Wave-
operational spectrum of the system is from wave Maker Theory," Division of Engineering and
tollowing periods to the resonant period. A design Weapons Report EW-33-8, December 198.
pump pressure of 700 psi is used in order to main-
tai a near-continuous operational pressure above A two-dimensional theory of an oscillating water
the steady RO design pressure. Flow rates are also column wave energy conversion system is presented. L
predkted for the system. The wave-maker theory, as described by Dean and

Dalrymple (1984), is used to determine both the
.IcCORNIICK, Michael E., Professor, "Hydro- added-mass and radiation damping coefficient ex-
dynamics Coefficients of a Monolithic Circular Off- pressions. The theory is applied to a hypothetical
shore Structure," Division of Engineering and front-facing system resting on the bed. Results o
Weapons Report EW-18-86, November 1986. the application show that there are a number of

V peaks in the extracted power curve (power versus

Expressions for both the inertial and radiation wave period). The highest (or major) peak occurs
damping coefficients for a circular cross-sectioned at rather high period values- those corresponding
monolithic tower are theoretically derived. In the to the swell. The lower (or minor) peak occurs at
general analysis the radius matches the fluid velocity the natural frequency of the system, i.e., the natural
obtained from the potential theory with the motions frequency of the water column acting as a floating
of tlhe structure, the latter assumed to be in a ver- body. Tuning is possible to the long, high energy
tical plane. The analysis is then applied to a tower waves by using a movable bulkhead as a backwall
of uniform radius. Following this analysis, the of the capture chamber.
uniform radius tower is then assumed to be com- The hypothetical system studied is assumed to
posed of elements similar to those used in a lumped- operate in an impedance-matched condition for op-
mass structural motion analysis. The added-mass timal performance. For the system chosen, operating
and radiation damping coefficients for three struc- in waves having a one-meter height, the peak bus-
tural elements are determined. The results obtained bar efficiency is predicted to be 18%. This peak ef-
from the two analyses show that the added-mass ficiency is increased, however, to a value of 33%
is a result of two generated wave systems, one travel- by doubling the capture chamber length. Higher ef-
ing and the other standing. The standing wave sys- ficiencies can be achieved by further increasing this

. tems contribution vanishes in the long wave limit, length. Thus, the system is shown to be very prac-
while the traveling wave contribution vanishes in the tical in regular waves.
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N II ")N Malrtin F, Protessor. co-author, "Per- neutron renmeter (Snoopy), and a thermolumines-
Sforming Power Plant Reliability Analysis with cent detector TILI), with exposure to Califoriu. 4',

- GADS DATA on a Personal Computer," Irocccdiip. llutonium-Bervllium and 14 MeV neutron sources.
ot thc North -\mtric an Reliability Counc ils ( enerat- Qual itv factor comparisons are shown between the
Ing .-\vailabilitv I )ata SvsttemA Computer Users Work- TEFPC system, which measures lineal energy and
,hop Savannah t.eorgia, 13 14 August 1087. pp. present ly accepted quality factors, which are based
,1. on linear energy.

I his papter Just ribes how historical event and period
NUCKOLS, Marshall L., Assistant Professor, "Lifedata as collected and reported to the Generating Support Maintenance for Deep Sea Diving, " Pro-

- .Availablilitv Data S',ystei (ADS1 can be used on
"" a personal computer to perform power plant relia- ccciiu.s's of the 1087 Annual Meeting of the Ameri-

b-litv analvis. To perform the analysis, a data bas can Nuclear Society, )allas, Texas, 54 (June 1987),

mu-t be t reated in the program. The data base needs
to consist ot ain eleent list, historical outage, and A treatise on life support maintenance in diving for(.erate data from one or more units, and unit per- the retrieval of submerged radioactively contami-

" formance data. The element list can be based on the nated materials should include discussions of gas
[ 5 NF-RC EL{I, or a ultilitV's own cauise Code schem-e.E-I) Edat a ti towcaulise odehischeme. d supply requirements, carbon dioxide removal tech-

GAS data issued to establish the historical dataand
base. Thi, data can be entered with floppy disks oh- pi u the proeo humIity trol and

tae rmNECo aull.Tedtabsscn power sources. For the sake of brevity, this paper ,., ", r~ained frm NERC or manually. The data bases can highlights only thoseaespcla t epsadv
be continually updated as future plant equipment se areas peculiar to deep sea div-

failures and events are reported. In use, the program ing, and introduces a design aid being used in the¢"-" development of new. diving life support systems. .
presents a series of menus on the computer monitor,
which provides the user with different analysis op- NUCKOLS, Marshall L. Assistant Professor, "Op-

• . " tion,, User option,, include generating component
io.sropn itimization of Small Gas Ejectors Used in Semi-

reliability parameters (i.e., meantime-to-event and Crs
equivalent mear, time-to-restore), data base listings, Closed Circuit Breathing Apparatus;' lcceediii,~of the Tenth Annual Energy-Sources Technology
and improvement project evaluations, as well as ofeenth D al e aer ury Technology

other choices. The output is linked to a spreadsheet Conference. Dallas, Texas, February 1087, pp. 87-

program. which allows the user to perform further~~analysis o>r to display resullts in a graphical form. "
a i or tSmall gas ejectors, often called jet pumps, are pres-
An ad-hoc option is also included, which allows the entlv being used in semi-closed circuit, underwateruser to, generate specific reports from data base envbigudinsm-ledirit newar .'
ea-rhe rom am ngeonerat scifc ernt fmda se breathing apparatus tUBA's), by the U.S. Navy div-

searches from among over 100 different fields stored igcmuiy eetivsiainhspoe
b. L, ing community. A recent investigation has proven

the feasiblity of improving the efficiency of these
% . ejectors b, minimizing the ratio of infected gas mass

NELSON. Martin F.. Professor, co-author, "Mea- m to the resulting recirculated gas mass M. The
surement of Neutron Gamma Dose with a Tissue effect of this improvement has been to increase the
Equivalent Proportional Counter System," Pro- duration of existing makeup gas supply bottles while
ccdi i ot the Southeast Health Physics Society, maintaining satisfactory gas circulation within the
Williamsburg, Virginia, 7 May 187, pp. 1-21. UBA.

Significant findings in this investigation are:
This paiper describe,, a neutron-gamma close mea- I 1) ejector efficiency is relatively insensitive to
.urement svstem utilizing a Tissue Equivalent Pro- injected gas pressure,
portional Countr TEI'C '. In contrast to Bracken- (2) an improvement in ejector efticiency can be
push, a multichannel analyzer acluires the data and realized if the system pressure drop in the ElBA is
",end it to a, prs onal computer for analysis, on a minimized, and
-,preatdshet , Fhe svsten iellds information on ab- (3) the most significant improvement in ejector
,(orbtd dose, lineal energv, qaliti tator, and close efficiency can be realized by properly selecting the
e"tquivalent ftr different neiutron-gamma sources,. ejector nozzle area, a, and barrel area, A. Bottle

1eults, ar( presented which i(mpare the response durations are shown potentially to double when the
(it the F . system t, a liquid st intillafor (NE- 2131. proper ratio of A a is chosen.
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NI.(KI S Marshall I.. Assistant Pr.es,,sor, "Sirn- TUI. IT Kenneth I... As istant l'rote.sor, and
ulation of a Conceptual Closed-Circuit Underwater Shirley T. FI.EIS(HMANN Assistant I'rote-.o'r
Breathing Apparatus," lOCt'cJP,is ot the Tenth Alechanical Engineering , "Fuel Additive Review '
Annual EnergN-Sources ['chnology Conterence, Study," Report to Militarv Sealitt Command ,.
Dalla,. e\as, February 1087, pp. 70-8o, Naval Academy, Annapolis, 1085.

('sing computer simulation techniques, the breath- Fuel additives may be used to Combat the ettects ot
ing4 dynamics of a closed-circuit underwater breath- impurities in the fuel used on board ship. Sulfur,

1ng apparatus 1UBA) consisting ot a mask, two vanadium, and sodium are the most problematic in-
breathing bags. and a carbon dioxide absorbent purities. Tests have been in progress for several 'ears
( anister with membrane filter are investigated. The on several NISC ships to determine the ettcits ot
t'tte t of varying canister tilter resistance, inlet and commercially available tuel additive, on the samples
Sxit valve area, in the mask, and initial bag volume of fuel and ash deposits taken. The ,hips crews w:ere
on the systems breathing characteristics are shown. interviewed tor background on their operating ex-
A decreas" in filter resistance is shown to create lag perience using a fuel additive.
between the two breathing bags to the point that TWo additives, Drew Metonate' and ferrou,, E- 4,
a rapid change in systern pressure between end ex- were tound to be ettective in keeping deposit, dry..-

., ". hIlatm in and begin inhalation occurs, increasing the dusty, and easily removed. A third additive, Hot-
work of breathing almost tour-told. The initial tert Fire-Bright, in a water emulsification proces,
Volme ot the breathing bags is shown to be most which was disliked bv the crew members, Could not
ft icient at twenty-tive percent full. Completely till- be kept in operation, and therefore cannot be ex-

ing or emptying the bags initially results in an in- pe. ted to save more energy than it consumes.
- rease in peak-to-peak pressures, and consequently One of the additives, Metonate, is recommended

in diver work ot breathing. )ecreasing the mask for expanding use. Ferrous FE-4 is recommended for
mushroom011 valvce etfective areas by halt results in continued use and further analysis prior to expand-
a three-fold incrcase in diver work of breathing. ing use.

NU(CKOIS. ,Marshall L., Asistant Prot'ssor. "Anal- WHITE, Gregory L., Assistant Professor, co-author,
%ysis Efforts for the Conventional Dive System, Vol. "Reliability-Conditioned Partial Safety Factors,"
I,"" D7 ivision ot Engineering and Weapons Report lowonal of Strctural Eiuitorin, 113. 2 February

" E" :'~ - August 1o. 10871, 270-2o4.

As part of the initial development of the U.S. Navy The tirst-order second-mnoment tFOSNI) method and
Conventional Diving Svstem (C[)S, analytical et- the advanced second-moment (ASI) method are
torts were made to: used to determine partial salety factors. Design tor-

I design a lithium hydroxide scrubber using mats based on these methods may result in engineer-
""comTputer modeling technique,, ing designs with reliability levels that are different

2 - size all breathing loop components, and from the ones specified in developing the design for-
,3) generate predicted pertormances tor breath- mats. The FOSM and ASM methods are evaluated

ing resistance, work of breathing, and CO, absor- in this paper, and a reliabilitv-conditioned (RC)
bent canister durations, method is proposed. The propo,;ed method over-

comes the shortcomings of the FOSNI and AS\I
NK(i)l.S. Nrshall. l .... Assistant Professor nethods, and is believed to result in partial safetv

a' , ' a~tors which give engineering design reliabilitv
"Analvsis Efforts for the Conventional Dive System,

Vol If" Pvison f Figicerngand We~apons levels, equl1 to the specified ones. The c.alibration
Vol ii," )ivision f Engineering of exiting od an be omplihd easil
-p'rt 1'\ 23 So, August 1So. determining the saet' levels of the current designs

A," o ed lirst, and then figuring the required partial sattv,...\ part the the ntined cdevelopment Oft hi.' 1v. S.
Na'v (_ nventiona[ )iving Svstem (ICDS . pcten- ac.trs t t the new design ormat to giv' thi same

tal desi:n problem, and recommended design alter-

native were pr'p s,,ed. Cani,,t'r duration tests are
valuated qualitv 'ontrol requirement , for LiOH

%-:. Arc hirntificd and optional emergenct 'ome horn'

t ip hilitw-, for the CPl)s are in'c's,,tigitecd.
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t Lir e' 't,' >':t .s J I I NIaIll h 1067 6"in [otI ll t whit 11 i'. b". d on th if t fi t It !II

andI thet l'oai aInd t cI R 'staltt 1I( fior i I I IH
Is,. 2t, (5~t I,. M ICAiC(~eI OhT tt1 Ia. i L J t'cdl orinat. Tis'. iprtihoulti jnr% dc kit

ti t Ikm "'I Wtt- aIrIlt dkIstnl LI~th ttrtie- tttI' briy sign cngineer with an cs~t ' an t

i-) c I i I ,It. %:. If, In. n tht, dItsita proktces1. 1 ['1(t 11! t(t' ba o n Ihe' 1101l 7tnma I hc 14t ii~ht 'd1 HsI]

t tO intIVC U-incl -- tn)C rI liail IIt V nav I- ct-1n lC- 11i11 LIuickly, in,] at( cIltrttly Ito sdt-111 I I

to 'l l'Iic paIt ial saft-tv f,ic tor, tor kct ccrItptnt ts kit I sp-[' Strut tulr- wIt h I(tc s ti ti c

k ',~ n, Ihlt 11ean -valuic t irst- trdtr sc 'rnd- agaifl-4 taigut- a h icvc-d
rn-i --t'~i inc-hod \I\ VV)SMl. the advanccd scond- [-ach 1 of the nrjti-t'ds tji'st Ll~-.td 1i' t' -J11%-
nor'"'" t nthod ,ASNI l and anI ex\ack.t method a1 prac)tic-al eamIt-). 1Th1 resIlts t't thaIt t-xtjIjn~t and),
ha i-cc n used or art Ili-n, piroposed for tise, in several ttthCr-s arc- LisuC to dr-cuss it It'it 1\t :tit I I.,

ot~ dv-- mnarin' ti- ttrcIue. In some recenrt tvttk Of cash Me-thod.
it !has itcn sho%%n that diesign formats bast-d'k on the
t irst !%\ mtthock mnay result in engineering designs.I IIGNPtrVP~U(t,(LWlI"nvr
ot dittct-rT-t rtliabilit\ level- than the one's spcti- st Papers in American Nuclear Societ\ A NSI

-t le d nl c ieeI'pinct the design formats. These three st
nik hod ir evluaed nd arelabiityconitined Transportation with Enrollment,, and D~egrees Ill,"
mit~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~Tna ht d r viatd n eiblivctnitndnuroIo of American Nuc lear St'C itt y5

R ( method is proposed in this paper, The pro-
pt'scd met h d overcomes the shortcoming,, of the 1)8,b4

0 .\I~VROSI and ASNI methods and extends the con- Saitc nNcerEgnrn oreofrns
cpts ('t the exc ehdin a More uIsefl torm enolet lgesan jeTSpbihdnte

to handle general t vpes of problems. The RC method erlmndges n aespbihdi h
Ibelieved to result in partial safety factors which American Nuclear Society tANS t were presented.

giveengneeingdesgnsof elibilty eves I Trends in enrollment in 13S, MTS, and Ph.D. stude-nts,
to te spcifed oes.were noted, as well as the increase in foreign
to te spcifed oes.students enrolled.

't\'HITE, Gregory f., Assistant Professor, co-author.
.:."Rel iability- Based Fatigue Design of Ship Structures;' GIS ee . roesr oatoCa

\,ro ~ r..-..t ~ ~ ~Analysis with Gamma Rays from Capture of "'Cf
~ -- -,.,~ ~ 4~. Neutrons - Experimental Equipment Design and Re-

In the continuing effort to apply reliability methods; suits;' Nuclear Tecinology 77. 1 (April 1087), 68.

to marine structures, the next logical step is to in- Asmle aebe ul o esrn am
ILucte these techniquesC' in the design process. The ad-

*vantage of doing this would be the ability to design rays from coal following the capture of neutrons

more efficient structures with some -naSr orf c 2 t oucso szst 6 i acu
*taintv ot the reliability level invoilved. The particular 1.4 x 10' n s wvere Used. Paraffin moderated the fast

* ~~~applik ation in ship struct ural design that would nurnadbrlimmtlwsueu sartlc
* ~~benct it t he most from Using reliabi lit v met hod . - o.Te am-a pctu o Gtlidtc

thu esin agins tatguetarlre.tor showed that the line intensities of a number of

In this paper. some itt the reliabilitv-basedl eeet e. yrgn rn tl r n iio
ttsulc be used to determine concentrations. The aimntnwttb tt'.t u rtrntlv being used f or proiposed for use) wa6oepoepsil plcto npandca

;n t he de(sign otf s tru.t tures against fatigue are cx- converon plant psil pl(ai npandca

[:,1(tl Lu 11, Vis v latfed as tot its suitaIlity tor Use o vrinpa t,
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Presentations

I ElRCHB3ACKEX', Alan B., Lieutenant Commander, Closed Circuit Breathing Apparatus," Tenth Annual
S'SN "Challenger Space Shuttle Recovery Opera- Energy-Sources Technology Conference, Dallas,
tions," Naval Space Command, Dahlgren, Virginia. Texa", 18 February 1087.
25 Ober 108c.-

NUCKOI.S, Marshall L., ,\ssistant Professor, "Life
l1N'II) H:N. Keith t%..., A i-tant Professor, "A New Support Maintenance for Deep Sea Diving," 1087
Receiver Design for Solar Concentrating Collectors," Annual Meeting ot American Nuclear Society,
..\SNIE SNIE fSE'_S Solar Energy Conterence, Ilono- )allas, Texas, 7-11 june 1087.

, lulu Hawaii 23 March 1087.

RICHARD, Clyde C., Associate Professor, "The
.I.\E, Robert H. Ir. Associate Prote,,or, Lawyer and the Engineer," Detense Research In-
"Preliminary Design and Construction Plan for a stitute. New "York, New York, 11-12 December 108o.
Wave Energy Conversion System;' American Society
ot Civil Engineers Specialty Conference on Ocean

\*'ave Energy Utilization, San Diego, California, TUTTLE. Kenneth L., Assistant Protessor, "Concep-

lo-17 lune 108t. tual Design of a Waste-to-Energy Facility," McCor-
mick and Company, Hunt Valley, Maryland, 31 Oc-
tober 198o.

.McCORMICK, ,*\ichael E., Professor, "Ocean Engi-
neering Mechanics," Six Seminar Talks, The lohns
Hopkins University, Baltimore, Maryland, October WHITE, Gregory I., Assistant Prolessor, "Partial %Hnd Dine'iersi Bat e Safety Factors for Pressure Vessels," 108o American
an eebr.S Society of Mechanical Engineers Pressure Vessel and

Piping Conference, Chicago, Illinois. 21 Iuly 108O.
\IcCOR\IICK, Michael E., Professor, "Coastal
Engineering," Four Seminar Talks, The Johns Hop- WHITE, Gregory J., Assistant Protessor, "A- .. kin, I. niversitv, Baltimore, Miaryla nd, April 1987.
,,' B Reliability-Conditioned Approach for Calibrating

Structural Codes," 1986 American Society ot Civil
ND~ fIIING, ruIC C.. Associate Professor, "Stabil- Engineers Structures Congress, Newv Orleans,. 1~oUi-

Nitv and Extraction of Grounded Icebreakers," Third siana, 17 September 108o.
lntvrnati'nal Cont'renc on Stability of Ships and
()t'an \'ehk h~ (Lank, Poland, 22 2o September WHITE, Gregory J., Assistant Protessor, "Reliability-
108c. Based Fatigue Design of Ship Structures," 1087

American Society of Naval Engineers - ASNE Day,
NIfIL1.ING, Brute ( As,,ociate Professor, "A Washington, DC, I May 1087.
Bulbous Bow Design Methodology for High-Speed
Ships," Annunal Meeting ot the Society of Naval
\r(hit'c's and Narine Engineers, New Ybrk. Ne WIGGINS, Peter F., Professor, "University Papers

Yo)rk, 20 21 Novmbr N Yor, ' in American Nuclear Society 1ANS) Transactions
wih Enrollment and Degrees-II," 180 Winter
Meeting of the American Nuclear Society, \ashing-

NI[( ' K IS. N a rhall I .. A , itint lPro ,,s or. "(-)p- ton, DC, i0-20 Novem ber 108o.

timi/ation of Small Gas Ejectors Used in Semi-
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DEIPAR-fMENT OF

Weapons and Systems Engineering
PROFESSOR CHARLES F_ OL1SEN

CHAIRMAN

4$4

esearch within the Weapons and
€, , Systems Engineering Department pro- ,

.ided the faculty an environment for
continued professional growth and the
opportunity to remain current in today's

rapidly advancing systems technology. Additionally,
every graduating Systems Engineering major parti-
( ipated in independent research, design, and devel-
opment projects which reintorced the essential inter- --
tace between academics and practical application..

Every taculty member, both civilian and mili-
tary, participated in independent research directed
at solving current U.S. Navy problems or in sup-
port ot the midshipmen research programs. Faculty %
research areas included artitical intelligence, radia-
tion effects on integrated circuits, composite ma-
terials, dynamic modeling of gas turbines, mag- -

netostrictive material in control applications, and
,. hypervelocity control problems.

the Again this year, emphasis has been placed on
the faculty-midshipman relationship during the stu-
dent independent research course. Each midshipman
was assigned both an administrative and a technical

",7" * .iviser. Thee advisers not only provide support of

a technical nature but also emphasize planning,

schedule development, and oral and written presen-

tations. Thus, the student is introduced to all aspects
of the research process. Typical examples of the
forty-eight midshipmen research topics included op- from various federal agencies and naval laboratoric,
tical scanning sytems, robotic systems, energy con- as well as funding support from within the Naval
trol systems, tracking systems, voice recognition Academy. This year's sponsors in luded the l)avid
systems, and analog and digital control systems. VV. Taylor Naval Ship Research and Development

Funding for research activities has been available Center. the Naval Research Laboratory, and the
from multiple sources in(hiding grants and contract, Naval Surtace Weapons (enter.
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Sponsored Research

Tactical Artificial Intelligence Demonstrator (TACAID)
, RI ',AR( filtis: ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR C. GEORGE BROCKUS AND

'Roi i-OR IArRI(K 1'. HARRISON, COMPUTER SCIENCE I)EIARI. MINr

SoNsoR: CHIEF OF N\VAL RESEARCH (OP-08)

FA :\l1) a derivatiye of the original Multi-sensor be inferred to some degree. It is to be hoped de,,ired'
Integrat on Iroje(t started at Naval Research Labor- that the degree can be improved. Currentlv the tar-
atorv in I 81 Building on the experience derived get maintains a large advantage in thi, area.
rom prtviou, ettort, the rese'arc.hers focused on the The problem becomes more severe as parallelism

analyi, ot the tunction, whi(h seem to be impor- increases. The trend is for that parallelism to in-
tant in a tactical svtem designed to solve a locali- crease markedly. Therefore any gains to be made
zation problem. The project explores how Artitical in this area will be very beneficial.
Intelligence can contribute to the solution ot such A proposal, resulting from these preliminary
a problem, studies, to the Center for Applied Research in Ar-

As senors are used to extract current intorma- titicial Intelligence, Naval Research Laboratory, has
",., tion about the environment, in the presence ot noise, won support for this project for the next year.

the topography ot the undersea environment may

. Radiation Effects Testing of Integrated Circuits
Ri ,i ARCHER: ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR ROBERT DENIOYER. JR.

SPONsCR: NAVAL RESEARCH LABORATORY

h obl(e t ot thi, (ontinuing research is experimen- ment of remote computer control techniques de-
tall% to Jer mine the transient and permanent ef- signed to control what had been designed as manual

. t-L, Of radiatIon on integrated circuits. Experiments test equipment. The result is the ability to observe

ire king, (ondu( te'd to measure both single event degradation of test patterns and of memory access
"pItct ,wd total d,,,,Oi et-te s. times of parts as they are radiated in inaccessible

- " t. ,ircent et Hrt, arc t ,(used upon the develop- test cells.

Gas Turbine Simulation Using DC Motor
1' sI ARCHIR: PROFESSOR E. EUGENE MITCHELL

" lPI D)R [)AVID \\. VAt LOR NAVAL -HIP RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT CENTER,

ANNAPOLIS LABORATORY

A run Nirn \i prlp(,l5 .I i to supplement replace modeling and simulation task and the majority of
Ink.,ard auihary power s.,tms ( for example. the hardware prototype task.
di,el po wertd generators 1 with variable speed I re- The present role of this research is designing a

Uitn V Inverter,, driven from the main propulsion (ontrol system around an 800 Hp DC motor so that
tin,-tc 'I III p ttntial savings in diesel t e, (o1 Id run the input output characteristics ot the motor-control

Into thc olilliom, ot dolair,, systemn are' the same as the input output charac-
-,\ sstem ot this type does not exist, and hen(e teristi(s of a gas turbine. (tor instance, the Allison

1,,,:h a deta i ld cmputr simulatiIn and hardv,r 501 1. Once the above step has been accomplished,

prototype are required. The Modeling and Simuila- a I urther miodit i(ation is required so that the svsten
tiln lahora tory IMSI.) at [i)avid W. livhtr Naval simulates one, of several different gas turbines.

4,- ',' Ship Resear(h and Ievelopment Center has the

A?
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Magnetostrictive Material in Control Applications
RI sI ARilHI R: \)rsING, PR01 LIOR ROiiI R I S. Ri 1I1

'-N "oR* \AVAI SUMRA(i VAP IO\- C IN~TI B I 1 OAX L ABORATORY

ReCkint dteVelopiunt in ii gr tost rct ive materials and (omplex loads Such a-, beamn str uct ures. P~c
spti iii.all v high dis plaLCcInt lant hanirde-iron al- purpose in the last cise is nlt imately to control the
hivs mdii a1(te that thesc 11atC ials, m1aV be usefulI in V~ibrations of the beam. The effort to date has Lonif-
aI c idi range oft aipp1icat ion, in the area kit control cent rated on fairly linear applications with low mag-
at uators. .'C tUators using t hese materials are being netic field Strengths. Future efforts will include non-

iihdled ind It udIL je eperiment a ll inl Order to linear models of the ac tuators in applic a tion' with
eVa1luate their usetulness in potenltial application low magnetic fields. Eftirrts to date indicate that the
area'1. The JpprOJ( h) is !o deUVelop models Ot the at - ma terialIs are well suited to dynamic coni rol sit ua-
tuaitor in dlitterent control applic at ions and test and tions and that their behavior, in low magnetic field,
improve thcse models based oin experimnental results, Canl be adequI~ately modeled using fairly Standard
S['(' 1Cit appl)ic at ions studied inclIcicl no load con- mc thods.
d it ion m 11P Ic loadscIii have high spring riates

Dynamic Modeling of Recuperated, Variable Area Turbine

Nozzle (VATN) Gas Turbines
Ri-siARciII B AssocI vrr PROTL!SSOR IERRY W. WAATTS

;i'ON'ciR: VVXInI TANLOR NAVAL SIP Ri-siARcH AND DLVI LOPI iNr CENTER,

ANNAPOLis LABORATORY

lImproving4 th- cfticicnc y of gas turbine enginis is the presence of varving loads., This complicated con-
a1 Ill jor resea~rch goal. A big sav.ings of energy can trol system is being studied by both Vencdors and
he realizedl by Puitting a heat exchanger in the ex- users v ia the use of compurter models. A dynami c
haust (recuperatec). Recuiperation is especially at- model of this recuperated, VATN engine has been
tractive for free power turbines with variable- area developed. Model verification using test stand data
tuirbine nozzles (VATN). k-ATN is another control is almost complete. When it is complete, the com-

inpuit which,- with fuiel control input, producces a puter model will accurately Simulate 'some Of the
mnulti-input control system. For shipboard auxiliary severe transients which can occur in a shipboard
supply, the shaft speed is ideally held constant in operation.

Failure Modes in Composite Materials
a.A IZrsrARCrIFR: \'I5IPMAN I c DAVID A. ROBINSON

*~FACULTrY ADVISER: ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OLAr N. RASR

SPONSOR: TRIDENT SCHOLAR PROGRAM

P--nric( t involved the' study Ot the failcire oif car- and compression. Specimens were tat igUdc and
hion cpox (;is om lp site st rict tires. It wads found that simply st rained to destruction.- Fatigue damage Was
the (I(-i t rica1 induc-tivi tV of the (ar bon in the car- Studiciecd with both intact specimens, and with speci-
1)b Would viinh indicate in ttrvaIilda mage not oth- miens with preyviocis damage or with diel iberatelv -

-V-fl V WI~e dleti table. Spec imins ere tested in tcension bciilt-in interval flaws.

% 1
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,-°. Independent Research

Scaling Simultaneous Equations to Improve Conditioning
RESEARC HER: ASSOCIATF PROFESsOR C. GEORGE 13ROCKLS

The objective of scaling simultaneous equations is spread sets of Eigenvalues, or from skewed sets of
, to obtain solution estimates with better numerical Eigenvectors. The scaling method improves condi-

accuracy. Extra benefits accrue in the determination tioning for problems of the latter type. The tech-
of controllability and observability, as those deter- niques applied in this investigation arose from
mination decisions become better deined with im- methods used previously for scaling programs used

%: proved sets of Eigenvectors. on analog computers.
Poor conditioning can arise through widely

Hypervelocity Intercept System
RESEARCHER: ASSOcIATE PROFESSOR JERRY W. WATTS

The project models the components of a generalized tile, target, and environment. Once a generalized
", hvpervelocitv collision intercept system, which uti- model is developed, modifications can be made to
I lizes unguided or passive terminally guided projec- accommodate various configurations of the plat-

tiles fired from a non-inertial platform. Hit enve- form, projectile, target, and environment. For given
lopes for various scenarios were to be determined, scenarios the command, tracking, and fire control
\rious control strategies are studied to maximize algorithms are investigated to maximize the engage-
the performance envelope, and a three-dimensional ment envelope. The computer modelling is done on
graphic simulation is developed to demonstrate the System Engineering Department's VAX II com-
system dynamics. puter. Also available are several three-dimensional

System components modelled include the plat- graphics packages. The programming is done in
-. form, tracking and fire control element, command FORTRAN.

*-- element, search element, tracker, launcher, projec-

4.'.
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Design Course Projects

Each SY'sters Eng;ineering4 major t nrolls in F-402 lProtc ssors, C~hai F. 0lsen and F. Eugegne NIit-
Svstems Fngineering D esign, t he capitonc cu~ it c he I I and \so Iiatc I rotvsso rs -1hoinas 1-. Be-v et,
the major, dulring his or her s..nior year. I he tu WC C r ro( kus', Rohbert I )elh yvr. trrcnuc 1-I.

-. dent is required to propose, design. .onst I'm t, tv~t, I )an, Knneth A. Know k , 0lat N. Ra k, Robert
and evaluiate a system ot particula inte rest to indi-~ S. cd, and Im rv ~ W. Watt p~rovidedF tel hnir al and
x'idual student researchers, The reSUlts ot d adem111 m s terns design aSsistanie and e\perti-c tor the listed
year 10 8o-8, iollow. dc sign ((uLrse projec ts.

Collision Avoidance Cart
%l~II'IPl[s1AN I C DAN.iI L. BASIL

ADVISER: LIEUTENANT CONIMANDrR PETE~R F COSTI:. USN

Programmable Cart
MIIDSHmIPMAN IC TAIMEs A. BATES

ADvisEFR: LIEUTENANT COMMANDER HAROLD H. CummINGS, USN

Infrared Controlled Cassette Recorder
MIDSHIIPMAN I C DAVID Mi. BIDDINGER

'2 - ADVIER: fLUTE NANT COMMANDER WESLEY C. STANI LDULSN.

A One Line Copier
MIIDSHIPIIMAN I C RUDOI I'll CARLSON III

* ,ADVISER: LIUTENANT COMMAND)ER lorIN D. OUELl LITE, LS>.

Ultrasonic Focusing
IDSIPnMAN I C GREGORY V. CONTAOI

ADVISER IEUTENANT COMMANDER 101N H.L McKim. U'SN

A Remote Video Camera
.1* NMIDSHIPIMAN I c GREGORY B COTTE N

ADVISER: LIEUTENANT COMMANDER WELELY C. STANIELID, [IS>

An Ultrasonic Security System
MIDSIPMAN I C %1ARC I-L DAI rO'

AnvIsrR: I IITI NANT D)AVID 0. DREW, USN

Telescope Controller
- \lIDsumIP'MAN I ( Ii rRFY M. DIIANIELISON

Amvy vS R APTAlN C RI C I Wi A. \IORR IsON, UM

%'%

% %
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WEAPONS AND SYSTEMS ENGINEERING

An Automatic String Tuner
MIDSIIII'MAN I C GREGORY E. )AWSON

ADVISER: LIEUTENANT COMMANDER JOHN H. McKiM, USN

Light Tracking Fire Control System
'V MIDSHIPMAN I C ROBERT B. DONOHUE

'ADVISER: LIEUTENANT COMMANDER PAUL W. BOBOWIEC, USN

Automatic Missile Jamming
MIDSHIPMAN 1 C JOHN E. DRYER

ADVISER: CAPTAIN GREGORY A. MORRISON, USMC

A Computerized Depth Gauge
MIDSHIPMAN I C PAUL A. DUPRE

ADVISER: LIEUTENANT COMMANDER PETER F. CosTE, USN

Graphics Digitizer
*MIDSHIPMAN 1 C JOHN H. FICKLE, JR.

ADVISER: LIEUTENANT COMMANDER DAVID S. HILDER, USN

Optical Security System
MIDSHIPMAN I C GABRIEL A. GOMEZ

ADVISER: CAPTAIN GREGORY A. MORRISON, USMC

Melody Discriminator
MIDSHIPMAN I C JOHN K. GREEN, JR.

-'-0 ADVISER: LIEUTENANT COMMANDER PETER F COSTE, USN

Infrared Stereo Control
MIDSHIPMAN I C DONALD L. GRIFFIN 1I

ADVISER: LIEUTENANT COMMANDER THOMAS R. WATT, USN

0 Directional Antenna System for AM Signals
MIDSHIPMAN I C REUBEN D. HART, JR.

ADVISER: LIEUTENANT COMMANDER HAROLD H. CUMMINGS, USN

An Automatic Boiler Control
MIDSHIPMAN I C JOHN S. HAYDEN

ADVISER: LIEUTENANT THOMAS R. WAF-, LSN

Aquarium Control
NIIDsHIIPMAN I C SILAN A II(OLM1S

ArwsR. l.iFUIINANT (OMMANDER PALI 'V. BiBOWI, IUSN

'pp.
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Digital Cruise Control
M'IDSHIP'MAN Ic THOMAs A. HUBBARD

ADVISER: LIEUTENANT COLONEL DAVID W. DI~zCIE, UISAF

Laser Scanner
MIDSHIP'MAN I C JEFFREY T JENNINGS

ADVISER: LIVUTENANT COMMANDER JOHN F. MORAN, USN

Liquid Measuring Dispenser
MIDSHIP'MAN I C MARK P 'JOSLIN

ADVISER: LIEUTENANT COMMANDER JOHN D. OUELLETTE, USN

Automatic Room Lighting Systems
MIDSHIPMAN I C MATTHEW S. KIRK

ADVISER: LIEUTENANT COMMANDER THOMAS R. WATT, USN

Laser Communications
MIDSHIPMAN I c EDWARD T. KOVANIC

ADVISER: LIEUTENANT COMMANDER MARTIN J. LEGHART, USN

Infrared Remote Control
MIDSHIPMAN I 'C JOSEPH M. LARA

ADvISER: LIEUTENANT COMMANDER CARL E. Wicx, USN

An Automatic Backhoe
MIDSHIPMAN I 'c BRIAN P. MALONEY

-' ADVISER: LIEUTENANT COMMANDER WESLEY C. STANFIELD, USN

Voice-Activated Robot
MIDSHIPMAN I c DAVID R. MARSH

ADVISER: LIEUTENANT COMMANDER CARL E. WICK, USN

Graphic Equalizer
MIDSHIPMAN I C WILLIAM P MATTHES

ADVISER: LIEUTENANT COMMANDER JOHN D. OUELLETTE, USN

Pathfinder Robot
MIDSHIPMAN I c ALLEN 1. MOSS

ADVISER: CAPTAIN GREGORY A. MORRISON, USMC

%S

Antenna Rotator
MIDSHIPMAN I ( CRAIG R. GICHSEL

ADVISE.R: LIEUTENANT COMMANDE.R MARTIN 1. L.E dIART, USN

S 57
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% WEAPONS AND SYSTEMS ENGINEERING

Hexapod Robot
MIDSHIPMAN I C ERIC N. PERRECA

ADVISER: LIEUTENANT COMMANDER PAUL W. BOBOWIEC, USN

Optical Position Evaluation
MIDSHIPMAN I C GEORGE J. P)ETERSEN

ADVISER: LIEUTENANT COMMANDER DAVID 0. DREW, USN

Camera Position Control
MIDSHIPMAN I C JOHN E. PLOURDE

ADVISER: LIEUTENANT COMMANDER HAROLD H. CUMMINGS, USN

Infrared Communications
MIDSHIPMAN 1, C KEVIN M. POrTS

ADVISER: CAPTAIN DAN SIMONS, USMC

An Automatic Volume Control
MIDSHIPMAN IC GREGORY J. SARGENT

ADVISER: LIEUTENANT COMMANDER JOHN H. McKIM, USN

Infrared Tracker
MIDSHIPMAN IC SHAWN M. SCHARF

ADViSER: CAPTAIN DAN SIMONS, USMC

Infrared Tracker
MIDSHIPMAN I.C ROBERT F. SMITH

ADVISER: LIEUTENANT JOSEPH P. GILIO, USN

- Heart Rate Treadmill
MIDSHIPMAN 2, C JOHN M. SNIEFEN

ADVISER: LIEUTENANT COMMANDER MARTIN J. LEGHART, USN

Laser Tag
MIDSHIPMAN I C GREGORY STEFANON

ADVISER: LIEUTENANT COMMANDER DAVID S. HILDER, USN

Water Gun Fire Control System
MIDSHIPMAN I C WENDY I. SULLIVAN

ADVISER: LIEUTENANT COMMANDER CARL E. WICK, USN

Morse Code Analyzer
MIDSHIIPMAN I C STEPHEN M. TEEPLE

ADv,liR: LIEUTENANT COMMANDER DAVID S. HILDER, USN
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WEAPONS AND SYSTEMS ENGINEERING

Radio Signal Tracking
MIDSHIPMAN I c GREGORY S. THOMPSON

ADVISER: LIEUTENANT COLONEL DAVID W. DIGGLE, USAF

Stabilized Helicopter Landing Platform
MIDSHIPMAN I C EBER L. VERHOVSEK

ADVISER: LIEUTENANT COMMANDER DAVID 0. DREW, USN

Car Climate Control
MIDSHIPMAN I C THOMAS VON KOLNITZ

ADVISER: LIEUTENANT COMMANDER DAVID W. DIGGLE, USAF

A Mobile Robot Arm
NIIDHIPMAN I C JOHN C. WILSON

ADVISER: LIEUTENANT COMMANDER JOHN F. MORAN, USN

Automatic Heat and Air Control
MIDSHIPMAN I C SCOTT M. WOLFE

ADVISER: LIEUTENANT COMMANDER DAVE S. HILDER, USN

Biofeedback System
MIDSHIPMAN 1/C JASON D. WONG

ADVISER: CAPTAIN DAN SimoNs, USMC

Magnetostrictive Actuator
MIDSHIPMAN i/C RONALD F. WOODAMAN

ADVISER: LIEUTENANT COMMANDER JOHN F. MORAN, USN
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O - " . . . . .

Publications

l)eOY El, Robert, Ir., Associate Professor, co- WATTS, Jerry W., Associate Professor, to-author, ,

author, "Application of Measurement Simulation "Steady State Computer Simulation of a 2.25 MW
and Least Squares Parameter Estimation in an Regenerated Gas Turbine Generator Set Engine,"
Undergraduate Servomotor Lab," IEEE Traisactions David W. Taylor Naval Ship Research and Devel-
0?- Fhicaton, E-20, 3 August 1086), 142-149. opment Center Report PAS-86-41, October 1086.

Laboratory confirmation of theoretical results is im- The tteady state and dynamic performance (and
portant for student confidence in both analytical associated engine control system logic) of a gas tur-
and experimental techniques. A frequent source of bine engine can be studied using an appropriate
difficult' in obtaining such a confirmation is the im- steady'statedynamic engine performance computer
proper handling ot error-corrupted measurements. simulation. A gas turbine engine computer simula-
This paper discusses measurement simulation and tion can be particularly instructive in studying the
lea.lt squares parameter estimation as applied in a dynamic performance of prime mover configura-
I)C servomotor laboratory. tions considered for possible shipboard generator set

Simulation illustrates how ideal measurements aplications, since high quality, uninterrupted elec-
are obscured by noise, and parameters are estimated trical power is essential. This report discusses using
by the use of linear least squares. Motor time Dynote (an in-house gas turbine engine performance
constant is estimated by the method of quasi- computer simulation) in simulating the following
linearization combined with least squares. Applica- gas turbine engine configuration: regenerated, low
tions ot estimation statistics are described, pressure ratio compressor, single spool gas gener-

- \All measurement and estimation simulations are ator, variable geometry free power turbine. The
demonstrated graphically by plots showing both steady state engine performance trends generated
point ot measured values and the least squares curve by using the simulation are compared to engine

" .~:fits. test data in the report. It is concluded that the
performance trends are sufficiently representative

'of this configuration to warrant the continued et-" , KNOWLES. Kenneth A., Associate Professor, "Ro-
fort required to incorporate control system logic

botics at teUieSttsNvlAcademy," inoroatEyse--.- _" and thereby give the simulation dynamic perfor-
JOURAI\.-\L, VI, 3 (luly September 1986), 35-37.

mance simulation capability. The dynamic perfor-
-Th.e o o amance simulation will be used in dynamic engine '"-7 The history ot robotics at the U.S. Naval Academy pefrac-otolssetde.'

performance-control system studies.
is described. The development and current content The incorporation of control system logic and
o an introductory course on robotic systems are the
tully described. Various textbooks, laboratory teach- control system'dynamic performance study otmicrocomputer this configuration gas turbine engine will be covered
ing robots, digital vision systems. iniarforthcomin

" systems, and computer languages are reviewed and in a separate forthcoming report.

compared relative to their merits in such an intro-
.A (du.tory course. Future directions in the robotics pro-

gram at the Naval Academy are proposed.

j. ,* r"* 4% % % %% %
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2} Presentations

BECHERT Thomas E., Associate Professor. "Satel- Sigma Xi. February Meeting, Annapolis, Maryland.
lite Replenishment Simulation," Eighteenth Annual 18 February 1087.
Pittsburgh Conference on Modeling and Simulation,
Pittsburgh, PennsvIvania, 24 April 1087. KNOVLLS, Kenneth A., Associate 1rotesor,

"Robot School House," 1087 Anne Arundel Countv
-- IBROCKUS, C. George, Associate Professor, "Mag- Mathematics Conference, Anne Arundel Commu-

nitude Scaling to Improve Conditioning," Eighteenth nity College, Arnold, Maryland, 21 March 1087.
Annual Pittsburgh Conference on Modeling and

*,. ,,'" Simulation, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, 23-24 April MITCHELl, E. Eugene, Protessor, "Modular Model-1087 MICEL E.Egne rts7."ouarMdl
ing for Digital Simulation," Eighteenth Annual Pitts-

burgh Conference on Modeling and Simulation.".
",'A.N, Terrence E., Associate Professor, "The Iden- Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, 24-25 April 1087.
tification and Comparison of Two Energy Resource

'*-' Models," Eighteenth Annual Pittsburgh Conference REED, Robert S., Visiting Professor, "Model of a
"€" ~on Mlodeling and Simulation, Pittsburgh, Penn- -

n gtuMagnetostrictive Actuator with Application to Sim-
" '.' SYlvania, 23-24 April 1987.- ,'lai.3- Api187pie Systems," Eighteenth Annual Pittsburgh Con-

'Aference on Modeling and Simulation, Pittsburgh,"'

* KNOWLES. Kenneth A., Associate Professor, Pennsylvania, 23 April 1987.
- "Computer Vision Enhancement Algorithms;' Amer-

* ican Society for Engineering Education, Mid-
Atantic Scio Pall eeing UniErsiatyiof, iDa- WATTS, Jerry W., Associate Professor, "Blast Effect"' " Atlantic Section Fall Meeting, University of Dela-
ware, N aewon Gas Turbine Engine Performance," Eighteenth

"... ware Newark, Delaware, 1 November 198. Annual Pittsburgh Conference on Modeling and
Simulation, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, 23-24 April

KNOWLES, Kenneth A., Associate Professor, 1987.
"What Isn't A Robot?" United States Naval Academy
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,) DEPARTM1: NT 1F

English
LIEUTENANT COLONEL LAURENCE W. MAZZENO, USA

CHAIRMMAN

he range and diversity of research (on-

T ducte bteEnglish Department tac-"

Ulty during lO8o-1a87 bespeaks the
strength of the program administered
by this group ot professional scholars.

Those projects sponsored by the Naval Academ y
', Research Council included creative writing (a short'
, -. story sequence), critical biographical studies, psy-

choanalytical t heorv, textual genesis, historical in-
vestigation of topical satire, and a study of the
career and canon of a former Academy faculty
member. Independent researchers covered a simi- %
larly broad -pectrum of interests, and outnumbered
the funded scholars by a margin of almost three to
one. Some of those same people found time to su- ,
pervise the research pursuits of midshipmen English
majors whose work is also documented here.

The faculty record of publication and presenta-
tion is a clear manifestation of the pattern of oni-

", going scholarly activity. This year about twenty ,
,%' articles were printed in the company of an award-

winning play, a published short story, an annual ,
contribution to a prestigious bibliographic reference,
and various news releases in military media. The
many presentations, lectures, and addresses de-

V livered by the faculty also attest to their collective
commitment to their profession, their discipline, and

most imp( -tant, to the constant improvement of the
educational f'-ogram which engenders and is sup-
ported by the work herein summarized.

652,
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Sponsored Research

Cecilia's World
RESEARCHER ASSISTANT PROFESSOR NANCY l'ROTiiRO ARBUTINOrI Tm

SPONSOR: NAVAL ACADEMY RESEARCH COUNCIL (OMN)

Thi, project-in-process involves a number ot short together, compose a stov ot the coming-ot -age ot
tories linked by the major character, Cecilia. Each a woman in mid-century Ameiria. Several (t the -

story Cover-a span ot years rom childhood to adult- stories exist in rough dratt torm: they need turther
hood. moving occasionally into old age. Stylisti- refinement. Five or six more remain to be written
callv, the method is poetic-montaFe, or juxtaposi- to complete a book the goal ot this ,roltt.
tion of isolated scenes or moments that, taken

phy

Loren Eiseley Bibliography
RESEARCHER: MAJOR CHARLES E. BECK, USAF

SPONSOR: NAVAL ACADEMY RESEARCH COUNCIl. (OMN)

This first part of a long-term project is developing University of Pennsylvania. Furthermore, the proj-
* a complete bibliography of the works of Loren C. ect involves incorporating the information into a

Eiseley, anthropologist, essayist, and poet. The data-base tormat tor ease ot manipulation and Up-
study began with bibliographic searches and travel date. Work is 75"' complete at this time.
to the archives at the University of Nebraska and...

"-

Edward Young: An Eighteenth-Century Literary Career
RESEARCHER: ASSISTANT PROFESSOR STEPHEN N. BROWN

SPONSOR: NAVAL ACADEMY RESEARCH COUNCIL (OMN)

The project is a book-length study of the career of figure today. Recent scholarship has offered some %
Edward Young (1683-1765), eighteenth-century Eng- useful chapters and articles on Young, a reliable edi-
lish poet. An Anglican clergyman for the last forty tion of his correspondence, and a descriptive intro-
years of his life, Young was more widely known as duction to his life and works, but we have vet to
a literary man, publishing vastly popular works in assess his whole achievement with sufficient pene-

" many genres from 1711 to 1762. Well-known, then, tration to recover him for our times. When pub-
in his own time, and highly regarded for ninety lished, this study will represent a significant step
years following his death during which his works toward that recovery.
were widely reprinted, he is a relatively neglected

Paradox of Desire
RESEARCHER: ASSISTANT PROFESSOR .AURA CLARIDGE

9, SPONSOR: NAVAL ACADEMY RESEARCH COUNCIL (OMN)

'This project studies the ways in which unconscious gation seeks a better understanding of the poetics
, desire motivates even the structure of British Ro- whkh underwrites what most scholars of the period

mantic poetry. By using the revised Freud of Iaqties regard as a particular homogeneity of Romantic
lacan, the researcher explores the intersection ot desire.

language with sexuality and death. TYI is the investi-

5. "w',. " -" "" I% ," % % ' " ." "% % % . "5
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The Genesis of Moby-Dick
,, RESEARCHER: ASSISTANT PROFESSOR ROBERT D. MADISON

SPoNSoR: NAVAL ACADEMY RESEARCH COUNCIL (OMN)

I"'hy did Herman Melville decide to write a whal- understood. A closer look at the possible implica-
ing book at all? The present generation of Melville tions within Melville's journals and correspondence
scholars have been "raised" to subscribe to the Hay- ....ggests some new possibilities, and scholars will
ford diagran- 'hat nearly shows that of all Melville's have to study the genetic text of Billy Budd for
early travels, only the whaling voyage itself had not demonstrable methods of composition, as well as
been incorporated into a book by 1850. The author's examining White Jacket for other techniques already
life, however, did not consist solely of his travels, in place. Indeed, all of the "evidence" of composi-
and at any time he could, as lie did later, write from tion during 1850 and 1851 will need to be scrutinized

-. other kinds of experience. The chronology of the and perhaps re-evaluated. The researcher seeks more
composition of Moby-Dick is only beginning to be definitive answers through such scrutiny.

.. Scientific Satire in Chaucer's "The Summoner's Tale"
RESEARCHER: ASSISTANT PROFESSOR TIMOTHY D. O'BRIEN

SPONSOR: NAVAL ACADEMY RESEARCH COUNCIL (OMN)

The purpose ot this project is to discover the extent able experience, a kind of scientific trusting of the
to which Chaucer's satiric focus in "The Summoner's senses, is in the process of recognizing and speak-
Tale' tails on medieval science. Most commentators ing the truth. The preliminary study of books and

-- ' have investigated the tale from the point of view of articles about the scientific issues of Chaucer's era
religious symbolism, when in fact much of the has been completed, and the researcher is defining
tale and much of the framework surrounding it- the ways in which the "Tale" appears to speak to %
seems to be dealing with the question of how valu- these issues.

'U Here May Stand for Unfit"
, RESEARCHER: ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR MICHAEL P. PARKER %

SPONSOR: NAVAL ACADEMY RESEARCH COUNCIL (OMN)

Novelist, educator, painter, humorist, athlete, works of fiction and non-fiction. In 1924 Stevens
illustrator - thus William Oliver Stevens described was dismissed by the Academy; surviving docu-

,, himself in a 1931 capsule biography. Stevens pur- ments in Annapolis and at the National Archives
0.0 sued each of these avocations, and he excelled at outline Stevens's conflicts with Superintendent Ad-

- them all. As professor of English at the Naval Acad- miral Henry B. Wilson and his later attempts to ob-
- emy from 1903 to 1924, Stevens revised the basic tain a pension from the Navy Department. Stevens's

curriculum and wrote new textbooks while penning career shed light on life in Annapolis and at the
frequent articles for national publications like The Academy during the golden years of the early twen-
Yale kc-'ic' and The Atlantic Montlily; he twitted tieth century; it also crystallizes the problems faced

.r "the staid citizens of Annapolis in a series of hilarious by a civilian faculty member at a military institu-
illustrated Alphabets: he published over twenty tion during any period.
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Independent Research

Graduate Student Attitudes Toward
Research and Word Processing %

RESEARCHER: MAJOR CHARLES E. BECK, USAF

Over the course of a graduate program, new users study is examining the relationship between change
of word processors changed in their attitudes toward in attitudes toward writing quality and attitudes
how word-processing affected the quality of their toward thesis research. The data is coded for pro-
work. Results of the initial phase of this study were cessing on the SPSS system, waiting changes to

" published in 1986. The follow-on portion of the upgrade the system in use at the Academy (SPSS-X).

Male Feminist Voices
RESEARCHER: ASSISTANT PROFESSOR LAURA CLARIDGE

This collection of essays opens with a theoretical in- Lentricchia, Carolyn Heilbrun), all focus on a male
troduction which the researcher has co-written with author who tried (although eventually and inevit-

her colleague, Elizabeth Langland, from the Univer- ably it seems unsuccessfully) to escape the patri-
sitv ot Florida. The contributors, some of the most archal bias of language.
prominent scholars in the field (Wayne Booth, Frank

Thomas Berger
RESEARCHER: PROFESSOR FRED M. FETROW

This project consists essentially of background study liography, and summarized accounts of the various
and research reading sufficient to complete a draft influences upon Thomas Berger's life and work.
of a literary biography essay for inclusion in a stan- The final draft has been completed and awaits
dardized reference test. The article will include publication.
primary bibliography, an annotated secondary bib-

The Revisionary Mode:
Robert Hayden's Habits in Poetic Composition

0 RESEARCHER: PROFESSOR FRED M. FETROW

Work under this title purports to document, ana- perspective, the habits and patterns of this almost
lyze, and apply toward critical interpretation the compulsive striving for perfection can illuminate the
revisions and patterns of revision in the poetic canon poet's values in artistic endeavor, as well as suggest
of Robert Hayden (1913-1980). The various versions possible insights into his moral vision. In sum, the
of some of Hayden's most revealing poems can changes made by the poet while his work was in
reveal even more through a comparison of what he progress may well tell us more about the finished
began with and what he changed enroute to a culmi- product than that product reveals in and of itself.
nating version of particular poems. In a larger
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The Poetry of Art; The Art of Poetry
RESEARCHER: PROFESSOR FRED N11. FETROW 5,

This project is an examination of Robert Hayden's an illustrated article with a sequence of teproduced
poems in contemplation of, and commentary on art works (photos), faced by Hayden's poem, fol-
other art forms, most notably paintings, sculpture, lowed by a sustained interpretive commentary on
and design. Specifically, Hayden wrote at least the poems in question. Cumulatively, such a mini-
halt a dozen poems about art objects, and in these collection of art and poetry should both visually and
works he invariably linked the emotive and artistic verbally extend our understanding of the relation-
impulses- both in the creation of art and in the ships among art forms and the potential for expli-
response to it. A study of these poems could yield cating one form with another.

The Creative Writer's Handbook
RESEARCHERS: PROFESSORS PHILIP K. JASON

AND ALLAN B. LErCOWITZ

The authors are providing a text for the high school using the word processor, and developing profes-
., and introductory college-level creative writing sional attitudes and habits. The authors take a

course. The book will isolate such special concerns problem-solving approach, providing a great many
* as invention and research, working with language, exercises and examples. The material is presented
* point of view, keeping a journal, and the distinc- with the novice teacher in mind in order to be most

tion between showing and telling. There will be helpful to both students and teachers. Glossary and
major sections on the genres of poetry, fiction, and anthology sections are planned to complete the
drama, plus advice on manuscript form, marketing, format.

"Beautiful Things Made New": Transformations of
Keats' Hyperion in Tennyson's "Morte DArthur"

and "The Passing of Arthur"
RESEARCHER: ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR EILEEN TESS JOHNSTON

In their epic fragments, Keats and Tennyson both nuities and changes between Keats's Romantic and
address the passing of old orders and break off on Tennyson's Victorian tempers. This eighteen-page
the verge of new ones. Tennyson's characters, espe- article, based on research done on a Naval Academy
cially Arthur, often speak and act like Keats's, and Research Council grant in 1985, was submitted and

*Tennyson's language and imagery echo and mirror revised at the behest of the editors of Victorian
Keats's hauntingly. Tennyson's consistencies with as Poetry, who are currently reviewing the revised ver-

• well as his departures from Keats illuminate conti- sion of the article.

'A World of Trouble Within': Tennyson's Maud
RESEARCHER: ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR EILEEN TESS JOHNSTON

This forty-page article is a close reading of Tenny- Romantic lyric and narrative poetry; and the signifi-
sons Maud in the light of several important critical cance of the poem's overall structure. The article has
issues: the problem of irony in the poem; the psy- been submitted to a scholarly journal and is under
chological theory underpinning the charadterization consideration for publication.
of the poem's speaker: the relationship of Maud to
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Why I Read Detective Fiction
R ESEARCHER: AssocIATE [PROFESSOR EILEEN T1s [OHNSION

This essay examines the author's personal reasons intended for readers with a sophi,,ticated literary
for reading detective fiction, and speculates on the background, but not necessarily for an academic
nature of the appeal of this popular genre to many audience. The manuscript is currently in circulation.
kinds ot readers, especially academics. The essay is

The Haircut
RESEARCHER: ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR EILEEN TEss JOHNSTON

This story dramatizes humorous and problematic couple who are breaking up and selling their house.
aspects of contemporary love relationships between The story, designed for a popular reading audience,
men and women. It focuses upon the trials of a is currently in circulation.

Arnold, Bryce, and the Idea of American Democracy
RESEARCHERS: PROFESSOR ALLAN B. LEFCOWITZ

AND LIEUTENANT COLONEL LAURENCE W. MAZZENO, USA

This research will appear as a chapter in Arnold in Bryce appears to have in mind Arnold's articles on
His Time and Ours, a volume celebrating the centen- America, as they reach the conclusion that Arnold
nial of Matthew Arnold's death. The article explores ultimately distrusted American democracy because
Arnold's attitudes toward American democracy he did not see how a mass culture could develop
through the lens of Bryce's American Common- a high culture.
wLealth. The authors point out in their study that

The Use and Transmission of the Dead Horse Chantey
RESEARCHER: ASSISTANT PROFESSOR ROBERT D. MADISON

Probably no one has seen the Dead Horse Ceremony fering accounts to determine what most likely repre-
as it was traditionally performed on British vessels sents the known truth about the ceremony. This
of the nineteenth century. Only the records of nauti- project is that attempt. Along with as complete a
cal writers and folklorists have preserved the cere- history as can reasonably be gathered, the researcher
mony for modern readers. It would be helpful for will include also many different versions of the song

* those interested in the ceremony and chantey if all itself, with a description of the re-creation of the
the descriptions could be assembled in one source. ceremony at the Mystic Seaport Museum.
Readers then could compare for themselves the dif-
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Special Centenary Celebration Issue,
The Arnoldian: A Review of Mid-Victorian Culture

iLsEARci:HRs: l.I[UFriNANI COLONEL LAURENCE A". NIAZZENO, [EISA

AND I ROEEStOR ALLAN B. LEF(COWITZ

106, marks the one hundredth anniversary of the his social criticism, and on his intluen ce on future
death ot British poet and social critic Matthew poets and critics. The volume will be sent to regular
SArnold. To celebrate, that entennial a special issue subscribers ot the journal (whi h has been edited

ot r;;,' A\ .nobanti will be issued, containing retlec- by members of the USNA English )epartment tor
tivt' cS,avs by distinguished scholars on Arnold's life twelve years), and will be available to individuals
and work. Th' collection will include essavs on and institutions wishing to add it to their special

. Arnold-, poetry, his drama, his religious writings, collections,

A Concordance to Tennyson's Poetry
R StARC(tER: LIEUTENANT COLONEL LAURENCE WA'. 'VIAZZINO, USA

The publication in 1900 of Christopher Ricks' new research assistants, to help complete the project;
edition of Tennyson's poetry made the old Tennyson through their help, a tentative agreement with Cor-

sconcordance, based on the Eversley edition of the nell University Press was reached to publish the
_ poet's works, outdated. For several years, work has completed Volume. Though work was held in abey-

been progressing to bring out a new, computer- ance from 1Q84 until 1987, the issuance of the se-
. generated concordance. In 1983, members of the cond edition ot Ricks' work in February 1087 has

faculty at the University of Western Ontario offered made it possible to continue with a more authori-
-' the support of their institution, including graduate tative and complete text.

One Teacher's Lessons
RESEARCHER: AssocIATt PROFESSOR CHARLES ]. NOLAN, ER.

- After twenty-three years of teaching, the author subjects. In exploring the lessons he has learned, he
tried to draw some conclusions from his professional tried to go beyond the idiosyncratic to touch upon
experience. Over the course of his career to date, the common concerns of college English teachers.

.,a the author has taught, either full- or part-time, at The method of investigation involved some re-
,. almost ever, level - from junior high to university - search, but personal experience provided the major

. a though most of his teaching has been in institutions source for the conclusions drawn. The project is
-" committed to preparing future military officers, nearing completion; after it is finished, an article

* most of whom have chosen to major in technical will be sent to a journal.

The 'Readerly "Sir Launfal"
RESEARCHER: AssISTANT PROFESSOR TIMOTHY D. O'BRIEN

This study examines a Middle English Breton lai as is remarkably different from previous readings,
an example of tensions occurring in a narrative that which give the poet very little credit for what can
is based on an oral model but which displays at the be seen as a surprising self-consciousness about the

a same time many of the self-conscious features of the status of his poem and his performance as teller. The
kind ot literary productions that Chaucer is remark- project is complete, and the finished essay has been
abc for. The interpretation resulting from this study submitted for publication.
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Thomas Carew and the Court of Charles I
5- RESEARCHER: ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR MICHAEL P. PARKER %

This project will constitute a comprehensive study theless, maintains a distance from the courtly culture
of the life and poems of Thomas Carew (1594/95- he helped to create. His works dedicated to private
lo40). The most accomplished poet working at the patrons suggest values different from those he em-
court of Charles I, Carew played a major role in braces in the poems on affairs of state, and the ten-

* shaping the public images that the Stuart monarchy sion between these realms of experience provides the
attempted to project; his poetry enunciates the stan- field for Carew's poetic contexts and, in so doing, 'I'

dards of cool elegance and restrained playfulness illuminates the complex sensibility that underlies his
that the king demanded of his court. Carew, never- best work.

Thomas Carew and the Saxham Masque
RESEARCHER: ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR MICHAEL P. PARKER

Thomas Carew wrote a dozen poems for the family suggests that the masque was composed by Thomas
of Sir John Crofts of Saxham Parva, but his rela- Carew, perhaps in collaboration with members of
tionship to the Crofts clan has never been the sub- the family. It is linked thematically with the poem
ject of sustained critical scrutiny. The researcher's Carew wrote welcoming James to Little Saxham; the
discovery of a masque presented by the Crofts for verse form and details of diction and syntax all jibe
King James I in 1620 or 1621 provides a focus for with the poet's style during this period. This study
such a study. The masque is contained in Osborn will consist of an edition of the masque; a sustained
MS. b 197, now in the Beineke Library at Yale Uni- account of the Crofts family at the Jacobean court;
versity; the manuscript is a commonplace book and a critical consideration of the ways in which
compiled by Tobias Alston, a Suffolk neighbor of poets and patrons worked together to attain precise
the Crofts. A preliminary examination of the texts political and social ends.

Suckling in Paris
RFSEARCHER: ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR MICHAEL P. PARKER

The activities of Sir John Suckling after his precipi- found exile uncongenial and fell prey to the pro-
tate flight from England in May 1641 have long been longed depression that had afflicted him at other
obscure. A hitherto unnoticed mention of Suckling points in his career. This last-known reference to %5.

SW in the Leicester correspondence describes his recep- Suckling alive bolsters the tradition that he died a

tion in Paris and provides some insight into his men- suicide sometime during 1641-1642.
tal state during this period. The poet apparently

A Complete Annapolis Bibliography
RESEARCHER: ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR MICH4.EL P. PARKER

The literature concerned with the city of Annapolis able manuscript and newspaper materials; and a
is vast and scattered: it includes histories, guide- guide to locating and using Annapolis items at ma-

.' books, periodical articles, directories, biographies, jor area libraries. The completed bibliography will
" ephemera, etc. The goal of this project is to provide prove of value both to the serious student of local

an annotated bibliography of all published items history and to the Annapolis resident.
dealing with Annapolis; a general survey of avail-
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"-N Mark Twain at Home and Abroad
RESEARCHER: PROFSSOR [)AVID 0. TOMLINSON

Mark ikain liked to deal in the contrast of cultures. 1 ) allowed the collecting of materials for use in the
SiC was, ot Lourse, e\pert at observing the various classroom, and (2) presented materials for use in

(ultures within the United States and characterizing presentations and in publication. The researcher
the a(.hievements and foibles ot them in an enter- used some of the materials tor a spring semester

taining fashion: but he used the same sense ot course, and other intormation was utilized in recent
humor in contrating American with European or papers presented and published.
,lid-Lastern cutomr . The project has had to ends:
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Research Course Projects

An Introductory Tutorial on Nota Bene
"i iLARCHILR: MitsHIPMAN I C SAMUEIL C. BAKER

ADvisi:R: INi-Rt'(TOR CAROL BURKE

,hc purpose of the project was to write a tutorial be used in conjunction with the Nota Bene user
tor the Nota lHene word proces,,ing progrnim. Since manual. The topics addressed in the tutorial are: the
Nota Bent' is a (omple\ and extremely powertul pro- Nota Bene writing screen, file handling, document
gram. the re.earcher des;igned the tutorial as basic, formatting, windows, footnotes, bibliography, de-
initial asitance for the student just getting started fining, transposing, text-base, printing, and mis-
-n the program. In other words, the tutorial should cellaneous function keys.

The Night Journey
RESLARcHLR: MSI'siIMAN I C SEAN T. COUGHLIN

, ADVISER: PROFESSOR PHILIP K. JASON

The project was essentially a two-phased process, subsequent multiple drafts yielded a story about five
a -equence ot research and creative writing to culmi- captives trying to survive the night aboard a pirate
nate in drafts ot short stories, one of which was to ship upon which they are being held captive. The
be refined into a finished product suitable for sub- technique employed includes some experimentation
mision tor publication. Initially, the researcher in- with point-of-view as a means of conveying the hor-
vestigated materials on pirates and piracy in the ror of the victims' situation. Through the research
",ewvnteenth and eighteenth centuries, with an eye and creative writing the researcher learned more
toward incorporating some of the contexts and about the craft of literary endeavor.
culture into the planned fictional accounts. The

The Work "Ethic" of Gary Snyder
RESEARCHER: MIDSHIPMAN 1 C JOHN J. DENINE

ADVISER: AssocIATE PROFESSOR NEIL BERMAN

Although his ,,riting spans tour decades, through- work "ethic" that affirms hard manual labor more
7.*. - out his career, Gary Snyder has shown remarkable than the actual process. Since figurative language

claritv ot vision. [,abor forms one of the major uni- masks the value inherent in the process of work,
tying elements in his poetry, and his ideas on labor Snyder rarely uses work as a metaphor in his poems.
are indebted primarily to Zen Buddhist philosophy Instead, he follows Williams' invective, "No ideas

%- and the nineteenth-century American Transcenden- but in things," and prefers simply to catalogue work
%,J talism of Thoreau. Both Thoreau and Buddhist and simple tools with reverence that reflects his

discipline value hours of difficult, tedious manual Buddhist background and its emphasis on the im-
labor a,, a means of clearing the mind of abstrac- portance of all objects, animate and inanimate. As
tion and retorming the relationship between man a man rooted in both Eastern and Western cultures,
and nature that modern civilization has shattered. Gary Snyder's work is valuable for comparison and
Snvcr, ideas form a complex, carefully defined growth towards mutual understanding.
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Dissent in Utopian Thought and Fiction
Rs tARCHIR: MIDSHIPI'AN I C NARY ELLI.N G(RELN

ADvISLR: ASSocIArE PROFESSOR STEPHEN N. Ross

The writer ot utopian tiction taces two ditticult the systems themselves. Notably, writers, will appeal
task,: presenting a plausible alternative to the cur- to the reader's desire to agree with authoritV. Io
rent Situation, and persuading the reader to accept manage dissent within the systems themselve,, the
that society as both possible and desirable. In et- writers tend to e- tablish authoritarian governments.
feet, the writer must anticipate and channel two or to provide ritual outlets tor disagreement. to
torm ot dissent: the readers skepticism, and the decrease the areas of the individuals lives that are
restive citizens ot his own invention. The proffered considered private rather than public, and to empha-
Social systems ditter widely across the range of uto- size the collective over the individual good.
pian literature, but most works share dissent within

Writing Across the Curriculum: A Report
RISEARCHER: NIIDSHIPMAN I C MARY ELLEN GREEN

ADVISER: INSTRUCTOR CAROL BURKE

The Writing Across the Curriculum (WAC) move- Kinneavey outlines six goals for WAC programs:
ment is essentially a recommitment by college fac- to use trained teachers of writing, to let students
ulties and administrations to ensuring their gradu- write for expert audiences in their chosen fields, to
ates competence in written communication. The have students explain their disciplines to a general
researcher investigated the movement in terms of its audience, to build a vertical sequence into the curri-
potential and problems, reading extensively in the culum, to maintain standards throughout the pro-
literature, with special concentration on the writings gram, and to make literacy the concern of the en-
of lames Kinneavey, one of the chief proponents of tire faculty. Specific programs choose different
WAC, According to Kinneavey, writing, like all methods of pursuing these goals; however, the most
learning, is not a product but a process; writing itself common approaches split between whether all de-
is a means not only of communication but of learn- partments teach writing, or the English Department
ing, and must be actively taught. Since writing takes the primary responsibility. The several kinds
within a given discipline helps define and display of difficulties in fulfilling the goals can be sur-
processes within that discipline, every scholar must mounted through faculty cooperation and adminis-
take responsibility for writing within his own field. trative support.

%'

A Study of Boethius and Chaucer
RESEARCHER: MIDSHIPMAN 1 C ERIC N. LEONG

*ADVISER: ASSISTANT PROFESSOR TIMOTHY D. O'BRIEN

For this project on the literature of Boethius and analyzed the complex religious parody taking place
Chaucer, the researcher prepared three separate in the stories recited during "the third day" of The
essays. The first explained the ways in which Decapieron. The final essay was a lengthy compari-
Boethius' Consolation of Philosophy served not son of "The Shipman's Tale" and an analogue in The
ony as a philosophical but also as a literary model Decameron in an effort to define those elements in
for Sir Orfeo. In his second essay, the researcher "The Shipman's Tale" that are notably "Chaucerian."
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The Role of the Writing Tutor
RESEARCHER: IIDSHIPMAN I C WALTtR S. SLCHRIL5I. III

ADVISER: INSTRUCToR CAROL BURKE"

Thi,, reearch took the torm ot preparing for and is itself an important aspect ot the proces. Virtually
tultilling the role ot a tutorial assistant in the Naval all writers, from the uncertain beginner to the pol-

, Academv s Writing Center. housed in and staffed by ished professional, find 0(casion to need the inter-
the English Department. Alter the researcher sat in vention of reader response, to hear where they
on everal tutorial sessions conducted by profes- are and thus to gain direction in the composition
sional taculty members, and after reading the litera- process. Therefore. the tutor's strategies ot moti-
ture on tutorial techniques and styles, he was al- vation, instruction, and reinforcement must be well-
lowed to take the helm' as a tutor for over a dozen planned, yet also in direct and immediate response
oine-on-one meetings with other Students over the to the situation as it develops. It a tutor can master
course of a semester. the knack of learning what to respond to and how

Aside from the diverse experience of encounter- to respond to it, he becomes a real asset to the
ing fellow midshipmen with writing problems, the writer-a catalyst towards progress and effectiveness
researcher also discovered that the role of the tutor in written communication.

Research in Pedagogy
RESEARCHER: MIDSHIPMAN I C KEITH A. SPENCER

ADVISER: ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR MICHAEL P. PARKER

The project was conceived as an experimental alter- included attending each recitation session, either to
native to HE470, Pedagogy in English. The re- observe or instruct; assisting in the preparation and
searcher served as an assistant instructor for a sec- grading of quizzes, daily assignments, and papers;
tion of HEIll. The goal of the course was to expose keeping a daily journal of experiences and obser-
the researcher to teaching in a classroom environ- vations; and submitting a final paper based on the
ment while enabling him to realize his potential as journal. The course enabled the student to experi-
an instructor through working under the guidance ence at first hand all aspects of teaching, both within
of an experienced faculty member. Responsibilities and without the classroom.

Methods of Prewriting
RESEARCHER: MIDSHIPMAN I C SCOTT E. URBACH

ADVISER: INSTRUCTOR CAROL BURKE

The project involved an investigation into the con- provides definitions and various examples to assist
0 cept and practice of "prewriting;' a term to designate the student writer in generating topic subjects, in-
,, the collective ideas, thinking, methods, and exercises formation, or focus. The guidebook concludes with

a writer may use in beginning a rough draft of a suggested methods for organizing prewriting mate-
writing task. The investigation resulted in a report, rial into a essay form and includes the author's

W' a guidebook intended for use by both student writer judgments on the value of the prewriting procedure.
and tutor before. during, and after the prewriting The completed handbook is expected to be of value

S'" stage of composition, to beginning writers who are having difficulty in the
The initial portion of the guidebook format con- early stages of composition; it can be used on an

tains an exn'',,ation of the premises and rationale individual basis or in conjunction with tutorial
for prewriting as a proces.s; thereafter, the author sessions.
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Sword of Honor:
The Vision of Evelyn Waugh and His Hope for a Fallen World

RESEARCHER: MIDSHIPMAN 1 C WILLIAM H. WEBER

* ADVISER: ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR DAVID A. WHITE

" " The subject ot this project is Evelyn Waugh's final lapse of values and traditions in western civilization,
work, the trilogy about the Second World War en- centers on the recognition that Waugh, while believ-

titled Swon of Honor. This work was chosen be- ing that mankind now exists in a world devoid ot
cause it represents the culmination of Waugh's vision any distinctions between right and wrong, was still
and also his most highly developed protagonist, able to find hope for the world in the continuing
Guy Crouchback. The researcher's treatment of tradition of the Catholic Church, a hope revealed
Sword of Honor, a work which chronicles the col- through the content of this most challenging novel.

Literature of the American Outdoorsman
RESEARCHER: MIDSHIPMAN 1,C ELIZABETH WUESTENBERG

ADVISER: ASSISTANT PROFESSOR ROBERT D. MADISON

American Literature has in many ways shaped what tudes have shaped an important segment of Ameri-
modern readers see and feel with regard to their can literature. Within this framework of authors

. country. By studying works of authors such as who explored the wilderness physically and psycho-

James F. Cooper, Henry D. Thoreau, and Theodore logically, there exists a range of characters who are
Roosevelt, it is possible to show the developing and emphatically not in tune with nature. The final
changing attitudes toward the American wilderness, report of this research concentrates on the signifi-
This project seeks to demonstrate how those atti- cance of these anomalies. r:
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apy Implication,, of Shame in Divorce Counseling,' inconsistencies.

-' I~jiimal of Pataltoioiscliric, 21. 2 (Fall -Ainter

tJ~r~. 03~t04.FFTROW\' Friei M., lPrtitessor, "Portraits and Per-

I i vortutl person, niayvxerc~ a distinct feig sonae: Characterization in the Poetry of Robert

kitshae tathas not' pei een ietfiediny Hayden," BlackA Aoinmai Poctts Bc'ru't-c lt1rl'K i'd.

ot~~~~ Rhn.t a r v o sy e n il nii d b Baxter M il r Kn x ile Un v rst of Tennessee
tourinsltirs. It dlivorced persons have inte'rnalizedl amn R ilr nxil- ncst
ideaI concept of miarriage basetd ton religicis vaIlues, Press, 10 8r), pp. 43--7

hir subsuquejLnt divorce intensities a shamre ri-ac- An examninatitin of Rcibert Haviluns pantheon of
tiOn. ThUV Ma asoxperience hsieconinUnity

riiaN lso hst Iiracial heroes. perstinal ancc'str-, historical I igures,
reaict ions t or thi-ir inabilitv to achieve the' ideal. ra'caatrado uia ut-ocdpr
Although COLunselors routi nely treat the isue Oft ul hrces n fseea 111t-odpr

guil. tu cistmett h raterstis o shniereqire sonae in auttibiographical revielation, the analysis,
scpaatt thrapytecniqes. 3v rutingbtt th ftcuse's on the techniquesC antd results, of flavtlen's
.epaatvtherpy echnque. B tretin bot th wcirk in chiaracter ptirtraval. 'Through a psvchtilogi-
nattre d tu ruigius tlea an th rirsenu ~ cal tdensity ot boith poerii anti personage. otten ac-

shamei, ton nselors can help divorced pirson', over- cimplished wvith draniat ic monologue anti its, atten-
* ( ruc hi-negoive t~ets o th intnse hant' otin dant irony. the poet brings toi lite 'real' pieople f ronm

assoc Wted cvi - divorce.- out ot the past, as wvell as imiagini-d characters,. c:om-
ptisite in source. bUt inclivicnaliec in poetic preis-

BE~CK, Charles F.,- Major, U!SAF. co-author, "Comn- enc. By extension the stUdy reci-als nicch about the
munication W~orkshop for Teaching Public Ad- poets. primary topics tiei'sc, anti vaIlues, and wvhtn

- i-n~inistration," [roccclipig (it the Ti-nth Ai-nnual tonsideredl Iol -ct ivi-v. liavcc-s portraits dem'on-
I nternational ( onterinc on k-laching Pti li i st r ti' t his. artist s conti-inpora ry reluc-anci. arid tint-

A IMinist rat ion - Loioki ng Ahead: )t rategius tor th- Its', vaIluC a-, a hironit ler ot a ndl cormint ator on
NtDt[)-adc. Washington. I Mi .30 April 11087. pp. Antricari soc iet antd t he hicirian conclit ion. -
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l'!TlROV Fred %I,, l'rotes ,or "Robert Havden," mnents could swell) theatre audiences. Once estab-
(,'t'o~~ta's..'~t'u~Bi iu~nbi ~''s ' ol. 2, lished, the atterpiece became a new opportunity tar
P0,',s i Ist4. ed. RaI.01d Ba ugh manX ro*i t: aspi ring plavywrights to reach the stage. Nloreolver,

Gale Resuarch Company', 108o, pp. 107- 126. charging aftermoney tor late admission became
standard practice as many theatre-goers decided to

An introduICtory >umminary oit Hayden's life. caireer, attend only the second play on the bill,
% and wvorks, thisl study include t i primary' bibliog-

1,aJphx' an an notated seCOndarY ':s Ii ograph. and a
JASON, Philip K., Professor, 'The Princess and theLlbstaintial csay, in description t the ,uipV and

natre t te sholrlywor doe o Hadenand Frog: Anais Nin and Otto Rank," Anais, Art andl
naur kt ie chlakwrkdoe ilffade ad Artists , ed. Sharon Spencer. Greenwood, Florida:

hlis canonl. As thle eaycos ers those kcritical assess-
mnrts ot Robert Hay'denls poetrx'. it directs thex The lenkev ill PLblishing Company, 1986, pp 13-

reade r toward the clemients ot that poetry most in2.

nccdot ttetio andscrtin~'.A careful comparison of Nin's diary volumes for the

early and mid 1030s and her short story "The Voice"
i'R(Y'Fe I ~osr "Robert Hayden," t1939) reveals the abstracted title character of the

&"n-:' ):'t~sas', tAst'itanLitteuiru 13io'lgiphY, story to be based on Otto Rank, the trailblazing
Vo.5. Thi ,'' c's 1'0hsb's)41_a0,g Detroit: psychotherapist who was Nmn's analyst and, briefly,

Gale Research Comnpany 1067 PP. 250-2t0. her employer. Ironically, under the cloak of fiction,e

Nmn reveals more about her relationship with Rank
This ruterence article is a sun mary oit the work by than she does in the heavily edited diary selections.

*and about the contemnporary Black poet, Robert The story's portrait of Rank as Nmn's awkward, no-
Hayden ( 113 -aS30. W\hitt. the content is styled as ble, yet finally unattrative suitor extends our under-
a summnary. it consists ot: ( Ii a listing (if Hayden's standing of how each influenced the other, and
primary work,, such as poetry, prose essays, and in- reading the works against one another brings us
tcryiews: (2D an annotated secondary bibliography close to Nin's complex practices as diarist and fic-
of bo~oks and articl-s written about Hayden and his tion writer.
canion: and (3) a sustained descriptive essay in
evaluation and explanation ort the major books and JASON, Philip K , Professor, 'Percy Mar-Kaye," The :
articles about Robert Hayden. The materials of the Dictionary of Literare Piography, Vol. 54, Amrerican

entr inlud alo agrahic"cotexualdiaram of Poets, 1880-1945. Detroit: Gale Research Company,
the historical, cultural, and sociological influences 1987, pp 274-283.

Percy MaciKaye (1875-1956) was one of the most
IASON, Philip K.. Professor, "The Afterpiece: Oni- popular and successful American playwrights and
gins, and Early Development;" Restoration and 18th poets of the first three decades of this century. The

oi'titr'u Thcatn' Rcsearch, I Second Series (July great majority of his poems, plays, and other enter-
W, 10(- 5 o3.tainments are part of his optimistic quest for an

American identity, a thriving American culture dis-
I it- development of the double bill on the London tinct from European models and satisfying to all

-~aeduring the late 17th and early 18th century citizens. MacKaye based many of his works on
w (i''ciu"s'd by growing competition between the American folklore and the deeds of American

Innsd iheatres. A review of t.'ie performance heroes. His most original creat on was the civic
* st'St irs idicates that dluring periods oit single masqoe, a dramatic entertainment in which -l of

~tnttnt' tlytW double bill, were put on, a community's. citizens took part The public man-
''Fc ns~nibt'r in( reased markedly duing periods ncr and untashionable buoyancy of his we ,caused

lh(st' ttrpiece, uIsually a short tarce, it to drop from sight when the literature (it private,
ttss:.~he eicincl play oin the clay's bill despairing vision 6 ained ascendancy between the

I 51 tlt't'rn)Vd that Multiple entertain- world wars.
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.OHNSTON. Eileen Tess, Associate Professor, Th/ MAZZENO, laurence' W lieutenant () ont.l
. A rnoldian.. A Rez'ieZw of Mid-Victorian Culture, Vol. USA, "-lerman Wouk," lt'ac mnn, l',piua lit,t"

13, Numbers 1, 2; Vol. 14, Number I (Winter 1085 - in America, Vol. 4. Wa,,hington, DC licaiham
8o, Summer 1086, and Winter 108 0-87). Publishing, 108o, pp. 1483.1480.

% The editor listed above wrote the Editor's Page and Since the publication of The Caine kIutini, in 105 1,
edited and arranged the articles, notes, and reviews Herman Wouk has been a major voice in Americ,.n
on mid-Victorian subjects, especially on Matthew popular fiction. Known primarily for his novel, ot
Arnold and his circle and on mid-Victorian non- the Navy in World War 11, he has also written .

tictional prose. numerous accounts centered on his own experiences
of the lewish community in America, and on other

' Alln Bsubjects. This reference article explores the reasons
Paradise, [ I'T.lan B, Pro eso, "The WriteraCter o for his popularity, and contains an extensive analysis"-Paradise," Play', in Pro.gres. The Writer's Center ofT,'CieMii, AaanReeiraead'. " of The Caine Mutiny, War and Remembrnce and ",

10-20 June 108o. Inside, Outside.

This play, which won the Maryland State Fellowship
for 108o-1087, concerns a married couple who, on MAZZENO, Laurence W., Lieutenant Colonel,
their return from a second honeymoon to Italy, are USA, "John J. Pershing," Great Lives from Historv.
asked to participate in a study of marriage. Their American Series. Englewood Cliffs: Salem Press,

,.,,. friends call the Wedlers a perfect couple, but we see 1986, pp. 1785-1789.
that in fact their marriage is on the rocks. Dr. Hartz,

* the investigator, actually has heard this, and while As its commanding general, American military
apparently testing the Wedlers as a perfect couple, leader John J. Pershing played the key role in the
is actually evaluating the tentative nature of the success of the American Expeditionary Force in
marriage. As a complication, Mrs. Wedler fancies World War I. This brief "life" reviews the career of
that Dr. Hartz is the adult version of a young man one of America's military heroes, tracing his military

, .pshe and her husband had met years ago on the assignments after graduation from the U.S. Military
honeymoon to Italy. In the climax of the play, Dr. Academy in 1886 through tours on the Western
Hartz is revealed as a trickster, the Wedlers reject Plains, in the Philippine jungles, and on the staff
.s view that a marriage can be seen as a sum of of Army Headquarters in Washington, D.C., to his

statistical variables, and they throw Hartz out of promotion to brigadier general (from the rank of
their apartment. In the end we see that the Wedlers' captain) by President Theodore Roosevelt, to his
marriage will survive for a while longer, eventual command of American Forces in World

War I.

MAZZENO, Laurence W., Lieutenant Colonel,
USA, "Morris West;' Beacharn's Popular Fiction in MAZZENO, Laurence W., Lieutenant Colonel,
America, Vol. 4. Washington, DC: Beacham Pub- USA, "William Frederick (Buffalo Bill) Cody;' Great
lishing, 1986, pp. 1461-1466. Lives from History: American Series. Englewood

Cliffs: Salem Press, 1986, pp. 502-506.

*Australian-born Morris West has become a best-
selling author world-wide during the past thirty The life of "America's greatest showman' Buffalo

. years. His novels usually focus on contemporary Bill Cody, is replete with examples of daring, cour-
social issues. This reference article examines his age, high living, and adventure. This brief biogra-
growing popularity and provides a detailed analysis phy examines the events that led Cody from his

, of three novels, The Navigator, The Shoes of the career as a plainsman to the cities of America and
Fisherman, and Proteus. Europe, where his Wild West Show was for two

decades the premier attraction for city dwellers who
wanted a taste of life on the untamed American
plains.
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\lAZ/FN ) laurence W., lieutenant Colonel, MAZZENO, Laurence W., Lieutenant Colonel,
"SA '"The Ad ,enturc of the Speckled Band" [by A. USA, "Two Little Soldiers,' [by Guy deMaupassant],
,-o. I'vlei ,\Ia,t,.,l,,tz I/: 5hort Story Series. Engle- Masterplots I1: Short Storyv/ Series. Englewood Clilfs:
wood (!litts: Senm Press, 108o, pp. 31-33. Salem Press, 1986, pp. 2442-2444.

I hi, entry provides a reference guide for one of In this short essay, deMaupassant's special skill at
Arthur Conan Dovles most famous Sherlock narration and his careful use of point of view are
I ltohne- stories. explaining the methodology by discussed in detail. The review provides a rationale
%.whic.h the author is able to achieve suspense and for the story's enduring greatness, despite its lack
preserve the literary qualities of the best mystery of surface sophistication.Ss to ries.

NOLAN, Charles J., Jr., Associate Professor, Con-

MAZZENO Laurence W., Lieutenant Colonel, tributions to the Annual Bibliography of English
USA "Hunting Season" lby Joanne Greenberg], Language and Literature. Volume 58. eds. Michael

t.\ho tcr,l,t II: Short Story Series. Englewood Cliffs: Smith and Mary Jean DeMarr. Leeds, Great Britain:
Salem Press. 108o. pp. 1085-1087. Modern Humanities Research Association, 1986.

Thi essay provides an explication of Joanne Green- Contributions to the Annual Bibliography come .
* bergs story of a young mother who must let her from a careful review of the many issues of four-

epilepti son grow up and achieve independence, teen journals ranging from Anthropological Linguis-
The techniques ot characterization and point of view tics to the International Philosophical Quarterly.

- art' examined in some detail to show how Greenberg The contributor examines and notes any article, edi-
uses them to best advantage. tion, book, or thesis, published in any language,

that has an important link to English or American
SE , eL elanguage or literature and any ancillary work that

b glMAZZENO, Laurence a.s Lieutenant Colonel, e"ecUSA.,, "TeLtey b hre akol atr bears significantly on those fields. Using a special-
I. l.- 'A. "hottery Sirle Cs Maser ized format, he then prepares bibliography cards for
Prlt 1o Shrt Story Series. Englewood Cliffs: Salem such items and forwards them to the American edi-
P 1 p -tor, who, in turn, sends the American contribution
In tto Leeds, Great Britain, where the Annual Biblio-
In this brief essay, the t'chniques of characteri- graphy is published, The result each year is one of
zation and point of view, as well as Jackson's use the two major bibliographies in English studies.
Of understatement, are highlighted as the key to
understanding her success in this, one of the most
famous and oft-anthologized stories in contempo- O'BRIEN, Timothy D., Assistant Professor, "Ar-
rary America. chetypal Encounter in 'Mending Wall; " Arnerican

Notes & Queries, 24, 9&10 (May-June, 1986), 147-
151.

MAZZENO, Laurence W., Lieutenant Colonel,
USA, "The Supremacy of the Junza" jby Joanne We cannot fully appreciate the complexity of Frost's
Greenbergi, Masterplots II: Short Stories Series. "Mending Wall" without recognizing the ambivalent
Eng!ewood Cliffs: Salem Press, 1986, pp 2285-2287. ".

status of its speaker. Prior to this recognition, all

This reference article offers an extended analysis of readings of the poem must accept the seemingly self-
Ghrenberence ;hrtileofrysbo aa extem an ais od controlled and witty speaker as the authoritative! Greenberg's *,hiort story about a man who is forced

to confront his own lack of commitment to ideals point of view in the poem. One way of appreciating
twhconrot heimus (wnIa] k omithn atnio ias the ambivalence of the speaker's attitude toward the

,t when he must deal with a neighbor who is truly wall and his neighbor is to examine it in terms of
commited to the cause of conservation. The essay Jung's notion of the archetypal encounter each per-

highlights Greenberg's masterful use of point of view
,.,J arfti.,. sonality must have with its shadow. In Frost's poem
-,,d aretul plotting which emphasize the juxtaposi- the speaker's ridicule of his neighbor is actually a
tin of drarmati( scenes tr effect. projection of his own unrecognized, distasteful

* energies onto the neighbor, who is never allowed
an autonomous existence in the poem.
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OLIVER, Keith, Captain, USMC, "Sometimes, It brief, King's poem responds to Carew's and attempts

Helps To Be A Little Crazy," Proceedings of the to refute it. Carew's fascination with Donne's achieve-
Naval Institute, 112, 11 (November, 108o), 78-79. ment leads him to explore the ways in which his

poetry, both sacred and profane, has transformed
This essay won Honorable Mention in the Vincent English verse. King, Donne's literary and spiritual
Astor Leadership Essay Contest. It is a look at us- executor, attempted to suppress the master's early
ing the unlikely as a positive force in military leader- amatory poems lest their publication undermine the
ship. Historical analysis, personal experience, and edifying legend of the saintly Donne that he and
classroom discussion brought out the necessity for Izaac Walton had disseminated. Thus, King lashes
a finely-tuned sense of the absurd to succeed in the out at Carew's "unauthorized" elegy in his own piece,
rigors of combat and in certain high-stress peacetime insisting that Donne is inimitable to prevent the in-
settings. discriminate exploration of his poetic legacy. Hap-

pily, Donne's poems were published despite King's
-P OLIVER, Keith, Captain, USMC, "Gunny wears the efforts; Carew's elegy, moreover, remains as the

OLIVER, stripes. i"th, Capt (24A 9, " y 3Parris most incisive and suggestive critical comment on
stripes ... " The Boot (24 April 1987), P Donne by a contemporary.
Island, South Carolina ].

This is a published news release explaining the role TINSLEY, Molly B., Associate Professor, "Out-
..r of the marine senior enlisted man at the U.S. Naval bound;' New England Review, Bread Loaf Quarterly,

Academy. The article provides biographical infor- 9, 3 (Spring 1987), 300-310.

mation on Gunnery Sergeant Mac Elvington and
features interviews with other staff members and This story of a Navy family stationed in Stockholm,
midshipmen. Sweden (embassy attachO), is told from the point

of view of the oldest, pre-adolescent child, a girl.
She recounts her own difficulties adjusting to a

OLIVER, Keith, Captain, USMC, "Naval Academy French school as well as her mother's difficulties
offers career opportunities;" Hawaii Marine (30 April with the new culture and climate. The central ac-
1987), p. A-4 [Kaneohe Bay, Hawaii], tion in the story is a lesson in independence for the

This news release discusses the historically-strong daughter,

ties between the Naval Academy and the Marine
Corps. Famous Academy graduates (such as Lejeune WHITE, David A., Associate Professor, "Miguel
and Webb) are featured, as well as information on DeCervantes;' Critical Survey of Drama: Foreign
how enlisted Marines may apply for admission to Language Series. Englewood Cliffs: Salem Press,
the Academy. 1986, pp. 361-368.

AL PARKER, Michael P, Associate Professor, "Dia- The essay describes Cervantes' place in the Spanish
mond's Dust: Carew, King, and the Legacy of theatre and his two major contributions-his stir-
Donne" The Eagle and the Dove: Essays Reassess- ring of critical debate about the nature and role of
ing John Donne, ed. Claude J. Summers and Ted- drama and his one long play of note and numerous

" Larry Pebworth. Columbia: University of Missouri interludes. An analysis of his dramatic epic, The
Press, 1986, pp. 191-200. Seige of Numantia, examines its unique status in

Spanish drama, and a discussion of the interludes
The two best-known elegies on John Donne, those of Cervantes shows him developing some major
by Henry King and Thomas Carew, are related in themes that would also appear in his masterpiece,
a way that has remained unnoticed heretofore. In Don Quixote.
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Presentations

ARBUTHNOT, Nancy Prothro, Assistant Professor, CLARIDGE, Laura, Assistant Professor, "Pope's
"The Image of the Indian in Richard Hugo's Poetry;" Rape of Excess," Gender Distinctions in Eighteenth
Western Literature Association Conference, Dur- Century Literature, South Central Modern Language
ango, Colorado, 10 October 1986. Association Meeting, New Orleans, Louisiana, 30

October 1986.

BECK, Charles E., Major, USAF, "Writing for Im-
pact;' Navy Medical Senior Officer Leadership and CLARIDGE, Laura, Assistant Professor, "The Real
Management Education and Training Course, Naval Unorthodoxy of Cain," Romantic-Victorian Divi-
School of Health Sciences, Bethesda, Maryland, 15 sion, South Atlantic Modern Language Association
January 1987. Meeting, Atlanta, Georgia, 14 November 1986.

BECK, Charles E., Major, USAF, "Workshop in Ex- CLARIDGE, Laura, Assistant Professor, "Shelley's
ecutive Writing" Academic Chairpersons: Organiza- Truth: The Female Other as Silence;' Modern Lan-
tional Structure, Change, and Development, Fourth guage Association Convention, Special Session,
Annual Conference, Orlando, Florida, 19 February New York, New York, 28 December 1986.
1987.

CLARIDGE, Laura, Assistant Professor, Commen-
BECK, Charles E., Major, USAF, "Using Word Pro- tator, "The Philosophy of William Godwin;' Collo-

4. cessing Research: Options for Outlining, Writing, quium: British Responses to the French Revolution, ;

and Rewriting;' College English Association, Mid- The Folger Institute, Washington, DC, 20 March
die Atlantic Group, Catholic University of America, 1987.
Washington, DC, 7 March 1987.

CLARIDGE, Laura, Assistant Professor, Commen-
BECK, Charles E., Major, USAF, co-author, "Com- tator, "Canon Revision: The Difference It Has Made,"
munication Workshop for Teaching Public Ad- Association of Departments of English, Regional
ministration;' Tenth Annual International Con- Conference, Annapolis, Maryland, 5 June 1987.
ference on Teaching Public Administration-
Looking Ahead: Strategies for the Next Decade, FETROW, Fred M., Professor, "Pilate's Belly and the
Washington, DC, 30 April 1987. FTOFe . rfso,"iae el n h

Narrative Texture of Morrison's Song of Solomon,"

- Modern Language Association Convention, Special
BECK, Charles E., Major, USAF, "Graduate Student Session, New York, New York, 29 December 1986.
Attitudes toward Word Processing and Thesis
Research;' Thirty-fourth International Technical FETROW, Fred M., Professor, "Black Heroism in
Communication Conference, Denver, Colorado, 13 Robert Hayden's Poetry;" Black History Month Lec-
May 1987. ture delivered to Construction Battalion Unit #403,

* U.S. Naval Station, Annapolis, Maryland, 20 Feb-
BECK, Charles E., Major, USAF, "Conducting ruary 1987.
Workshops in Editing;' Thirty-fourth International
Technical Communication Conference, Denver, Col- GILLILAND, C. Herbert, Assistant Professor, The
orado, 12 May 1987. Midwatch Muse: U.S. Navy New Year Logs;' Popu-

lar Culture Association Meeting, Montreal, Canada,
BURKE, Carol, Instructor, "The Folklore of Women 29 March 1987.
in Prison;' American Folklore Society's Annual Con-
ference, Baltimore, Maryland, 24 October 1986. JASON, Philip K., Professor, Poetry Reading,

Montpelier Cultural Arts Center, Laurel, Maryland,
BURKE, Carol, Insti uctor, "Whom Do We Serve?", 17 October 1986.
Southeastern Writing Center Association Annual
Conference, Panama City, Florida, 10 April 1987.
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JASON, Philip K., Professor, "The Familiar and the sity of Mitbigan-I)earborn. Detroit, Michigan, 18
Fresh in Falconer',; Shipwreck," East-Central Ameri- October 1986.
can Society for Eighteenth-Century Studies Annual
Meeting, Fredericksburg, Virginia, 1 November PARKER, Michael P., Associate Professor, "Carew
1986. and the Crofts: Saxham Revisited," South Atlantic

Modern Language Association Meeting, Atlanta,
JASON, Philip K., Professor, "Vietnam in Verse: Georgia, 14 November 1986.
The Poetry and the Packaging;" Popular Culture

Association Annual Meeting, Montreal, Canada, 26 ROSS, Stephen M., Associate Professor, "Amputated
March 1987. Speech: Language and Dissent in Margaret Atwood's

The Handmaid's Tale," Society t ir Utopian Studies
IASON, Philip K. Professor, Poetry Reading, Meeting, Asilomar, California, 2 October 1986.
Howard County Community College, Columbia,
Maryland, 2o April 1987. TOMLINSON, David 0., Professor, "Mark Twain

and the Power of Invention," Friends of the Library,
MADISON, Robert D., Assistant Professor, "Liter- University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Penn-
ature of the Sea: North of Bermuda" Sea Experience: sylvania, 29 September 1986.
A Conference on the Educational Use of Sailing
School Vessels, Portsmouth, New Hampshire, 3
Otbr18.' TOMLINSON, David 0., Professor, "What is Rare?
October 1986. What is Valuable?" Friends of the Library, George-

* town University, Washington, DC, 23 November
MADISON, Robert D., Assistant Professor, "Mel- 1986.
ville's Natatorium: The Genesis of Moby-Dick,"
Department of English Athenaeum, U.S. Naval TOMLINSON, David 0., Professor, "Realism and
Academy, Annapolis, Maryland, 18 November Romanticism: John Pendleton Kennedy and Mark

"'., _1986. Rmniim onPnltnKneyadMr
1Twain in Europe;' Mid-Hudson Modern Language

Association Meeting, Poughkeepsie, New York, 1
MADISON, Robert D., Assistant Professor, "Sea December 1986.
Biscuits: Trailing the Dead Horse Chantey," Mystic
Seaport Museum Sea Music Symposium, Mystic, TOMLINSON, David 0., Professor, "Research and
Connecticut, 13 June 1987. Teaching: Walking and Chewing Gum at the Same

Time;' Mid-Atlantic College English Association
NOLAN, Charles J., Jr., Associate Professor, "One Meeting, Catholic University, Washington, DC, 7
Teacher's Lessons;' College English Association An- March 1987.

% .nual Convention, Charleston, South Carolina, 4
April 1987. TOMLINSON, David 0., Professor, "Mark Twain's

American Dream; Mark Twain's Universal Night-
OLIVER, Keith. Captain, USMC, "Photojournalism mare," Colloquium on Literature of the Nineteenth
and the Big Picture;' United States Marine Corps Century, U.S. Naval Academy, Annapolis, Mary-
Combat Correspondents Association Meeting, land, 23 April 1987.
Dallas, Texas, 26 September 1986.

WOOTEN, John. Associate Professor, "Academic
PARKER, Michael, P., Associate Professor, "Dave- Agonistes' Seventy-third Annual Meeting of the
nant, the Dwarf, and the Polictics of 'Jeffereidos;" Association of American Colleges, Washington, DC.
Seventh Biennial Renaissance Conference, Univer- 16 January 1987.
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DEPARTMENT OF

History
PROFESSOR FREDERICK S. HARROD

CHAIRMAN

partment faculty undertook extensive
research and was active in presenting
the results of this research in a variety
of forums. The discipline of history en- V

courages diversity, and the work of the faculty en-
compasses a range of subjects and methodologies. ,
Projects and presentations range from the study of
religious cults in ancient Athens to riverine warfare
in Vietnam. A statistical summary provides a quick
view of the Department's endeavors; in the past
year, members of the department published one
book, edited another, served as series editor for four
books, published eight articles and reviews, and
presented 35 papers.

Numbers alone, of course, say nothing about the
quality of work. In this regard, the Department is
pleased at the high standards of research and writing
reflected in these activities. Among the publications,
for example, are the article, 'A Tyranny of Words':
Language, Poetry and Antimodernism in England
in the First World War," by Associate Professor i_ _

Theodore Bogacz, in the Journal of Modern History,
the premier journal in its field, and the book, Hope
Among Us Yet: Social Criticism and Social Solace
in Depression America, by Assistant Professor
David Peeler, published by the highly-regarded Uni-
versity of Georgia Press. plied an important opportunity for midshipmen to

This year's publications also reveal the Depart- pursue rigourous, scholarly research on topics not
ment's participation in the encouragement of schol- possible in regular classes.
arship in naval history. In the Spring, Naval Hist.)ry: Scholarly activity has contributed to the life of
the Proceedings of the Sixth Naval History Sympo- the Department in ways which cannot appear in the
sium, edited by Associate Professor Daniel Master- following listings. Faculty members have partici-
son, was published. This symposium has become pated in an extended series of Works-in-Progress
the major forum for scholarship dealing with naval seminars in which individuals submit drafts of
history, and the publication of selected papers has papers, articles, and chapters to the review and com-
ensured high quality in the submissions seeking in- ment of colleagues. They have also been particularly
clusion on the program. successful in conveying their own excitement about

Faculty members have also supervised 15 mid- learning while in the classroom, which has enhanced
shipmen research projects. These projects have sup- the learning environment for the midshipmen.
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Sponsored Research

The Hauberk and the Cross: Warrior Clerics
in Early England

RESEARCHER: ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR RICHARD P. ABLLS

SPONSOR: NAVAL ACADEMY RESEARCH COUNCIL (OMN)

The attitude of the English clergy toward warfare able activity for clerics. Thus, despite the tact that
changed dramatically in the course of the ninth and cannon law prohibited a priest from shedding
tenth centuries. In the Conversion Period (seventh blood, English clerics of the ninth and tenth cen-
century), the disjunction between the niles Christi turies often led tro prS and fought in battle.
and the miles regis (the soldier of God and the The Benedictine monastic revival of the late
earthly warrior) was absolute. Clerics performed no tenth century challenged this. Aeltric of Enys.iam
military service but instead were expected to sup- and Archbishop Wulhstan of York both condemned
port the martial aspirations of their royal lords priests who engaged in combat, and both used the
through their prayers. In the ninth century, due to idea of the Three Orders to reinforce canonical pro-
the Viking invasions, military service was imposed hibitions against such behavior. But despite such
upon all hereditary properties, whether lay or eccle- condemnations, ecclesiastics continued to lead ar-
siastical, with the expectation that the lord of the mies. Thus clerical practice and ecclesiastical ide-
estate would lead his contingent of warriors. In prac- ology were in conflict from the beginning of the
tice, therefore, abbots and bishops often led troops eleventh century until the battle of Hastings brought
to battle, and it was not uncommon for such men the English Church into line with continental
to be entrusted with the command of entire military practices.
expeditions. Alfredian propaganda painted English The research on ecclesiastical attitudes toward
resistance to the pagan Vikings as a holy war, and and participation in war is now completed. -

this also contributed to making warfare an accept-

Dual Object Theories of Identity,
Existence, and Modality

RESEARCHER: LIEUTENANT JAN C. DEJNOZKA, USNR
SPONSOR: NAVAL ACADEMY RESEARCH COUNCIL (OMN)

The researcher is working on a 120-page monograph review of historical positions will be included. Cur-
presenting a new theory, qualified object theory to rent progress includes 150 pages of draft of pre-
account for various problems involving informative viously published material, and plans to expand the

* identity judgments, informative existence judge- monograph into a book. The subject matter is onto-
ments, and tie re and dicto modal judgments. Be- logical. The method of investigation is principally
sides a review ot contemporary theories, a brief analytic and dialectical.

.,i'1
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HI ST OR Y

Computer-Aided Instruction in Logic
RESEARCHER: PROFESSOR DAVID E. JOHNSON

SPONSOR: INSTRUCTIONAL DEVELOPMENT ADVISORY COMMITTEE (OMN)

The project addresses the inclusion of logic software able software; explore developing software unique
in HP230, Introduction to Philosophy and Logic. to the Naval Academy; and search for texts in the
Because of time constraints, logic has been slighted Introduction to Philosophy that may be specifically
in this course. This project will identify and evaluate designed for students who have had instruction in
software that is appropriate to the level of students logic. The main value of this project will be to
in the course, and that will tutor them in logic on enhance the ability of the students in HP230 to use
their own PCs. The end product will be developed logic in the analysis of philosophical texts and
or modified courseware material that will have a issues. The project is presently in its first phase; i.e.,
flexible application to this course and to other examining already available software. This project
courses as a component in logic and/or critical has the potential for widespread application to much
thinking. The research will: examine already avail- of the Naval Academy curriculum.

Century's End: America Between a Past and Future
RESEARCHER: LIEUTENANT COMMANDER ANDREW KocZoN, USNR

N. SPONSOR: NAVAL ACADEMY RESEARCH COUNCIL (OMN)

This is an investigation of how Americans perceived, century. It is an attempt to establish a consciousness
thought, and talked about the meaning of the nine- and a cultural identity for America in 1900 at the .
teenth century and the possibilities of the twentieth turn of the century.

The Mind's Eye: Photography in
Twentieth-Century America

RESEARCHER: ASSISTANT PROFESSOR DAVID P. PEELER

SPONSOR: NAVAL ACADEMY RESEARCH COUNCIL (OMN)

This project is an examination of the growth of treatment of the ideas associated with creative pho-
American photography in the twentieth century. It tography. The principle question is: In what ways
examines the ideas and values of leading American did these creative individuals seek to resolve the ten-

m -photographers, and the ways in which they brought sion that arose from working in a medium with an
. those belie's and values to fruition in their work. almost worshipful attitude toward objectively, while

The project fills a gap in the existing scholarship, daily seeing the evidence in their own work that
for while there is a substantial body of art criticism even the simplest fact cannot be presented without
on the medium, there is no substantial scholarly altering its "pure" objectivity in some way?
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Samuel Baldwin Marks Young:

The First Army Chief of Staff
RESEARCHER: ASSISTANT PROFESSOR WILLIAM R. ROBERTS

SPONSOR: NAVAL ACADEMY RESEARCH COUNCIL (OMN)

This research project is a biographical study of the Library of Congress; and the National Archives.
Samuel Baldwin Marks \bung (1840-1924), the first The collections at each of these institutions have
chief of staff in the United States Army. An exami- been inventoried and a substantial number of rec-
nation of Young's career and contributions to the ords in these collections have been examined. In
creation of the General Staff will help to illuminate addition to looking at other records in these insti-
the nature of military professionalism and civil- tutions, contemporary newspapers and genealogical
military relations to the late nineteenth and early records still need to be examined. The goal of this
twentieth-century Army. research is to produce a biography of Young, as well

Research for this project has centered on archival as one or two journal articles on his significance as
sources in the Military History Institute at Carlisle an Army officer whose career and accomplishments
Barracks, Pennsylvania; the Manuscripts Division of have been overlooked by historians until now.

From Knowledge, Sea Power: A History
of Research at the U.S. Naval Academy

RESEARCHER: ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR JACK SWEETMAN

SPONSOR: NAVAL ACADEMY RESEARCH COUNCIL (OMN)

The U.S. Naval Academy was founded in October in this century, brought the History Department the
1845. Its mission has always been to prepare mid- reputation it still enjoys as a center for the study "P
shipmen to become professional officers of the naval of naval history. Since the 1960s, the development

, service. It has therefore and rightly remained essen- of a sponsored research program administered by
tially an undergraduate, teaching institution. As a the Naval Academy Research Council (NARC), the
natural result of the relationship between classroom creation of research professorships, and the initia-
teaching and intellectual creativity, however, the tion of the Trident Scholars Program have greatly
Academy has also been the scene of wide-ranging enhanced the research opportunities of faculty and
research activities by both its faculty and, in recent midshipmen alike. No general history of research,
years, midshipmen. It was, for example, as a lec- broadly defined, at the Naval Academy now exists.
ture demonstration that in 1877 Ensign Albert A. The aim of this project is to produce such a history, %
Michelson began conducting the experiments to approximately 10,000 words in length, describing
measure the speed of light that led him to become significant research conducted by the faculty (officer
the first American to receive the Nobel Prize for and civilian) at the Naval Academy from its foun- ,

physics. Similarly, it was research done in support dation to the present and tracing the growth of the
of the Academy's naval history course that, early sponsored research program.
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Independent Research

Introduction to the He1 tfordshire Domesday Book
RESEARCHER: ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR RICHARD P. ABELS

During the summer of 1986, research and writing the Roman period to 1086; a review of recent schol-
was done on an introduction to the Hertfordshire arship relating to the early history of this county;
volume of the facsimile edition of the Domesday an examination of the geography, economic re-
Book produced by Alecto Historical Editions in sources, and tenurial structure of Hertfordshire in

. celebration of the 900th anniversary of William the 1066 and 1086; and an analysis of the social struc-
",,-Conqueror's great land register. The introduction in- ture of the county before and after the Conquest.

cluded an historical survey of Hertfordshire from

The Transformation of English Culture, 1910-1922;
Tradition, Modernity and the Great War

RESEARCHER: ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR THEODORE W. BOCACZ

As the title implies, this book will be a synthetic fine arts as other styles failed to capture the nature
study with broad implications for the cultural and of modern war; and ultimately the growing accep-

" social history of modern England. Examination will tance of the conditions of "modernity" in English
" be conducted of important aspects of English culture culture as a whole. The years 1910-1922 in England

as they underwent radical change under the impact are viewed as a period of profound culture crisis and
ot total war. Among other areas to be studied are: World War I as a radically modernizing force in all
the transformation of language during World War areas of English life. A major portion of the writing
I; the reception of new views of psychology and of this book will be to chart the resistance to and
mental illness under the impact of the shell-shock final acceptance of the forces of modernity in English
crisis; the triumph of the modernist vision in the culture during these dramatic years.

, h.

General William C. Westmoreland
RESEARCHER: PROFESSOR WILLIAM L. CALDERHEAD

This project was begun early last year with an inter- revised. New material taken from General Bruce
view with General Westmoreland. Since then and Palmer's association with Westmoreland is being
through this current year, additional information added to the second draft.
has been gathered from contemporary newspaper, This new version should be completed in June,
magazine, and journal articles. The first draft (25 and a copy will be sent to Westmoreland for his
pages) has been cc mpleted, and it is currently being comments and approval.
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Flag Officers of the Sea Service:
Volume I, 1862-1918

RtSLACtER: ASSISTANT PROFESSOR WILLIAM B. COGAR

The volume, to be completed in Julv 1087, is an ords, then verified from other records. This volumr'
edited collection of the careers of every flag rank is the first of a projected live-volume work which
officer o the U.S. Navy and Marine Corps from would take to the present the career summaries and
18o2 through World War 1. As yet there are no other relevant information on all flag ranks ofticers
reliable works to contain this kind of information, of the sea service.

* Research has been done primarily from service rec-

The Souls: High Society and Politics
In Late Victorian Britain

RESEARCHER: ASSISTANT PROFESSOR NANCY W. ELLENBERGER

"The Souls" is a study in the social history of the not been seen by historians. Using these personal
British ipper classes at the end of Victoria's reign. effects, an anlysis is made of the ideas, attitudes,
It examines a group of some three dozen aristocrats and behavior of the group within the context of
who figured prominently in the social and political social, political, and economic changes affecting
life of the nation before the first world war. The their class as a whole.
work is based on a number of collections of family The manuscript is now 300 pages in length, with "

papers that are still in private hands and that have one chapter and an introduction left to write.

Schooling Girls in Napoleon III's France:
Marie Caillard's Reports from the Southwest

RESEARCHER: ASSISTANT PROFESSOR ANNE T. QUARTARARO

This article investigates the material and social con- reconstruct the problems inherent in the spread of
ditions of girls' public primary schooling in mid- popular education. Caillard's commentary provides
nineteenth century France as reported by a woman insight into the local limitation of primary school-
inspector of schools, Marie Caillard. The researcher ing and the pressure from Paris to invest more
has used three departments in southwestern France money in the education of lower class girls. The arti-
to understand the strengths and weaknesses of girls' cle shows how Caillard made innovative suggestions
popular education. Marie Caillard's reports are a about girl's popular education for her own period.
unique source for the historian in the attempt to
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Women Teachers and Popular Education in
Nineteenth Century France: Social Values and

Corporate Identity at the Normal School Institution
l\IsEARLIILR. AssISTANT PROFFSSOR ANNE T. QUARTARARO

I hT, relri, h project analyzes the development of ment and organization, but that, nevertheless, up-
wmer popular education in nineteenth century held continuity in social values throughout the
F1ramt, through the normal school institution. By period. The normal schools were designed as a
u-ing ar hival sources in Paris and in the provinces, lower-class institution, to promote the education ot
the re.,earcher was able to study changes in peda- the common people, but they reinforced certain mid-
goo, and .ocial formation at these teacher training die class values among these lower-class women.
thoo[. Special attention was given during the This book-length manuscript was completed during

' i1,isC ot the study to the normal school as a cor- the 1086-1987 academic year.
porat, groUp that experienced changes in recruit-

The Origins of the Modern American General Staff
RESEARCHER: ASSISTANT PROFESSOR WILLIAM R. ROBERTS

* This study underscores the different goals that mili- standing quarrel within the Army over the duties -

tarv leaders sought to achieve through the creation and importance of staff officers. The creation of
of the Army general staff in 1003. Previous histo- the General Staff in 1903 did as much to centralize

ins have argued that the American General Staff and strengthen the authority of the Secretary of
- was patterned after European (specifically, Prussian) War over the Army as it did to improve the fighting

institutions and was designed solely to make the skills of military men. The General Staff Act of
Army a more effective fighting force. This research, 1903, in short, contributed to the bureaucratization

. however, has led to the conclusion that the staff as well as the professionalization of the military
reforms introduced at the beginning of the twentieth establishment.

-' century also represented the culmination of a long- %;

Isis in Classical Athens
RESEARCHER: ASSISTANT PROFESSOR RONDA R. SIMMs

The Egyptian goddess Isis was worshipped in ship. They permitted the establishment of her cult
Athens at least as early as the 330s B.C. The ques- in the Priaeus (Athens' port) for economic reasons,
tions this study attempts to answer are: the date of i.e., as a favor to Egyptian merchants and resident
Isiss entrance into Athens: the reasons for the estab- aliens, both ot whom were important to Athenian
lishment of her cult there: and the extent of citizen trade. In the fourth century B.C. trade was vital to "'

involvement. Sources of information included pri- the economic health ot Athens.
marily inscriptions, the orators of the fourth cen- This study was submitted to Thf Clos4ical l/oi
tury, and archaeological remains. The researcher's ia/. It is hoped that this will be the tirst ot a serie,
general conclusions are that Athenian citizens had of articles on the importation t i foreign cults into
little or no interest in this deity as a subject ot wor- Athens during the Classical period.
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Ramus and Reform
RESEARCHtER: ASSISTANT PROFESSOR JAMES V. SKALNIK

This project is a book-length study of the transfor- itocracy which united many followers in opposition

mation ot French society in the sixteenth century, to the prevailing trend toward oligarchy. His efforts
seen through the life and works of the humanist and to put this theory into practice, although ultimately
educator Petrus Ramus (Pierre de la Ramee, unsuccessful, constitute crucial chapters in the his- I
1515-1572). The study demonstrates that the merito- tory of the French Reformed Church and of French
cratic society of Renaissance France gave way to education. The study draws extensively on unpub-
an oligarchic and hierarchical social order after lished material in Parisian archives and relies on the

* about 1550, largely due to demographic growth and techniques of collective biography, computer-assisted
economic slowdown, The vexing problem of why analysis of sixteenth-century publication data, and
"Ramism" wa, so popular in Europe is resolved by the sociology of ideologies and mentalites.
showing that Ramus developed an ideology of mer-

The Last Cavaliers: Horse Cavalry
in the Twentieth Century

RESEARCHER: ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR IACK SWEETMAN

Six great changes have occurred on the battlefield British Desert Mounted Corps - took place on the
in the course of the twentieth century: the appear- Palestine Front in 1Q17-1918. As late as the outbreak
ance of aircraft, armored fighting vehicles, auto- of World War Two, the army of every major power

matic small arms, electronic communications, and except Great Britian included horse cavalry, and the
nuclear weapons-and the disappearance of horse German army actually had more mounted units at
cavalry, traditionally the most prestigious combat the end of the war than at its beginning. This project

arm. Conventional wisdom holds that World War will combine operational and institutional history
One revea' d cavalry to be an anachronism, but the within an essentially chronological framework to
issue is more complicated than that. Although the examine the technological ,nd tactical developments

.  arm proved useless in the condiiins of trench war- that led to the gradual ( ,tinction of cavalry and the
fare which prevailed on the We, tern Front. it was doctrines and means by which it attempted, unsuc-
extensively employed in the East, and some of the ce,,,ullv to respond to the challenge these develop-
largest cavalry operation, in historv - those of the ments po,,ed.

Command of the Sea: The U.S. Navy in Vietnam

RIFt1 ARHI R: ,,R "o(IAIL PROIIS t'-OR IACK SA, I IMAN

The (,biet of ot hi 7_500 '-sord art Itl is, to) preset Iictix itic 11) inetnan. exotending from the coastal and
a conci.,e history ot L' S Naval operation, in \iet- rivurin mis,,ions of the Brown a'ater Navy to car-

nam Although it center, on the period during whit h -icr air optrations shore bombardment, amphib-IAmerican tor.es engaged in (omba 10o5 1073 it,, o landings the ad' sorv program, and medic-ai

introductorv e,.tion traces*, the o)rigins of I' s. Na%, .l d logistical ,upport. Reear h in printed materials
i"s nvolvtrn'nt in V tna m ba, k tt the at it,ion ot vs .upplemented by .nterviews with officers who

the Navy ', ton ,t thc \IMiitarv -s,, itant. ind served in \'it n m. The project has been completed
A,. isrv (,ro ip Indo( hinm in 1,)50 1 ht organi and the product i, to appear in a torthceming vol-
/atwin !s bai, ,llv hron,I'g al \Within thi'- trami- umt' ot the imic Li't, Boston Publishing Company.
1,,4 tht, arti, i' r'.iews the lull ,pv trum ,t naval 'seies The Vietnam Fxperience."
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HISTORY

The U.S. Marine Corps: An Illustrated History
RESEARCHER: ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR JACK SWEETMAN

This work, co-authored with Lieutenant Colonel dation's prestigious Hein Award for the best annual
Merrill L. Bartlett, USMC (Ret), is designed to pro- article on Marine Corps history-brings to the
vided a concise but authoritative history of the U.S. project will become progressively more valuable as
Marine Corps from the foundation of the Continen- the narrative nears the present. The projected length
tal Marines in November 1775 to the present. The is approximately 60,000 words. The work will in-
narrative is to follow a chronological format. This clude humorous, carefully-chosen illustrations along
researcher will contribute the chapters covering the with maps and appendices listing the Commandants
period up to American intervention in World War of the Marine Corps, Marine Corps Medal of Honor
One; Colonel Bartlett will contribute the remainder, recipients and Battle Streamers. It is anticipated that
The division was predicated on the assumption that the project will be completed by late 1987 or early
the personal experience which Colonel Bartlett- 1988.
twice winner of the Marine Corps Historical Foun-

A Year on a Monitor
RESEARCHER: PROFESSOR CRAIG L. SYMONDS

Between December 1882 and December 1883, 16- body of this volume which the researcher has edited
year-old Alvah P. Hunter served as a ship's boy and annotated for publication by the University of
aboard the Union Monitor Nahaut off the coast of South Carolina Press.
South Carolina. His memoirs of that year form the

Racial Welfare in the Third Reich: The NSV and Social
Engineering For a "Gesundes Volksemfinden"

RESEARCHER: PROFESSOR LARRY V. THOMPSON 4

This article, accepted for publication by the Journal agencies of Heinrich Himmler's SS and the German
of Modern History, examines the racial criteria that churches. The ideological dictates of racism pro-
governed welfare policies in Nazi Germany. It fo- duced welfare policies and propaganda that chal-
cuses on the Nationalsozialistice Volkswohlfalirt lenged religious principles which forced the NSV to
(NSC), the Party's welfare organization, assessing be responsive to ecclesiastical concerns. The warfare
its activities and efforts both to minister to the less with the SS never ended, but Himmler's agencies
fortunate and to raise societal consciousness con- eventually allowed some division of labor to de-

, cerning the absolute need to improve Germany's velop, thereby permitting welfare to occur while
racial health. The NSV spent the bulk of its time clearly limiting it to those who were "certified" as
engaged in "institutional warfare" with competitive racially valuable.

The Construction of the German Imperial Navy 1890-1919
RESEARCHER: ASSISTANT PROFESSOR GARY E. WEIR 7

This book manuscript is an examination of the The research for the project in West German's
naval-industrial relationships in the construction of archives is long since finished. All nine chapters are
Germany's Imperial Navy. 189041919. The objective written, with seven in finished form. Revisions will
is to achieve an understanding of the developing be completed and the manuscript ready for sub-
naval-industrial complex in Germany at the turn of mission by August 1987.
the century through World War One.
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Research Course Projects

The Soviet-Finnish Winter War: A Political Miscalculation
RESEARCHER: MIDSHIPMAN I C THEODORE P. ANDERSON

ADVISER: ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR JANE E. GOOD

Thi'; project focused on the Soviet-Finnish winter propaganda. Research was conducted in English,
war of 1939-1940. The research showed that the Finnish, and Russian sources found mainly in the
poor Soviet performance in the war was largely a Library of Congress. The paper was presented at the
result of the Communist Party's inability to distin- Regional Phi Alpha Theta Conference where it was
guish between accurate intelligence and its own awarded third place in the undergraduate category.

Command in War:
An Analysis of the Compatibility of Execution and Planning

% RESEARCHER: MIDSHIPMAN 2 C CHARLES R. BINGHAM

ADVISER: VISITING PROFESSOR NIGEL DE LEE

Two basic functions of command are planning and ability determine whether a person should plan, exe-
execution. This project analyzes under which cir- cute, or do both. Historical examples used are: Fred-
cumstances these functions should be embodied in erick, Napoleon, Grant, Lee, Moltke, Robertson,
a single person, or in two people. The researcher and Morgan.
supports the conclusion that personality, style, and

Imperialism During the Late Victorian Era:
7';. An Analysis of the Perceptions, Attitudes, and

Influence of the Working Class, the Financiers and
Industrialists, the Press, the Monarchy, and the Middle Class

RESEARCHER: MIDSHIPMAN 1/C CHRISTOPHER CALHOUN

* ADVISER: ASSISTANT PROIESSOR NANCY W. ELLENBERGER

The researcher studied the impact of the British the financiers, remained ultimately in the control of
Empire on domestic Great Britian during the late the middle and upper classes, which provided the
Victorian era (1880-1901). Emphasis was placed on backbone of the civil s-rvicemen, military, and
the perceptions which various classes in late Victo- political leaders. Least influential of the societal
rian society had on the imperial experience. Societal elements studied was the working class, which be-
elements studied included the working class, the cause of disunity and lack of dynamic leadership,
financiers and industrialists, the press, the mon- proved unable to have any impact on the course of
archy, and the middle and upper classes. The re- imperial expansion during this era.
searcher concluded that the primary controlling The research included both primary and second-
force behind late Victorian expansion was the gov- ary source material drawn from periodicals, histori-
ernmental apparatus which had grown during the cal accounts, political treatises, letters, and an inter-
early and middle years of Victoria's reign. This appa- view with a published expert in the field of study.
ratu, although influenced by the monarchy and by
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*The Fractured Society:
An Analysis of the Divergence of White South Africa k,

Along Language Lines, 1900-1948
RESEARCHER: MIDSHIPMAN I C CHRISTOPHER CALHOUN

ADVISER: ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR THOMAS BRENNAN

This project is a study of the developments in white National Party (1933-39). Divisive events which set
South African society during the first half of the back the cause of white unity included South Atri-
twentieth century. An emphasis was placed on how can participation in the two world wars, and class
the two main elements of this society might have conflict which roughly followed language lines.
joined together in a cooperative effort to resolve Research material for this project included both
their state's pressing social problems. Cooperation primary and secondary source material from Ameri-
did not survive in the long run, leading to Afrikaner can and British periodicals, South African, British,
political domination and the near complete exclu- and American historical accounts, and biographies
sion of English South Africans from governmental and letters of South African political leaders. The
affairs since 1948. High points in the unsuccessful paper concluded that white South Africa's failure
efforts to bring about a union of the two white to unify and compromise-which further compli-
streams of South African society included the era cated the nation's already dire social and racial
of Conciliation and the South African Party (1908- problems- involved class as well as nationalistic
1914), the Labour-National Party Pact (1924-1929), conflicts.
and the early successes of the United South African

The Leaders of World War II
RESEARCHER: MIDSHIPMAN I C KENNETH L. CLARK

ADVISER: ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR KENNETH 1. HAGAN

This research project was done to delineate the fac- successful. The themes that are presented in the
tors which differentiate men of high positions into paper are that:
successful and unsuccessful groups. (1)personality conflicts between high-level

One by-product of a wartime environment is a decision-makers, as well as an individual's personal
large number of leaders who are forced to make ambition, often affect decisions of life and death
decisions of global importance under the most try- importance;
ing circumstances. This high-pressure environment (2) all great leaders possess traits such as cha-
tends to bring out the best and the worst traits of risma, courage, devotion to duty, innovativeness,
each leader. This fact, in combination with the need optimism, and imagination, as well as egoism and
to examine leaders who faced similar difficulties, led ambition; and
the researcher to choose World War II as the period (3) the most successful of these leaders have the
of interest for this project. desire and ability to understand the culture of for-

The inter-personal relationships which all leaders eign peoples, as well as a concern for the future
face require the examination, of several different beyond the present conflict and beyond their future
topics to establish a reasonable basis for the determi- personal involvement.
nation of whether a particular leader is, or is not,
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A Study in Contrasts: The Constitutional Convention of 1787
as Viewed by the Press in Philadelphia and Annapolis

RESEARCHER: MIDSHIPMAN 2,C JANE M. COLLINS

ADVISER: PROFESSOR JOHN W. HUSTON

The purpose of this project was to study the role the secret proceedings of the convention very differ-
of the press during the Constitutional Convention ently. The contrast between the two coverages was
of 1787. Research was focused on the Maryland attributed to the difference in their geographic loca-
Gazette of Annapolis and the Pennsylvania Gazette tions and the differences in their subscribers (rural
of Philadelphia, chosen because of the demographic versus urban), among other factors. The influence
diversity of the subscribers and areas served, as well of the press on the young country's citizens was
as the availability of these two newspapers on mi- analyzed, as it was to have an effect on the ratifi-
crotilm. The two papers were shown to have covered cation struggle that followed the convention.

The German U-Boats of World War Two:
Lessons on the Trans-Atlantic Link

RESEARCHER: MIDSHIPMAN i/c RODNEY G. GRAVES
V ADVISER: VISITING PROFESSOR NIGEL DE LEE

This paper examines the German U-Boat offensive its successes and failures against allied shipping.
of the Second World War. In so doing, it is revealed Third, the paper examines the political restraints
that the German U-Boats nearly starved Great Brit- which prevented Admiral Doenitz from employing
ain out of the war, and that Admiral Doenitz ap- his U-Boats in the best tactical and strategic manner.
proached this monumental task with a very small The final portion of the paper touches on the
force of operational submarines, disastrous PQ (England to Murmansk) convoys

Particular emphasis is placed on the following which were under the combined threats of sub-
areas: First, the tactics employed by the Germans marine, air, and surface attack, and relates this to
and the evolution of these tactics are examined in the evolution of the modern nuclear submarine and
light of Allied counter tactics. Second, the paper the threat expected in a current battle of the North
examines the course of the U-Boat war at sea and Atlantic.

Norway and Soviet Union:
Conflict and Coexistence in the Arctic

f'\' RESEARCHER: MIDSHIPMAN I C RODNEY G. GRAVES

* ADVISER: VISITING PROFESSOR NIGEL DE LEE

This project examines the history of relations among increasing and changing nature of the strategic situa-
Norway, NATO, and the Soviet Union, with parti- tion in the area is examined in solme length and is
cular emphasis on the emergence of northern Nor- related to local history ?ni perceptions. The last por-
way as the vital northern flank of both NATO and tion of the paper is an examination of Norway's in-

*, the Soviet Union. Subtopics include surveys of the volvement in NATO, dis(ussed in terms ot Norway's
'r4, historv of Norway in the First and Second World need to balance its foreign and defense postures,

Wars, the emergence of Norwegian foreign and de- ottering a real deterrent to armed aggression without
tense policie,,, and an examination ot incidents be- antagonizing the Soviet I nion.
tween the Norwegian and Soviet governments. The
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HISTORY

An Examination of the World of Terrorism
RESEARCHER: MIDSHIPMAN IC BRIAN E. HALEY

ADVISER: LIEUTENANT COMMANDER' DON T. SINE, USN

This research project was designed to supplement present in society since the inception of the nation
%" a readings course which was organized around the state. Moreover, it became apparent that the diffi-
4", topic of terrorism. The objective for writing this culty in combatting contemporary terrorism may

paper was to coalesce the information gained in the only get harder as technology advances. Research
readings part of the course. In writing this paper, for this topic was accomplished using the facilities
the researcher came to understand better the moti- available in the Nimitz Library and in Defense Tech-
vations and objectives of modern terrorism. In ad- nical Information Center (DTIC) publications of the
dition it became evident that terrorism has been Rand Corporation Conferences concerning terrorism.

The Relation of Homeric Mythology
to Homeric Self-Perception

RESEARCHER: MIDSHIPMAN 1/C ERNEST A. HARPER
44 ADVISER: ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR PHYLLIS CULHAM

This project was inspired by a broad interest in lay not within himself, but with the gods. The paper
[ Greek mythology, but through initial research the examines this suggestion from an evolutionary

focus of the paper was narrowed to Homeric society, standpoint, using the Mycanean civilization as a foil
specifically that represented in the epic poem, The against which Homeric values and ideals are estab-
Iliad. The poem itself served as the primary source lished. Next, the immortality of the gods is dis-
for the research, and various authorities on ancient cussed, with particular emphasis on reasons for
society and mythology, such as Bruno Snell, were divine immortality versus human mortality. Finally,
utilized as secondary sources. evidence from The Iliad itself is offered in support

, The thesis of the paper is that Homeric man's of the thesis.
perception of the origin of important human actions

Chet Smith and The Swordfish: First Blood in the Pacific
RESEARCHER: MIDSHIPMAN 1/C J. STUART HAYDEN

ADVISER: ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR KENNETH J. HAGAN

4. This project included significant independent re- first to attack and sink an enemy vessel, first to
search conducted during the Spring Semester of the withstand a depth charge attack, and also first fi-
1985-1986 Academic Year. The primary sources nally to have a sinking confirmed by the enemy.
were found at the Naval Historical Center Opera- Chet Smith and the Swordfish, by taking the war
tions Archives Branch and also at the Military to the enemy's home waters, helped return con-
Reference Branch of the United States National Ar- fidence to the U.S. Navy and the nation. While
chives, both in Washington, D.C. The experience of America was recovering from the shock of Pearl
locating and studying such valuable documents was Harbor and gearing-up for the war, Chet Smith was
definitely unique. already launching torpedoes and punishing the

Chester C. Smith, a native of Idaho and a 1925 Japanese. The adventures of this first war patrol
graduate of the i.S. Naval Academy, was the com- were heroic and truly remarkable. This paper is
mander who led the Sword fi4 to sea and to vic- written on the forty-fifth anniversary of the patrol
tory. Inder hi,, leadership, Sworilfih was the first and in memory of those men of the LBs Swordfish

I •.S. submarine to get underway tollowing the lapa- still on patrol."
ne-..,itla k on Pearl Harbor. In addition, she was
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HISTORYI

An Examination of Technological Innovation
In the Modern Age: Critiques and a New Perspective

RESEARCHER: MIDSHIPMAN 2 C DANIEL 1. HURDLE

ADVISER: ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR ROBERT ARTIGIANI

This research project was conceived as a means ot dilemma. A new cognitive map offered by Ilyad
better understanding the effect of technological in- Prigogine and others supersedes the Newtonian de-
novations on modern society. The process of rapid terministic and mechanistic equibrium-oriented ap-
technical development and Subsequent societal im- proach, which has predominated modern thought, .. 1

plementation has not been a smooth one in recent with one that emphasizes evolving, non-equilibrium
times. Issues concerning self-regulatin robotics ver- syustems which are possibilistic in nature. Much of
sus manual labor and the threat of nuclear weapons modern technology, e.g. cybernetics and nuclear
are prime examples, and one has little trouble to- power or bombs, stems directly from this cognitive II
day recognizing the major importance ncw attached map. Thus, it follows that problems in societal
to this technical adaptation question. adaptation to technological innovations may be

The first portion of the project was devoted to caused not by the nature of technology but by the
studying works of those critical of the technical ad- use of the wrong cognitive map.
vance in the modern age. Numerous authors, in- Finally, the project studied the General System
cluding Ellul, Winner, Wells, and Junger, described Theory offered by Bertalanfty which incorporates

%1
what they perceived as an all-powerful and autono- the Prigogine approach. The system theory was
mous technology that was sure to dominate com- found to have exciting potential in its ability to offer
pletely all aspects of society. Subordination ot all generalized approaches to the analysis of numerous
that is humanistic in favor ol a completely rational, types of systems, whether purely technical or pre-
ordered world would be inevitable in the lace of this dominantly human, and as a means of enabling ,,
technical "onslaught." society successfuliv to incorporate the technology

The researcher then analyzed both a possible ex- it produces.
planation and solution to the modern technical

Dating the Shift in Strategy from Battleship
Theory to Carrier Battlegroup

RSEEARCtItR: IISHIPMAN 2 C MICHAEL R loAwL
ADVISER: AssocIATE PROFESSOR KENNE'Hi 1. HAGANP

This research paper utilized sources from the Nimitz carrier battlegroup. The change occurred primarily ,

Library as well as the Washington Navy Yard. The after the battles of the Coral Sea and Midwav, and
most important sources were found at the Naval specifically between September 1042 and lul\v 1043.
Historical Center. Using these sources, the researcher Correspondence between Admiral Nimiti. Admiral
concluded that it is possible to date precisely the King, and the fleet commanders in the Pa ifi( pro-
United States Navy's shiIt in strategy from one based vided the information ne(essary to '.upport this
on traditional b,'.t leship theory to one based on the (on( lusion.
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A World War II Enlisted Sailor's Memoirs
of the European Theater of Operations

RESEARCHER: MIDSHIPMAN I C THOMAS A. McKENNA

ADVISER: LIEUTENANT COMMANDER DON T. SINE, USN

This research project was designed to allow the cation. The research also included finding various
reseacher to make use of a first-hand account of an sources which could compare and contrast the view-

enlisted sailor's experiences during the invasion of points of the war from an enlisted and oticer
North Africa and the invasion of Italy. The project perspective.
was to read the manuscript and prepare it for publi-il.

Nazi Governance: An Inquiry into the Controversy
over Executive Responsibility In the Third Reich

RESEARCHER: MIDSHIPMAN I C MICHAEL L. SPANOS

ADvISER: PROFEssoR LARRY V. THOMPSON

This research project examines the dictatorship of tain policies and structures of the Nazi government
Adolf Hitler, discussing whether he was a weak or are highlighted. Hitler's increasing concern for the
strong dictator. This question is the focus of a heated German people instead of the Nazi party, his racial
and ongoing debate between historians of National war of genocide, the Fuehrers insistence on govern-
Socialism which has spawned two rival factions, mental centralization, yet his toleration of executive
known categorically as functionalists and inten- and administrative decentralization, and his foreign
tionalists. The functionalist position, favoring the policy goals are the focus of research. The researcher
"weak" dictator theory, and the intentionalist view- concurs with the functionalist viewpoint. Although
point, promoting the strong" dictator principle, are Hi!ler's power as a ruler is not denied, it proved sur-
analyzed for the purpose ot delineating their respec- prisingly feasible for the National Socialism system
tive strengths and weaknesses, to anticipate and prosecute policy with or without

Through analysis of this controversial issue, cer- Fuehrer approval.
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H ISTOR Y

*Publications

BOGACZ, Theodore W., Associate Professor, "'A CULHAM, Phyllis, Associate Professor, "Social
Tyranny of Words': Language, Poetry and Anti- Science Approaches to the Study of Women in Anti-
modernism in England in the First World War," Jor- quity: A Bibliography of Bibliographies," Womei'-,
Moil of .\Iodetn History. 58, 3 (September 1Q86), o43- Classical Caucus Newsletter. 11 (Spring 1986), 9-11.
oo8.

* 2 The article is a compilation of items from the fields
In 'his article an analysis is made of the language of anthropology, sociology, psychology, and women's

widely employed by civilians in England to depict studies which discusses the kinds of references to be
the Western Front during the First World War. found in each source and explains their utility for
Characterized by abstractions and euphemisms, this the classicist.
'high diction" was a singularly inapproriate vehicle
for depicting the brutal realities of modern war, This CTLHAM, Phyllis, Associate Professor, "Again,
language sprang from the tens of thousands of civil- What Meaning Lies in Colour!" Zeitscsfift fur Pa-
ian "war poems" which in 1914 celebrated war as p terologin und Epigranik. 64 (1986). 235-245.

.'*. an ennobling pageant in which virtuous "knights"

% sacrificed themselves for their nation. But the West- The paper Suggest that recent discussions of ancient"¢'. ~ er Fron wape notes Agicort Byen discussion o19acien
en Front was not Agincourt. By November 1914, Greek cultic restrictions on adornment and of Ro-

",e an ironic reversal of civilian expectations had oc- man sumptuary laws fail to account for the phenom-
curred. The struggle in France had become a war ena they discuss, because they do not consider the

% of attrition dominated by machine guns and artillery Greek and Roman evidence together. This has led
in which individual "valour" mattered little. High G"' to the widespread adoption of the false beliefs that %,.
diction was incapable of encompassing this horrific
vision ot modern mechanized warefare. Why then restrictions on apparel were anomalous rather than

did it persist in the English press right up until the ubiquitous in the Greek world and that Roman
Armistice? Civilian ignorance does not explain this sumptuary legislation was economically motivated.
p'rsistence: tetruth An approach derived from Turner's social anthro-

f tene:the article demonstrates that thetrh poligical work on comimitas applied to both sets
vil,,nso the Western Front was widely known among ci- of data reveals many similarities between the Greek"- , vilians by early 1915. Instead, it stressed the wide-

spread antimodernist tendencies in English culture cultic restrictions and the Roman legislation, de-
a' an answer. use of it, English civilians could mneftht tenRoman legislation was not eco-' -,,,a n nw r By ueo t n ls iiin o l
ignore o ousaeteciearsnfrmdo- nomic in effect or intent, and argues that the true
ignore or Obfuscate the crises arising from dero- purpose of such regulations in both Greece and
cratization and industrialization and maintain, in-
t, t t l e l r .Rome was to eliminate or channel socially disrup-"-,. •,,tead, that traditional values still survived. The

,% ,'.tive competition for status.
article concludes by assessing the efforts of some

soldiers and civilians to create a new language which
could encompass not only the realities of modern CULHANI, Phyllis, Associate Professor, "Ten Years
war but of the modern world as well. After Pomeroy: Studies of the Image and Reality of

Women in Antiquity," Helios, 12 (10 86), 0-30.

COCAR William B., Assistant Professor, "History This methodological essay opens a special issue Of
at the Naval Academy," The Consortium on Re'olu Htlios devoted to the study ot womeni
tjtt arv Furope Procccd n ,cs. (1086 ) pp. 110 -115. l hi h wevill bet udyfhedmnd ern h e t it

(whch illhepublished under the title Rcscuiogs
""his pCr'usa in hardback and paperback by Texas Tech
,-hi, paper, in conjunct ion with other papers trom Press). It analyze,, the cultural origin's of modern
the Air IForce Academy, West Point, and the Naval
and Arm, War Colleges, discussed the role ot his-
tory curriculum in a military institution of higher of women in antiquity and assesses their prospe ts

for success. It examines the utility ot difterent meth-learning with special emphasis on the role of revo- ods when applied to varying sorts of data, and
tionrv European history. The entire curriculum re- cas halict to vatt'havereid o dt tnd

,a, : "claimrs that t-lassicists to date have relied too, exten-
quirement , were explained, the History Major in sively on stru(tural ist and poststructuralist metho-
parti, ular then specialized courses on EuropeanI dolo),ies while negghxting materiali, approa( he,,.
history and f'sp'cially the period from 17o3 1815.
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MASTERSON, Daniel M., Associate Professor, Edi- sity of Virginia," Journal of Church and State, 28
tor, Naval History: The Proceedings of the Sixth (Winter 1986), 79-93.
Naval History Symposium, Wilmington, Delaware:
Scholarly Resources Publishers, 1987. Thomas Jefferson was the founder of the Univer-

sity of Virginia. In part he acted as an Enlightenment
This volume contains more than thirty of the papers man who believed that reason, and especially the
presented by naval history scholars at the Sixth trained mind, could plumb the workings of the uni-
Naval History Symposium held at the Naval Acad- verse and human society. But Jefferson had other
emy in the Fall of 1983. These studies range from motives for erecting the University; he hoped that
papers on ship design and biography to an analysis it would take the nation's future leaders and steep
of naval medical support operations during World them in the principles of his Republican Party. This
War I1. The History Department faculty assisted in article analyzes the amalgam of motives that led to
the editing of this volume. Jefferson's founding of the University.

PEELER, David P., Assistant Professor, "American SKALNIK, James V., Assistant Professor, co-author,
Parties: Shifting from First to Second," Canadian "Slavery: Annual Bibliographical Supplement
Review of American Studies, 17 (Summer 1986), (1985);' Slavery and Abolition: a Journal of Coln-
201-210. parative Studies, 7 (December 1986), 315-388.

This article reviews recent scholarship on the early A supplement to Joseph C. Miller's Slavery: A
national period in the United States. This scholar- Worldwide Bibliography, 1900-1982, continues the
ship all pertains to the shift in American politics updated coverage of Skalink and Miller, "Slavery:
that occurred in the 1830s and 1840s, a shift that Annual Bibliography Supplement (1984)," Slavery
left many disturbed and others only marginally and Abolition 6 (May 1984), 59-92. The biblio-
enfranchised. graphy includes "secondary writings published on

slavery or the slave trade anywhere in the world

PEELER, David P., Assistant Professor, Hope since 1900 in western European languages" and

Among Us Yet: Social Criticism and Social Solace covers slavery in all societies from the ancient world
to the present day.

in Depression America. Athens, Georgia: The Uni-
versity of Georgia Press, 1987.

SWEETMAN, Jack, Associate Professor, The Land-
This book examines art and literature of the Great ingat Veracruz: 1914. Annapolis, Maryland: Naval
Depression, illustrating a common pursuit and a Institute Press, 1987.
common dream in the work of writers, photo-
graphers, and painters who turned their talents Drawing upon archival materials, published sources,

,, toward the dislocation and despair of the 1930s. and interviews and correspondence with veterans of
Thrust out of the gilded world of the 1920s by the the operations, this work presents a detailed account
extent of the crisis, these artists used their canvases, of the seizure of Veracruz, Mexico, by seamen and

cameras, and pens to condemn injustices within Marines of the U.S. Atlantic Fleet on 21-22 April
* America. As the years drew on, though, they began 1914. It also contains a concise survey of the diplo-

to dream of a new, more equitable social order, and matic background and eventual resolution of the
- the solace of those dreams, rather than their earlier crisis, brought about by President Woodrow Wil-
. vilification, came to dominate Depression art. son's self-professed determination "to teach the

South American republics to elect good men." The
".o hHistorian described the book as "an excellent studyg. PEEI.."R. David P, Assistant Professor, "Thomas Jef-
ferson',, Nursery of Republican Patriots: The Univer- on a highly personal level of a nearly forgotten inci-

Ndent in American naval history which deserves to

be remembered:' It was originally published in 1968.
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SWEETMAN, lack, Associate Professor, Series George Dewey, Autobiography of George
Editor, "Classics of Naval Literature," Naval Institute Dewey, Admiral of the Navy. Introduction
Press. and notes by Eric McAllister Smith.

This series, inaugurated by the Naval Institute Press
in 1084, is designed to provide attractive new edi- SWEETMAN, lack, Associate Prolessor, Consulting
tions ot classic works of naval history, biography, Editor, Naval History magazine, , 1 (Apri 1087).

and fiction. In addition to the unabridged, original This is the premier issue ot a new journal of naval
text, each work includes a substantial introduction history published by the U.S. Naval Institute. It
and, when approriate, explanatory notes by an ex- hsoypbihdb h .. NvlIsiue tpert inthe field. Someeeditions alsocontain new contents, ranging over the entire held of American

, ptneid o einao nand foreign naval history, include articles on the
illustrations and maps. The following works ap- N in d1 ," , peared during this reporting period: Brown Water Navy in Vietnam, submarine and ant i- .,,
paedrgtsrotgpidsubmarine operations in World War I1, the flight of

Fred I. Buenzle with A. Grove Day, Blue- the NC-3 and a receni reenactment, German gun-
jacket: An Autobiography. Introduction and boats on the Yangtze, naval historiography, the U.S. 41
notes by Professor Emeritus Neville T. Kirk. Coast Guard's Ocean Stations program, the Battle

Filson Young, With the Battle Cruisers. In- of Wake Island, the foundation of the Russian Navy

troduction and notes by Lieutenant James by Czar Peter the Great, and U.S. Naval aviation
on the Italian front in World War 1. Among the4 V.P. Goldrick, Royal Australian Navy.
magazine's departments section is an "In Progress" $

Herman Wouk, The Caine Mutiny. Introduc- feature containing reports on the current activities
tion by Lieutenant Commander Noel A. of the historical offices of the U.S. Navy, Marine
Daigle, USN. Corps, and Coast Guard, as well as the Naval Insti-

tute. Quarterly publication is to commence in 1088.
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H I1ST OR' K Y

Presentations

ABELS. Richard P., Associate P~rofessor, "England's BRENAN, Thomas, Associlate P~rofessor, '[he
Grand Strategy in the 9th and 10th Centuries and Social History of Alcohol in France;" Cionference oin

the Viking Invasions," New England Conterence, the Social History (if Alcohol, Gainesville, Florida,
U'niversity of N evw Hampshire, [)Urham., New Hamnp- 12--15 Marc h 1987.
shire, 25 October 108c).

CALDERHEAD, W'%illiamn I... Professor, "America's a

ABELS, Richard P, Associate Protessor, "Barbarian Long Forgotten Dueling Ground: Bladensburg, -

Christianity" Unitarian Fellowship of the Eastern Maryland, 1809-1860" Conterence ot the Northern
Shore, Easton, Maryland, 15 February 1087, Great Plains History Association, Eaul Claire, is

consin, 20 September 1986,

ABELS, Richard P., Associate Professor, "Bede, CIEHAWlimLPoesr Oeain
Beow ulf and the Early English C hurch ," C olu m11bia of the r Hech F leet n A m e ran sW atr s D up r i n sh

1'niversitv I Graduate School Renaissance Miedieval ofteFncFltinA rcaWtrsDigth
Semiar ew ork N e Yok, 2 \lrch087 Summer of 1 778," Annual D~inner Banquet of thle

American Revo1lutionary War Round Table, Fort

Myver, V'irginia, 1 April 1987.
ARTIGIANI, 1. Robert, Associate Professor, "A
Dissipative Structure Model of Scientific Revol- CJHM hliAscaePoesr Txs
uhion," lhrnjn,- Points in Time Conterence, Les

'['rill"', r~i e 30 JL 1 8o.Pretexts, and Contexts: Recource to Documentation
% in Republican Rome," Annual Meeting ot American

A~ll( ,\\ I' Roert Asocite ~roessr. Intn- Philological Association. San Antonio, Texas, 30
AR AI 1 l\),bct. A~ocate rofs,,o, nen [December 1986.

- - tionalitv and Selection: On the Nature of Cultural
*Evolution," Soc,(ietv for lumnan Ecology, Bar Harbor,

CULjHANI, Phyllis, Associate Protessor, "Concepts
Miim 1; 17 Octobe1r 108o. of Citizenship -in the Classical World," Conference

,'\ l1( I \\ V 'brt ssoiat ['ot sso, "ul- on Citizenship and the Bicentennial of the Consttu-
tion, Annual Meeting ot the Virginia Humnanities

turl Koltio;'l'lv~~. bitreIa era, loene , Conference, Randolph Macon College, Ashland,
Itil 23 0 Ccti'er J5~,Virginia, 14 April 1087,

AR [lil NIP Robetrt. Associate l'rotessor, "Of CLF-HAM, Phyllis, Associate Protessor, "Sibyl:
Fools and But terflies" '1K Knologica I Innovation ,incl HelnsiJuacTdtonndIlanopgph,
lu11tWIt Ii 'no Addtipt~t K1 t'S. N,i\'al Ac ad('m\, ,An- HleitcJdi rdtonadIainTpgah,

na(,, 11viid 5 7 arh1087. Unitarian Fellowship of the Eastern Shore, Easton,

%o'I 1i~~nlI-1 ac Maryland, 12 October 1086.

A' RN I( I ( I I N 1,bv~ert, '\,it iaits P~rofessor, "The
* 'avored Man- vlModel:' An Evolutionary Guide to CLER, Thomnas f., Lietenant Commander, USN,

Societal D~evelopment," Internatownal Socty tor "Vietnam In The Classroom: The Veteran Teaching
enral, t'nCII kX ,'dar h, BUdapest. I lungary. 2-7 Tomorrow's Veterans," American Cultural Associa-

Iuce 108, tion Mieeting, Miontreal, Cainada, 27 %larch 1987.

,\Nll( .\\I P is' 'bert, As_, mte l'rotes,,or Sci-
I )FCN'FI )l(, Ma~rv A.. Assistant l'rotessor "Ur-9 e~~~nce, I listors, and Humanism, Washiugh 'n Iy n nrpeer nteCvlWrSuh"Sca

:1 I, i' Vi',himit'n 1)(. 21 June I1067. bnLternu, nteCvlWrSuh"S~a
'u(r( euce 1litors' A,'\' dh(11 i Ato nnci,1l Meeting, t
I , :i \liIso i i,17 ( ~b 108pa.
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HISTORY

ELI.11NBEER Nancy 'A'., Assistant Professor, HUSTON, John W., Professor, "Jonas Green, An-
"Their Last Hour Sounded: Aristocrats and Mass napolis Printer," Kiwanis Club of the Severn, An-
Democracy at the End of the Nineteenth Century," napolis, Maryland, 14 May 1Q87.
',\'esturn Conference on British Studies, Denver, Col-
orado I I October 108o. HUSTON, John W., Professor, "Reassessing the U.S.

Constitution," Daughters of the American Revolu-
Hon r o R c s tion, Fort Severn, Maryland, 10 May 1087.-.'.-. FtL' YON John , P rofessor, "Research, History

i'..,and the U~SNA Library," library Stalt, Nirnitz Li- 4

and- tLi yHUSTON, John W., Professor, "Reassessing the Air"-" ".brat\, L'S. Naval A-\cideniv, Annapolis, Maryland,21 Ie .In ap Ma6lnd Force Heritage," Virginia State Meeting of Air Force

Association, Charlottesville, Virginia, 22 May 1087.

I LSTON John W. Protessor "World War Ii Lead-
ership,' ,\ir War College and Air Command and LOVE, Robert W., Associate Professor, "Maritime
Statt (.ollrgU Air L'niveritv Ylaxwell Air Force Access and the Falklands Crisis in the Age of Jack-
Ba,, \lontg mer. .Alabama. 25 August 18o. son," Citadel Conference on War and Diplomacy,

Charleston, South Carolina, 10 October 1986.
*. !t( *S IoN John W'., PrOtesor. "Leadership in the
Z" Air in World War 11," Air Force Convention, Wash-'." -inton )(_lO Sptemer 180.PEELER, David P', Assistant Professor, "Minor

.,.. l ia pmWhite and The Mystic War," Baltimore Museum of

.-.. LS ION, lohn '., I'rofessor, 'Maryland and the Art, Baltimore, Maryland, 21 September 1986.
0 Constitution," Anne Arundel County Bar Associa-

PEELER, David P., Assistant Professor, "Unknown.:' " tio~n Annapolis, Maryland, 7 October 108b.i arn OtTerritory: Ray K. Metzker," National Museum of

L O n . r" e iAmerican Art, Washington, DC, 10 October 1986." -" I-US-ION, John W., Professor, "George Washington

and Maryland," St. Johns College Lecture Series,
Annapoli. Maryland, 17 February 1087. SYMONDS, Craig L., Professor, "The Civil War in

Maryland:' St. John's College, Annapolis, Mary-
'- HUSTON, John W. Professor, "Challenges of Lead- land, 30 March 1987. %

ership," Si\th Company Mess Night, U.S. Naval°"'" "Acadernv Annapolis, Maryland, 13 March 1087. .'
-. ,d.,-Anaplis a 1MrcTHOMPSON, Larry V., Professor, "The SS as the

the- 'State' of the Future Under National Socialism,"
Il'STON. John ''. Professor, "Fort Pitt and, the German Historical Institute, London, England, 17
French and Indian War," Colonial Wars Society October 1086.
Baltimore. Maryland, 25 March 1087. ,,' ,

,. kitFIHSTON, John W., Professor, "George Washington,
"4,, An Assessment," Maryland Questers Club, An-
, napolis, Naryland, Q April 1087.
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1)U 1PART NI I OF

Chemistry
l.I,)Hf-S'(OR CHARILES F RO(IIL .5-

_,AI,',R,,IAN

ot persistent effort (in the part of re-
searcher,. This dedication carries with
it a s.ense of excitement Which illuminates

the classroom as well.
I'~~ubhi .,tion in the open literature (21 papers),_ ,,

prt,,,wntation, ,at scientific meetings (26), and col- ',.,
" ' ~~labt,,rati,,n with scientis.ts:, both in this Co ntry and' . ,
'" ,flabrad. ire symptomatic of growing recognition "
i and .,tature for the Department There is a healthy

r. of practic.al Navy problems and more esoteric
ttidawental research. Student participation in

".r rks.a rh courses wvas low' due to competition from

,rme c\citing new special topics courses, but
ru'ar(h interest is keen among upperclass

W,\ith tive newv assisant prote-sors expected in
the' fall of 1087, we expect the excitement to con-

tinLI, to grow. e c
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CHEMISTRY

Sponsored Research

Effect of Phosphine and Phosphite Ligands on
the Chemistry of Arene Chromium Carbonyl Complexes

RESEARCHER: ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR THOMAS E. BITTERWOLF

4' SPONSOR: NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL OF ITALY

Arene chromium tricarbonyl compounds are re- mium atom, so that the electron density alterations

- ceiving considerable attention because of their po- of the arene ring are fine-tuned.
tential to serve as intermediates in the synthesis of This joint collaborative project between the
complex organic compounds. Introduction of a USNA and the University of Padova is entering its
chromium tricarbonyl onto an aromatic ring alters fourth year and has resulted in significant progress
the chemical behavior of the ring, so that nucleo- in the study of haptotropic rearrangements of
philic substitution reactions can be conducted under chromiumcarbonyl-substituted fluorene compounds

mild conditions. The present research is directed and the generation of previously unknown anions
toward an understanding of the consequences of and dianions of compounds containing two chro-
introducing electron donating groups onto the chro- mium groups.

Matrix Isolation Photochemistry of
Organometallic Compounds

Ne, RESEARCHER: ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR THOMAS E. BITTERWOLF

SPONSOR: NAVAL ACADEMY RESEARCH COUNCIL (ONR)

Chemical reactions in which high energy light is as a critical part of the process. This high depen-
used to generate reactive intermediates are called dence on photochemistry has compelled us to initiate
photochemical reactions. In organometallic chem- a program of investigation directed toward exam-
istry these kinds of reactions are particulary valu- ining the intermediates generated by photolysis. In
able, because they can be used to generate new com- collaboration with Professor Anthony Rest of The

- pounds which cannot be obtained by other routes. University, Southampton, England, we have begun
Much of the preparative chemistry being conducted an examination of the intermediates formed in sev-
at the Naval Academy uses photochemical reactions eral reactions.
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CHEMISTRY

Determination of Lubricating Oil Antioxidants by
Voltammetry at Microelectrodes

RESEARCHER: ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR GRAHAM T. CHEEK

SPONSOR: NAVAL RESEARCH LABORATORY

Initial work in determining antioxidant levels in consuming, considering that the salt is commer-
lubricating oil (Hercolube) involved observation of cially available as an oil and contains considerable
the oxidation of diphenylamine, phenylnaphthyla- amounts of impurities. Another method, involving
mine, and phenothiazine in this nonpolar medium. addition of the Hercolube solutions to acetonitrile
It was found that addition to tetrahexylammoniumj (1:10 volume ratio, Hercolube: acetonitrile), was also
benzoate to the Hercolube solutions was necessary explored and was found to give better results, proba-
in order to produce solutions possessing adequate bly because the conductivity of acetonitrile solutions
conductivity for even the very small electrodes (10 is generally good enough to allow meaningful volt-
pm diameter) employed in these studies. The oxida- ammetric results to be obtained without the addi-
tion processes were sufficiently well-defined to allow tion of supporting electrolyte. This method led to
measurement of the amount of phenothiazine, as the recording of voltammograms which were more
well as the combined amounts of diphenylamine and clearly defined than those obtained with the pre-
phenylnaphthylamine. Although this method gave vious method. It is estimated that levels of diphenyl-
fairly good results, the solutions involved are very amine and phenylnaphthylamine can be determined
viscous, and addition of the salt is difficult and time- down to the low ppm level with this method.

Spin Trapping In Ordered Media
RESEARCHER: ASSISTANT PROFESSOR EDWARD R. DAVIS

SPONSOR: NAVAL ACADEMY RESEARCH COUNCIL (ONR)

The chemistry of the Spin Trapping Reaction was media. A number of different spin traps were used
studied using SDS (Sodium Dodecyl Sulfate) micel- in this study. The hydroxy radical behaved in an un-
les as the ordered media. These micelles are used predictable and very rapid manner when used in the
as a model for a cell membrane. The reactivity of above described experiment in place of the phenyl
the phenyl radical adding to a site of unsaturation radical.
was compared in aqueous, organic, and micellar

Bonding Modes and Reactivities of Compounds
With O-Ketosulfoxide Ligands

RESEARCHER: ASSISTANT PROFESSOR DOUGLAS S. DUDIS

SPONSOR: NAVAL ACADEMY RESEARCH COUNCIL (ONR)

Due to the negative charges and chelating ability of of this system exist, so the preparation and physical
P-ketosulfoxides, it is predicted that they would have characterization of this class of compounds offer a
different properties from simple sulfoxides when significant opportunity to explore new chemistry.
included in metal complexes. The asymmetry of Preparation of intermediates and determination of
these ligands offers additional intriguing possibilities reaction conditions have been successful to date.
in terms of isomer formation. No good examples
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CH EM ISTRY

Properties of Helical Polyacetylene
RESEARCHER: ASSOCIArE PROFESSOR MARK L. ELERT

SPONSOR: NAVAL RESEARCH LABORATORY

The recently discovered helical isomer of polyacety- culated, using a tight-binding model. The band gap
lene (an electricallv conducted polymer) is poorly was found to be in excess of 4 eV, making this
characterized experimentally. The reseacher has isomer unsuitable for applications requiring high
undertaken calculations to determine the equili- conductivity.
brium geometry, electronic properties, and crystal The crystal structure of HPA was determined by
packing of helical polyacetylene (HPA) chains, performing an intermolecular energy minimization

The conformation of isolated HPA chains was as a function of inter-chain distance and helix set-
investigated by performing semiempirical MNDO ting angle for rigid HPA chains on a hexagonal lat-
electronic structure calculations with full geometry tice, using standard van der Waals potential energy
optimization for finite chain segments. Oligomers interaction parameters. The predicted unit cell pa-
containing up to 24 carbon atoms were considered. rameters are very close to the experimental values
The optimum geometry was found to be very close determined by x-rays diffraction. The packaging
to a perfectly periodic structure, with six (CH) energy per (CH) unit is comparable to that found
groups per helix turn and a unit cell length of for the planar isomer, demonstrating the helix for-
4.84A. mation might be favored during acetylene polymeri-

The electronic structure of infinite HPA chains zation under appropriate reaction conditions.
at the predicted equilibrium geometry was cal-

Gas Entrainment in Hydraulic Fluids
RESEARCHER: ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR FRANK J. GOMBA

SPONSOR: DAVID W. TAYLOR NAVAL SHIP RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT CENTER,

ANNAPOLIS LABORATORY

The presence of dissolved gas in hydraulic fluid pro- laboratory study of the solubility of air and helium
vides numerous hazards. These range from forma- is desirable. Two methods of measurement had been
tion of bubbles at high temperatures with loss of proposed and were to be evaluated as to feasibility.

, hydraulic response to chemical attack on the mate- Neither of the initial proposals were found to be

rial used as the hydraulic fluid. Determination of feasible. Some theoretical calculations were made
the amounts of such gases present in hydraulic fluids to define the probable range of values and several
therefore represents a significant practical goal. As alternative methods were suggested.

a way of defining the limits of such solubility, a

A Study of Factors Affecting Flames
RESEARCHER: PROFESSOR SAMUEL P. MASSIE

SPONSOR: DAVID W. TAYLOR NAVAL SHIP RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT CENTER,

ANNAPOLIS LIBRARY

As,,ship construction includes more plastic materials A study was made of some of these factors. The
al which give off deadly fumes, rather than burn, it primary method of research involved the prepara-

,bemes more necessary to understand the chemical tion of a container from these synthetic materials,
nature of the smoke, soot, and other aspects of the burning fuels, especially hexane, and examining the

".. (ombustion. temperatures reached and the nature of the flanes.
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Determination of the Effects of
Time, Temperature, Contaminents, and Oil on

Oxide Formation on Navy Babbitt Metal
RESEARCHER: PROFESSOR JOHN W,. SCHULTZ

SPONSOR: DAVID W. TAYLOR NAVAL SHIP RESEARCH AN[) [)Iv'.LOIML NI (It NH R

ANNAPOLIS LABORATORY

Babbitt metal i , an alloy used in bearings tor drive mation ot the hard coating ot tin oxide that Iorn,
shafts and other crucial points in the propulsion under s, ome operating condition-, requires,
systems ot Navy ships. Any process that degrades knowledge ot the environmental parameter, whit h
the pertormance ot such bearings reduces the affect its tormation.
readiness and ,peed ot vessels. Prevention ot the for-! -
Haptotropic Rearrangement of Fluorene Chromiumdicarbonyl

Phosphine Compounds
RESEACHER: ASSISTANT PROFESSOR JOYCE E. SHADE
SPONSOR: NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL OF ITALY

Organic compounds such as anthracene, phenan- metal migration between the two aromatic rings as
threne, and a fluourenyl anion are multicarbon com- the identity of the ligand substituents on the metal
pounds consisting of fused carbon rings. There exist itself is varied. One method for measuring such an
in these compounds two distinct armoatic centers, effect is to introduce a phosphine or phosphite
through which a transition metal-containing substi- ligand onto the metal in place of a carbonyl group. %
tuent might be bound. In several systems, it has been Phosphorous-containing ligands are known to at-
determined that the metal can migrate from one fect directly the amount of electron density on the
aromatic center to the other, since this migration is metal, which in turn affects the bonding preference
known to have a small activation barier. In chro- of the metal for the different ring systems, A series
miumtricarbonyl systems, for example, which are of fluorenechromiumdicarbonyl-phosphine
bound to fluorene, the metal is bound to the normal derivatives has been prepared. These compounds

six-membered ring. Upon removal of one of the were sent to Italian researchers at Padova, where the
methylene hydrogens, a flourenyl anion is generated, haptotropic rearrangement studies were conducted.
and there is migration of the metal to the newly The Italian group also collected spectral data on the
formed five-membered ring. compounds prior to the rearrangement studies, as

The researcher is investigating the effect on the well as during and after the studies.
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C H E M I S T R Y "

Matrix Isolation Photochemistry Studies of
Organometallic Complexes

R:LARCHER: ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OY.c: F . ,.ADI

SPONSOR: NAVAL ACADEMY RESEARCHl CouNcilI ONRI

IPhotolvi, of carbonvl-c vano-ioscvanidIe complexes one cvano group; and, a second product containing
in the presence Oft a potential ligand result in the loss one cyano group and two ligand groups. A pos ,si-
of the carbonvl group from the starting material and Hie reaction pathway to explain the generation of
in!lusion of the ligand species present in the reac- these species has been suggested. In an ettort to
tion mixture. A variety of incoming ligands have characteri/e the proposed reaction intermediate, a
been investigated and very interesting results have collaborative project has been initiated at Southamp-
been obtained thus far. In addition to the expected ton with Professor Rest an expert in the field ot
product which contains the cyano-isocyanide-ligand matrix isolation studies designed to isolate and iden-
,,ub'tituents, two additional products have been tify "fast" reaction intermediates.
obtained: one containing two isocyanide groups and

Mathematical Framework for Describing
Immunoassay Systems

I RFSEARCHLR: ASSISTANT PROFESSOR BOYD A. WAITL

SPONSOR: NAVAL RESEARCH LABORATORY

Previous studies of liposome-based immunoassays finity constant also includes a linear dependence on
have resulted in a model for describing the me- the valency of the attacking antibody, as expected.
*hanism of complement-mediated lysis involving One of the major results of this analysis is a predic-
monovalent antigen bound to the liposome surface tion of the minimum detectable concentrations ot
and monovalent antibody specific to the antigen. antibody in the range of 10- M, about a factor (it
The tramework is extremely useful and easily ex- 100, or more, higher in sensitivity than previous
tendable to the more realistic multivalent antibody predictions.
problem. In addition, a model has been developed for

The monovalent model has now been extended describing a sandwich assay in which the liposome
to include correctly the effects of multivalency of is initially coated with Fab fragments. Antigen pos-
the binding antibody. The primary effect of this sessing two distinct determinants is then introduced.
multivalency is in the cross-linking of antigen sites One of the determinants is specific to the surface
on the liposome surface. In the range of relevant ex- bound Fab. while the other determinant is specific
perimental parameters, it was found that the original to a second antibody molecule introduced into the
f~ramework developed for the monovalent case was suspension, this second antibody eliciting the ir-
valid for this multivalent case, the only moditica- munolysis phenomenon. While this is a less sensitive
tion being in the form of the binding constant de- technique for determining antigen concentrations
st ribing antigen antibody interaction. The moditi- than the direct binding model previously described,
(ation indicates a linear dependence of the "binding it nevertheless serves to elucidate the mechanism ot
((instant on lateral antigen density, in agreement lysis for this sandwich-type assay.
with experimental ob,,ervations. This tunctional af-
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C H E NI IST R Y.

Independent Research

Structure of Coke on a Zeolite Catalyst
RESEARCHtER: CAPTAIN ROBERT M. ANDREWS, USMC

The cracking reaction of isopropylbenzene to torm tent of catalyst coking along the length of the re-
benzene and propylene was studied. Following the actor as a function of different temperatures and
development ot a new rate expression that involved catalyst weight. These measurements offered intor-
concentration ot reactants as opposed to time on mation regarding whether the coking is from reac-
stream, the coking of a lanthanum exchanged zeolite tants or products. The structure of the coke was ex-
catalyst was measured in a packed tube reaction amined using mass spectroscopy, x-ray, diffraction,
vessel. Measurements were made regarding the ex- and nuclear magnetic reasonance spectrometry.

Protonation and Oxidation of Organometallic Compounds
RESEARCHER: ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR TkOMAS E. BITTERWOLF

Metal atoms in many transition metal compounds dinuclear rhodium dimers which were shown to
. are capable of acting as weak Lewis bases and may arise from the reaction of protonated and nonproto-

be protonated in acidic environments. For several nated species in solution.
years this laboratory has been concerned with the Cyclopentadienylrhodiumcarbonyltriphenyl-
structure of protonated species and with reactions phosphine has been shown by Connelly to form a
of protonated complexes. Detailed analysis of the ring coupled, dinuclear complex upon oxidation by
geometry of a set of substituted ferrocene com- either chemical or electrochemical techniques. At-
pounds has been published during the last year. tempts to extend this reaction to other phosphine

Detailed examination of the protonation and and phosphite derivatives resulted in the surprising
oxidation of a series of rhodium compounds resulted observation that only the metal-metal coupled
in the observation of a surprising set of previously dimers could be isolated. Extensive studies have
unobserved reactions of these compounds. Reaction demonstrated that the metal-metal dimers form
of cyclopentadienylrhodiumcarbonyl derivates of cleanly under electrochemical conditions, and work
either phosphines or phosphites with strong acids is now underway to understand the factors which
results in formation of a metal protonated species control whether ring coupling or metal-metal coupl-
which is easily observed by NMR. Similar reactions ing occurs.
of the phosphite derivatives in weaker acids yield
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Synthesis and Chemistry of
Dinuclear Organometallic Complexes

lRifA( I X: Assoi. lA H P~Ril ~sSoR Ti rMAs L. BITTROLF

S[)inur lear organometall ic ,ompounrd, in whi( h two This ,,. rs work has been directed towaid the
metal atoms are held in Close proxinity are ideal synthesis of acetylene derivatives of Ru, Mo, and
vhicls for the study of metal -metal interactions W compounds. These studies have resulted in the

and for reactions in which two metal atoms are in- preparation of several new compounds containing
volved in a cooperative sense. The present project both bridging acetylene and bridging vinyliden.
has been directed toward the synthesis of several groups. The latter arise from rearrangement of

. tamilie,, ot compounds whose properties appeal to terminal acetylenes. Crystal structures of several di-
be appropriate for studie, of their chemical reactiv- nuclear compounds have been determined by Pro-
itv and electronic behavior. Significant progress has fessor Arnold Rheingold of the University of
now been made in the synthesis of compounds Delaware.
of the type CH,(CpNI), where M =Mo(CO), Photochemical studies of CH 2ICpRu(CO)12
W\(C'0. Mn(CO),, ReCO), Fe(CO 2 , Ru(CO),. have resulted in the discovery of a previously un-

. RhiCO), lr(COi,, and (CMe,)TiCI2 . Each of these observed reaction in which photochemically gener-
-. compounds has its own extensive chemistry which ated metal radicals attack adjacent cvclopentadienyl

is beginning to be explored, rings to form a metalcyclopentadienyl single bond.

Spin-Orbit Effects in Reactions of Metastable
Alkaline Earth Metal Atoms With Simple Oxidants

RESEARCHER: LIEUTENANT MARK L. CAMPBELL, USNR

The dependence of the chemiluminescence cross sec- to be at least 5-10 times larger than those of the
tion on initial spin-orbit level has been measured 1=0 state. Laser fluorescence detection was em-
f-. or the reaction of metastable Ca(4s4p 'po) with ployed to study the reaction pathway leading to
several alkyl halides and SF,,, using an optical ground-state SrBr products for the reactions with

-" pumping state selection technique. Optical pump- HBr and CHBr. An opposite ordering of reactivity
ing depletion was also used to determine what frac- was found, with the I = 0 state being 2-3 times more
tion of the chemiluminescence was due to the second reactive than the J = 2 state.
metastable Ca(4s3d'D) state present in the atomic The dependence of the chemiluminescence chan-
beam. Chemiluminescence cross sections for both nels on incident spin-orbit state has been determined
the 'I" and 'D reactions were separately determined: for the reaction of metastable Ba(6s5d 'D,) with Cl.
total attenuation and intramultiplet mixing cross Br 2, CC, N20, and NO,. The cross sections for the
sections were also estimated. The spin-orbit depen- neighboring metastable 'D state were related to
dencu tor the chemiluminescene channel for all the those for the D., multiplet by optical pumping on
reactants, with the exception of SF,,, was substan- an intercombination line. For the halogen-containing
tial and of similar magnitude, with an order of reac- reagents, the spin-orbit dependence of the reactivity
tivitv [ = 2 > I = I > f = 0. By contrast, no spin-orbit was substantial for the BaX B-X emission and was
tff(t was observed ,i the reaction with SF,,. in the order I = 3 > 1 = 2 > I = 1. The differences in

()pti(al pumping ,tate selection was also em- reactivity were somewhat less for the C-X chemi-
phVed ti, study rea( tiiis ot the I= 0 and 2 spin- luminescence channel in the Cl, and Br2 reactions.
orbit states of the Sr 5s5p 'P" manifold. The chemi- A very small spin-orbit dependence was observed
ltminusren( 4 (ros s( timns fhr the reaction of in the NO and NO 2 reactions.
Sri ''with 1 ,. Ht, ([lir. and C l'21 are found
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_ ,CHEMISTRY

Molten Salt Electrochemistry: Effect of Protonic Impurity on
Reduction of Aromatic Ketones

RESEARCHER: ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR GRAHAM T CHEEK

In preparing room temperature molten salts such as so that an initial point of reference (i.e., absence of
aluminum chloride: 1-methyl-3-butylimidazaolium protons from melt) can be attained for electrochem-

chloride, a major consideration is the presence of ical studies. It has been found that fluorenone is
water in the organic salt. The action of water with protonated in this molten salt upon addition of small
aluminum chloride produces a protonic species amounts of water to the purified melt. Reduction
which may play an important role in the electro- of fluorene in the basic (excess of imidazolium

,  chemistry of compounds studied in the melt. This chloride) melt leads to the pinacol (one-electron)

study has focused on electrochemical behavior of product, whereas reduction in the basis melt with
tluorenone in the molten salt. A purification tech- added protons gives the alcohol (two-electron)
nique has been developed which permits removal product.
of virtually all water from the imidazolim chloride,

Reduction of Perfluorinated Ketones in Nonaqueous Solvents
RESEARCHER: ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR GRAHAM T. CHEEK

This study is designed to assess the effect of fluorine- duction is extremely unstable, in marked contrast
substitution on the electrochemistry of various to the radical anion of benzophenone (the parent
model organic compounds. Initial work has been material). Continuing work deals with establishing
carried out on decafluorobenzophenone and has in- the structure of the decomposition product of the
volved reduction of this compound in acetonitrile. decafluorobenzophenone radical anion.
The radical anion produced upon one-electron re-

Reduction of Metal Ions at Microelectrodes
RESEARCHER: ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR GRAHAM T. CHEEK

The electrochemical reduction of several transi- well-defined, while those for zinc are extremely
tion metal cations (lead, copper, zinc, cadmium) has broad and almost featureless. In solutions contain-

', been investigated at 10 im (diameter) platinum ing no added supporting electrolyte, migration ef- %
electrodes in acetonitrile. Initial results show that fects have been observed, leading to enhanced reduc- ,:

the deposition ,tripping curves for copper are very tions currents for the cations.
pa".

Study of Bacteria Involved in Fouling of Surfaces
RESEARCHER: PROFESSOR R. REECE COREY

l oil( trii c(ted from Severn River water are cul- the bacterial mat necessary for the initiation of foul-

turd in t iltered river water and grown with various ing are sought. To date cultures have shown very
nutricnt added limiting conditions for establishing limited stabilitv.
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CHENISTRY

Method to Preserve an Endangered Species
RESEACHER: PROFESSOR R. REECE CORIY

Lise ot tissue culture on the pink lady slipper may for commercial orchids to date have not succeeded
provide a wav ot saving this wild orchid from ex- with this plant.
tinction. Use ot commercial techniques which work

Tris-Imidazole Cobalt (I1) Complexes
RESEACHER: INSTRUCTOR LINDA MONA

The title compounds are model systems for carbonic these systems in reduction by terrous dipicolinate
anhvrdase, a vital enzyme. Two such systems, one and by ferrocyanide have been studied with the

* with a dipicolinate ligand and the parent compound, former compound. Studies on the latter compound
have been synthesized and analyzed. The kinetics of are underway.

Synthesis and Characterization of Organometallic
Complexes Using Photochemical Techniques

RESEACHER: ASSISTANT PROFESSOR JOYCE E. SHADE

The chemistry of cationic (pentahaptocyclopenta- to make a series of anionic, cationic, and neutral
dienvlh(olefin)iron dicarbonyl complexes and their ruthenium complexes containing carbonyl (CO)
subsequent reaction with a variety of nucleophiles groups, cyano (CN) groups, and isocyanide (CNR,
at the olefinic position to produce stable sigma- groups. Photolytic decarbonylation of these com-
bonded alkyliron complexes have been studied plexes in the presence of ethylene gas at 5 C
extensively. Little work has been done, however, produced two complexes: [(CH,)Ru(CNCH;)
with the ruthenium analogues of this system. The (ethylene),]PF, and (CH,)Ru(CN)(ethyleneI,. Both P

purpose of this reseach was the synthesis and char- complexes have been separated from the reaction
acterization of several ruthenium caronyl-olefin- mixtures and spectral data have been obtained to
isocyanide (CNR) complexes. Following the syn- confirm their identity.
thesis of several starting materials, it was possible

55Synthesis and Characterization of (n -CH 5 )Fe(R-prophos)X
RESEACHER: ASSISTANT PROFESSOR JOYCE E. SHADE

Recently, methods for the generation of several chiral dienyl iron complexes containing the bindentate
bidentate phosphine ligands have been reported to phosphine ligand R-(+)-,2-bis(diphenylphos-

' provide the compounds in excellent yields and with phino)propane or R-prophos. The cationic complex

high optical purity. The majority of the research [(n'-CH0)Fe(R-prophos)NCCH, 1 Br has been pre-
using these ligands has been in the development of pared and characterized, along with a series of neu-
catalysts for asymmetric syntheses, particularly in tral derivatives of the form (n'-CH,)Fe(R-prophos)
the areas of hydrogenations, hydrosilylations, and X. This optically pure, resolved starting material
alkvlations. Little has been done to study the for- necessary for the synthesis of the R-prophos ligand
mation of new cyclopentadienyl-metal complexes has been obtained, and work is underway to syn-
,"ontaining these ligands as substituents. The pur- thesize several grams of this material.
pose ot this project has been to prepare cyclopenta-
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CHEMISTRY

Photochemical Study of Cyano-loscyanide-Phosphine
Complexes of Iron

RESEARCHER: ASSISTANT PROFESSOR JOYCE E. SHADE

P'hotolysiso(t themonoisocyancecomplex, (CH) purification and characterization of these .om-
Fo.COuCNh(CNCHO, in the presence of a slight pounds are continuing. In addition, trends ot rea(-

ioe' of trphenviphosphine at room temperature tion product yields with bulk and basicity ot ligand r.
gave the desired product [(CH,)Fe(CN)(CNCH,) are being studied. Effect of ligand identity (both on
i['[h, I with loss ot one equivalent ot carbon mon- the metal prior to photolysis and as an incoming
oide. Two additional products have been ob- group), wavelength of the photolysis lamp, and
tained however: {n'-CH,)Fe(CNCH)(CN) and temperature of the reaction mixture are being stud-

(n'-CiH,1Fe(CN}(PPh,. Similar results were ob- ied as they affect the reaction products obtained. .0-
tained with a variety of phosphine, phosphite, ar- Anionic and cationic starting materials are being
sine. and antimony ligands. Several of the reaction investigated under a variety of reaction conditions
products have been isolated from the fairly clean in order to analyze the system for any trend which
reaction mixtures, and a variety of spectral data might develop as a function ot complex charge.

. have been obtained to verify their identity. FurtherE%
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Research Course Project

Synthesis of Palladium 'A Frame Complexes Using
Electron-Wi th drawing Ligands

RESEARCHER: MIDSHIPMAN I C 1. IMOTHY~ l3AYI

A~vIsER: AssocIATE PROFESSOR TtiMAs E. BITTERWOLF

IDipho~phine ligands of the general type (RP) fessor RaghUveer has permitted the synthesis of
-diH,- PR,) have been extensively examined as analogous compounds which contain electron with-

bridging units in the preparation ot dinuIclear corn- drawing groups. These new Compounds, appear to
V. plexes. Of particular interest are Compounds in be ideal for stabilizing complexes of palladium andi

which two (it these diphosphine bridges couple two promoting new reactions not possible with the morea
metal atoms. These complexes are called 'A" Frame electron-rich derivatives.
complexes because of the overall geomnetry of many The new diphosphine ligands did form excellent

ot the comnplexes. Most research on compounds of 'A" Frame complexes with palladium. Thee, on
this ty pe has centered on "R groups, which are elec- plexes have reactivities which are different from
tron donating, and which result in high electron those of the electron-rich compounds.

0 densities, at the metal atoms. Recent work by ProI
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Publications

N11 I i N\\i tI F 1 horia 1: .\,so( iate lirtt-.sot r. HIl RIVOL11- Thomas E. Associate I rc ess ir.
'Nietallocenv Basitit. \ 1ll. l'rotonation of Bridge ,Biscyclopentadlienylt hallium methane: A Versatile
Substituted Ferrocenophanes in Strong Acid Media," Intermediate For the Synthesis of [)inuclear Cyclo-

::a.CI 17 10 I ti 55 o4. pentad ienyl metal Carbonyl Complexes" Joarnal ot

.- \ ~c~isI nr~e-snsntutd 31 141-.and 51 (nozwitalic Clicuuit ni 312 (10~8b 1097-20o.I

ttr*t noph1'.n-s h a-, h-en p cc parted and (ha ratteced is c cc lope~ntadienv IthailliuIm me(thane has been pre-
k1 f I \,IN and ma-s~ctrov In trit luoro0- pared from dicvclI open tad ienvl methane andwa

Ila d l1-i ;O)i oition thc-I. terrocet-no- shown to hea versatile starting material for the syn-
pFn-pi iinna t at the, iron to torni long-I ived thesis of a series of new clinucWletr Carbonvlmetal -

111C ~ ~ ~ ~ h oLt t.th, h(i'IprtddIz i N1\) natccls complexes. Reactions of CH,( Cp - T I ) with car-
Of !'~m IEl k\I- spe b 'lO ipooae onvihlalomnetal COmplexes, yiilded CHJ lCp',vn

1jiCt isl -n,:". s. O'X bridgt- ,ubstitutents tither -,loiv CO ,., CH~jCpFe CO)i3rj,, CH21 Cpl U (CO) 'CI J 2

If Hok the ircco'i hation of the, rings and bridges. (H,[CpRcii CO Ia, Clii CpI~htCO ii K Clii CpRh
% I i~ti n hvd ci ge-n therm H l shitt values have been CO)1- - CO and CHi,[CplrICOj 22. Reduction ot

-nn nto de~pend onl on t hL length of the bridge the iron and rutheniUm halide derivatives wvas foundl

l'! di~correspondling clianions, depending oin the time ot
the reaction and the stoichiomet ry. The reaction ot
these clianions with mei(thyl iodide to give the methvl

P1 1ll~-~\j)I T hrna B. Asi i ateProessr. erivatives, is described. The facile diecarbonvlation
I'rotonat H in and [)iterita tion Reactions of Cvclo- otC12CphCO 2adcrnlainotH

petntaidienvlrhodliumicarbonlvphosphine and Phos- (0 appar tob0 osccec
phite IDeri% ativ.es, It? t.a': c iwo -on ta 122 tRCO

17 ~ot the proximity ot the twvo metal atoms,. In cotat
1 -5 164CFi,!Cplri CC) .21, dce not appear to torm an analo-

I _,:l' it,[p ntaidien\lrl-din afrnvlphosphinc gous. bridging compound cunder the reaction conci-
mO ~~-pe ~mpkseshav- ben epaed nd tion-. Comnplete spectral and physical data for the

"'i 1 m In Nip e hora iccn-c ud A ind CiPopond, are P~rese(nted.

fi i r i c-en g I r( -tectjhin trennnc,-
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C HE MIST RY

BITTERWOLF Thomas E., Associate Professor, of the Sr(5s5p'I)) manifold. The chemiluminescence
" ''i"Reaction of Sulfur Dioxide with New Dinuclear yield cross sections for reaction of Sr('l)'") with Cl ,

Rhodium Compounds;' Journal of Orgatioiiitallic Br,, CHBr,, and CHl 2 are found to be at least 5-10
Chwnistrc. 320 (1087). 121-127. times larger than those of the 'P% state. Laser

fluorescence detection was employed to study the
The reaction of sulfur dioxide with two new di- spin-orbit dependence of the reaction pathway lead-
nuclear rhodium compounds has been examined. ing to ground-state SrBr products for Sr('P 0 )/HBr
The dinuclear compounds are unique in that two and CHBr2. An opposite ordering of reactivity was
cVclopentadienylrhodium moieties are coupled by found for this pathway, with 'Po' being 2-3 times I
a methylene linkage between the rings. This linkage more reactive than 'I"2 . These results, which are

appears to result in geometric and kinetic factors qualitatively and nearly quantitatively similar to our
which favor reactions in which Rh-Rh bond forma- previous observations on Ca(QP0 ) reactions, are
tion mav occur. Reaction of CH 2ICpRh(CO)],- pt discussed in terms of a dynamical model for under-
-CO with SO results in the formation of a .U-SO2  standing spin-orbit effects in chemical reactions.
derivative, CH,[CpRh(CO) 2- 1.- SO 2 , and a se-
cond compound which may be an SO 2 adduct of CAMPBELL, Marl L., Lieutenant, USNR, co-
CH 2 CpRh(C)1 2 i-CO. Reaction of S0, with author, "The Effect of Incident Spin-orbit State on

CH CpR~en) 1 gies 1.-524 drivtiv whch the Chemniluminescent Reactions of Ba('D,) with
is the first example of a bridging dithionite com- Severaluinson ons of aD wit8.," pundin he hodum eris.Several Oxidants;'"]ournal of Chemical Phys;cs, 85
Pound in the rhodium series.(18)45-62"% (1986), 4453-4462.

CAMIBELL, Mark L., Lieutenant, USNR, co- The dependence of the chemiluminescence yield
author. "The Reaction of Spin-orbit State-selected channels on incident spin-orbit state has been deter-
Ca( 'P," with CHl, CHI,, and SF,,," Laser Chem- mined by utilizing optical pumping state selection

ostr, ( 108o6, 301-402. for the reactions of metastable Ba(6s5d'Dj) with C 2 ,
Br,, CC]4 , N2O, and NO2. The cross sections for the

Chemiluninescence cross sections for reaction of the neighboring metastable 'D level were related to
individual spin-orbit states of metastable Ca('P I) those for the 'D, multiplet by optical pumping on
with CHI, CH 212 , and SF,, have been determined an intercombination line. For the halogen-containing
by the use ot optical pumping state selection. This reagents, the spin-orbit dependence of the reactivity -"

technique was also used to separate the chemilumi- was substantial for BaX B-X emission and was in
nescence yield arising from the two excited meta- the order J=3>J=2>j=1. The differences in reac-

stable Ca'P" and D sites. The spin-orbit dependence tivity were somewhat less for the C-X chemilumi-
of the pathway of chemiluminescence pathway was nescence yield channel in the Cl2 and Br, reactions.
f-ound to he substantial for the CHJ and CH, 2 reac- Essentially no spin-orbit dependence was observed
tions and similar to that previously observed for in the NO and NO reactions.
halogen diatom and alkvl bromide reagents. By con-
trast, no spin-orbit effect was observed for Ca
'I"' +-SF,,. These results are discussed in terms of CAMPBELL, Mark L., Lieutenant, USNR, co-

o~r reviUSIVpresntedmod forthe oriino author, "Spin-orbit Effects in Gas-Phase Chemical
ou pevi ous pree nt del ortheiorin Reactions," Chemical Reviews, 87 (1987), 1-18.

rlpin-orbit effects in chemical reactions.

Review of the concept of spin-orbit states, the
(AMPB1I!L., %lark I._, L[ieutenant, USNR, co- method for selecting such states, anti methods for

uthor, "Effect of Spin-orbit State on Chemical Reac- their detection is followed by the examination of
livity: Study of Chemiluminescent and Ground-state gas-phase reactions of a number ot species. These
Products from Reaction of Sr('Pj') with Several include halogen atoms, metastable excited inert
Hfalogen-containing Molecules," Jourmil of the gases, inert gaseous ions, metastable alkaline earth
A ilw? ,iol (7h,mal Socii'tv, 108 (198t), 4701 470t. metal atoms, metastable mercury, as1 well as (ad-

mium atoms, germanium atoms, tin atoms, and lead

)pt i a I :iping state selection ha" been employed atoms, followed by sor miscellaneous observations
to studv rem rions (if the I 0 and 2 spin-orbit states of other metal atoms.
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C H E MI S T R Y

CHEEK, Graham T., Associate Professor, co-author, clusters sharing both opposite metal edges and
"Rapid Evaluation of Lithium Battery Catalysts by chlorine atoms and of ScClI clusters likewise con-
Voltammetric Methods," Proceedings ot the Sym- densed ( - ScCI,,,). Magnetic susceptibility measure-
posium on Lithium Batteries, A. N. Dey, ed., Ehc- ments, Al (K-al-pha) and He (1) photoelectron spec-
trochemical Society Proccedings, 87-1 (1987), 84. tra, and extended-Huckel band calculations are

also reported. Both compounds are predicted to be
In conducting research on lithium; liquid cathode metallic.
battery systems, it has become evident that a
method for rapidly evaluating potential catalysts is DUDIS, Douglas S., Assistant Professor, co-author,
very desirable. The work described in this paper "Metal-Metal Bonding and Interstitials in Reduced
deals with the catalytic reduction of selected halo- Rf
carbons by cobalt tetraazaannulene, studied both Rare Earth Metal Halides," 1ou2n7 of Lss-Co-.on
by voltammetric methods and by actual cell dis-
charges. It has been found that the voltammetric Exploratory research in recent years has shown that
measurements of catalyst activity correlate rather the rare earth elements in their highly-reduced ha-
well with discharge potentials of lithium cells em- lides exhibit a remarkable ability to undergo cluster
ploying these halocarbon ,catalyst combinations, formation, some as isolated units, and others as in-

finite chains or slabs containing double metal layers.
DUDIS, Douglas S., Assistant Professor, co-author, Only a few of the elements have been studied in any
"Synthesis, Characterization, and Crystal Structures detail, principally scandium, yttrium, and gadolin-
of Two Scandium Cluster Carbides and A Boride, ium. Many of these new compounds are uniquely

t ScX 2C (X=I,Br) and SclIB;'" Inorganic Chem- stabilized by a second-period element bound within
istry, 25 (1986), 3434-3438. each cluster, although a few structures evidently

present true binary phases. The known phases and
The isomorphous compounds Sc(ScI, 2C) and their structures are briefly reviewed, and some rele-
Sc(Sc6 Br,,C) were prepared and their structures vant information from extended-Huckel band cal-
determined by x-ray diffraction. They exhibit signifi- culations and UV photoelectron spectroscopy are
cantly asymmetric halogen environments about the noted.
isolated scandium atoms and a distortion of the
cluster from D.3d to C3 symmetry. The magnetic ELERT, Mark L., Associate Professor, and Edward
susceptability of the iodide is in agreement with the KOUBEK, Professor, "Calculation of Madelung
calculated molecular orbital description and the Constants in the First Year Chemistry Course," Jour-
assignment of the isolated atom as Sc(1ll). The nal of Chemical Education, 63 (1986), 840-841.
analogous iodide boride was synthesized and char-
acterized by X-ray powder data. The Madelung constant is a measure of the strength

of bonding in an ionic crystal. Its calculation for
DUDIS, Douglas S., Assistant Professor, co-author, a particular crystal lattice involves summation of
"The Synthesis, Structure, and Some Properties all interionic electrical interactions over an infinite
of the Infinite Chain Compounds Sc5 ClfIC and three-dimensional crystal. Elegant methods for ap-
ScCi.N;' Inorganic Chemistry, 26, (1987), 469-473. proximating this summation have existed since the

1930s, but their description is beyond the scope of
The phases ScCISZ, Z =C or N, are obtained from a typical freshman chemistry course. In this paper,
reactions of Sc, ScCI,, and graphite or NaN, at simple approximations for computing ionic bond-
900-050 C in sealed niobium tubing. The structures ing strengths in finite one-dimensional and three-
of both have been determined by single crystal dimensional crystal fragments are presented, along
diffractions. The cell dimensions of and distances with a computational scheme for rather accurate
within the carbide are indistinguishable from those Madelung constant calculations which can be easily
reported earlier from a less satisfactory refinement implemented by students using a microcomputer.
ot the structure of "ScCl.." The structures contain Traditional methods for the evaluation of Madelung U
intinite pairs of chains composed of ScCl12 Z-type constants are also reviewed.
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CHEMISTRY

ELERT, Mark L., Associate Professor, co-author, rections to the model for changes from outer-sphere
"Heteroatom Effects in Heterocyclic Ring Chain to inner-sphere reactivity are given. Multiple elec-
Polymers," Synthetic Metals, 16 (1986), 235-243. tron oxidants, reactions of coordinated ligands and

catalysis of electron-transfer reactions are also
Recent experimental results for the heterocyclic ring discussed.
chain polymers, such as polythiophene and poly-

V phyrrole, have been most frequently interpreted in
terms of their carbon backbone structure. Previous ROWELL, Charles F., Professor, "Flashpoint!" C.-

theoretical studies have assumed that the heteroatom Matters (December 1986), 12-14.

in these systems has negligible effect on the pi-band In the summer of 1985, a fuel oil tank in Baltimore
structure of the chain, except for its effects on the exploded and burned, killing one and severely in-
sigma-bond structure. Using concepts similar to juring two. Official investigations could not explain
those of the Su-Schrieffer-Heeger model, it was the explosion until the fundamental definition ofdemonstrated that the converse is true. The domi- flashpoint was utilized to provide the right line of
nant effect of the heteroatom on the pi-band struc- inquiry. (This story was used to explore the nature
ture is via the direct interaction of the heteroatom inquir (Thsstry wsus te plre the naurof vapor pressure versus temperature for the high r-
p-orbital lone pair with the carbon backbone pi- school audience of this publication.)
band structure.

SHADE, Joyce E., Assistant Professor, co-author.
LINCK, Robert G., Associate Professor, "Classifi- "Chiral Iron Complexes (n-CHCH(Ph)CH,
cation of Electron-Transfer Reactions," Inorgan Fe(CO)(L)X (L=Phosphine, Phosphite; X=Acyl,
Reactions and Methods, Vol. 15, ed. J. J. Zucker- Alkyl, Halide, Hydride)" Journal of Organometallic
man. Deerfield Beach, Florida, VCH Publishers, Cey, 319 (1987), 391-406.

Inc., pp. 3-16. Chemistry, 319 (1987), 391-406.

The concept of classifying electron-transfer reactions The complex [(n-CH CH(Ph)Me)Fe(CO),t was

to ithr inersphre r otersphre echnis i synthesized by the reaction of Fe,(CO), with alpha-' ' to either inner-sphere or outer-sphere mechanism is phenylethylcyclopentadiene in benzene at room tern-

reviewed and discussed. Examples of the three gen- phnlth__.petdee nbnzn tromtmeral types of inner-sphere reactions are given. Typi- perature while stirring under nitrogen. This dinuclear
eral otpesoinner-sphere reacsi tiones are g end. compound was converted to Cp*Fe(CO)2CH, (where
cal outer-sphere transition states are also presented. Cp* =n5 -CH-CH(CH,)CH H) by reduction with

sodium amalgam and addition of CHI. ReactionLINCK, Robert G., Associate Professor, "Specific of this dicarbonyl methyl complex in the presence

Reactivity Patterns in Electron-Transfer Reactions;' of triphenylphosphine under reflux conditions gave
Inorganic Reactions and Methods, Vol. 15, ed. J. J. the acetyl complex, Cp*Fe(COCH , )(CO)(PPh,).
Zuckerman, Deerfield Beach, Florida: VCH Pub- Separation of the two diastereomerically related
lishers, Inc., pp. 68-87. pairs of enantiomers of the acetyl compound was

accomplished by combination of column chroma-
This chapter is a review of the rates of oxidation- tography on alumina and crystallization from
reduction reactions. These rates are described by chloroform/pentane. The photochemical decar-
three parameters, two of which are determined bonylation of the acetyle diastereomers was exam-
solely by the nature of the two reagents, respec- ined by 1,, NMR spectroscopy. This reaction pro-
tivelv, and a third which depends on the two rea- ceeds with high stereospecificity at the iron center
gents considered as a pair. A test of this model shows to yield CP*Fe(CH,)(PPh,). The mechanism of this
reasonable success in correlating observed data. Cor- decarbonylation process is discussed.
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'ft CHEMISTRY

WAITE, Boyd A., Assistant Professor, "A Simple techniques. Sputtered metal cluster ions react with
Molecular Interpretation of Entropy," Chemical 0 to produce abundant stoichiometric or nearly
Engineering Education, 21 (Spring 1987), 98-100. stoichiometric cobalt(II) oxygen cluster ions. Tan-

dem'mass spectrometry and collision spectroscopy
A simple explanation of the connection between provide structural information about the more
molecularity (as contained in gas kinetic theory of abundant cobalt cluster product ions. Geometric
distributions) and the macroscopic quantity entropy structures of the cobalt/oxygen cluster ions were

_. is presented. Entropy, defined as a measure of the calculated using a coulomb plus Born/Mayer pair-
randomness relative to some reference condition, is potential model. The oxygen-equivalent cluster
interpreted in terms of flow of randomness from one structures were found to be "globular" cages, rings,
system to another. Entropy changes for simple gas or ladders. The oxygen-deficient cluster structures
phase compression processes are explained in rela- were found to be strained and "angular" with pro-
tion to the interactions between different types of truding cobalt atoms. The structures are discussed
distributions of particles, in terms of the observed collision-induced fragmen- I

tations. The fragmentations are rationalized using
an "instantaneous" dissociation model of the

WAIT, Boyd A., Assistant Professor, co-author, collision-induced dissociation of the cluster ions.
"The Role of Cluster Ion Structure in Reactivity Preliminary trajectory calculations using classical
and Collision-induced Dissociation: Application to dynamics support the use of this instantaneous dis-
Cobalt/Oxygen Cluster Ions in the Gas Phase,' Jour sociation model. The role of cluster ion structure
nal of Chemical Physics, 86 (February 1987), 1276- in reactivity and collision-induced dissociation is
1discussed in terms of the experimental data and

theoretical structures.
Ion/molecule reaction products of cobalt cluster ions
have been characterized using mass spectrometric

1231',I' I
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C HEM I ST R Y

Presentations

BITTERWOLF, Thomas E., Associate Professor, CHEEK, Graham T., Associate Professor, "Rapid
"Recent Developments in Binuclear Organotransi- Evaluation of Lithium Battery Catalysts by Voltam-
tion Metal Chemistry," Department of Chemistry, metric Methods," Electrochemical Society Fall Meet-
The Universitv, Bristol, England, 20 June 1986. ing, San Diego, California, 22 October 1986.

BITTERWOLF, Thomas E., Associate Professor, CHEEK, Graham T., Associate Professor, "Stripping
"Recent Progress in Coupled Dinuclear Complexes:' Voltammetry of Metal Ions in Nonaqueous Solvents
Department of Chemistry, University of Padova, at Ultramicroelectrodes' Gordon Conference on
Padova, Italy, 2 July 1986. Electrochemistry, Santa Barbara, California, 20

January 1987.

BITTERWOLF, Thomas E., Associate Professor,
"Recent Progress in the Chemistry of Dinuclear CHEEK, Graham T., Associates Professor, "Electro-
Transition Metal Complexes;' Department of Chem- chemical Reduction of Aromatic Ketones in a Room-

. istry, University of Rome "La Sapienza' Rome, Italy, Temperature Molten Salt;' Electrochemical Society
30 June 1986. Spring Meeting, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, 13 %

May 1987.

BITTERWOLF, Thomas E., Associate Professor,
- "Protonation and Acid Catalyzed Dimerization of DAVIS, Edward R., Assistant Professor, "Spin

Cyclopentadienylrhodiumcarbonyl Phosphine and Trapping in Ordered Media;' Chief of Naval Re-
Phosphite Complexes;' Twenthieth Middle Atlantic search Program Review, Annapolis, Maryland,
Regional Meeting of the American Chemical So- 9 September 1986. ,

ciety, Baltimore, Maryland, 4 September 1986.

DUDIS, Douglas S., Assistant Professor, "Synthesis,
BITTERWOLF, Thomas E., Associate Professor, Structure and Bonding of Three, Interstitially
"Solution and Matrix Ioslation Studies of the Photo- Stabilized Cluster Compounds;' Twentieth Middle
lysis of the Dimers of [CpRu(CO,], and CH, Atlantic Regional Meeting of the American
]CpRu(CO) 12," Annual Congress of the Royal So- Chemical Society, Baltimore, Maryland, 4 Septem-
ciety of Chemistry, Swansea, Wales, 14 April 1987. ber 1986.

V

BITTERWOLF Thomas E., Associate Professor, DUDIS, Douglas S., Assistant Professor, "Zirconium
"Synthesis and Chemistry of Dinuclear Cyclopena- Triiodide Revisited -A Classic Peierls Distortion,"
dienyl Metal Complexes," Department of Chemistry, Twentieth Middle Atlantic Regional Meeting of the
University of Delaware, Newark, Delaware, 29 American Chemical Society, Baltimore, Maryland,
April 1987. 4 September 1986.

CHEEK, Graham T., Associate Professor, "Electro- DUDIS, Douglas S., Assistant Professor, "Solid State
chemical Reduction of Pentafluorobenzoyl Chlo- Inorganic Chemistry-or-Shake and Bake/Heat
ride," Twentieth Middle Atlantic Regional Meeting and Beat Chemistry;' University of Maryland, Col-
of the American Chemical Society, Baltimore, lege Park, Maryland, 24 March 1987.
Maryland, 4 September 1986.

KOUBEK, Edward, Professor, "Quantitative Lecture
Demonstrations;' Ninth Biennial Conference on
Chemical Education, University of Montana,
Missoula, Montana, 15 July 1986.
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C HEM IST RY

KOUBEK, Edward, Professor, "Why and How to Atlantic Regional Meeting of the American Chem-
Organize an Interdisciplinary Energy Course;' Ninth ical Society, Baltimore, Maryland, 3 September
Biennial Conference on Chemical Education, Uni- 1986.

1986. WAITE, Boyd, A., Assistant Professor, "Mathemati-

cal Modeling of Vesicle Immunolysis Assays: The
4 MASSIE, Samuel P., Professor, "Some Aspects of Direct Binding Model, the Multivalent Cross-linking

Pre-Health Science Preparation at the U.S. Naval Model, and the Sandwich Model," Workshop on
Academy," Twentieth Middle Atlantic Regional Theoretical Immunology, Santa Fe, New Mexico,
Meeting of the American Chemical Society, Balti- 10-12 June 1987.
more, Maryland. 4 September 1986.

WALTON, Edward D., Assistant Professor, "Things
SHADE, Joyce E., Assistant Professor, "Photo- Electric: Hands-on Science Activities," Maryland
chemical Investigation on Isocyanide Iron Corn- Association of Science Teachers Fall Conference,
plexes in the Presence of Phosphine/Phosphite Ocean City, Maryland, 22 October 1986.
Ligands2 Twentieth Middle Atlantic Regional Meet-

" ingoti the American Chemical Society, Baltimore,
g miWALTON, Edward D., Assistant Professor, "Science

NIaryland, 4 September 1Q86. Education; Where Do We Go From Here?," Balti-

more's Third Annual Science Fair, Baltimore, Mary-
* SHADE, Joyce E., Assistant Professor, "Solution and land, 25 April 1987.

* Matrix Isolation Studies of the Photolyis of the
Dimers of [CpRu(CO) 21 and CH 2iCpRu(CO) 2]," WALTON, Edward D., Assistant Professor, "The

. ." Annual Conference of the Royal Society of Chem- 'ARNature of the Phosphoryl Bond: The Octet Rule or %
istry, Swansea, Wales, 13 April 1Q87. Not!," Chemistry Seminar Series, Department of

Chemistry, California State University, Northridge,
WAITE, Boyd A., Assistant Professor, "The Role of California, 30 April 1987.
Cluster Structure in Collision-Induced Dissociation:

i WALTON, Edward D., Assistant Professor, "Mak-Transition-Metal Oxygen Cluster Ions:' Twentieth WATNEdadDsitntPoeor"a-

Middle Atlantic Regiona! Meeting of the American .
Chemical Society, Baltimore, Maryland, 3 Septem- ing It Work: Science Education in Elementary

.. 'Cemicl cit Schools;' Maryland Association of Science Teachers
her.l .o Conference for Elementary School Science Teachers,

U.S. Naval Academy, Annapolis, Maryland, Q May
WAITE, Bovd A., Assistant Professor, "Modeling 1987.

of Vesicle Immunolysis Assays;' Twentieth Middle
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DEB A R 1'%MENT 0 1.

Computer Science
ASSOCIAI E PROFESSOR FREDERICK A. SKOVEI

hi past vear. research activity increased3

I epartmnent. It is believed that this re-3

search promiotes the reputation of the(
D epartment and the Academy, c(ontri-

buc o omnputer ~c ience hield, and make, avail-
aible new- (onLCpts tor computer ( lasses. The pri-
mary areas (it research include, but are not l imited

to: Artificial Intelligence. Software Engineering, Net- r
wcorks. and Databaseus.

Research Cndeavors, %Nithin the Computer Science
... e. Depart ment are coordinated by the Department

11~er ( o nim it tee. lb is committee is composed
-. i boh mlitay ad cvili.~ntaclty embrs.Fac-
tilt v rese-arc h was tundled by the Naval Academy
Ne-ea rc h C~ouncil and Naval Research Laboratory
NI-U. In addition. three military faculty have

beCgun to develop the ATF&-F grant ecI~ipment tor use
in a large scale integrated war gaming tactics Course,
est 'i-lish teaching laboratories in ADA, UNIX, and
distributed processing and software engineering.
[ he Computer Science Department encourages its
entire, falculty' to engage in research, because it is

believed that both falty and Students benefit. b

l<cserc h wvill continue to hold a high priority within
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COMPUTER SCIENCE

Sponsored Research

A Computer Model of Flow in an Oil-Free Compressor
, RESEARCHER: ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR FRANK L. K. CHI

• " SPONSOR: DAVID W. TAYLOR NAVAL SHIP RESEAR(H AND [IVELOPMFNT CINTR,

'-% ANNAPOLIS LABORATORY

A computer model of the flow in a groove of an to be laminar. The working fluid is non-ideal. The
oil-free, single screw compressor is developed. The advancing of the rotor is simulated by a piston mov-
groove is approximated by a channel of irregular ing from the left end to the right. The model is used
cross sections, and the flow in the groove is assumed to predict the pressure wave in the groove.

%'

Tactical Artificial Intelligence Demonstrator
* 'I' RESEARCHERS: PROFESSOR PATRICK R. HARRISON AND ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR

CHARLES G. BROCKUS (WEAPONS AND SYSTEMS ENGINEERING)

SPONSOR: NAVAL RESEARCH LABORATORY

TACAID is a Knowledge-Based system designed to The system is being prototyped on a Texas In-

improve the figure of merit of data from passive strument Lisp machine using the KEE development
sono-buoys by providing: environment. The system will be capable of non-

1) increased precision in the analysis of the hori- monotonic reasoning and reasoning from first prin-
zontal undersea environment, ciples as well as using compiled knowledge. The sys-

2)increased parallelism in the analysis of buoy tem will test important generic concepts for the
data channels, and development of Command and Control applications.

(3 development of a detailed and consistent
quantized problem history.

%AC.
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COMPUTER SCIENCE

A Reliable Database for Distributed Graphics Systems
RESEARCHER: ASSISTANT PROFESSOR FRANK N. PITT:ILLI

SPONSOR: NAVAL ACADEMY RESEARCH COUNCIL (ONR)

.-\s computer networks become increasingly avail- quirements and the desired performance. The ob-
able to IPC users, the etfticient use of distributed jcctive is to develop significant improvements in the
graphics will become an important topic. Currently, manner in which graphical objects are stored in an
graphics systems, are primarily used in a "local" otherwise conventional database system. Further-
mode. That is the display and manipulation of ob- more, the researcher hopes to improve the methods
jet ts are performed locally on a given machine. If currently used for the transfer of such objects over
suCh pictures or obiects need to be transferred to a computer network.
another michine (e.g. the printer), they must be Next, two experimental software systems will be
encodcd in some form, transmitted to the other host, implemented on a network of three PCs within the
and re-drawn. Unfortunately, this limits the types Computer Science Department. One, a reliable data-
,It pictures which (an be transterred or displayed. base system, supports high performance transaction
Furthermore. as graphics svstems become larger, it processing, while the other supports graphics pro-
I, desirable to have multiple users share the same cessing on many different displays, over a computer
storage structure. In this way, storage costs are network. After implementing the experimental soft- V
redu(ed and related tasks are more easily coordi- ware svstems on the PC network, they will be modi-
nated Finally as pictures become an important part fied to reflect the chosen design. ,

-= of the kork envirnmment. they must be maintained The results of this research will contribute to two
in a reliablt manner despite computer and disk rapidly converging research areas: distributed graph-
failure,. the pIOcture representations should remain ics systems and high-performance database systems.

% inta( t Both of these areas are becoming increasingly im-
[he !e.ear' h tor this project will proceed in three portant topics with regard to the computer networks

step, l'irst tht overall svstem will be designed, pay- currently being used and those which are being
Wig p.Irtit ula r atttnt iim to the ;najor functional re- designed.

Autonomous Land Vehicle
REsFARCHER: MIDSHIPMAN 1,C JOHN P. MELLOR

"I,'V sXt IROfF1,5,OR PATRICK R. HARRISON AND PROFESSOR RALPH P. SANTORO

(E.EcrRICAL ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT)

S ONSOR: TRIDENT SCHOLAR PROGRAM

., 1 h %( ", ,t thi, rec-ar( h was to develop a the modeling of a dynamic world, multiple vehicles,
Sk n,,wltilg eu ,Irt ittitiiallk intelligent system for reasoning about time, and incremental development
Ftr w rm,, I In ititoni ,nous land vehicle. The of the vehicle and world. The simulation used ob-
prIt ( t rquirt'd th t nst ru( tion of a simulation jects and rules and is capable of both forward- and

or 1-t ,,! I .t model ot the world and a model of backward-chained reasoning. The finished control
01C Cl' I lt s1mulation was onstructed on a system can operate in a single or multi-vehicle

"%W isp mt, ,himic wi,, the hybrid programming envi- world. It is capable of avoiding obstacles and can

% r ,,n-. pr v,,,i. t I by KEF F his appra( h facilitated remember its own behavior.
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COMPUTER SCIENCE

Independent Research

*Local Area Network
RESEARCHER: ASSISTANT PROFESSOR CLAYTON A. DANE

N.e.

This project continues work from last year which searcher has prepared and submitted a paper on his
was sponsored by the Naval Academy Research work to Chips-Ahoy (NAR-DAC).
Council on CS-232 local area network. The re-

Multiple Fault Diagnosis Using ATMS
RESEARCHER: PROFESSOR PATRICK R. HARRISON

The purpose of this research is to develop a Multi- The problem of which component to test next
ple Fault Diagnosis system capable of dealing with will be developed using minimal entrophy theory

, - analog or digital systems. The model uses constraint initially with several alternatives, including an appli-
propogation as the basic inferencing mechanism and cation of covering theory tested later. In addition,

,.', assumption-based truth maintenance to eliminate fault trees or compiled knowledge about a particular
the need for backtracking and to provide control board will be used to constrain further the search
for non-monotonic reasoning justifications. Opera- space.
tional avionics boards are being used for this project.

Experimental Analysis of a TMR Database System
RESEARCHER: ASSISTANT PROFESSOR FRANK M. PITTELLi

This project was the culmination of graduate re- Although this particular project has ended, the

search leading to a Ph.D. in Computer Science from information and methods derived from it are being
Princeton University. The goal was to show that carried into other cases. In particular, the algorithms

,.
Triple Modular Redundant techniques could be ap- used for triple modular redundancy can be stream-
plied to database processing, thereby providing for lined to work with dual processor systems. In such
high reliability and availability without loss of pro- a case, the resulting drop in reliability is otfset by
(esing efticiency. The thesis presented novel meth- a predictable increase in performance. Furthermore,

%, od, for transaction scheduling, processor coordina- such a system is capable of higher performance than
N,. tion and recovery in such an environment. For all a conventional system with equal reliability and
% ,"ot thes e methods, actual implementation results availability.

were derived and presented, showing a clean tran- The redundancy methods studied in this project
* ,ition from a "paper design" to a running applica- are also being applied to specialized database sys-

tion. In general, the researcher formalized the in- tems. Specitically, a current project involves the use
- herent cost, both in resources and performance of these techniques to support a large, distributed

a ciated with such an approach. By comparing the graphics database. The advantage ot this approach
redundancy method with other conventional data- over conventional systems is the simplicity ot dual
b&avetechnioues, it was shown that there were real redundant systems and their higher pertormance
.appli( ations whi h Could prosper from the tormer. when processing unusual transactions.
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CO\IPUT[ R SCIE NCE 

High Performance Network Simulation
RE15[ARCII ER: .ssIrANT lROFESSOR FRANK N. PITTEI..I,

l-he world ot supercomputers and parallel proces- ble, high-performance network simulator for re-
sors has (created a need tor very powerful research search purposes. The simulator will be designed
tools. One of the most essential tools is that of a specifically with vector processing techniques in
network simulator. Before hardware engineers can mind and will be implemented on a number of cur-
design or build new architectures, they must have rent supercomputers, including the CRAY-2, Con-

_ an accurate approximation of its performance char- vex C-I, and MultiFlow systems. Coupled with the
acteristics. Previous simulators built in university design of the simulator is the design of an experi-
environments have suffered from poor performance mental parallel processor also being developed at
themselves. This forces researchers to use a less the Supercomputing Research Center. By designing

- detailed model of the target architecture in order to the network simulator with a real application in
run their experiments in reasonable amounts of mind, the researcher hopes to have a solid basis for
time. performance measurements and enhancement,,.

The goal ot this project is to implement a flexi-

U.S. Naval Academy AT&T Grant
RESEARCHERS: LIEUTENANT COMMANDERS DAVID J. SMANIA, USN,

MARK J. GESCHKE, USN, AND /vILLIAM G. BORRIES, USN

The objective of this project is developing the AT&T puter system to the new AT&T equipment, establish-
grant equipment to assume the NAVTAG Profes- ing research and teaching laboratories in ADA and
sional Development War Gaming Tactics Course. UNIX operating and programming languages, and
The project includes: connecting and transferring networking the NAVTAG and ADA research svs-
500,000 lines of Fortran code from the Wycat com- tems individually and together.
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Research Course P-roject

Object Oriented Simulation of Processor
Architectures Using SCHEME

R 'lARk HIR \lttIIIIIMA I ( 10 I 'll %\l RAxI 11

.Anvl' I- R: Ptoi -.~I I tZP I R iI( R. H EARR I u\

Vhc goal ot thi projutt Wa-, to wti, ohiu(t -oriuntcd programmiring pat( Lip, iipiumcntu-d in SCI IIAHI In
LISP programiming to imtulatc the ~t rtI tu. [Lint - ddition, an atternp! w&, rnadc to impltnient thc

hio: . . and ujonnectivitv oit t Lu major wnmponentV of C ompltdu in~-L rt ion t oft I 1 pro ( t-or- and t htn

11 60o tI prMIL"1-or. Lath mC~dUIC maintained it, IraC k ptlo rranit ro aC rt h itCt t U raIl IIodil a
ovwn eveCILiiuic, and a varielv ot purforniantL (1.ata.1 tik n-, Yb i, ITI kudd keepi ng tratck of thu ( ortn lun

wa mnaintained for cauh toniponutt Ihi, part o1 of varti-, rvgiztur- a- il a' hIning antd tLIttIt

tht, proiett wa-,I tomplett i u'.ng S(- HENI1:. I\I 'ta-li -1 hi part of thc prowu( t ha, [Itun p,111ia1l\

a ll.\ (topcd I SP and ')COOPS. an objct-orientutl ompilut
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Publications'

1'1 FT'FI.I, Frank M., Assistant Protesor, "Database reo.t data can be obtained trom the two operating
Processing with Triple Modular Redundancy," NSA copies After a failure, it is important to repair the
.rc.t't, tbolic Quar'terlv (March 1087), 23 44. computer so that the system can tolerate additional

future failures. Repair in this case involves getting
N-lodu' r Redundancy (NMR) protects against a correct and up-to-date copy of the database, with-
arbitrary types of hardware or software failures in out halting the two operational nodes. In this paper
a minority ot system components, thereby yielding the authors analyze this database recovery problem.
the highest degree of reliability. In this paper, the They describe a solution that has been implemented

- author studies the application of NMR, specifically on an experimental TNMR system running on SUN-
Triple Modular Redundancy (TMR), to general- 2 120 workstations. They also present performance
purpose database processing. He discusses the struc- results that illustrate the cost of recovery. .,.2
ture and implementation tradeoffs of a TMR sys-
urm that is "synchronized" at the transaction level. PITTELLI, Frank M., Assistant Professor, co-

- Complete transactions are distributed to all nodes, author, "Efficient Scheduling in a TMR Database
where they are processed independently, and only SeJ

- the majority output is accepted. The author exam-
ines the inherent "cost" of such a TMR database A Triple Modular Redundant (TMR system-"-'systemn by presenting preliminary performance re-

sstsfm presntiong ipeliminrefor e r achieves high reliability by replicating data and all
suits from a version implemented on three SUN-

4 2 120 workstations. processing at three independent nodes. When TMR
is used for database processing all non-faculty com-
puters must execute the same sequence of transac-

PITTELLI, Frank M., A. sistant Professor, co- tions, and this is ensured by a collection of processes
author, "Recovery in a Triple Modular Redundant known as "schedulers." In this paper the authors
Database System," USNA Report CS-87-002, Jan- analyze the performance of these schedulers using
uarv 1987. an experimental TMR system which is designed to

handle a single arbitrary node failure. The result,
In a Triple Modular Redundant (TMR) database sys- show that a scheduling algorithm exists which ex-
tem, the database is fully replicated at three com- hibits acceptable performance, both in terms of:%
puters. All transactions are executed at all nodes in response time and throughput, despite its reliance
the same relative order. The system can tolerate the on a Byzantine Agreement algorithm to maintain
arbitrary failure of a single computer, since the cor- consistency.

"5._
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CONIMUTF SC 1: N(CL

Presentations

PITTE~lFrank NI., As,,istant lProtesor, "Syn- 1 111 LII 11rank MI. A t Rd
chronization Techniques for Redundant Processing," dlant D)atabase Processing," Wi\ Alxa:)t

W\orkshop on Distributed S% stem1, P'urdue L'niver- 1087.
sity, West Lafayette, Indiana, 5 October 108o.
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DEP~ARTMELNT OF

Mathemathics
PROFESSOR FRELDERIC 1. DAVIS

C H AIRMIAN

ciu~ing the contents ot t his report, one is -

* thl' 5h ouild not be very surprising. Math-
j emt is is attcr all. the Common language

oft Lenc e and engineering, and its appli-
t 'tins gri ov every dav. Living in symbosi with

many tither disc ip1ines, itdrve ;utenance from

themn and retUrns to them greater comprehension.
In addition to resecarlch in applied mathematics, a

W1 idi:crabH ami tunt of the Department's scholarly%
0t trt i devoted to pure mathematics, that field

hi h advancs our Understanding of mathematics

WVhile sonic ot the work suLmmarized here was
Linde rtaken independently. ,support has been grate-
tL I1v rceivedI tron several sponsoring agencies.
Fhese. incILude the Otfice ot Naval Research, the
David W. Taylor Naval Ship Resevarc h and Develop--
mient Ceunter, and the National Science Foundation. -

Thi, research enhances, the stature of the Naval
\c ademiv as an ac-ademnic institute and adds to the
repu tat io n tit t ho e engaged in it. It also adds to the
pr 'tc~si al lifte of the D epart ment and to teaching
cuect- tiveness. Invo!vemnent in the process, of personal
inttl lc tual di 've-ry in( rcases, ones, awareness, to
the k-it temnt ,ind dittiu Lltv ot learning.
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MNAT HEM A TICS

,- Sponsored Research

Approximately Finite Dimensional C * -Algebras
RI-siARCHER: AsSisTANT PROFESSOR B. MITCHELL BAKER

SPONSOR: NAVAL ACADEMY RIESEARCH COUNCIL (ONR)

The investigator has been studying the relation- problem -the complete characterization of K,,' in
,hips among approximately finite-dimensional C* - computable fashion. This -positivity problem" has
algebras, random walks on the lattice of integers (Z), been shown to correspond to certain asymptotic
and the K,,-theory ot compact group actions on such properties of an associated Z-valued random walk.
algebras. The basic idea is to characterize the ring For a large class of such random walks (correspond-
K,, associated with the fixed-point algebra (i.e., the ing to actions on the 1-torus), this problem has been
..ubalgebra of elements invariant under the chosen solved. For actions of the rotation group SO(3,R)
group action) together with its order structure: or actions on the n-torus T -, many of the questions
namelY, a positive cone (K+) and an order unit (1). remain open. The investigator seeks to extend this
The K,,,Ko 1) is known to be a complete isomor- work to these (higher-dimensional) random walks.
phism invariant for the fixed-point algebra, as well Finally, he is currently exploring the connection
as a coniugacy invariant for the group action. Work- between these random walks and certain classical
ing in conjunction with D. E. Handelman, the in- spin models of statistical mechanics, particularly
vestigator has identified the difficult part of this with regard to phase transitions.

Numerical Determination of the Moduli
of Viscoelastic Materials

RESEARCHER: ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR JAMES L. BUCHANAN

SPONSOR: DAVID W. TAYLOR NAVAL SHIP RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT CENTER,

ANNAPOLIS LABORATORY

The response of a viscoelastic material to vibration vant solution and estimating numerically the effect
is characterized by two moduli, the dynamic Young's of measurement errors on the calculated values of
modulus and the loss modulus, both of which vary the moduli. The results of this work will appear
with the frequency of vibration. At the David W. shortly in the Journal of the Acoustical Society of
Taylor Naval Ship Research and Development Cen- America. Currently, the investigator is developing
ter, a project is currently underway to calculate these an integrated software package for the computation
parameters for a wide range of materials. The cal- and analysis of the input data, the moduli, and
culation of the moduli is obtained by solving a quantities of physical interest which are calculable
system of transcendental equations numerically, once the moduli are known. Also, explanations are
Previously, the investigator developed numerical being sought for anomalies which have been ob-
techniques for reliably finding the physically rele- served in the experimental data for certain materials.

-eA
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MATHEMATICS

Graph Theory, Machine Vision, and Image Recognition
RESEARCHER: ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR CAROL G. CRAWFORD V

SI'ONSOR: )AVID W. TAYLOR NAVAL SHIP RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT CENTER,

CARDEROCK LABORATORY

A major goal ot this ongoing research project has information on solids in structures called aspect
been the development of mathematical theories graphs. The aspect graph then becomes part of a
to aid robots in recognizing solid objects. The re- world model which is referenced by the robot vision
seircher has developed efficient algorithms to trans- system. Current investigations by the researchers
ter geometric information directly and automati- have extended this work to applications in the evalu-
cally from a solid modeler such as PADL2 to a robot ation, specification, and design of machine vision
vision system. The technique used in the creation systems and the problem of image recognition.
of these algorithms is based on encoding geometric

Resonance Spectra of Elongated Elastic Objects
RESEARCHER: PROFESSOR JAMES N. DARCHANGELO

SPONSOR: DAVID WA'. TAYLOR NAVAL SHIP RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT CENTER,

ANNAPOLIS LABORATORY

The objective of this ongoing project is to model spheroids and cylinders with hemispherical endcaps.
mathematically the response of smooth elastic ob- The investigator represents the phase velocity of
jects caused by the incidence of an acoustic wave. the surface wave at each point of the objects sur-
The principle that the resonances are caused by the face by that of the known surface wave on a sphere
phase matching of surface waves which thereby with the same radius of curvature. An extension of
form standing circumferential waves has been in- this approach to the resonances of surface waves ot
vestigated tor spheres and infinite cylinders. Here, Whispering-Gallery type, and to non-meridional,
the researcher extends the phase matching principle i.e., helical or quasihelical propagation, is now in
to finite elongated elastic objects such as prolate progress.

Predicting Life Expectancy of Antifouling Coatings
RESEARCHER: ASSISTANT PROFESSOR GARY 0. FowLER

PONSOR: )AVID W. TAYLOR NAVAL SHIP RESEARCHER AND DEVELOPMENT CENTER,

ANNAPOLIS LABORATORY

The )avid IV. Tavlor NS RC performs static tests second problem is one of quality control. Errors are
(, fhe lii e\pe(tamv of potential antifouling coat- made in judging and in reporting the performance
in: t(,r th 1.5 Navv Pinels are treated with the of the coatings. Some of these could be corrected
mtitouling woating and ,ubmerged at various test it reliable estimates of the expected performance
It'.- Quartry report,, are made regarding the per- were known in advance.

t,,rm.m(uc . _,. problemsa,,ociated with these tests Parametric statistical models ior the pertor-
at,' v/ed in hi, resear( h. The antifouling coat- mance of the coating, have been constructed. Data

ruc , irc g ' ,.l enough to prevent all fouling for as are becoming available for validating the propo,,d
Srmg ,-, tolur vear,. It woUld be tself l to estimate models. The m odels will estimate (ontidence inter-
tiwi .,irly datai h vv hng the coating,, will be effec- vals for the time to spe( ified lvel,, of touling. They-
tive , that prlimninarv decision, could e made will also e-,timate confiden(c inicirvals, for th, twil-
vt huIt waiting for the te,ts to bec ompleted. The ing level,, at s.pecitied time',.
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S ATH EM A TICS

Constraints and Momentum Mappings in
Relativistic Field Theory

RESEARCHER: ASSISTANT PROFESSOR MARK J. GOTFAY
SPONSOR: NAVAL ACADEMY RESEARCH COUNCIL (ONR)

In classical field theories the Euler-Lagrange equa- the gauge group. This result, along with a splitting
tions typically split into hyperbolic evolution equa- of the fields into dynamic tields and nondvnami

% tions and elliptic constraint equations. This division "atlas" fields which drive the gauge freedom ot the
is accompanied by a rich symplecto-geometric struc- system, enables one to cast the dynamics into ad-
ture which, in most cases of physical interest, can joint form on the symplectic space ot dynamic Iield,,

, be directly ascertained by analyzing the relevant and their conjugate momenta. This, in turn, is very
gauge symmetries. The purpose of this project is to useful for discussing questions of linearization sta-

study the relations among gauge groups, momen- bility, gauge fixing, and the structure ot the space
-x turn maps, and constraints, of solutions of the evolution equations. %

The main theorem shows that the constraint set Several examples are also presented: Maxwell
for such theories may be identified with the zero- electrodynamics, Einstein gravity, parametrized par-
level set of the momentum mapping associated to ticles, and string theories.

Reduction for Singular Momentum Mappings
RESEARCHER: ASSISTANT PROFESSOR MARK J. GOTAY

SPONSOR: NAVAL ACADEMY RESEARCH COUNCIL (ONR)

There are several ways of reducing a constrained which answer such questions in the abstract. The
system with symmetry: algebraically, group- problem now is to come up with simple, easily veri-
theoretically, geometrically, and a la Dirac. Various fiable criteria in specific cases, and also to determine
methods work under differing circumstances, while to what extent these theorems can be generalized.
the others often give spurious results. The goal here These problems have been for the most part solved
is to provide conditions under which all methods when the symmetry group is compact or when a
make sense and agree. group-invariant metric exists for the system; coun-

Thus far, general theorems have been proven terexamples have been provided in other cases.

.Z
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The Fixed Point Property, Noncoincidence Index,
and Free Group Actions

Ri si A,,Clt.R: AsslSrANT PROF LSSOR MICHIAEL E. Hoi i MAN

SPONsOR: NAVAL ACADEMY RLSI:ARCI COUNCIL (ONRi

. topological space has the fixed point property B~etti numrbers. He also obtained relations between
I-PP it every sell-map of the space has a ixed point, the noncoincidence index ot a manifold with a t ree

The investigator has defined a topological invariant, group action and the noncoincidence index ot the
the noncoincidence index, which ineabures the de- orbit space: in particular, it M is simply connected
parture trom the FI'P: it is I +rm, where in is the and a finite group acts freely on %, then the orbit
Snlilal cardinality ot a set ot fixed-point-free selt- space has the FIP it the order of the group is equal

map, ot thU space sLch that no pair have a coinci- to the noncoincidence index of M. The noncoin-
dence (so a space has non-coincidence index I it and cidence index can be computed tairhv easily tor those

"\ only it it has the FPP. The investigator has been manifolds in which the endomorphisms of the ra-
seeking relations among the noncoincidence index tional cohomology are classified: this includes

', of a topological manifold and its other invariants familiar spaces such as spheres and projective
e.g. it, Euler characteristic and Betti numbers. He spaces, as well as many spaces of the form C K,
has also been interested in the wav that the noncoin- where G is a compact Lie group and K is a closed
cidence index behaves with respect to tree grou, connected subgroup of maximal rank. Spaces with
actions and in the homological obstructions to the finite noncoincidence index have many geometric

* existence of free group actions. rigidity properties and usually have strong obstruc-
The investigator was able to characterize those tions to free group actions.

compact oriented manifolds with finite non- The investigator has written two papers, about
coincidence index: they have nonzero Euler charac- tree group actions on a product of spheres: the first

-. teri,,tic and admit no degree zero self-maps without has been accepted for publication and the second
N: fixed points. For such manifolds, the noncoincidence has been submitted. The investigator is currently

index is bounded by the sum of the squares of the preparing a paper on the noncoincidence index.

Orthogonal Polynomials Associated with Reflection Groups
RESEARCitERS: AsSISTANT PiROrLSSORS MICHIAEL F. Hoi MAN

AND WILLIAM D. V\'TIIl-RS

SP'ONSOR: NAVAL ACADEMY RSEARCH COUNCIL (ONR)

As a starting point, the investigators considered a Wevl groups, the researchers have cn,,trut ted polv-
,hapc in R" that can be folded into smaller replicas nomials associated with alt aftine ,%evl groups in

.i, of itself. 'samples of .uch shapes are a cube, an any number of dimensions. [.sing the theory of
equilateral triangle, and a right isoceles triangle. For aftine Weyl groups, the researchers have tound for

.o each such shape they sought a sequence of poly- each family of polynomials recurrence relations
nomials that can be transformed by an appropriate orthogonality relations composition properties. dif-

change of coordinates into the functions describing terential equations, and properties of the polyno-
the f,lding of the shape into itsel. The simple'st mials a mial svstems.
(,is(. an interval in 1R gives rise to the ( hbyshev This theorv has conne tons with the the orv o
p(olyvrirniils. -in e ca( h shape foldable into replica, lie algebras and potential appli ,ations to sitistl ml
f itlf- co WrrespMds to a group of svrrnetrit's (an mechanic . The reeari hers are c urrt'ntlv invcetigat-

aittim Wevl g4roUp', to construt polynonials tor ing po ,nom ials a ,,(s ialc l with roetI tion goulp ,,

.~h -,hmpe. it is enoug.h to dI so for hmc h group on nn-Fiutlid,,an spatces.
I igthe o, l known t lissitgiat ion of aftinc
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Research Into the Joint Applications of the Theory of
Semigroups With the Theory of Fuzzy Sets to Problems

in Pattern Recognition
Ii It ARt III R As'. tAil 'HOF Fso B"HIAO-IIN, 1A HNI R

"I'PON OR N A IoxIA IM S( HN(I FOV DNA I ION

heli o[bjet t i ot h is prolk0 1,, to nvlest gate and .3 imensionail i nformation about the objet t Ii('0

deveclop thu joint appli(I ~tions (It thu theory of scri- thuir 2-dimeinsional visual irmiges llowtver the
4!r0UJI t% ith thultur OIOVt tUiiV suts to p)roVidi 01u- problem of ana v/i ng t busy images i' tom poti ndt'd

ton'- to prolulnw in pat turn rut ognition indl tor- by% t omplex andtImtop-e wtdata arising trom ta t(brs
po tur 1,-1i101). t ing1 thu tVt hnitCiu nd rut",1t ot such as illuminatLion, viewing angles. anti topologi -

tot/v\ "ut herythu rbln otinerg the, nature c al propertius of objects. Fzyset t heorv attords
.r. 'It hipC o an obiet t trom incom pietc or im prucci-c an et ted lye met hodology for dealing with suc-h ii

'-unlkor% dat a is being wa diud precision and complex processes.
Ptiuntlv ihere haic bee-n considerahlv effort s to Three pattern recognition problems and their

b)U Ild t k IMpo tur v ision vystems wh It h have t he ta11pJ solutions in terms of the concepts ot fLIZZV sets, and

hi lit to dcst ribu objc ts anti their interspatial rula- sti m 1groups are Outlined as specific ruse. rub tasks.
to I he main thrust of thes sstm is to dcrive

0Shifts on C *-Algebras

Ri -. ARIll H. .-\So tAt PROl [.,',R GVOI FREY L. PRICE

SiPON,OR: NAFOA ri'sStII N(L FOU ENDATIO)N

A Thitt (I rn ai -algebra A is a -entlomorphismi from Z to the nth roots of tUnit. Detine a sbilt u,
*~t A~ it h i-. a rn nomorphism., is unital. antd atis- on the algebra A, generated by the ti,'s by
ut ic o ",A .-\ (1, An important featu re of a shilt ajU, U)=,.,. Necessarv and stifficient conditions for

thku tait that the image algebra wiAi is a sUb- the algebras A, !o be simple havc been tdeterminedi.
a jebr t -* -isomiorphic to A. In the case where Moreover, the n-vestigator has determinedI that the

Ais a tait 'r fa von Neuimann algebra with trivial mapping I is a complete conjugacy invariant for
tetitucr. , uA )is a Isu btac(tor, I nt one may u se t he shifts u, tiefintd on the tin iqee hypr mieItc
tc ent intlex theory oit Jtones to comptite the index tor R A," as above.
A\ w:A ot ai Ai in A. For example, in the case There are ntimerous aventies vet to pursue. The

where, A arises as the completion of the tensor protd- investigator is. presently ltooking at ,hilts (a in (OX,
Litt tonst ruction A = , Mk, where each MA, is an Bt H)), the algebra of continuous tuinctions f rom a
nxn mat rix algebra, the shift q(AjI A has index n 2. compact spate X into lIN lIi. It a comnmutes with the

The investigator's recent work h-as centered on trivial C( N -action, then (I splits, as a shilt %, ai,

* h itt, inalogous to shift operatoi- on a Hilbert It has been dleterminetd that the intlex 111li li
11Mt- LU t tI, U, ,i each be unitary operators, with ut,01-1 HI is a local invariant. Thu rt-svart her hopes
thi propert us that at ut' I, for all k in N, some to investigate t he tt-t rcr ot ttiuon ogat V ladsses

*tiutl n, t~ti, =sjk- I )Iiuk. where s is a function (f sot h shifts.,N
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Paradimension
RIsI AR( Ill R: .A\ssIsIANI PROII ' OR k\'I1 I IAM 1), W \ IIi R,.

SIPONIOR: NAvAt \('AiI MI RI'il ..AR' It N_ ( 1 t(. )Nk

In t he -tsudv of d'nanmi,,al %ystems, ma ny quantities has rt-veahI.d that the graph ot log it I \ :,, as (iun( -

ar tound to stale atcorrding to a power relation, -The tion( ot logi: resembhles a rand'om'r walk, Or a st( li, - "
exponent in such a relation although oftten not an tit process as 1,.-0. The dimension I) is analogous
integer is called dimension, being analogous to the to the mtan of the stochastit proces,, wit h is an
integral dimension tound in classial problems. For important aid in analviing the (hara(ter ot the
enample it His u is the ball of radius K. around some svstem. The reearcher (alls the quantitv P tht,
point x on the attractor tor a dynamital ,,ter and paradirnension.
It is the natural invariant measure for the svsten. The resea( her has investigated means of (al t-
there often exists a nunber 1) independent (it x such lating the paradimension and obtained the fillow-
that ing volLme lemma:

lira Dogtt iso' logPB(x.I:) I) logt.log : P= li r SLIP
-- 0 l:E-0 \ (logl C; logloglogi I:)

and 1) is called the dimension of pi. Based on the This implies that I," is actually a rather poor esti-
abo'e equation. one might estimate Li Hi si:) - f:1) for mate for p1B(x,0;i, and it gets worse as C;0. lust how

Imall r: bad this estimate is depends on the value Of P.
. ar't.ul anal'sis of a part i( ular class of systems

The Battleship Battlegroup: An Operations Analysis
REsEARCHER: IDSHIPMAN I C MICHAEL C. CLARK

AI)VIsERs: COMMANDER JOHN %I. COCHRANE, USN AND

I,EUTI NANT MICHAI S( HWARTZ. USN (SEAMANSHIP AND NAVIGATION)

SPONSOR: TRIDENT SCHOLAR PROGRAM

This paper considers the battleship as the high value two classifications of battle group, both high and
unit in a Battleship Battlegroup (BBBG. The im- low, as well as the Chief of Naval Operations' pro-
portance of the battleship's firepower, speed, and posed notional BBBG, were tested against a mix of
survivability is discussed, as are its limitations in expected Soviet and Soviet bloc adversaries. They&,
anti-air and anti-submarine warfare capabilities, represented the worst possible case of ships, aircraft,

Employment of the battlegroup is viewed in the and submarines that could be encountered in each ,,.r
context ot the three phases of the Maritime Strategy. area of operation. The CNO's BBBG was tested to
Stenarios are presented that would likely be encoun- determine its relationship to the high and low mixes

tered in a global, conventional war in which both of this study.
superpowers would be aided by their allies. Certain The objective for the BBBG in the scenarios was
geographic areas were considered optimum for the to reach the conventional Tomahawk Land Attack
,B( " be: ause of a low air threat and or a low to Missile launch point. Conclusions were drawn based

mediu submarine threat and their importance to on the number of ships remaining in the battlegroup
the M,iritime Strategy The Caribbean Sea and the once launch point was reached and on the ability

i,, h ( hina Sewa were the scenarios teted, of the BBBG to defend itself thereafter.
[ -,, 'rts for the battleship are separated into two In the Caribbean Sea Scenario, the low mix per-

pr,p,,sd g:r 'ups: a high and low mix. The high mix formed poorly, the CNO's mix favorably, and the
, hips i s that whi( h provides maximum (apability high mix excellently. In the South China Sea, the

vith(,ut rt'gard to the number of ships in the [or- low mix was devastated while the CNO's and the

rmnu [hc 1,,% rnix of ships is that which repre- high mix performed unfavorably.
,f W. Ihi' rn nirnum required for mission suJctess. The overall conclusion is that the B313G is a

.lit n~~: ~, is, onduo ted 'n the Naval Tactical feasible concept when used in the proper scenario
.wrig stem it the [.5 Naval A(ademv. The with the right escorts.
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Independent Research

Datum Clearing
RI-slARCIIR: PROFIISsoR PIJ1) ~ANi)RI

A\>hie~ l Ship 13al Iistik Nucluar (SSBN) must optimal strategy for the commnandlur is, radial flight

Ot AiskonaliI lv urn t a loud noisuv which makes it vl- from the datumn ( noise uemission point) %% withI a spce'd

nei able to defection IH a distant unumv. .- tter the which depends on the rate at wvhic h hfis noisv in-

-5B\ stops a noisy C% olution, it rusumues it,, earlier creases with speed and on the dupclunc ui oflic

a1:1 ct't t and it must t hen tIrv to avoid ruduetuct ion. propagation loss oif SOUnd t ransm ission wvith dis-

I l't hr purpose of t hi'. st Udv is to givu tactical sug- tance. Tactics which involve any turns will in( ruase,(
* ~'t s th omadroftu5S3 o uphi h poaility, that thu enuemy platform will pass

avoid beving rudutectud b' an unumny platform. Thu within a given distance of thu SS13N.

Optimizing Number of Bacteria Killed, A Combinatorial
Model

% Ri SiARCHER : AssISTAN1 PROFESSOR CRAIG K. BAILEY

A Loionv ot bacturia is, comnpartmuntalizud and anti- According to one model, thu integer inuqulJit v

- biot it is appl ied to uach Compartment. How is thu y xlv' - (y - It)> xv,')x' - (x - I ) if t rLu for \ >

number oit bacturia killud affuctud by the number > I1 , would show that the optimal niimbur of corn-

ot compartments Used? With ruasonable assUmp- partments is constrained by a boundary condition.

ions from umpirical dlata, it is dusirable to detur- A proof of the inuqual ity was found using the

mnine the numibur oft compartments in order to max- binomial theorem, bit a comnbi na torial proof more

mi/c' the numrbur of bacteria killed. directly relatud to the problem is Still sou1.ght.

Time Dependent Integer-Valued Random Walks,
Eventual Positivity of Polynomials, and the K,, Theory of

Product Type Actions of the Torus
R1 sI AR( il1 R: -\-.sl IA NI lPROF1 sSOR B. %I IT('III 13 AKI RA

In thi w rk the rvsearc r c onsidurs, seven~ I eq1i- This, problem was nmot ivated by thu St tdy of appro-

vinfproblemn, iniatel v finite-dimnensional C''.-algebras. In parf i-

1 rntiltiplicatia n oA polvn mnials to, obtain pos- cular. the ordered K-theory of SUc h algebras yieds,

* ~t% l ~co'f~ents an ordered moclciI le which comprises both an iSo-

2' ( mi 1y i I io n tit m'lC ebrs 01 a sequeL~nc of Z- mnorphism i nva rianf for the algebras and a comnplete

1..%,vil r,indom walks, with a fixed element: invariant for conjugacy of a corresponding rotat ion

i-nlttcproperties (if conditional proba- group action. T-he problems mentionued above are

lllt'; dil'tribcitions a,ssoci,itei with a1 seC~juente of eqiLvalt to c haractcri/ing the order struclture of

!iilc d'pedent /.,Ied r~indorn wvalks: and K_, and hence, the isso(:iafed isomorphismn antI co(n-

. -1 the K,, theory i of rtii ( '-,lgeh~ras artiin iuga( V invariant. For a large c as of approximately

Iis x(d i t ie- antI -i 1,i11 ebr,is ter pr11ro(Ii i t typ c - fin tIte( dimensional (-i*-a lgebras, a o Mptitab1 tl h a IIr-

n''to tlie one. htr'. i teri/,ition of the ordered K,, miodule is obtained.

%
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Analysis of the Equations of a Vibrating Thermoelastic Plate
l'\1s1Alit III R, A-0([ti lW I'Rtl s,iR JA.M s I lit( iANAN

c he tr t ing I [int ort i irk w.a Is I pipe r II to th11ce a"c tf a p'ltue' wth fa' thermal II ti-u u ILInderI
I-riled r i h5 a ndI I )ri''.slcr in wh I h an asvulitoti( pgt11rg stead v staIte %-1irt Itit . , lr tialI di Itcurienit i I
inaI lk It t he CtILIMltions governinrg t he stat I VLlu I euquations for the first order dutlet tion and temipcr-

litb1rium1 of an ulastit three-dimensional nialcrial was' atur er(' VObtained. It was shown that the Kirc hoft

Utsed to deni't Vthe partial differential equation and bouindary condititons remain valid, and that a simii

Kir- hoft bounldar% conditiontfs tor a plate, and to tar mean tenmperatunre and edge effect torin nat it n

ducnionstatc the presenc of edge eftect without was appropriate for the boundary ctondit ion for

apelto uxogt-nmi, axtoml such as Saint-Venant l temperature. Also, it was found that known equa-
print ipit. The irniestigattir and two (co-workers, R. tions for thermal effects on boundary bending rno-

%I P Gilbert and R. \Ianganirn. extended this analvsis mients folIlowed naturally from the analysis.

Near Chromatic Polynomials Y
* Nt sARClHER. Assoc iArE PROFESSOR CAROL G. CRAWFORD%

Au amos prperlin coorin ofa gaphis coor- a graph G. The researcher has developed algorithms
ng ot th t cIges LIk. h that at eac h vertex at most two for the determination of these polynomials. V'arious

atiat tnt edges are cotlored the same. IThe near chro- properties of the polynomials have also been ex-
mat it pitl utiiail N \,v I, a ptolynoumial which plored, along with applications to experimental

4i% es the, numnter ot a lmo t proper line cttltrings of design problems.

Polynilpotent Products
Rlt AR( II Also(mAnT P'Rorr'so ANTHONY'. 1(AurIONI

I it ( ~dint t tthe rni mnember (if t he lower central where N, denotes the variety oif all nilpofent groups
l st' r ie of a g rou L definedL i nit d I.vel'c asI, C ittf class !Sc.

- a'nd] if ni > I ., (, (.It m , n,, .. rmk i The free groups of the variety y are cailled t
U't

at given csticuntc o f pos itt vi integers. then ( polwuiip teni gr'oiq i. A free polvn il pittent grou p is

dinmte tu a subgrt~j upaIsideined induIctively" representable as a factor group P ' F F,,, (If W

11(1,1 ink, 'nik is the nith member a free group F of the same rank as the group 1.
* -. ikt thi' lo wir en ril sirieslit thegroujp C,,, ink~-, Polynilpoten t groups have been well sftudie'd. In

i., particular, the quotient groups Of the lower central
Agrouip (, is talled rlitilp'ot it G,,I series of P) and P,,, 1'_.,,, are known and are f initely,

inm, !11 for so(me sequence m, . All Such generated free Abelian groups,. This researc h pritic t
0groups form a v'ariety, y of polynilpotent grotups centers on the following:

determined by the sequence m' mA which is (I) construction of bases 13,, for P _, P',,
representable as, the procluct (2) proof that the 13,, are in fact bases: and

(3) cderivat ion of formlas11 for the number- of
N,, N',, Demenits in B,, i.e., the ranks of P__, P

*143
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Multisymplectic Structures in the
Higher Order Calculus of Variations

Ni 51AR'. II R AssislAN I PROI SOR MIARK 1. GOIAY

The (al' uI- U ofs I va riat itn, fitor h igher order a- [or ( 2' a met hod of constructing the covariant%
grargran, is ni' t nearly Lis well undet'Iood as in the I egenidre, transformation has been given, but it is
standa rd f irst order kd ase Three tundament al,1 o~n - not iniqJue. It remains to determine the implications

Lep-, need to ble CIl uida ted: Ithe c ova riant phase Of til' n-11uniCI ueness.
space 2' the (.(,variant lecgendre- ranstormiat ion In (3), a suitable definition of covariant regular- V
aind 3) cova riant regular It 'I hit pirp'I is of il it v has been given. It is now necessary to compare
resear'.h is to deit appiopriaaLc and kdcv'.lop thee this t ~h other such definitions in the literature and
concepts to determine what happens in the singular case.

Re'garding I 1. good1 c andidaltk tIf 'It le "va Research on these topics is currently in progress.
ant phase space, has beecn dI ov ledTeinvs im-l Also several examples, such as the KdV equation

gaitor has 4ihown thait it i arries 0 Limnnii al 1111iit iMad general relativity are being analyzed.
,ypvtcstrllti tr ocio gives rise to oh~trrec

svmlec ti '. t It tre 111 the spak t' Of ( an'.1by data

tor the evolu.tion equiat ions

Generating Elements of Pic(R)
Ni siARIR: Asso'. All. PRoI FssO)R (FIARLI s C. HANNA

An N-m'lodule %I is st ronglv tvo-gene-ratecl if it (an ert P it subsets is (---transferable itftor any P and
be generoted I, two elements. the first of wvhich can Q in C' and anyv subsets S of P with property P there
be any non-zero elemient ot %1. I anti and Martin is some set oft N-homomorph isms from P) to Q, in-
show in a recent prepirint that every strongly two- dexed by S such that the Su bset ot Q obtained bx'
generated frac tional ideal is invertible, and that the appl ving to each element ot S the corresponding
collction of strc'nglv two-generated invertible ideals homomnorphism also has property P
nducice a suibgro up of Ii' N. Thlpor'i. If C is anx Collect ion ot invertible

The purpose ot this research is to extend these ideal,, or of rank one projective Modules, whose
ideas to a bro adler class of N-mod iiles. JOctizrti. ': isomorphism classes form a subgroup of lPic N and
ILet PIl e a property ot uhsets cit rank one pro jec- property P is C-transferable, then the collect ion of

yie R-moclcles. An R-moclcle %I is P+ I generated P+ I generated elements of C induices a subgroup
it it ci intains a ScIibset with property P and, if '. is of fiic(RN.
any scibset of %I wvith property P) then there exists, These results, generalize the work cot Lantz and
somei elemnrt of p of I' suich th at P) can be generated Miartin, and give additional information abocut sex'- -

by S and p. eral prev'iocisly defined collections cit invertible
[J'.'titi Lect C be a ollection cot invertible idealIs The. projct is '.sse.nt iallyv cimplete,. and the -

idealIs (r of raink o'ne p1rojrc fixe N-mcidules. A prop- rescilt' are b(eing pre parecd for pciblicaticm.

An Elementary Infinitesimal Proof of

the Fundamental Theorem of Algebra
Nisi .AR'. iiR: tAssoo:iAxt PRoilss0R RO IRI A.r HIRMA\N

- In this, rc'se-arch the researcher applie's elementary exists a comnplex, nlT1iber r scit h t hat liii' -0. I h
inti nitesimal nm mstanclarcl analx'si toi establish with- signic ~ante oif the met hodls ut ihIit-d are that t heY

u .Ici apjpl i a tion of compac tness, con tinclIit V or i nte- may le employed at the conc Itision of an orclinarx

gral concepts the fuindamental theorem that for any intrmdci tlin to nroilern infinitesimal,1 cal'. ilis at the
polvniorniil 1)(, . wvith complex< coefcitents. there lexel of Iseisler s [leenrtar' ( alt iliis

14.4
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NPS-World Derivations
Ri si ARt 1i I R: A-,sOt FA I I PRO I I 550R ROK I K I A I I I SR MANN

In thi . projett the resuearcher torinall ' andI rigor- ,iflltlt pro(.Vs thadt utilze the hx~pcrtine wrmbina-
oU- l\ established the contusions st atoud in thu pub- tion opcrator and y ields I he \ -world format ion ot

Vli,1hud paper. lP-i\'Orld EVidun1ce, In particular. he anv material l),irti(It a, well asariots dense suIb-
-studied the deduct i vu systum S, and its as-,otia ted ,t rat Urn wave jlds. These resuIt,, al,,( % hied met( ha-%

ultralogic 'S,. nonstandard algori thm, and t heir nist it csplanatins tor the cionuept ot the cluant urn
relation to sUch theoii- ,e asformnal Peano arithmutjc. transition amnong, mrin other aspects of Uoorl
He rigorouly1 ustablishus the theoretical us istentu at tivitv
Of thu ultra-ub11partiC it and give, an espht( it met( h

Subparticles and the Special Theory
RI sEAREUtS A SOC)IArI PROFISOR RtOtHiRr A. H1.RRMIANN

I n th is rtuca rc, h t hc inves t ig at or eminpl1ovYuc theC s Ub- properties within each monadic ucluster are identical.
* particle property ot monadic clustering in order to It is also assumed that within Stuch a cluster, propa-

estal i h a su bpa rtiL c C a Use, t or all oft the a ppa ren t gation properties within each monadic cluster are
Ouct pretdicted by the Special Theory ot Relativity. identical. FUrther, it is assumed that within Such a

*In particular, it is &asumred that any position from cluster propagation is linear and follows the classical
or throughout which an electromagnetic ettect ap- concepts of Gallilian composition and the well-

Apeairs to propagate, wheni viewedi trom the NSlP- known infinitesimal process of indistinguishable
w~orld, is tmnbeddetl in a disjoint monadic cluster of etfects. From these simplistic assumptions the dif-
suibstratuml subparticles where this monadic Cluster terential equation of Prokhovnik is obtained, and
mnirrors, the same unusual order properties with from this equation, coupled with the concept of
respec t to propagation as the nonstandard order ot Einstein measures, the entire Special Theory is
the nonarchirnedian tieltd R and the propagation obtained.

The Combinatorics of Link Polynomials
RESEARCHER: AssocIATE PRoPEssOR MARK E. KIDWELL

-1he, ,icthi rs, joint project with Jfim Hoste of Oregon only for one unknotted component of the link.
St,itc I'niversitv continues. The researchers are at- General izati ons in a previous paper will require
tempting to tfindl all invariants of links with two the author to learn more about the Tutte poly-
colokrs, which generalize both the classical Alexander chromatic polynomial, probably with the aid of
polvn'iii It,.t 2 F antI the recent lv-discovered gen- graph theorists in the Naval Academy Mathematics
c rIli/ation 1' v/F) ot the Jones polynomial. They seem [Department.
to haive sUC(ceded in the case where one color is used
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Weakly Stiffened Plates '

o t c \ . a k rltt i n u r s i n h t \ i I th o c i n l i' n d pi, I l I t Ix i u i l l 1 1 ,0s1 1 to m a l it t e l ' l . \ t t

tttk ti ~ itt a p lat onj t t tdlt, tu~ h n Qt'I and I ' ttit \ I' icn ixasd 1l ie tilt'

* ~p ~it!, iil.ii tinterest Ithe opt imal Ilao micnt of I ht (Itpil i

* tittvnin,_ rnaIttri'iI soas to ttek t thi- IlkIu t Imcease. I hiC third part ot tilt stUd\ %%as In) Jnal'%i-. ,I

1 th h o 1I li I I o r t I t l1i1rgt-'It reIt'( Ion IIIt Iw It tithu )ariation t thc ) I, I ;:Ii ,'III Ii lii an de I Irrn III

dlel rr inin 'l, tiit. Io Itin of h t0 tinCi iltt ml 1! x :t 2 -

Ihe til par Of t hu It Lidl \isl xrItV I itI nl I Ihi, intir nialti1on xa~ 1se 1 t Ik It I nAItl- th at: i

Jn C It J t I( cI' Ck 11 th tppopIah ic It i Ins [h I.t hu( ('titt ' Itnn I \ cte Ia II(IIn 1

ruT AtCdICJ) rilrtLIV fv ht'S sIcndIM prt tif fthu stuLdy din1)- t V \ I Iv 1axh1c it \orhx s 11titr 11 t ni cIri t
* isticd I, ItkIn-It iat ting aI,,mptotiii, t,\piisicifs fI Ir t he nid a)LtI,( ripts Ir i In J)I tii m I nI 1

i[ut 1,1 I, I ,II ad and doutr on .The ra t ia k ) i t 1wx

Dynamical Systems and ProbabilityI
%* R1 1,1 AK( HIi R: AsII IANI IPROI [, -.5 PAL 1, B. \Lxsi I I

Ih te rhers goal was to design a ,urvey coo.( Temto he rec~a rdhr tUI eeshtso .i rVCV

% )ton d ynaim Al sytm hich emphasizes the proa- course VViii provide t he studen~rts, wit 11 a hroald per-

hil ist i aspick t s ot that I eld . The pu rpose ot such spurt x e on possible ways to model phic~oa s\ys-

A oLr- IsI I to Iin tegra te idea, I rom t he clIass.icalI turns, in part I( Lla r, an I ntrIodcLIc t iton to the, imipo rtaint
heCor% ot dittUrenitial and difterence equation, ( e g. new x a that the, not ion ot hiaos now,, appears- In -

eq nil ira stallil iftv with mnodern Ideas, Ie.g., hi- the dc ript ion of suc(h systems,. Sutl h1 a course
tor alRtin 101 hao1,1tic mnans, tractal geomnet rx and was taugh91"t to one, midshipmnan in S)pring I10 67 as
with ideaI tromn the theo(ry, of stoc hastic proces,,-, SN148ciC . N1Ik 1ch tort her deCVeh pme1nt rmins1,1I.
N Ii rko% hamsI tentropy., randomn walk, Brownian

Fractals
1614AR( M R: Asso IAll lkoi Is-IIR NMARK I) \11 )I lON

FInitals i-. a nathemnatic al turin coine-d by, Nlaindul- Ot sput ai interest are (cutain topologit al and
hrot for cets with Lcertain striking propertis.I tsdially geuometric questionI ahouit rac talsI Ipolgit i I
it is taen to meain either a set if trac tional) non- cltiutions in( Lcud: Is a givetn !rat) tal] st connei( ted?
integecr. dinsnion 1hence the name,) or a set with simply connec ted?7 a simiple 1losucd i trvu. Guonttric
( rtiin properties ot self-similarity. PI rig, it quesCtions inc coleC: W11h1t 1s the If rational', Iilmn

t hv -It in he -t ri k in,41V hCaci tifIl. IhcY haive iOn, what suit-imilrities are- Iithee
ppic t in, ;n I te held of dlvnamnic oilsst
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Local Factors for Covering Groups of GL(2)

I nI\ "' I in dh'ta J!1 I( I 'Ind 11-tactor. for a-hutu ovurs. b111' dItti(Uit\V ha'. h)UTn ('vir-

t -,mt, p, Ifti 1,'la1 fc -i lk ut atto n, of th c 3-'hcuted (orni IH' (ontrulting an (-\[lic it \'uii/ation tor tht,

u n. VU of CI 2 t -v I Ik II tiud I rn aIdI u 1) I ,I .I ,-I ruprc,.untation' i,, imagu-. of intertwining opcraitors.
a ubrrIJ. Ih limainl hbjkuctrvu l to di'.ur\cr lUlsing thewu rcIizationls thc local factor,, have huun -

It Ih, 111,1 Jii anJOloil tIor'. r tlt'h Shinlrra CICUIlitu~l C\PliuitlV. Thu coninction with Shinurai-.
'.~rnurhuIh I hilt prohiurn to ovcriionuic (Orrespon(Juncc has not Vut hun oV ltuvwoI

1) ! H lLj'.i nLtA ion whic h wascd.u to out.

il(t;ot f i(trt 2i _' htt-tc o, \ur'. i not availhl

-1 'On the Brown-Peterson Homology of BP, (BZ/p'1 ,nBZ/p)
RI I ARC Ii I A'.'1', IAN FP I ,OvioR CiLORur N A KO

I lt' It or I) IMIC tiot' L'tik Br' rCltitur. in in Algebraic Topology is thc tilt of Vairious' gunuril-
I ~ i'vu -A!ltto. r r IhLN. aston if- thc Tnoi-. iiud homolo1gV and~ cohornolog\ thuoric.. COnc of

Of. AM(11 it d( ',t,.( iut, ind is thu most suuuustul of such 1 thu-orius I, istu Brrrv n-
1. r n 't. Iu r rc'n~ul~llion. It I. ussuln- POtur'-n thuorv. QUijtu t uCW guOnt ncpurhi m

" '.1 !,(, u d. Sr I Id il.rtait ion 1f irst reduICC to th 11C mpit at ion of tilt Hi-mvni-I utcrsrr n
7 ~cl ;,(In l' ,Idxc rnru t IProt.-.or M. honiologv of (crtaiin c lassifying sa 1'Hi.a

Io~,I lot I li nrh'ta ua giLi11l. Thil rusc'1h lo~vI\, thu probhim hu
-'!%k ~ ~ ~ h d !: r t1 it, J\lo\ ;u r.)nut G Z p) / 1 l'Th integur, nmod p and Adamsli

r, ti Ip atou l Ilia n Itodkls S pu tral ",cquenrr.

Use of Computers in the Teaching of Mathematics

I i.t I . v rirT-h ti rtilt h tilt ind ) 1? rd I on r polii to hnamttu gfraphs. krrk

! r i i . 1khu j 0 j~ B in. r mlo I ~ I'J1 ,l In '. %Ith stk fJ r "Hl tH IlR K in'trir (Jr. ntlnuus on an I
r~n'iui ll, ,\,il I.nd Io( al1y '4ralphir, -pr.igu Ih c ru'.uarr hur ha, rcviwurid

4 I~tuunia rhr~ilo'..Ic r(,ti murriall J yIIl~I (0 lu [Of-rin o h tar of~t
1". Enl td(i'ltprrtitc on(,flll 01h 1 . I lk', xihr'r- n' of trIi. Thcn1I ju t i n k in d rnitnn r l U n I n)B

iIpk It inl Of kit 1crtnrti'I (:ii ri l ct tit h :\-ist~frnt Prot-.o It rfdglha
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MATHEMATICS

A Quadratic Form Associated to Quadratic Mappings
of Spheres

RESEARCHER: ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR JOANN S. TuRISCO

Given a continuous map f:R'- R", one may asso- rational numbers. It f is a mapping ot spheres, then
ciate a quadratic form in the following wa v: the form M(f) is always positive semi-definite, and

positive definite if f is an integral Hopf map. Hence
the forms M f) are all isometric over the real num-
bers in this case. The investigator is currently exam-

where dw is the standard Haar measure on the unit ining the isometry classes of Mf over the integers,
spheres S'- and a,,_, is the surface area of S"-'(I < where f is an integral Hopi map. r?)
* .1 _m). Of particular interest is the case where These results are written up in a paper entitled

f:S"--' is a mapping of spheres of the Hopf A Note on A Quadratic Form Associated to Hopt

type. If f is one of the classical Hopf fibrations, then Maps" which has been submitted to Professor Olga

MI(t is a sum of squares. (T. one) If f is defined over Taussky-Todd for publication in Linear Algebra And

the integers, then M(f) is a diagonal form over the Ifs Applications.

Canonical Forms for Integral Matrices Under Similarity
RESEARCHERS: ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR WILLIAM P. WARDLAW AND

ASSISTANT PROFESSOR R. BRUCE RICHTER

The goal of this research, which was begun in the have generalized some of their results for matrices d1%

Fall of 1985, is to determine a collection of readily similar to a diagonal matrix to matrices over arbi-
recognizable nXn matrices (the canonical forms) trary commutative rings. Investigation continues of
with the property that any nXn matrix with integer integer matrices which are not integrally similar to
entries is integrally similar to exactly one of the a diagonal matrix.
matrices in the given collection. The researchers

Integer Programming
RESEARCHER: ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR CARVEL S. WOLFE

The purpose of the project is to solve general sched- quirements are cyclic in nature, have been shown
uling problems involving a circulant coefficient to be NP-complete.
matrix. The difficulty of the problems increases with The branch and bound method with penalties
the number of blocks of consecutive ones in any could handle only a few of these problems, due to
column of the circulant matrix. The case of one the large number of tying nodes. A cutting plane
block is essentially solved by linear programming. code did very well in the case of two blocks of ones
Cases for two and four blocks were considered per column, solving all but one of 50 problems
and solved with special heuristic algorithms by re- generated.
searchers from the Indian Institute of Technology, In the case of four blocks of ones, the cutting
Kanpur, India, in 1985. Ten example problems simi- plane code ran into convergence trouble, due to
lar to those in the Indian paper were generated in degeneracy, and solved only 57% ot the problems
each of ten problem types, ranging from a 24X24 tried. In covergent cases the cutting plane code is
to a 72 by 72 coefficient matrix. These problems, easier and quicker than other algorithms. A con-
where workers are intermittently available and re- vergence theory or predictor is needed.
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Research Course Projects

Computer Simulation of an Inertial Flight Instrument

Aw'soR: PROI i ''OR iF)i I ",ANIiK,

Thepui po'cot thi' pro et a tod lpacm to ilLdicM fie11(rtt Jtttt i lt ' t ( ( tO tilte'

pu ttr Inodel at ofan art it icialI horizon ind ic ato r t ha t zan~ A mt heritt l o Ilil Ii (It- vt-IoIPti t'o [ r I
,O~ldI be uI1Cd in a mo1dern flight simulator. VIdd 'II a I ~IdulIIIn Iot t h I in, Irumnrt A ornput cr

The art iti iial horizon indiCator is one of t he in- programn was then writ ten tO U~t' thet Model to InII Li-

e-rtial Hlight instrumnents that is crucial to a pilot~ s ate the output trorn the instrUnlent during a sirnipl
aibility to mianeUver his aircratt. It serve.. a,, a device flight regimic
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Publications
-. RA\\'FOI)RD. Carol (;., Associate Irotessor, Research into the development ot improved antitoul-
"Graph Theory, Machine Vision and Image Recogni- ing shipbottom coating makes extensive use of 'Static
tion," David W. TaVlor Naval Ship Research and panel immersion tests to screen developmental ma-
I)vvelopment (enter, Technical Report, June 1087. terials. A currently useful procedure is to expose

twelve to twenty 10" by 12" test panels coated with
Fhi, paper presents results of a continuing research the developmental coating at one or both of the ..

d,

pr'i'( t in developing algorithms to aid robot vision Navy's exposure sites (Miami and Pearl Harbor).
-.vs,,m in ,olving the signiticant problem of object These panels are evaluated on a quarterly basis to .

rcognition. Extensions of previous results in aspect estimate the amount of fouling as a measure of e-
graph generation are included, with applications to fectiveness. It has been observed that the fouling
hc design ot machine vision ,vstems in general, times for some samples of antifouling coatings ex-

hibit a bimodal distribution. It is believed that this
I ) can be explained by viewing the sample as comingI -\RN 1 lANG;[[_O lames NI,, I'rotessor, co-author, I
"Resonance Spectra of Elongated Elastic Objects," from two different populations, rather than the"Resoane0 the .ctaal Socif edof America 81, 2 usual view that the sample comes from a single

10 tI population. An algorithm is presented that is cap-
,IK-bruary 1o87,, 3 12-31o. able of detecting bimodal distributions. It is tested

She cigentreque:nc.ie. at which smooth convex ob- using Monte Carlo simulations. In addition, esti-
" - t sa u rene omates are calculated of the separation between twoSuebinomial distributions required for their mixture to

w ave (rrespond to the real parts of those complex be bimodal.
tre('uenc\ values at which circumferential waves

* g'ncrited by the incident signal phase-match after
reCtpetated cir umnavigations around the object. A GAGLIONE. Anthony M., Associate Professor, co-
r,onance condition based on this principle is for- author, "Commutator Identities Obtained by the

- mulited and applied to the case of elastic prolate Magnus Algebra;' Houston Journal of Mathe,,matics,
,phcroid,, and cylinders with hemispherical endcaps. 11, 4 (1985), 491-504.
I ,sing the known phase velocities of surface waves This paper contains generalizations of commu-
on elastic 'pheres, with a radius equal to the local tator identities ot Philip Hall for such expressions
rIdW1li, (tt urvature along the surface path, the elastic as [ab"'] and (ab)"" in a free group F, where for
rc,,nan . trequencivs of these objects can be pre- x,y t F lx,y]=x-'y-'xy and p is a prime number and
d ted fhi,, was done for the Rayleigh wave on a a > 1. These generalizations lie partly in the esti-
prolate ,pheroid, where comparison with resonances mates made for the exponents on the basic commu-
in tht, ,cattering anplitude as obtained by a T-matrix tators in the basic commutator representations of
.ak ulation led to good agreement. these group elements. The method used is that of

the modern commutator calculus. This means that

\l r . t r r r the free group F is embedded in a formal power"-"'. ~FOWL,VI, C;ar%- 0., Assistant Professor, "Determin-

- ing the Existence of Bimodal Distributions in Data series ring M (the Magnus Algebra) and then the

* from Static Panel Immersion Testing," Ship Materials computations are done in M. The advantage to be

i gi nering I )part ment Resarch and Development gained from this procedure is that it reduces the

Rport lTi\RI)C S\IF-8o 43, September 1086. problem of giving estimates for the exponents to
problems concerning elementary properties of bi-
nomial coefficients. This is in lieu of the very com-
plicated existence and precedence conditions found
in Hall's work.

'.
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G(-(GIONE, Anthony M., Associate Professor, (;OTAY. Mark I., Assistant I'roesor, 10-J ut hor. ,

" 'The Persistence of Universal Formulas in Free "Singular Angular Momentum Maps," J,141)111 ,*
Algebras," Pulletin of the Australiati Mathematical Difh'rttial ()',o t't r ,.24 (108o), 181 203.
n;ocwt-a, 3o (1087), 1 1-7.

The investigators algebraically reduce the s'stem
Let y be anv non-trivial variety of algebras of some consisting of a nonrelativist i particle moving in R"

*, . fi\ed but arbitrary similaritV type. Here non-trivial with vanishing angular momentum I. Ater anal,/-
means the variety must contain at least one algebra ing the conical structure of the constraint set I '0.
with at least two elements. This paper gives neces- algebraic geometric methods are used to (ionstrUt
sarv and sufficient conditions for the free algebras explicitly the reduced Poisson algebra ol rotation-
of y to satisy the same universal sentences in an ally invariant observables. This procedure enabe,,
appropriate language. The conditions are the dis- the investigators to identity completely the eltcst
crimination of y by its free algebras in the sense of of the singularity in P-(0) on the system. The system
Baumslag, Neumann, Neumann, and Neumann is then group-theoretically reduced, and the result"
.B+3N). The paper also gives necessary and suffi- are compared with those obtained algebraically.
cient conditions for the free algebras of y to satisfy
the same universal formulas. These conditions are GOTAY, Mark J., Assistant Professor. "Constraints,
the strong discrimination of Y by its free algebras. Reduction and Quantization," Jour-ml of Mtlh-
Although on the surface it may seem that strong dis-
crimination is a stronger concept than (B+3N) dis-
crimination, this paper constructs several examples Theorems are proven that establish the unitary
where these concepts are equivalent. It is an open equivalence under certain conditions of the extended
question whether or not, in an arbitrary variety, and reduced phase space quantizations of a con-

"-'.'- IB +3N di,-crimination implies strong discrimination.o-d i n e n c a strained classical system with symmetry. Several ex-

amples are presented.
GAGLIONE, Anthony M., Associate Professor, co-
author, "Factor Groups of the Lower Central Series GOTAY, Mark I., Assistant Professor, "A Class of
of Free Products of Finitely Generated Abelian Non-polarizable Symplectic Manifolds;' Mozaszeftc

.' . ' -Groups;' Proceedings of Group- St. Andrews 1985, Fir Mathematik, 103 (1987), 27-30.
LonLon Mathematical Society Lecture Notes, 2

-. '* ' !1987), 164-203.(._)_14-,.A class of compact 4-dimensional symplectic mani-
folds which admit no polarizations whatsoever is

This paper elaborates upon and extends previous presented. These spaces also provide examples of
work of the authors concerning the groups G,/G, non-parallelizable symplectic manifolds which have
where G is a free product of finitely generated
Abelian groups and G,,, denotes the nth term of the no complex, and hence no Kahler structures.

," * .lower central series of G.
HERRMANN, Robert A., Associate Professor, "D-

A M A n s eworld Evidence," CRS-Quarterly, 23, 2 (1986), 47-aGOTAY, Mark J., Assistant Professor, "Negative 54

6 Energy States in Quantum Gravity?" Classical and
Quantum Gravity, 3 (1986), 487-491. This article discusses indirect evidence for the accep-
Te m s otance of the deductive-world model. This evidence
The mechanism of quantum tunneling through includes the unification of certain incompatible
classical constraints is analyzed from the standpoint logics internal to quantum mechanics, other physi-
of geometric quantization theory. It is shown that cal theories, and computer science; subparticle mod-
quantizations which lead to this phenomena are els for quantum transitions; the formation of ele-
spurious and a quantization ansatz is proposed mentary particles and fields; the local special theory
which eliminates such pathologies. It follows that of relativity; and how such subparticle models with
this mechanism does not provide a physically viable hyperfast subparticles explain the experimental re-

d! means of transcending the classical positive energy stits associated with the Bell inequality.
theorems in quantum gravity.
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K.-\I ANX Harold MI. Professor. "A Method of (Holder) continuous in 11. In partit Ular, this, theorem
%One-sided Nonparametric Inference for the Mean shows that cavitation does not Occur in a solid

of a Nonnegative Population,"A- i'rtical 5tatisticiali material where the nonlineaity v det ui is tJ nni-

M\Ia 1087., 157 15,,. nated by the quadratic term tr(VU TU VuI.

F'Or a tew values drawn independently at random AE- DNIReaAsoitPrCST, i-
% from a nonnegative population, the investigator

presents, what he has toind to be an effective non- sptv ehnss'JI ~ isi

pa rametric met hod of one-sided inference for the Wli it,; Apphicatiolis;, 3 (1087) 1- Io.

population mean. The method is based on a Mlartin- Shaigmtonota'scesic edmar
galeC argumient and ueOt the Nlarksov ineqJuality. tde.Vr general viscosity mechanisms, are in-

troduced and their influence on the shock structure

% KII)\'FII , Mlark F., Associate Professor, "On the of the elastic media are explained.I

Two-variable Conwav Potential Function" Pro-
c,,Ir~sot the American Mathematical Society, 08 MOEN. Courtnev H., Assistant lProtessor "The

Noveber a~co 485404.Dual Reductive Pair (U(3),U(iI) over a p-adic Field,"

ihe' (onvwav potential tunction V) r,s) ot a link with PtatJunlo ~t 1 ooi>.17 lr
tine unknot tecl component labeled s and all other 1087), 14 1 154.

comn t cfr ttv Co w yienttes labeled r can b1 c put d r u si e This paper considers som e aspcts, of the ocillator

usnh is w owy dniis rscn~ representation of the dual reductive pair ( L'(3 i'U I'
writt('n uiniquly as, a poiynomial in z = r-r ', over a p-adic field, with p#--2. Howe's general c.on-

and he irs poer o .,,=r~r-s . strUCtion I Ho I is specialized to this, case and somec
necessary results from an earlier paper by thi" re-

%I,-\i.K-IAIJANI, Reza, Associate Protessor, searcher concerning the dual Pair (Uii I )U( I ),are re-
"Waves in Nonlinearly Viscoelastic Media" Coiit'nni viewed. The irreducible constituents, of the oscillator

- ~ 01ii ' e A c lot Iioiatics. oO ( 1087). 1 10. representation restricted to U()3) are then considered.
First the constituents which embed in principal series

This paper presents an existence and uniueness art' determined, and some explicit intormat ion con-
theorem for shearing motions; in incompressible cerning these embeddings are found. The researcher
nonlinearity viscoelastic media. Travelling wave next shows that each irreducible supercuspidal con-%
soIlct ions are constructed. The qJualitatiye behavior stituent is induced from a representation of a maxi-
Ot solutions cpends on the constitliC ye equations, mal Compact Subgroup of U(3). A Surprising feature
and the entropy conditions, for the limiting hyper- is that in all cases except that in which U(3 (is dle-
holic syte cdpenid on the way' the cons itutive fined over an unramified extension and representa-%
c quationallow11m the vanishing of viscosity. tions oif conductor one are being considered, the

group over the ring of integers does not suttice, and

V.Compressible Hyperelastic Material," l oitl of Ap

i'11 ol'1 A oliI 22 ( 1 0 80) 55, 70. RICHTER, R. Bruce, Assistant P'rofessor, "Contrac-
tions and Crossing Numbers," N\ot, ftoti ( ;?aphl

T h( tr,.nl,iril t' ( l minimi/t rs and] almiost local Thior i/ Dil IX, New, York A dmy (It Sci ince

rmnmii/crs ,irc iinsidercd tor the tuinctional ) 1Q85), 23 24.

VU 0 1r 'i~ u (10de 7I (Is The' (rossing number v C ) ot a1 grap I'l is t he illill I -

1n11 ILIiuber of pairs of crossing edges ining ill

0onl% it G is, planar. It c is, an edge, in the gralph I.
given.c - is the graph11 with edge v deleted. It is obv\ in

11t, 0( 1 0 iC ). Let Gc; denote the g1raph1 w h
.inI o 'I 1,s ,iiTi' ir 1I t'-li'in tlcHt ire m li c h ndpoints (,t c identified and c deleted An
p jI tti. , ' ii k h i r 1  ,i l i ni i/e r) s1.iple is given to show th,1t viC, k v , i

jim') miimi/i-rit I I hn iiis vvxher psibe

%
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,* RICHTER, R. Bruce, Assistant Professor, co-author, WARIL)IAW, William P., Associate Profe.sor, "Ad-
"Circuits in 4-regular plane graphs," Congrssus vanced Problem 6528," lTcwAmcctca, Matlhwmatial
,\um eranttu, 53 (10 8o), 36-47. Nlonthlyu, 03 8 (OD.tober 108o), o50.

A plane graph is a graph embedded in the plane. The following is problem II on page 4,1 ot
A straight-ahead walk in a 4-regular plane graph is Chevalleys FiodaoicitaJ Cooc2lit, of Ale,'ro. Aof
a walk that leaves each internal vertex v of the walk demic Press (19 5o):
along the edge opposite to the edge upon which the
walk enters v. A *-circuit is a circuit that is also a Let H be a subgroup of a group G. Show that the

straight-ahead walk. Thus the origin of a *-circuit elements s of G such that the mapping t - ts ' of
is distinguished. G into itself map H into itself form a subgroup N

Let X,, denote the class of 4-regular plane graphs of G, of which H is a normal subgroup: show that
having n vertices and a straight-ahead Euler tour. every subgroup of G containing H and in which H
Set C, =k some G F. X,, has exactly k *-circuits i. is normal is contained in N. Provide an example to
In this work, C,, is completely determined: show that the assertion of the problern is false.

C,, = 1k 2 < k < ni n even , WARIDLAW William P. Associate Professor, "Solu-

Ution to problem 1221;' Alathemaitics Maga.:inc, 59-4
C k2--n O k nk n,(October 1986), 240-241.

-k:t2n-21 n odd .

This solution to problem 1221 previously posed in
this journal by William A. McWorter, fr., shows that

RICHTER, R. Bruce, Assistant Professor, co-author, if k and n are fixed integers with I < k < n, then the
"Conprimal Graphs;' Congressus Nioierou, 5 subgroup of the symmetric group S, generated by

." (1986), 87-Q4. the k-cycles (x, x+1 .. x+k-I) for x=], 2..
n-k+ I is the whole symmetric group S,, when k

A graph G is said to be decomposed into subgraphs is even, and the alternating group A. when k is odd.
H1, , ....H,, if every edge of G lies in exactly one
H,. Let Tc be any set of connected graphs and S,
be any subset of T,. S, is said to be conprimal rela- WARDLAW, William P., Associate Professor, "Solu-

- tive to T, if each graph in T, decomposes into dis- tion to problem 297," The Colh'gE' Mathematics
tinct elements of S,. and no graph in S,. can be de- Journal, 18-1 (January 1087), 72.
composed into other elements of S,..

The main theorem states that for any set of con- This solution to the previously posed problem 2Q7
nected graphs T, a unique subset S,. of T, exists of M. S. Klamkin shows that it H,(x,,x. x,) is

which is conprimal relative to -,.. homogeneous of degree n,, for i=0, 1, s, and
If T, is the set of all connected graphs, several H,,=F(H,, H, . H,), then H,, is homogeneous in

families of graphs are shown to be conprimal. A the functions 1J,,. 1,, where
complete determination of S,. for this T,. is still open.

J,=H, ....
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W\'-NlI .-\\ Wilin P A-sok late I'rttessor, "SoWu- numbeIIr U satistx'ing 2 5 L1 3 3, and lu-IC[ an1

tion to problem 20Q," 1i~c V'~~ralthcil tIc donmIv choose LILI wvith probaiklitN U and Ill f

/. 1'I,' 16 1 ! lanuarv %,1I 7 74 7v. WI th1 p~robabilitV I U.

I III s1LutIOn to prIoblemI 20)') posed bIN AXrnold AD W, ilamIIAs atPtu- t
l-1iu Hu' es Inkt hod, (it probabilitv and g'im "Common solution to problem 300,' Ow CohI,, 'g
theorN to ,ol\k, the tollow-ing gamec: Peter and IauLd Aa~coi~Iiril ~I(lnav07 c

'1rt to . tImdtai'iu'l\ , oost one triplet apic from W ?I1tC 10 M 1,18 1( ILJ' 0 ,,7o

amlong I111 HfifI fI I I I II I HTL. ThHH wrHIo souinineHIinlsl111td
1 1I1 A tair Woin is Used to produce an indetinitelv Ti omnsluinidpnl'nl umitt

f our so!lvers to problem 300,pe'i(t 5  posed b%'
lon.g sCkT-qIC Of Ils or TIs uintil tither Peter's or .P.SSatytAdiAbb thoisios

PauL triplt't ilptears. The player wvhose triplet oc- Kt R. S. aatvo di bk, :101, ,1%
ha it AD is the bisector of< AC (i riangle

k ur, tirst wins one unit trom the, other. P~eter wishes
ABC , then AD)=A(- AB BC it ind only it aIngle A X

to i n a s I possile. What is his op a
stratgV7Ihesoltio istha Peer houd slec ~i is twice one (ot the other angles ot the tiangle.
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BAlt.L), Craig K. Assistant l'rolt-sor, "A Combi- (;OTAY, Mark J., Assistant Professor, "Quantum
natorial Inequality," WAashington and [Lee Nathe- Gravitational Collapse," Invited Lecture to the
maltics ColloquiumT1. Le'\ngton, V'irginia, 14 October Special Year in Geometry, University (f Illinois,
1080. Champaign-Urbana, Illinois, 16-20 November 1986.

D3AILEY, Craig K., Assistant i'rofessor, "Using the GOTAY, Mark J., Assistant Professor "The Relation
Binmia Tecrrnin Combinatorial Inequalities;" between Gauge Symmetries and Constraints in

Mathematical Association of America Sectional Relativistic Field Theory," University of Minnesota,
Meeting, Rockville Maryland, c, November 198b. Minneapolis, Minnesota, 25-28 February 1987.

* BAILEY, Craig K., Assistant Protessor, "Dissection G(TAY. Mark J., Assistant Professor, "Four Dimen-
of Equilateral Triangles,' Seventeenth Annual South- sional Symplectic Geometry," University of Min-
eastern Conference on Combinatorics. Graph The- nesota, Minneapolis, Minnesota, 25-28 February
or v, and Computing, Boca Raton, Florida, 24 Feb- 1987.

N: ruarv 1087.
GOTAY, Mark I., Assistant Professor, "A Class of

LOOK. Christopher %1.. and Eric C. RUTTEN- Non-polarizable Symplectic Manifolds," Lehigh Uni-%
B['RG. %lidshipnu'n 2 C, "Lanchaster's Square Law verSity Geometry and Topology Conference, Bethle-
in Discrete Variables,' %II)-A- DC Sectional Meet- hem, Pennsylvania, 20-23 M'vay 1987.
ing of the Mlathematical Association of America,

* 1.~ovolai (. ollege. Baltimore, %iarvland, 22 November HF MAN Roet .. socae rfso,

"Physics is Legislated by a Cosmogony," Mathemat-
ical Association of America Regional Meeting, Loy-

C KAX\'+(.RI) Carol G., Associate Professor, "First ola College, Baltimore, Maryland, 22 November
China USA Graph Theory Conference," Miathe- 1080.
miat is ( olh quiun, 1.S. Naval A( adenw. Annapolis,.

Niariand 2~Octoer 08c' FARRMANN, Robert A.. Associate Professor,

"Modern Cosmogony Research," Mathematics Col- -

(RAWFORI) ( irol (".. Associate Professor, loqUiuim, U.S. Naval A~cadeimy, Annapolis. NMary-'
"Trends in Research Papers for T'he Amnerican NMath- land, 1) April 1087.
ernatical Monthly- ," Ed tonal Board Meeting. Sdin

to h\as,21 ~mnurv I%7.HERRMIANN, Robert A.. Associate Professor "The

Metamorphic Universe," Essex Community College
C(01A)~, IMrk I.. Assistant Professor, "Momentum Conference, Essex Community College, Baltimore,
Mappings and C'onstraints in Relativistic Field The- Nlaryland. 4 June 1087.
o ory: lcvc'nth lntcrnait i, al Conteren e on General
<wltit v xa nd C ,ramvititon, Stockholm, Svweden. , VA ihe . sitn rfso."od

o. 12 lukc 100 OFMN'ihalFAsitn Poesr,"od
ing Polynomials;" Mathematics Colloquium.n U.S.
Naval Academy Annapolis. Maryland, 15 October

C (lAV % Mark I ,si,mnt Professoir "Some Recent 1080.
*Results in SN Vivocic Geometry," Spcu iail Year in (1

t'rT10tv 1flivrsitv ofl Illinois. ( h~irn[)aign-I rhana. I )HMAAN, Nli haed F- Assistant P'rofessor. "Gen-
llli''i to 0 Nvembr 18o.erali7ed Chebyshev Polynomials Associated with

Affine Weyl Groups," Lnvri of Maryland

IA) J .\i, rk I x sistat Professokr. "The Quanti- ( honitry Topology Seminar, College Park, Mary-
/ation of Constr ined Systems with Symmetry," laind. 15 1 ecmber ](So

iii 'ii,ir in , Wirnet1rV. I'nivcrsity oft Illinois,.
* Cl.m 1 '.'nl ('rbhina llinois It, 20 November 108c.
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IHOFFM.\N I". ha . .-\ 'itant 'rott,,sor. "Non- MOEN. Courtnev t., Assistant Professor, "Gauss
coincidence Index of Manifolds," I ehig4h ,'niveritv Sums and Metaplectic Groups I," Mathematics Col-

"comt'ot r\ and ;,po logy Corthrent t eth h'hcm. ioq u i unM, U.S. Naval Academy, Annapolis, %lark-
[Lvnn,,v[%vanla 23Mav 1 18S7. land, I 5 April 1087.1

%. KAPLAN Harold NI., Prote,,or. "Small Alphas are MOEN, Courtney H., Assistant Professor, "E-
Better Than They Look," robabilitv-Statistics I)ay, Factors for Covering Groups of GL(2)," American

,nivcr,,itv otNarvland Bai'inmorc County' Haiti- Nathematical Society Meeting, Newark, New ler-
more. Niarvland. c )eember IO8. seV 2o April 1987.

KAPLAN. Harold .L. Proftessor "Few Blocks and MYLANDER, W. Charles, Professor, "Building &
Any Number of Treatments for Non-Negatives," Solving LP Models on a PC,' Maryland Chapter
Probability and Statistics Day, University ot Dela- Operations Research Society of America Institute
%ware, Newark. Delaware, 1 May 1087. ot Management Science, Baltimore, Maryland, 8

December 1986. ,

KIDWELL, Mark E., Associate Professor, "Poly-
nomial Invariants of Two-Label Links," Braids Con- PARSONS, Lee, Commander, USNR, "A Game
ference, University ot California at Santa Cruz, Called Horse," New York State Mathematics Asso-
Santa Cruz, California, 15 July 10 80. ciation of Two Year Colleges Annual Conference,

Syracuse, New York, 25 April 1987.

KIDWELL, Mark E.. Associate Protessor, "Knot
Polynomials," Mathematics Coloquium, US. Naval PENN, Howard L., Associate Professor, "The Use
Academy, Annapolis, Marvlanct 15 October 1Q8b. of Computer Graphics in the Teaching of Differen-

tial Equations:' Joint National Meeting ot the Ameri-
MARUSZEWSKI, Richard F.. Captain. USNR, can Mathematical Society and the Mathematical

"Horse A Probabilistic Look at a Game of Chance;" Association of America, San Antonio, Texas, 23
Annual Conference of New York State Mathematics January 1987.

:.."."Teachers, Syracuse, New York, 25 April 1087,
. TrwPENN, Howard L., Associate Professor, "The Kodak

Datashow Projector," U.S. Naval Academy Mathe-
NASSELL, Paul B., Assistant Professor "Dynamical matics Department Seminar on Computer Usage,
Systems and Probability," Salisbury State College, Annapolis, Maryland 2 February 1987.
Salisbury, Maryland, 30 April 1987.

NIASSELL, Paul B., Assistant Professor, "A Survey PENN, Howard L., Associate Professor, "How Com-
Course on Dynamical Systems," Chapter Spring puters Can Enhance the Teaching of Calculus,"
Curetin M athemical AystsCanferric, Mathematical Association of America Sectional" Q'Meeting, Mathematical Association of America, Meeting, Salisbury, Maryland, 13 June 1987.

" • Salisbury State College, Salisbury, Maryland, 30
". ". ,April 1087.

April187,PRICE, Geoffrey L., Assistant Protessor, "Shifts on

YP A o , e ithe Hyperfinite II, factor," Functional Analvsis Semi-% I" C C O Y . P e te r A ., P ro fe sso r, "R e p re se n ta tio n o f n r n v r i y o o a o a C t ,I w , a c
* HamncFucin o h ropS()" iey nar, University of Iowa, Iowa City. Iowa, 6 March. Harmonic Functions on the Group SU(2);' Ninety- 1087.

third Annual Meeting of the American Mathemati-
cal Society, San Antonio, Texas, 21 January 1987.

WARDIAW, William P., Associate Professor and

wo , i -r ,GR. Bruce RICHTER, Assistant Professor, "Diagonali-
,..tMOEN, Courtney H., Assistant Professor, "GaussAn-

Sums and Metaplectic Groups," Mathematics Collo- na tin o te Rin Mathica So-
' uium, US. Naval Academy, Annapolis, Maryland,the American Mathematical So-

10 l)eUember 108e. A ciety, San Antonio, Texas, 23 January 1087,
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WITHERS, William D., Assistant Professor. "Fold- WVITHERS, William D)., Assistant P~rofessor, "Told-
ing Polynomials and Their Dynamics," Universitv ing Polynomials" Department of Mathematics,,
of Maryland Summer Dynamics Seminar College Japanese National Defense Acadenmy, Yokosuka,
Park. Maryland, I July 1086. Japan. 13 May 1987.

WITHERS, William ID., Assistant Prof'ssor, "Iter- WOLFE, Carvel S., Associate Professor, "Multiplex

ated Function Systems," Mathematics CollojuiuIm, or a Combination Simplex-Dual-Simplex Method
U-.Naval Academy, Annapolis, Maryland, I I Feb- for L.P.;" Mathematics Colloquium, U.S. Naval

ruarv 1087. Academy, Annapolis, Maryland, 23 September
1066.

WITHERS, William D., Assistant Protessor, "New-
ton's Method for Fractal Approximation," Depart-
ment ot M~ath-ematics, Georgia Institute of Tech-
nology', Atlanta, Georgia, 5 March 1087.
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DLEPARTMVIEN TO 1

7 Oceanography
COMM\ANDE R MICHAEL 1'CAVANAUGH, USN

civilian taCu ItV members conducted
sponsored rec,(h in a broad range of
oceanographic and atmospheric
areas. This research provided oppor-

tulnlt ite tor file taCultv to keep to keep abreast of
C Ur ren t %%o rk, andi i t served as, thle basis tor qualIif ied
mnid~hipmen to Undertake related research projects.

Funding was ',ecured from the Defense Mapping
.- gencv. the fohns Hopkins University-Applied
Ph% it, Laboratory, the National Science Founda-
ion. the Ottfice ot Naval Research and the Corn-%

MandeL~rNaval Oceanography Command.
Specitic areas ot research activity v within the De-

part ment included, but were not limlited to, soundA
firopa)gatiOn. light attenuation, turbidity, mathe-
mat ical modeling -it the Severn River, sheft break
up%%elling arctic ocean current reversals, chemnical

~~uiitio ot nowfill, and un glint pattern
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Sponsored Research

Turbidity in the Chesapeake Bay
RESEARCHER: PROFESSOR JOHN W. FOERSTER

SPONSOR: DEFENSE MAPPING AGENCY

Studies kn sediment particles, turbidity, and the at-

tenuation coefficient continue. Analyses of 8 years
of data is beginning.

.", Predictive Model of Severn River Ecosystem
RESEARCHER: PROTESSOR JOHN V. FOERSTER%

SPONSOR: DEFENSE NIAPPING AGENCY

Development of a mathematical model for the eco-
v system of the Severn River is underway. Baseline Z

.. data collections are in analysis presently.

* Shelf Break Upwelling in the Denmark Strait
%%

RESEARCH: PROFESSOR JOHN V. FOERSTER

SPONSOR: DEFENSE MAI'PING AGENCY %

lnvctigations tt historical oceanographic records with an average Ekman layer depth of 74 m. An N,

and recent intrared satellite scans in the area between anonalie in the vertical Sigma-t distribution in-
longitude 24 wet to 32 we:t and latitude 62 dicated water movement towards the surface. This (N

north to oo north have led to the discovery of a physical information, results of water chemistry for
'one ot apparent unstable water. This zone is located ortho phosphate, distribution of the biota and the

btween the 200-rn and 1,000-m bathymetric con- irfrared satellite scans have led to the conclusion that .%
tour, we't of Iceland in the Denmark Strait. The upwelling conditions exist during the polar summer
,tudv area was and is very active in biological pro- in this area of the Denmark Strait. This upwelling

1duction. It ha, provided the majority of the catch is believed to be a function of the particular air-sea
for th Icelandic whale fishery. A survey expedition interaction conditions that exist at this time of year.
.nve,,tigated this area in lune of 1081. Calculation, The resuIt of this interaction has been the devel-
trori the ,Ur\eV data revealed that water was opment of a 34,000 km' area of high biological
,ransporting to the Northwest at 2.3 X 10'm' sec productivity.
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Geostrophic Wind Velocity Thresholds for Bering StraitCurrent Reversals Under Open Water
and Ice-Covered Conditions

Zl\1I[ AR( II H~ V'll IN(. PROF I "O~R lI1o\IA- I1. KOZO N

li , Ih t leaht' tit in ait ['cden Sia Biikh t, Ptro IhI( dItai were "ik ex mine11d to dteriint. ii k.
viii\aSib(r1Ia 'Indl Norm' Ala'.11A! 'Urroiinthe tover ttt ct on' t tirrent re'rsIal thresio101 1. Stl

licrin,, Strait. .01rat 1ti1slhcri( data inmultaint- data .howedl that total ire rover vmc 1,% 2 1
*U~ ot l 11:!1 tmmttd I ron t h i netWorI ka n be Use'd to Novemnber I n ca( h ItuldVvc~ ar. '

A1 lt1, uktC a IC 'Itropi w1 R%-i nd % 1sIt-l \ itV.\'g to0r t he kesults show that a kg t.omponecuit fron, 40
)t ra it ( enter-. St rai t cuirrents 1 10CmOn ott the bottom kV-10C will reverse110-111 noma L1Curt flo l 1ro 1t nort

have beenI extrarteti troII two data sets onec tor Secp- to 10o.1th at a mnagnituLCtl o4 8 ms1' Lintlt'r openter
t'Imbe'r I )70 M a rt h!0t77 Cot~athna n and .- ag aa rtl condit ions. DU rinrg ire CoVer, hi wrVr a V-40 01 1!

106 a nd a nothKr t or Novemnber 1081 April 1082 least 12.5 m,, 'is needled to evret hiu trrnit fromt

(Aag aard et al. P 831 Historical kg dlata and thK north to south, which is a 5rc,' im reasec in
abIove (tlrrent dlata have been matc hedl to tievelop magnitUde.
prtdit t ion nomnograms, tor tlow reversals and retine- A paper docu~menting this, researt h has beeni sub-

'4ment Ot trainsport es timatcs. nmitteti to the Jouirna of Goj lic~l Rc,ci:

Mesoscale Meteorology of the Norton Sound Region
REFACiE: kl'sTING PROFESsOR THOMAS L. Kozo

SPONSOR: OFFICE OF NAVAL RESEARCH -

AXn analysis of 10c4 P08s suirace wintls pressures. %iesoscale thermal effects wvere seen as sea,
antd temperatures at three weather ,tations, supi breezes in the Sound during open water months,. The '

rounding Norton Sountl was pertormed. The sta- highst sea breeze Velocities reachetd were 10.8 rnI-K
* tions in this former network were Northeast Cape, at both Nome and Linalakieet. Examination of

St., lawrence Island, outsirle the Sountl . Nome, rotary spectra from station wind Velocity time series
and linalakleet. Their surface pressure tdata were at Home and Unalakleet showed an additional
usetlI to calculate geostroph ic windl Velocities at the mTountain-valley wintd svstem Caulset by combined
Sountd center for comparison with simtultaneous thermal and orographic effects;. Therefore a pseuido

~ ~ coastal surface winds, sumnmer land breeze can exist in coastal Arctic%
/4 lesosc(ale orographic efter ts at Nome antI regions, prod~ucing otfshore wintds in areas, with

I riklet-t were most evident f20 percent of the data river valleys antd small mountain ranges. The max-
sets in the winter months; when the SOUnrl was ite( imum ottshore wintds due to this, efftect w-,ere 11.3

* overetl. MaximuIm (oltl air dlrainage winds recortded ms, at Nome and 10.8 ms- at Unalakleet. The tomn-
Jr, ~ at I. nalakleet we rel In m' antd 14.5 is 'at Nome. binetl etter ts of luly antI Au~gust were domlinant in

Tcn pert ent of all wintd velocities recordetd at Nome more than 2o percent of the surta(c wind tdata.
for lanuarv antI lkbrua ry were zero, due to

orographic blot age antd corner effects. Windl
stead iness at all sites, reat hed a maximum11 tdnring this
sameC season. A

.4 %
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Mountain Barrier Effects on Sea Ice Drift
in the Beaufort Sea Coastal Ice Zone

RESFIACIIER: VISITIiNG P'RorrssoR TilOlAS I-. KOZO
SPONSOR: C0rrieiL 01 NAVAL RESEARCH%

Three satellite transmit ting surface weather station,, the time frorm \larch through Nlav 1082. These( mes,-
wvere deVplOyedi in %larch 1082 on the sea ice, 100 kmi OsCale pressure gradients, if large enough, Caused
north of Barter Island (ICE) the foothills ot the 140 wvind direction reversals as tar as 1 10 kmi ott-
Brooks Range ( IACC)', and Narwhal Island, respec- shore at station ICE. The critical Value for the ex-
tivelvx. Thes e formed a netivork providing diata for tensive reversals averaged .08 mibk ' from Barter
caIluation of high resolution geost rophic winds, Island to IAGO. As late as Miay, 1082 station ICT

nt ar Mountain pressure gradlients, and net wvind vcc- was still inside the influecec zone of thle Brooks
tor turning withl height- Range. The sea ice was less Consolidated than in the

Near mountain pressure gradients. which were winter months, and two reversaks in dritft motion
not 1rce on National W~eat her Service ( NWS) directly attributable to mountain barrier etfects were
cliart-. opposed sx'noptic pressure gradients 3c); of seen.-

Analysis of Glint Patterns Utilizing Remote Sensing Techniques
Ri si ARC IIR: MIDSHIP'MAN i DEBORAHi D. KLATT

ADVISERS: V'ISITING, PROFESSOR ALAN E. STRONG,

L.tirTNANT COMMANDER IOHN GLEASON, USN, AND

Ms. IoeIst[ \VALLLNDoRF (HYDROMECIIANICS LABORATORY)

SPONsoR: TRIDENT SCHOLAR PROGRAM

The researcher began by ekamining sUnglint trom to surface current tields,. It appears trom the rela-
teatures in the Navy Coastal Tank in an attempt to tionslip ot the thermal - JR teatures, with the eddy
~inll-ate structure and glint patterns observed by% patterns, seen in the shuttle photos that expressions
ShUt'le astronauts and Captured in their photo- are present that tie, directiv with surface Currents,
graphs ot the Meiterranean Sea. The project con- not just surtace film wind tfields. These conclusions,.,
cluded with the use ot NOAA AVHRR satellite should help future researchers in this area continue
imnagery in the infrared that were taken nearly coin- to bUild upon this knowledge base, and with utiliza- --

cident iil lv with the shuttle pictures to showv that t ion of patterns in tihe gI intlight area, aid in
these feature, revealed in the glint regions, are related mnesoscale surtace currernt determinat ions.
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Independent Research

LSAP
RLSEARCHER: PROFESSO [DAI L

This is a classified ASW project concerned with physical vi-wpomt. Analysis was transmitted in thc
ways to enhance Signal-to-Noise ratio for detection form of a written contide ntial report to thv proe f
ot shipping. The project required analysis ot pro- sponsor.
posed oceanic test sites from a geological and geo-

Chemical Composition of Snowfalls and Snowpacks:
Contribution of Rime Ice and Hoar Frost

RESEARCHER: VISITING PRorEssoR EDWARD E. HINDMAN

Aerosal particle scavenging by snow is poorly Results show most of the soluble species from
understood. Consequently. a study was conducted the aerosol particles (ions, acidity, etc.) are present
at Storm Peak Lab (3220m MSL) in the Colorado in the supercooled liquid water. Snow which grows
Rocky Mountains to investigate the fractionation of at the expense of cloud droplets (depositional

*atmospheric aerosol particles among ice crystals growth) has low concentrations ot contaminants.
(snow), cloud water, and cloud interstitial aerosol These results indicate that when the snow crystal
particles. The experiments were conducted when the riming mechanism dominates snow crystal growth,.. 2

laboratory was enveloped by a supercooled mixed- it controls the chemical composition of the snow.
phase cloud base typically 300m below the labora- Preliminary evidence indicates a variation in chem-
tory. Snow, cloud water, and aerosol particles were ical composition as a function of cloud droplet size.
collected and analysed for trace elements and solu- This research was conducted in connection with
ble ions. The cloud water and snow were also ana- Colorado State University and sponsored by the Na-
lysed for pH and conductivity. tional Science Foundation.
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Research Course Projects

Automated Weather Station Drift in the
Alaskan Beaufort Sea Coastal Ice Zone

RESEARCHER: M1IDSHIPMEN 2 C PATRICIA A. LII'OMA

ArvISER: VISITING P~ROFESSOR TiOMAS L Kozo

In the koast a! ice zone, sea ice motion was, deter- pack was consolidated, a maximum daily station et

nmnd 1w movemient ot an automnated satellite trans- movement of 8.0 km was seen for 12.5 mn s easterly
mitt ing weather stat ion Sy )stemi ARGOS) placed winds. During May and rune when the ice pack

north oit Barter Island on the pack ice in March 1082. became less consolidated, there was evidence of treeII
-hi, station collected wind vectors, pressure, drift. IMaximumn daily station movement after this

temiperatu, position. and magnetic compass head- date was 55 km for easterly winds of 12.5 m s. May
ing data until the Middle Of luly. Two other land data showed two 9 km reversals in the ice floe move-

statin ls one at the toothills of Brooks, Range and mient (from west to east) at about 120 kmn from the

the, other oin Narwhal Island, tormed a mesoscale coast. The Brooks Range mo~untain barrier effect has
aItmo10pherio. pressure network when combined with been shown to be the Cause. After 31 May, as dis-
the- dritting station. This network was used to tance frorn the Brooks Range increased, there was
enlhance prediction of statio~n drift over that pro- no evidence that mountain barrier effects altered ice

* vided by synoptic wind analysis, floe motion in the station vicinity.
In the mionths of Mlarch and April when the
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*"." Publications

FOERSTER, John W., Jerome WILLIAMS, Pro- Observations and measurements were made ot
tessors, and Frederick A. SKOVE, Associate Pro- supercooled liquid water in clouds which enveloped
tessor iComputer Science), "Diurnal Variation of high elevation sites in the Colorado Rocky Moun-
Surface Phytoplankton in the Denmark Strait,' tains for the winters of 1980 81 through 1983 84.
Estuarmc Variabilit,. ed. 1). \lte. New York: The observations showed that liquid water was
Academic Press, 10 8o, pp. 1O3-202. more frequent at the southern and northern Rocky

sites than at the central sites. Eighty percent of the ",

Data were taken at two-hour intervals over a liquid water periods persisted 3 to 20 h at the north-
24-hour period at a station near the mouth of the ern Rocky site. This site was enveloped by super-
Patuxent River. a sub-estuary of the Chesapeake cooled liquid cloud 24% of the time during the
Bay. This station was occupied on 13-14 July 1983, months of December 1981 and January 1982.
and the sequence was repeated on 25-26 June 1984, Average liquid water contents at the sites ranged be-
with similar results. Measurements of surface beam tween 0.14 to 0.23 g m-"; the maximum individual
transmittance indicated a diurnal variation with a value was 0.60 g m-'. The measurements indicated
minimum occurring at about 1800 and a maximum that substantial amounts of liquid water were flow- 1
after midnight. The late afternoon transmittance was ing over the Colorado Rockies at mountaintop
about half that during nighttime. Optical measure- heights.
ments were correlated with concentration of
suspended particles, and changes in the size distri-
bution of the suspended material were associated author,The Relationship Betweeng MarinefAerosol-

with changes in transparency. Through the use of Particles and Satellite-detected Radiance," Journal of
optical measurements, particle counts, chlorophyll
a measurements, and phytoplankton analyses, the Geophysical Research, D3 (March 1986), 4063-4072.

researchers determined that phytoplankton popula- An experiment is described which investigated the
tions are probably changing by at least an order of relationship between marine aerosol particles and
magnitude over each diurnal cycle. Examination of satellite-detected radiance. The experiment resulted
tidal movement and the entire water column led to in a near-simultaneous set of visible and near-
the conclusion that these daily variations were due infrar s imaes and e ar- ¢-to gazig, ad ,,,'ee nt asocited ithhorion- infrared satellite images and aircraft aerosol parti- :_

to grazing, and were not associated with horizon- ceanstevribemsumns.Tsedacle and state variable measurements. These data ,.:
tal advection or sinking. A mathematical model us- demonstrated that satellite-detected radiance at red-
ing a bimodal grazing pattern, coupled with an ex- visible and near-infrared wavelengths is positively
ponential solar-controlled growth rate, fitted the correlated with aerosol optical depth. Further, the
data reasonably well, data show that relative humidity changes account

for variations in aerosol particle size, which in turn
HINDIMAN, Edward E., Visiting Professor, "Char- lead to variations in satellite-detected upwelling ra-
acteristics of Supercooled Liquid Water in Clouds diance. Therefore, it appears possible to use satellite
at Mountaintop Sites in the Colorado Rockies," Jour- imagery to investigate variations of marine bound-
al ,t Climate wid Applied Meteorology, 9 ary layer aerosol particles and relative humidity.

(September 1986), 1271-1279.
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HINl)\.-\\ Fdward F.. Visiting Professor, The first imobilization Mode ma\iinhiin durn-I
Physical and Optical lroperties of a Laboratory tion one week) is an apparent balant betwcen

Cloud," Preprints ot Conterence on Cloud Phvsic,. northerly wind stress, water stress trom the south,
Ameri. an 1 eteo rolog ical Societ v, Boston, and internal ice stresses. The seond immobilization

, lasachusetts. September 108o . 11)7-11'1O. mode is due to large, double, solid ice arches jam-
ming the Strait for up to tour weeks.

I Droplet spectra measurements trom a slow-
e5pan,;ion c.loud chamber experiment were analyzed T
for their physical and optical properties. The ver- i.. LVisiting Professor, co-author.

"Modeling Winds and Open-Water Buoy Drifttical distribution of liquid water content, average Along the Eastern Beaufort Sea Coast, Including the
droplet sizes and b-scat values just above and below Eco the Bst ange oast, I
cloud base" were in remarkable agreement with Effects of the Brooks Rnge;' Courm l ot (eophucal

Noonkesters measurements beneath and within ma- r l?

rine stratus. The LWC value assumed by Noonkester 13,032.
of 0.02 g m- to define cloud base was ConfirmedP

The United States Coast Guard deployed a cluster
by the chamber results. The chamber droplet spec- of satellite transmitting, surface-drifting buoys in the
tra dispersion values decreased with increasing Beautort Sea northot Irudhoe Bay Alaska, on 17

, distance above "cloud base." demonstrating a nar-

rowing of the droplet spectra due to condensation August 1Q83. The surface currents in this coastal
area are predominantly wind driven. An unusual

be slov,fer thane droplets. ed This narrowing appears stand of westerly winds led to eastward drift, with
predicted by theory. Finally, into Mackenzie Bay

* minimum visual range of 4m was achieved at the (Ca n by movin To m oton Bay
termination of the chamber expansion. This value anada by mid-September. The buoy motion sug-" -",egested that they were driven by the geostrophic wind
is sufficiently low to conclude that electromagnetic
energy propagation experiments appear feasible modified by the orographic "umbrella" of the Brooks

Range. This mesoscale effect can create changes inwtitecuchbrwind direction and regions of super- and sub-

-geostrophic speeds. It influenced an arcuate zone at
KOZO, Thomas L., Visiting Professor, co-author, least 50 km seaward of the coast from Camden Bay
"Nowcasting Sea Ice Movement Through the Ber- (Alaska) to Mackenzie Bay. A simple model was
ing Strait," Proceetdings of the Fifth International developed to predict the wind modifications and
Offshore Mechanics and Arctic Engineering Sym- resultant wind-driven buoy drift. The model's in-
posium, 4 (1986), 394-402. itial wind velocity input is calculated geostrophic

wind derived from triangular-shaped mesoscale at-
Geostrophic wind velocities were calculated using mospheric pressure network data. These networks
atmospheric pressure data from Bering Strait sta- were chosen because their boundaries alternately

, tions at Uelen (Siberia), Bukhta Provideniya (Si- contained the trajectories of the eastward-moving
beria, and Nome (Alaska). These velocities were buoys. The model then used this network velocity
matched to Strait sea ice displacements derived from to generate an orographically-modified wind field %

satellite imagery (1974-1984), resulting in an all- at buoy locations in offshore areas north of the
* weather ice movement nowcasting model. Also, five Brooks Range. The actual buoy drift during the

ice displacement modes were identified, open-water season covered approximately 650 km
The first mode is Chukchi-to-Bering Sea move- in 60 days, with the final model-predicted buoy drift

ment when northeasterly winds exceed 11.5 m/s. position in error by less than 50 km. The Brooks
The second and third modes are Bering-to-Chuchi Range influence did not appear to affect the October
Sea movement. Mode two is driven by a preexisting buoy drift, which was north of Richards Island
north-flowing ocean current during weak opposing (Canada) above 70 N and east of 135 N.
winds. Mode three is due to winds and currents act-
ing in concert.
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KOZO,. I'lioras I.. V'isit ing P riecsr Cu-authilr. SiTRO\,C)N Alan I., Visitinug P rutfessor, The Effect
M1,oscale Nowcasting of Sea Ice Movemient of El Chichon on the 82 83 EI Nin," 1~&It~4

through the Bering Strait with a D~escription of Ma- ut Amucrican ( ;r ohvsic al t. nion Meeting, Son [ran-
jor Dlriving Forces," A oi!thi, IV\'i'ut hcrN'ur 1 15, c isco, C al it rnia. 8 12 DC)ermber 1118o, R )5, v-, p)N tJanuary 1087, t V)3 207. 880.
Stirtacu 1tn1us[pheriL pres'Llre data from a triangular t sing Updated \'ulanir acrosul information tor t he
station netwuork sUrroUunding thc' Bering St rait are last 110 years, together with seasonally adjuisted sea

% ~ Used tu al( L1 late byV u)kt blet io a I geust ruphic w inrd surtface temperature anuomal ies, a strung rela tin is
velur itics. Net daily Strait cea ice muvement is dc- demonstrated between tropical e'rupt ions, when
rivcd tfrum visible and infrared NOAA satellite irn- stratospheric easterlies trap in jet ted awrosols, in ional

* agcr' tur. Nuvemb(r through Mlaiv 1074 . These his- belts, over the t ropics tor seve'ral month,,. and in-
tir a i ic-mot jun data and network wind velocity creasing sea surface tem1peratures Isst oft the eastern

rlata are u'ser to dlevelop an empirical 12-h adlvance euILuatonial Pacitic. A pronounced et t ect is shown to

turerast I nowvast) sa ice moovenment modiel with all- last t or uip to eighteen months when below normal
wecathr'r capaibilities. A necessary outgrowvth of this SSTs we're in effect at the time of the eruption-
stud%, has been the idlentitication and classification Along the eqJuator this SST increase averages ap-
of three modles ot ice movement and two mocks (it Proximately +0.75 C,' as contrastedi with no
ire immobilization according to their major driving resulting increase during inactive volcanic years..r
fo'rces. The tirst ice-mnovement modle is from the Although the sturlV reveals a relationship between
Chukchi to the Bering Sea, requiring a minimum eruiption and Subsequent SST increase, it clues not
northeasterly geostrophic wind ot 12 m s'. The see- prove "cause and eftect" in the form of a volcanic
onrl anrl thirdl modes represent ice movement from triggering mechanism for El Nino7, but rather a
the Bering to the Chuikchi Sea. Mode 2 is dlriven by modifier to those oceanic atmospheric processes al-
a preexisting north-flowing ocean Current that off- ready uinderway. The eruption ot El Chich()n in 1082 .
se ets weak windls from the northeast. Mlode three is and the ensuing El Nin6 illustrates this relationship.
large movement due to a combination of south- Although signs of an El NinCO were already evident
wecsterly wvinrls and north-flowing ocean current, before the eruption, El Chich6n appears to have
The first immobilization mode (maxiMm duration been responsible for dramatically amplifying the

*one week) is an apparent balance between northerly ocean warming that followed. More extensive and-
0^wiinrl stress, Current stress from the south, and in- more rigorously determined Measurements over the

ternal ice stresses. The second immobilization mode next 25 years of both volcanic aerosols and SSTs;
- ~ (least commion) is clue to double. solid sea ice arches from satellite should more accurately define this im-

forming across the Strait. These arches remained in- portant climatic relationship.
tact Under strong northeasterly geostrophic winds
20 -2c m s') and can last up to four weeks.
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Presentations

HINDMNAN, Edward E., V'isiting Professor, "As- the Bering Strait," Workshop on Mlodeling 0(can
cending Mount Everest Through Soaring Flight,' At- and Sea Ice Transport in the, Northern Bering ad
mospheric Science De'partnment Seminar, Colorado Chukchi Seas, lPacitic Marine Env iron mentalI Lab-

Stae Ui~v-Niv,-ort Collins, Colorado, 1 Au~gu~lt oratory, Seattle %asigo,2-30(tlr18.

KOZO, Thomas L., Visiting P'rotessor, CeostrophiL
HINDMNAN, EdWard F., Visiting P~rofessor, "Phys- Wind Velocity Thresholds for Bering Strait Current
ical and Optical Properties of a Laboratory Cloud," Reversals under Open Water and Ice-Covered Con-
Oceanography Department Seminar, United States ditions" Amrvrican Gvophysical Union Fall Meeting,.
Naval Academny, Annapolis, Maryland, 18 Septemn- San Francisco, California, 8-12 D~ecember I 08o.
her 108o.

KOZO, Thomas L.. Visiting Protes,;or, "Mesoscale
HINDMIAN, Edward E.. V'isiting Professor, 'Phys- Meterology of the Norton Sound Region" Ninth In-
ical and Optical Properties of a Laboratory Cloud," ternational Conference on Port and Ocean Engineer- %"

Conference on Cloud Physics, Snowmass, Colorado, ing under Arctic Conditions. Fairbanks, Alaska, 17
__-_0 September lQ8o- August 1087.

HOFFMAN, John F., Professor "Teaching Ocean- LIPOIMA, Patricia A.. Midshipman Second Class,
ography to Potential Naval Officers;" Annual Con- USN, "Automated Weather Station Drift in the
ference of the American Society for Engineering Alaskan Beaufort Sea Coastal Ice Zone," Ninth In-
Education, Cincinnati, Ohio, 23 June 198o. ternational Conference on Port and Ocean Engineer-

ing under Arctic Conditions, Fairbanks, Alaska, 17

KOZO, Thomas L., Visiting Professor, "Nowcasting Ags Q7

Sea Ice Movement and Ocean Current Reversals in
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DEPARTMENT OF

Physics
JR OFESSOIR (,RAHAM I). (;U FSCHE

CHAl ,RM 1AN

he Greek god lanUs; is, depicted with two
,,,.aces. one looking back to where he has I an con-
Lcpt.b A n the pae t) ah e other ooking

tor ,,ard to where he is going the fu-
h ature. The study o physics in man '

ways manliest, this lanus-like nature. As the basis
" h~tr all physical ,.cience and engineering, it continu-

ally looks back at the oundational ruths and con-
.ept,. At the saetie phcsisnt the orefront
ot the ,earch to understand the nature ot the uni-

* ver.r,, t orm the sub-atomic to the cosmic in dimen-
% n. The application t physics in todays Navy cer- ,.

tainlv retlect thi. duality. Many applications are fC, ,
ivrlvbas and toundationain while many others

AThrough ot cu technology. Naval
. , ' ,-Academyw graduates must the'retore have a solid

Trommand ot the undamentals. coupled with an
oh oppennes nt to t the new and experimental. ti

- t )nging research in physics is one o the means r cn
to this desired end. In addition it keeps the taculty ,, N y* 7:: involved and up-to,-date in the practice ot their pro- i -v-_.1C

tession. Through research project courses and the D
Trident Scholar program, it also a ndords midshipmen
the tpportunitv to taste the joys andi dihicul ties ba
thetr research endeavor. The current research in the
physits lDepartment is broad based, including areas Naval Research, the Naval Research Laboratory, and

ut non-linear acoustics, ship acoustic signatures, the David W. Taylor Naval Ship Research and De-
"submarine magnetics, electromagnetic and galactic velopment Center (both Annapolis and Carderock

[* as) ronomv, solid state physics, polyme'r physics, branches). 2
.-t nuclear phys-ics, and computer tec:hnology. Many of" The increased availability and use of microcom- 1

I ' thesev projects are applied research with direct naval puters in research has stimulated a continuing evolu-
"' . ,pplicatio, while, others are quite general, basic tion of all of the physics course l,.boratories, where

r,,ear h. the micros are used both as laboratory instruments
In addiit 'n to departmental funds and Naval and as data analyzers. A signiticant amount of per-

A ,tmv Rsea r h Counc il grant,, tinan. ial support sonal untunded research in computer interlacing and
i ,r this vear, reear(h tamei trom the Ot(ice sottware development is onstantlv in progress.

% "
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Sponsored Research N
.-. ,,

Multispectral Observations of FIRSSE Sources
RESAtARC R: ASSiSrANT PROFESSOR C. ELISE. ALBERT

SPONSOR: NAVAL RESEARCH LABORATORY

The purpose of this project is to identify and study structed at wavelengths ot both 20cm and 0cm. An N,
objects detected by the Air Force Geophysics Lab- initial study has analyzed eight of these Sources
oratory Naval Research Laboratory Far Infrared Sky which are coincident with small optical ionized

Survey Experiment, which scanned 21', ot the sky hydrogen regions.
in four infrared bands between 17 and 120 microns. The second phase of this project, which is sched-
Radio observations have been made of these sources uled to extend in 1987-88, includes analysis ot the
with the Very Large Array of the National Radio structure, temperature, and luminosity (t several
Astronomy Observatory, and maps have been con- dozen additional sources HII regions.

High Pressure Differential Scanning Calorimetry
of Ion-Conducting Polymers

RESEARCHER: LIEUTENANT DAVID A. BEAM, USN
SPONSOR: NAVAL ACADEMY RESEARCH COUNCIL (ONR)

There is currently much interest in the area of poly- are moving and what traction of the total current

mer ,olid electrolytes. These electrolytes exhibit a is carried by each type of ion. Direct current and
combination of the current-carrying abilities of alternating current techniques will be used in this
2. aqueous electrolytes (e.g., the acid in a battery) and determination. The results of this research should

the physical properties of plastics (e.g., light weight, have great impact on the direction taken in future
rcistance to corrosion). Throughout the literature, investigations and developments of solid electro-
there are widely varied assumptions concerning lytes, and hold the potential for important applica-
tran-port numbers, that is, which particular types tion in the development of electrodes for a specific
ot ion in the electrolyte are responsible for the trans- electrolyte, the structure of the electrode, and the
port of the electric charge resulting in an electric cur- interface between the electrode and the electrolyte.
rent, and what traction of the total current is car- An analysis of both electrical relaxation and
ned by each type of ion. It was initially assumed conductivity data will be made using the Williams

k-in much ot the literature that only one type of ion Watts Formulation. In order to do this it will be
in each electrolyte is responsible for the current, necessary to transfer the impedance data to electric
Prcsntly, there i, much debate concerning this as- modeling.
',umption. -hi,, research will determine which ions
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General Scattering of Acoustic Pulses
RESEARCHER: PROIESSSOR DONALD W. BRILL

1, SPONSOR: DAVID W. TAYLOR NAVAL SHIP RESEARCH AND [)EVELOPMENr CENTER,

ANNAPOLIS LABORATORY

A ,earch and study was made of the available litera- themselves, since there will be nothing present in
ture on the scattering of acoustic pulses in general the scattered pulse which was not present in the in-

", but most particularly by elastic objects. This is a cident pulse. Next, the researcher studies the scat-
preparation for the application of the Resonance tering from the simplest, most primitive objects such
Scattering Theory (RST), ultimately to the scatter- as spheres, cylinders, and eventually spheroids. This
ing ot a pulse by an elastic object in a liquid. It is is done with hopes that when these primitive objects

clear that the scattered pulse will contain a res- are present in some combination to form a more

target's shape, size, and composition. of these simple shapes will remain with the more
Such research begins with a study of the pulses complex structure.

Transient Response to Stimulated Raman Scattering
RESEARCHER: PROFESSSOR GERALD F CALAME

SPONSOR: NAVAL RESEARCH LABORATORY

- A set ot programs has been written in order to study steady state" case. A semi-analytical approximation
- the transient response of a Raman Scattering Me- has been developed that reproduces the results ot

dium to a train of pump pulses passing through it, the purely numerical programs to within a few parts V
and used to study pulse trains over a wide range of in a thousand, but does so in a very small traction
"teady-state gains and repetition rates. It was found of the computer time. %

that, whatever the gain and pulse length, a pulse The programs are now being generalized to allow
repetition rate can be found that yields an amplified detailed comparisons with experiments now in pro-
train ot stokes pulses that propagates without ex- gress at the Naval Research Laboratory.
ceeding the threshold conditions, the so-called "quasi

%I:O . ..>
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Ion Beam Mixing of Molybdenum in Aluminum
l',( I ARC IIIR: Assoc I A II itR tY "sSOR F'RANtI Is . ( o110 I 1

SPoNAAR: L RISEARCH I .ABORAWiiRi

1 . hi-,tLidv cit ion bcam mi\ing (1,,W it %io in Al Nloditicatik,,n wtre rnadt, to i in eit,
wa, part ot an eftort to improve the corroion re- holder and target hamrc to permit hedtir1n Il 0,,I
sitanot- cit alunminuin. .Although it is a reactive ing the samples and to improve tct trt ri in ult 'Ii

metal, aluminun naturally torms a stable oxide film and secondarv elect ron ,upprc,,sii n. MI\ nx I t Olt
w. hit h protects it from corrosion on the large scale. Mo into the Al substrat-,, da W att opli-htd !,y K
1hi film oiccasionallv breaks down in localized harding with energetit "t, ihn, and w\a, iitii

areas, however, leading to the tormation and growth using Rut hert ord bat k,( attcring pec t ,,m t r
ot deep corrosion pits. Ion implantation ot Mo (and (IRBS ). Initial IBM studIe wet p ertOMid at

,, % other ch'rentuu in Al has been tound to inhibit this temperature using 18-NeV \ ion,, ,hos rangt, in
pitting corrosion, but the thickness ot the protec- the samples is mtich greater than the depth ,t tic

ye-avtlv( 1\'ers that can be formed by conventional ion Mo Al interface, resulting in a t air l1 init orm

implantation is limited. Addition ot Mo to Al by danage concentration at the intertatc. Thcse iniltil
traditional alloying techniques is impractical because studies were done using two difterent kind, <it
ot the small solid solubilitV of MIo in Al. IBM is samples: one consisting ot a 30-nm-thick laver tit
being examined a, a means of preparing thick, vacuim-deposited Mo on Bulk Al. and the othcr
corrosion-resistant surface alloys on Al. consisting of a dual-energy (25 ke\ and 85 keA\ in-

l3ecatise IBM in the Mo Al system has been plant of Mo* ions in bulk Al. Mixing was ob,,erved
Sstudied very little, several basic questions Must be in both kinds ot samples, and the results are now

answered before a practical technique can be devel- being analyzed using the RBS analysis code RUMP.
oped. These include (I) the importance of a gradient Further experiments will be done using 250keV Xe
in the damage introduced by the ion bombardment; ions, which will produce a much steeper damage
,- i the temperature dependence ot the mixing effi- gradient at the Mo Al interface, and additional sam- N

cincy: aincd (3) the effects of grain size and the pie designs will be explored.
presen(ce of interfacial oxygen on the apparent mo-
bilitv (it Mo in Al. The project represents some first

, : Psteps toward answering these questions.

Self-Sustained Oscillations Due to Orifices: Phase II:
Interaction of Underwater Orifice Plates

with Resonant Systems
RESEARCHER: PROrESSOR SAMUEL A. ELDER

SPoNsoR: DAVID W. TAYILOR SHIP RFSEARCH AND DEVELOPMLNT CENTER,

* • CARDEROCK LABORATORY

I hbi, is part of a continuing project to investigate self- are made in the field near the tone hole, using
"cistained oscillations due to underwater orifices, computer-controlled techniques, for Re\nols num-

r,.... with application to the prediction, control, and bers up to about 100,000. Results of previous studies

elimination of orifice-(onnected tones in the design suggest that there are two regimes o interest: a
(it ships. This in(ludes tones generated by fHow laminar tone effect at Reynolds numbers below

" through oriti(es as well as over orifices. The pres- 5000, which is fairly, well undrstood, and a tur-
ent pha,, coneerns peitftenton and related phenom- bulent tone effect that becore,, important at
ina. which have become important to the Navv in Reynolds numbers above 50,000 and which remain-
re( nt years in a(count of numerous tone generating to be accounted for. The aim of the present series
situat ions assoc, iated with dis( harge through multi- of tests is to investigate the transition region betweeri
hiie plates. inboard piping, etc. The approac h is to the two, with a view to illUinating somet ot the
[xi itv resonan es f a large avity by means of tone mechanisms involved in the Ihigh Reynolds number
hi iiih,, suppiid by a bl wdown water tunnel. .Nha- case. [his phase is still in progress.

"ircrnctnl i thow patterns and a(ousti( radiation
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PH YS I C S

Stress Effects on Susceptibility of Grain-Oriented Silicon Steel
SRESEAR. CHER: ASSISTANT PROFESSOR JOHN 1) FRrfIL

.'ioN",)R: DAVID W. TA LOR NAVAL Still RESEARCH AND D:viLOPIMINT CENTER,

ANNAI'OLIS LABORArORY

., Rt'nt ,t-'Uretinfnt, show a reduction in the max- pared (stress relieved) samples ot pure ()SS type
mum -u-,ctptiblitv ,... with increasing positive material are to be prepared by baking the available

- ,trt',, ,te,, in tenion) in semi-GOSS (Grain- material, and the above measurements will be re-
, Oriented Silicon Steel material" as predicted by peated to see if the commonly accepted higher values

known model,. A orresponding increase in x.. of x-,,, can be obtained. The variation in x,.....with
i observed with increasing negative stress (stress stress in "semi-GOSS material" has been found to
in compression. The available material has been be sensibly independent of the frequency and shape
hown not to be pure GOSS" thereby accounting of the applied coercive field H: this will also be -

tor a oniewhat lower value tor x,.... Carefully pre- verified for the "baked" material. ',3-"

Degaussing Range Studies
RESEARCHER: ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR WILLIAM E. FASNACHT

SPONSOR: DAVID Vv. TAYLOR NAVAL SHIP RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT CENTER,

ANNAPOLIS LABORATORY%

Classitied study of effectiveness of a sensor array
tor data input to mathematical modeling.

Low Temperature and High Pressure Electrical Properties of
Ion-Conducting Polymers

RESEARCHERS: PROFESSOR JOHN J. FONTANELLA AND

ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR MARY C. WINTERSGILL

SPONSOR: OFFICE OF NAVAL RESEARCH

The primary objective of the project is to measure Additional information about the materials has
the effect of high pressure and low temperatures on also been obtained via electrical relaxation data,

. the electrical conductivity of ion-conducting poly- thermally stimulated depolarization measurements,
mers. The purpose of these measurements is to gain differential scanning calorimetry, thermomechanical
insight into the ion conduction mechanism in an at- analysis, and infrared studies.

us' tempt to increase the electrical conductivity at room The materials studied to date include polydi-
temperature. The reason for studying such materials methyl siloxane-ethylene oxide copolymers, poly
is that at present they are the most promising candi- (ethylene oxide), and poly(propylene oxide).
dates for use as solid electrolytes in an all-solid state
battery.
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Analysis of Multilayered Structures
by Rutherford Backscattering

RISEARCHER: ASsISTANT [ROFtsoR IAM:
, 

1'. lieDDU

SPONSOi NAVAL RESEARCH L.ABORATOR-

p rogram wa,, initiated to develop a technique for because ot the low Al concentrations in the AIGaA,
analyzing multilavered ti111s using Rutherford Back- lavers. Mo Al multilayered tilms prepared by the RF
scattering Spe trometrv IRBS). The method uses evaporation technique at Virginia Polvtechnic lnsti-
elatic ,cattering ot energetic helium ions by the tute and State University also tailed to show the e\-
Coulomb potentials ot the target nuclei. A singly- pected structure, presumably because ot the uneven-
charged helium ion beam of kinetic energy 2 MeV ness of the layers in the film. Spectra taken with a
was extracted from the Naval Research Laboratory 31 A Nb 26 A C x-rav analyzer do show multilaver
Van de Graatt Accelerator and was focussed and structure qualitatively in agreement with theoretical
directed onto various multilavered targets. After predictions, but the data have not Vet been luantita-
,cittering in the targets, the recoiling doubly- tively fit to the theory provided by the RBS sinula-
charged helium ions were analvzed with the NRL tion program RUMP
double-tocussing magnetic spectrometer and de- This method is expected to have application to
tected with a solid state (surface barrier) particle the analysis of surface layers prepared for ion beam
detector. The spectrometer passes ions with recoil mixing studies, to the measurement ot Langmuir-
energy E = kq2 B1 m with a resolution of about 2%. Blogett films which can be used as x-ray diffraction

AlGaAs GaAs quantum well structures pre- analyzers, and eventually to the measurement ot
pared by molecular beam epitaxy did not show layer thicknesses in quantum well and other solid
multilaver structure by this method, presumably state electronic devices.

Investigation of Some Aspects of Performance
of a TDR/TLI Probe

RESEARCHER: PROFESSOR RICHARD L. JOHNSTON

SpoNsOR: DAVID W TAYLOR NAVAL SHIP RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT CENTER,

ANNAPOLIS LABORATORY

The researcher investigated some ot the variables a TDR TLI probe used as a fuel indicator aboard
asociated with the physical and electrical design of naval vessels.
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P H Y S I C S

Nonlinear Scattering of Crossed Ultrasonic Focussed Beams
in the Presence of Turbulence

RISEAR('HER: ASSOCIATE PROFESSSOR MURRAY S. KORMAN

SPONSOR: NAVAL ACADEMY RESEARCH COUNCIL (ONR)

An expertmental scattering arrangement involving placed in the plenum minimize turbulence produIc-
the nonlinear interaction ot two mutually perpendic- ed in the pump and plumbing lines. A cylinder plac-
"lar intersecting beams trequencies f .2.1 \IHz ed in the interaction region (no turbulence) is used
and t -l. .l Itz. overlapping in a region ot tur- for alignment purposes. The 4 MHz receiving
[ Kilence iS investigated. In the absence of turbulence transducer is connected to band pass filters and then
no radiated ,cattured intensity can exist (at the sum to a spectrum analyzer which detect scattered sound
frequencv t.=4.0 \lHz) unless wave fronts from waves at the sum frequency.
teah beam interact collinearly. Instrumentation has This apparatus will be used to compare the

, been deigned and built to perform the nonlinear nonlinearly generated sum frequency intensity as a

cro,-ed beam experiment using focussed sound function of location across the turbulent jet. A cor-
beamn,, that overlap in the presence of turbLilence in relation of sound intensity will then be made with
-ater. The apparatus consists of mechanical parts existing models of the turbulence jet fluid.

. that allow for alignment and precise positioning of Measurements will also be made of sound intensi-
two overlapping focussed bearns that can be made ty as a function of nozzle exit velocity.
to -can across a region of turbulence. Turbulence is Experiments will continue under the United Sates
1" produced by a -ubmerged jet nozzle that is attached Naval Academy Trident Scholar Program in
t a plenum tank. Screens and honeycomb 1087-1988.

Electromagnetic Sensing
RLSEARCIIER: PROFESSOR FRANK L. MILLER

SPONSOR: DAVID ,. TAYLOR NAVAL SHIP RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT CENTER,

ANNAPOLIS LABORATORY

The researcher worked with the elect romagnetics cess. Present activity concentrates on testing equip-
branc h in connection with testing shipboard equip- ment fields with portable magnetometers to examine
mnnt tor rnanetic fields. The project involved ex- the feasibility of developing on-site testing. Results
ploring way,, ot excluding "Bad" measurements in are classified. Work will continue the coming year.

a ,tatititall% valid way to speed up the testing pro- %

Ultrasonic Wear Particle Sensing
* RESEARCHER: ASsOCIATE PROFESSOR DAVID A. NORDLING

SPONSOR: DAVID WV. TAYLOR NAVAL SHIP RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT CENTER

ANNAPOLIS LABORATORY

The r hseart r developed and tested a 3-axis trans- and developed ultrasonic flow detection in fluid
dur array to distinguish ,ot and hard particulates. flowing in pipes.
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P Ht Y S I C S

HF/DF Laser Analysis
RI SFARCHI-. : I [ROII 1s',sSOR C HARI.s W\. RECTOR

SiPONSOR: ,AAI RIL ARC. L [.ABORATORY

Thi- project eonsists of preparing as complete a list In conjunction with the resulting ,pectral list,
a possible ot the experimental values of the tunda- one ot the objectives is to obtain the energy levels
mental and overtone vibration rotation spectral lines of the HF ground manifold, X'L, so as to have a
of hydrogen fluoride gas. The values obtained from set of term values from which possible vibration
various sources will be weighted and averaged so rotation transitions can be calculated. A data base
as to obtain 'best values." These %, il then be used management program can be written to do these
to obtain an optimum set of modified Dunham coef- calculations for whatever range ot wavelengths
ficients, using a convenient expansion scheme 1RKR, (wave numbers) and ,t ot overtones, etc. are de- N5

"
.

SIF, or lIMO). The lacunae in the experimental sired. This data base and recovery system could
spectral regions will be filled in with computed then be packaged in a single tloppy disk for eas,'
values of the spectral lines. accessibility.

II-V Semiconductor Properties
RESEARCHER: PROFESSOR ROBERT N. SHELBY

SPONSOR: NAVAL RESEARCH LABORATORY

In FY80 the work was divided between system Naval Academy, where a closed cycle helium retrig-
development and data gathering and analysis on erator system will allow DCTS runs in the 15k to
GaAs and Ga-Af'-As. 80k temperature range, which is not easily reached

The 1 megahertz DCTS systems at N'aval Re- by the NRL systems. Results of DCTS measurements
search Laboratory were improved by construction on neutron irradiated Ga-Af-As have proved dif-
of second copies of the bias pulsing and the pulse ficult to analyze due to surface defects, but samples
blanking and baseline restoration circuits. These with cleaner surfaces are currently being studied.

S.changes enable greater data gathering rates. Addi- Work on ion implanted GaAs is continuing.
tional system development work was done at the

Transient Stimulated Raman Scallring
RESEARCHER: AssociATE PROFESSOR LARRY L. TANKERSLEY

'V SPONSOR: NAVAL RESEARCH LABORATORY

The project's goal is to complete a systematic study ied. Additional experiments are in progress to study
of transient Raman amplification. To date, pulse beam quality and wave front preservation. New
timing, gain suppression, pulse train development, analytic formulas were developed to describe Ra-
spectral characteristics, and temporal characteristics man scattering in the transient limit.
of the Raman amplification process have been stud-
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PHYS~IC S

Nuclear Magnetic Resonance in Gallium Arsenide
RESE ARCii FR: PRZOI I.,SOR I)ONAI I) I IRI A( '

SI'ONSOR: NAVAI R1st ARCH LAHORAIORi

The pUrposu of the researuh1- was, to obtain intorma- \Iagnctik Rcusonancc It< u a i i anu
tion which will bie iset ul in the Navv,, progfrm t rernelv ,en,,itive probe of the 1o al environinc'0 lt

duVCloping Ill-V ,cmioonductor,. The immediate oh- the resonant atom. The result,,ugu. that the
cut xc was to obtain information on the local un- isovalunt imnpuritius do not kIustur and that thei r

vi ronmcnt ot isovalent imipuritivs which have been main ettect upon the host lattice is, through thu ,train
deliberatelv nt roduu(d into ,vmi-insLating Ga,-a. wxhuch they nt roducC.
Thu tchnique usud in thu invustigation was Nut luar

Optical Measurement of the RMS Roughness ofk
Ion-Bombarded Materials

KRF s; ARCHEllR: IDSHtIPMAN I C CHARLES D. FERGUSON I1
ADVisi.R: As,,sot ATE P~ROFESSOR FRANCIS D. CORRELL

SPIONSOR: TRIDENT SCHOLAR PROGRAM

T he major goals oit this, project were: (II to construct strument to analyze several novel materials pro-
and tu,,t a simple and inexpcnsli,.c optical instrument tluced by the Materials Modification and Analysis
tor inuasu ring thu root-muan-square (rms) roughness Branch at the Naval Research Laboratory (NRL).
(it ion-bombarded materials and 12) to use the in-

Nuclear Magnetic Resonance in Gallium Arsenide
RESEARCHER: IIDSHIPMAN I C MICHAEL F. FINCH

ADVISER: PROE55SOR DONALD J. TREACYN

SPo14SOR: TRIDENT SCHOLAR PROGRAM

The purpose of the research was to obtain informa- tremely sensitive probe of the local environment of
tion which will be useful in the Navy's program the resonant atom. The results suggest that the
developing Ill-V semiconductors. The immediate oh- isovalent impurities do not cluster, and that their
jective was to obtain information on the local en- main effect upon the host lattice is through the strain
vironment of isovalent impurities which have been which they introduce. This is an ongoing project
deliberately introduced into semi-insulating GaAs. here and in cooperation with the Naval Research
Vhe technique used in the investigation was Nuclear Laboratory.

* Magnetic Resonance (NMR), because it is an ex-
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Independent Research

Instellar Gas in the Galactic Halo
RESEARCHER: ASSISTANT PROFESSOR C. ELISE ALBERT

The aim ot this program which is being carried out obtained with a CCD detector at the coude focus
in collaboration with Dr. D. C. Morton, Director, of the telescope. These data will be analyzed dur-
Herzberg Institute ot Astrophysics, and Dr. J. C. ing the summer of 1987 and will double the number
Blades, European Space Agency and Space Telescope of halo lines of sight probed at highest resolution.
Science Institute, is to carry out a high resolution In addition, this project has been granted further

. spectroscopic study ot instellar gas in the galactic observing time in the Fall of 1987 at the Canada-
halo by observing the absorption lines of Call, Till, France-Hawaii Telescope and, to obtain complemen-
and Nal superimposed on the spectra of high lati- tary neutral hydrogen data, at the National Radio
tude stars. This program was granted observing time Astronomy Observatory in Green Bank, West
at the 3.o meter Canada-France-Hawaii Telescope in Virginia.

larch 1087, and spectra of more than 24 stars were

Technical Feasibility Study of a
Ground-Based Anti-Satellite Laser

RESEARCHER: LIEUTENANT MICHAEL J. CONNOLLY, USN

This research is a Strategic Defense Initiative related ground-based laser capable of anti-satellite employ-
project studying the possibility/feasibility of de- ment. (One particular design was focused on in this
velopment (by the Soviet Union) of an effective study.)
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PH YS I C S

Study of Nuclear Forces and Reaction Mechanisms
in Few-Nucleon Systems

RESEARCHER: ASSOCIArE PROFESSOR FRANCIS 1). CORRELL

Few-nucleon svstems provide an interesting "lab- fromn requirements imposed on the phenomenologi-
oratory' in which to study nuclear forces and theo- cal potentials.
retical descriptions of nuclear reaction mechanisms. The goal of the present research has been to ob-
The short-range interaction of three nucleons can tain experimental data under conditions that are ex-
now be treated exactly by solving the Faddeev equa- pected to provide stringent tests of both the 3BM
tions numerically and some progress has been made and the phenomenological potentials used. In partic-
toward extending this method to the four-nucleon ular, the data sought consist of cross sections and
system. For systems containing five to about seven polarization analyzing power for both elastic scat-
nucleons, a different approach has been tried: some tering and multiparticle breakup reactions in sys-
processes in these systems seem to be described quite tems composed of five to seven nucleons.
well in terms of interactions between three composite In 1984, a study of the six-nucleon system was
bodies, whose actual nucleon structure need not be begun by measuring the cross section and analyz-
fully taken into i ccount, but can often be adequately ing powers for the reaction 4He (d, ap)n. These ex-
represented by phenomenological interaction poten- periments were conducted at the Indiana University
tials between them. The interaction of these three Cyclotron Facility using 69-MeV polarized neutrons. ,

composite objects can then be calculated "exactly" During the analysis of the data, it became clear that
using the Faddeev formalism. It is interesting to additional information on d,a elastic scattering at
ask how well this "three-body model" (3BM) of 69 MeV was needed to resolve certain ambiguities.
few-nucleon interactions can reproduce the experi- The necessary measurements were made at Indiana
mental data, and to what extent the properties of University from 24-29 September 1986, and the new
the nucleon-nucleon interaction can be deduced data are now being incorporated into the analysis.

Magnetospheric Physics
RESEARCHER: ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR IRENE M. ENGLE

The researcher adapted a set of orthogonal functions tory camera. Other research tasks include modeling,
for three-dimensional representation of magneto- from first principles, or by scaling from a func-
spheres for earth and other planets with intrinsic tion set, a self-consistent global magnetosphere of
planetary magnetic fields. Present work involves Uranus, and taking a new look at the Mercury mag-
formulating a theory to explain the existence of a netospheric field, in response to a recently published
sudden" physically extensive cometary ion tail in review which contains some conclusions which are N

Kohoutek, as imaged by the Naval Research Labora- not supported by this investigator's experience.
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EFPEBFP (Ertel's Fool-Proof Eye-Ball Fitting Package)
RI SEAR:IIt.R ASSISTANT PROFESSOR 101IN P. ERTI L

IN-vtcopment in thi, area has proceeded steadily for and appropriate error bars. The-,e are tro/tn in one
Several \ears awaiting the state-ot-the-art to catch color memory plane. Next, the proposed algorithm
1up and provile in adeuIate and acceptably priced or model is evaluated over the range ot the data to
itn ptitational and display vt'ironment. A real- produce a curve in another color or memory plane
time intera, ti\'e process has been developed for use which may be dyv'namically varied according to the

" in fitting tnult i-variate functions to experimental current values of the fit paramneters. These two plots.
observations. The 'tit" is generated real-time on any one fixed and one changing, are -uperinpoIed on
computer linked to any graphics display device either the user's display. Using joysticks or other input
in color or on multiple two or more memory planes. devices, the application us'er then "fls" the resulting
Firt the graph tratne (coordinate axes, tick marks, curve to match the data giving "the most optically
and asi, labeling) is drawn, folloved by the data pleasing' tit while monitoring the reduced -2.

A Study of Photogates
RESEARCHERS: ASSISTANT PROFESSORS JOHN P. ERTEL AND EUGENE P. MoIscA

U,,ing commercially available photogates commonly the photogate to produce values which are signi-
used in laboratories, the researchers conducted as ticantly closer to the "true," micrometrically mea-
complete an investigation as possible into the quality sured, sizes of standard occluding objects. With the
of this measurement device. The spatial as well as exception of some photogates which are obviously
temporal sensitivities of these devices have been ex- damaged and or misaligned, the researchers found
plored, showing some strengths robustness as well a consistent underestimate in lengths measured by
as tnanv weakne sses as they are typically used. A these devices, which is of the order 10% and is
seet area" was found, a spatial region which, while sometimes 25% or higher.
Hot cLWtroll 1/ loc,,tt as one might suspect, allows

Scattering of an Ultrasonic Beam by a Cloud of Microbubbles
RESEARCHER: AsSOcIATE PROFESSOR MURRAY S. KORMAN

This project was conducted with the assistance of Prowler), and computations are performed to com-
Ms. Susan NIoury, Linder the auspices of the Men- pute the average acoustic energy scattered as a
torship Volunteer Program of the Anne Arundel function of angle. Results show that the relative %

N, County public schools. Ultrasonic pulses of 20 mi- scattered energy has much structure in its angular
crosecond duration are transmitted by a one-inch behavior since there are many peaks and valleys in
diameter circular piston transducer of carrier fre- the energy vs angle data plot. The cloud of micro-
quency 2.1 MlHz. The acoustic pulses incident on bubbles is produced by electrolysis from a one-inch
a cloud of bubbles are scattered and are measured square (1/8 inch mesh) platinumized metal screen

, by a receiving transducer (of similar construction placed at a minus 16 volt potential difference with
to the sender). Scattered sound pulses are measured the water. Future experiments will involve scatter-
aS a function ot scattering angle. The detected pulses ing results at other carrier frequencies.

V'" are stored On a Norland Digital Oscilloscope (the
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Research Course Projects

,..UBV Photometry
RESEARCHER: IDSHIPMAN I C [)AVID A. BLMER

A VISIR: "- SsisrANT PROVESSSOR C. ELIsE ALBIRI

lIr pUrpo5e ot this project was to develop a svs- photometric system, studied the light curve of an
tematic program of photometry ot variable stars eclipsing binary star, and produced a comprehen-
with the Naval Academys to" reflecting telescope sive manual introducing the basic concepts of vari-"

, and broad band photoelectric photometer. The able star photometry and giving practical instruI-
",tudent researcher organized and developed the tion for the Academy's a,,tronomv equipment.

Sample Preparation and High Pressure Electrical Properties
of Ion-Conducting Polymers

RESEARCHER: MIDSHIPMAN 2 C CHARLES R. BINGHAM II

ADVISER: PROFESSOR JOHN I. FONTANELLA AND

ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR MARY C. WINTERSGILL ? %

The primary objectives of the project were to pre- dependence of the electrical conductivity for poly
pare samples of certain ion-conducting polymers (propylene oxide) (PPO) complexed with lithium tri-
and to measure the high pressure electrical proper- fluoroacetate and PEO complexed with lithium tri- -%

-. - ties ot others. The samples to be prepared were low fluoromethanesulfonate. In the case of PP, the
-. molecular weight poly~ethylene oxide) (PEO) corn- objective was to study another anion with a dipole

plexed with a variety of salts. The reason for study- moment. For PEO, the objective was to do the first
ing low molecular weight material is for comparison complex impedance measurements at high pressures.
with the results for high molecular weight samples In both cases, the measurements have been per-
which have already been obtained. Several materials formed and the results are being analyzed.
were solution cast and prepared for the pressure

Construction of a High Pressure Differential Thermal Analyzer
RESEARCHER: MIDSHIPMAN 1 C Guy M. BRADEN

,,i. ADVISERS: PROFES55OR JOHN J. FONTANELLA AND

ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR MARY C. WINTERSGILL

The objective of the project was to construct a high ramping temperature and monitoring the tempera-
pressure differential thermal analyzer. The principle ture of the sample was designed and assembled. Fi-
is to monitor the temperature of a sample while the nally, the pressure system for achieving and main-
temperature of the surrounJings is changed at a con- taining gas pressures up to 2000 atmospheres and
stant rate. Commercial equipment is not available liquid pressures up to 15,000 atmospheres was de-
for such measurements at pressures of thousands of signed and constructed. Several preliminary data
atmospheres. The first step was to design and con- runs were made with the system and various phase
struct a pressure vessel and equip it with the ap- transitions were observed.
propriate electrical feedthrough. Next, the circuit for
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Nonlinear Scattering of Crossed Ultrasonic Focussed Beams
in the Presence of Turbulence

RESEARCHER: MIDSHIPMAN 2, C STEPHEN C. RIFE

* ADVISER: ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR MURRAY S. KORMAN

The aCoustic., e\periments pursued by Associate jointly with Midshipman 2, C Rite under the R-

Prote,,or Korman Under sponsorship of the Naval search Course Program.
Academy Research Counc(i (ONR) were performed

Ultra Low Frequency Complex Impedance Analysis I.

RESEARCHER: MIDSHIPMAN I C JOHN T. WALTERS II
ADVISERS: PROFESSOR JOHN J. FONTANELLA AND

ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR MARY C. WINTERSGILL

The obiective ot the project was to interface a Prince- for the instrument is to allow a complete evaluation .

ton Applied Research Pocentiostat Galvanostat with of the electrical properties of materials. The ap-
an Apple II microcomputer and use the instrument propriate interface was obtained for the computer
to make complex impedance measurements over the and connected to the analyzer. A satisfactory link

frequency range 5 mHz to 10 Hz. The instrument was made between the instruments; however, only
would then complement the existing equipment limited progress was made in performing complex
which is capable of state-of-the-art measurements impedance measurements.
over the frequency range 10-100,000 Hz. The use
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Publications

ALBERT C. Elise, Assistant Professor, co-author, A review is presented of current observations of the
"Multispectral Observations of FIRSSE Source I - large scale gaseous structure of our galactic halo,
Radio Observations of Optically Identified Objects," and fundamental problems are discussed. Evidence
The .Astronomical Journal, 02 (luly 1986), 75-78 and is presented for two types of neutral interstellar gas 4.

plates 3-10. in the lower galactic halo which are characterized
by distinct distribution kinematics and abundances:

Very Large Array radio maps of eight HII regions a thick low-velocity disk and additional higher ve-
detected in the Air Force Geophysics Laboratory' locity, much less strongly depleted, gas observed
Naval Research Laboratorv Far Infrared Sky Survey only at high z-distances. Important questions left
Experiment (FIRSEE) are compared to their optical for the future are outlined.
images. The radio morphologies are consistent with Is
champagne flows." Infrared Astronomical Satellite BRILL, Donald, W., Professor, co-author, "Reso-
I IRASI photometry shows that all of these objects nance Theory of Elastic Waves Ultrasonically Scat-
have luminosities which are less than or comparable tered From An Elastic Sphere," Joural of the Acous-
tohae um zero-gemainot whi r e le stparae tical Society of America, 81, 1 (January 1987), 1-21.
to those ot zero-age main sequence stars. ,-..

The interaction of elastic waves incident on an elas-
ALBERT, C. Elise, Assistant Professor, co-author, tic spherical inhomogeneity is studied in detail, par-
"The Circumstellar Gas Cloud Around Beta Pictoris ticularly in the resonance scattering regime. Incident %. S

Il," Astronomy and Astrophysics, 167 (1986), 325- and scattered compression and shear waves in loss-
332. less elastic media separate into three modes: a p

mode for the compression wave, and s and t modes
A detailed analysis is presented of the circumstellar for the shear wave. A description of how the acous- ',"

components of the K line of Call and the D lines tic energy redistributes among these modes during
ot Nal recorded in new, high quality echelle spec- the scattering process is contained in the scattering
tra of Beta Pictoris. The K line is wider than the D matrix that the authors separate here into back-
lines, and there is a velocity difference of 2 km ,sec ground and resonance portions for the two extreme
between the approximate centers of the lines of the cases of a nearly rigid elastic sphere. This produces
two species which is accommodated by fitting the farfield scattering amplitudes which are a superposi-
observed lines with two-component theoretical pro- tion of a background contribution felt to contain
tiles. Two models for the circumstellar gas cloud are reflected and Franz-type circumferential waves and
developed, a resonance contribution that seems to contain re-

fracted, Rayleigh, and whispering gallery waves.

At-BERT, C. Elise, Assistant Professor, "Optical Limiting cases (a fluid sphere in an elastic medium,

Observations of the z-Structure of the Lower Halo," an elastic sphere in a liquid medium, and a fluid
aeoussphere in a fluid medium) are extracted from these
talu RaiostfGaaiesPronoceOb ervator Wofkshop results to show agreement with previous work. Plots
tional Radio Astronomy Observatory Workshop, show the background and resonance portions of the
Gren Bank, West Virginia, 30 May-1 June 1985, scattered amplitudes and their connections with the
f 108t)), 37. poles of the scattering amplitude in the complex fre-

quency plane.
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4

C OR RII1 Francis ). Associate IProtessor, co- optical instrument to measure the root-mean-square
author "He+ 'He Reaction Cross Sections at 17.9, (rms) roughness, below - 100 nm, ot ion-implanted
21.7, and 24.0 MeV," Phsical R!z'iLcu, C, 35 (10871, surtaces, This instrument measures the total intc-
383 302. grated scatter (FIS) ot almost-normally incident

laser light, which (under certain conditions) is sim-
[he total reaction cross section 0

R for 'He+ 'He has ply related to the rms surface roughness. This paper
been obtained at laboratory 11ombarding energies describes the construction and calibration of the TIS
ot 17.0 21.7. and 24.0 MeV by measuring the indi- instrument, and presents preliminary results on the rr"
vidual cross sections for production of protons, roughness of Cr surtaces deposited under various
deuteronstr itons, 'He. and u1 particles. The ac- vacuum conditions and implanted during deposition
curacv ot the results is greatly improved by taking with energetic Cr ions.
advantage ot a novel method which depends on the EII)EI, Samuel A., lrotessor, "Comments on .

-mmetrv about 00 in the center-of-mass system L)lSmeA.Prfso," mensn
otntheratio crossec in tor dentic-al patles 'Sound Generation By Flow Over Relatively Deepof the reaction cross ,,cottons for identical particle-s 2 "

in the incoming channel. Use ot this method reduces Cylindrical Cavities,'" ]ourml of the Acoustical So- %Ciftt of ,Atnerico. 80, 5 ('November 108o ', 1530-
the range ot energy and angle which must be mea- 1531.

sured tor the continuous spectra of particles emit- 1531.

ted in these multibody final states. In order ot in- A
creasing energy, the values ot OR obtained in this solution for the Strouhal numbers of flow-excited
e'xeriment are 15o.7 3.8, 250 14. and 29o 12 mb. deep cavity tones, given by Parthasarathy et al., is

N incorrect, in that it overpredicts the number of self-
Individual cress sections contributing to OR were sustained modes. The correct formula, taken from
also extracted. Implications of the measurements for
ran earlier paper by Elder, predicts only those modes
resonating group calculations of He+ He scatter- capable of supporting self-sustained oscillation.
ing are examined.

L r s s P oHUDDLE, James I\., Assistant Professor, "Multiply-" " CORR{ELL, Francis D., Associate Professor, and
N"Opti- Charged Heavy Ion Beams from a 'Dirty Bottle' Ion

Charles . FERGUSON, Midshipman 1 C,o- Source in a Single-Ended Van de Graaff," Nuclear
cal Measurements of the RMS Roughness of Ion- Instruments and Methods B., April 1987, and Bu-Implanted Surfaces," .sul'rIituietsand

%I(hisch,r h2str18)s letin of American Physical Society, 31 (1986), 1291.Ale \hthods oi Phesics Reiseairchl, B24 25 (1987), 581-. ,. ,

583. With only simple modifications, standard radiofre-

Ion implantation and Other ion-beam processin quency (rf) ion sources can be used in single-ended
g Van de Graaff accelerators to produce useful currents

techniques sometimes roughen the surfaces to which
theyof argon ion beams of charge up to 5. If the ion
t source discharge bottle is "dirty" from previous use,
lead to erroneous interpretation of data gathered by multiply-charged ion beams of the contaminants are
R BS, A ES, and other surface analysis techniques. a l y-chr ed in e ams quantities twith apur ar e
Manyalso observed in useful quantities with pure argon

microscopes lack sufficient resolution to detect fine- as the source gas, although the contaminant beams
scale roughness that can complicate the data inter- a nmachine on the
pretation. The authors have constructed a simple argon beams.
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IKORIAN, Mlurrav S., Associate Prote sor "Non- \llC0l.LNIR. an Air Force Weapons Iaboratory
linear Scattering of Crossed Ultrasonic Beams in the pulsed Hf Chemical Laser. was used to irradiate
Presence of Turbulence - Intensity Measurements 000 I I aluminum sheets under conditions of highVersuis Turbulent Mach Number,"1 10lilm ,,t till intensity (50 300 MW,\ cmdr). Measurements were

.h.',: ticol Soicmtiio .t tica 80 $88 l[)ecember m Cade ot impulse and permanent plate deflections.
108), QQ I Although the relationship between impulse and ir-

radiation was in agr-'iment with theory, the perma-
-.\n \primental c,,attering arrangement involving nent plate detlec tions were so much less than that

the nolinear interaction ot two mut uallV perpendic- theory predicts that the thermal-mechanical mech-
ular intersecting beam,, (trequenti's, t, =2.1 %Ilit anin is unlikely to be important for Navy scenar-
and t.,> I. Hz , overlapping in a region ot turbu- ios. This conclusion is in agreement with the obser-

ence il ,investigated. In the absence ot turbuhlen. vations that repetitive I0.o im CO, laser pulses
no radiated ,,ittering intcnsitv I. is oberved at the lower the penetration temperature of a thin alumi-
combination trecjucnc t. =4 %Ili. I owever, in the num ,heet by only about 45 C below the solidus
presence ot turbulence, scattering is ob,,erved at t.. temperature.
Thi, radiated component ,h v,,s considerabh am-
plitude modulation and e\hibits spectral broaden-
ing. The experiment is perfornmed in a 12 tt deep TANKERSLEY, Lawrence, ., Associate Professor,
X 20 ft X 20 ft -section ot the U.S. Naval Acadeny's co-author, "Parametric Raman Gain Suppression inS D, and H-2," Optics; Letters, (December 1086,. 11-12.
Hvdromechanics Tow Tank facilitv. Two 2.54 cm- -
diameter transducer units are pulsed at t, and f2,
respectively. The author reports direct experimental evidence of
t n X oathe absence of exponential gain at the Stokes wave-teratio reinXadfomapaewiha4% length for Stokes anti-Stokes phase-matched stim-
receiving unit located (in cylindrical coordinates) 3 lth r scatte s hem athedstim

ulated Raman scattering. The amplification of a
m trom X at the angular position of 45 from the Stokes seed pulse was measured at various propa-

",',',1".axis of both sending beams. A 4.81-era-diametersxiseofeb oth s ams. Ae.1-diamete gation angles relative to the pump direction. Non-
.'.,,. submerged nozzle is aimed perpendicular to the exontagrwhasbevdatheSksati

crossed beam plane and located 20 nozzle diameters exponential growth was observed at the Stokesanti-

above it. Measurements of the scattered intensity 1. Stokes phase-matching angle, with an amplification

versus nozzle exit velocity U0 , show that 1. a U' that was smaller than at non-phase-matching angles
oethrne - sby a factor of more than 10. This article received
Over the range 27-62ft s. U0 can be related to turbu- an Alan Berman research publication award from
lent fluctuations in the interaction volume. Theory the Naval Research Laboratory.
and experiment, for I., lead to predictions of an
average turbulent length scale dependence on Rey-
nolds number. The sensitivity of detecting turbu- TREACY, Donald J., Professor, co-author, "Nuclear
lence with this apparatus is discussed and measure- Magnetic Resonance Measurements of Lattice Dis-
ments of spectral broadening versus Uo will be tortions in GaAs:In,' Applied Physics Letters, 49
presented. (September 1986), 528.

RECTOR, Charles W., Professor, "Interaction of In- Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) has been used
tense 2 Microsecond Pulse Time, 2.7 Micrometer to probe the atomic displacements and bond bend-
taelense h 2 Lsec Puamse ime 2.71T6 Aumim ing around an isovalent impurity (In) in the GaAs
Wavelength Laser Beams with 6061-T6 Aluminum lattice. It is concluded that the In atoms substitute
Sheet," Proceedings of the Defense Nuclear Agency'

American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics, on the Ga sublattice, that they do not cluster, and

Laser Effects and Target Response Meeting. 5-7 that the strain field induced by these isolated atoms

NInstitute Inter- is sufficient to affect the NMR of arsenic atoms as
November 1085. Stanford Research Institfar away as 30 A. Estimates of bond angle distor-national, Menlo P'ark, California, pp. 71-82.
nia Mn ak ai ipp -2tions in the nearest atomic shells around the In atom

are discussed.
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% TREAC I)onald I., Professor. co-author, "NMR ation studies have been carried out on ['AREL elas-
Measurements of The Local Structure of A1,Ga, tomer and IAREL elastomer complexed with a vari-
As," !tllcti Ot tht AMEricrM Phys.icl Societe. .- ety ot lithium salts. The measurements have been
(\larch 1087). nol. carried out in vacuum over the temperature range

5-380K and at pressures up to 0.65 GPa over the
Recent electron dittraction measurements have temperature range 230-380K. Both the electrical
,hown that the cation lattice is ordered in certain relaxation time associated with the A relaxation in
A1,Ga,_As films. The authors report here the tirst the uncomplexed material exhibit VTF or WLF be-
NIR measurements on MBE-grown films Al, havior. From a VTF analysis tor both the vacuum-
Ga,,As alloys. In this work the interaction of the electrical relaxation and electrical conductivity, E,,
nuclear electric quadrupole with the electric field is found to be about 0.09 eV and T,, is found to be
gradient at the nucleus is used to probe the local about 50 C below the "central" glass transition tem-
structural units and thereby to detect the presence perature. In addition, it is tound that the activation
ot ordering in these films. 'The "Ga and " sAs spec- volume for the electrical relaxation time and the
tra exhibit first order quadrupole effects, indicating electrical conductivity are the same when compared
that there are very small deviations from tetrahe- relative to T.. These results imply that the mech-
dral symmetry even for this nearly perfect lattice- anism controlling ionic conductivity is the same as
matched alloy. Preliminary results for the observed that for the alpha relaxation, namely large scale
symmetry of the electric field gradient tensor indi- segmental motions of the polymer chain.
cate residual ordering (departures from randomness)}S, in the cation sub-lattice of the alloy.
itci slt otaoWINTERSGILL, Mary C., Associate Professor,

John J. FONTANELLA, Professor, and Michael K.
4WINTERSGILL, Mary C., Associate Professor, SMITH, Lieutenant, USN, "NMR, DSC, TMA, and
Z ,John I. FONTANELLA, Professor, and Michael K. high pressure electrical conductivity studies in solid,

SMITH, Lieutenant, USN, "Ionic Conductivity in crosslinked dimethylisiloxane-ethylene-oxide copol-
Solid, Crosslinked Dimethylsilozane-Ethylene Ox- ymer networks containing sodium," Polymer, 28
ide Copolymer Networks Containing Sodium" Jour- (April 1987), 633-639.
nal of Applied Physics, 60 (15 August 1986), 1342-
1345. Audio frequency electrical conductivity and "Na

NMR studies have been carried out on solid, cross-
The preparation of an ion-conducting elastomeric linked dimethylsiloxane-ethylene oxide copolymer
solid based on a dimethysilozane-ethylene oxide co- networks containing sodium. The electrical mea-
polymer complexed with a sodium salt is described. surements have been carried out in vacuum over the
2'Na NMR measurements reveal the presence of temperature range 5-380K and at pressures up to
both bound and mobile sodium species throughout 0.65 GPa over the temperature range 230-380K. The

%. the temperature range -120 to 100'C. Electrical electrical conductivity exhibits VTF or WLF be-
conductivity measurements over a similar tempera- havior. From a VTF analysis, Ea is found to be about
ture range are found to be consistent with the con- 0.11 eV and T. is found to be about 45 0 C below the
figuration entropy model for transport, with a T "central" glass transition temperature as determined

. parameter about 50 C below the "central" glass tran- by both DSC and TMA. Also, T. is found to in-
sition temperature T. crease about 50 K/GPa and E, increases significantly

with pressure. In addition, the high pressure studies
M show that the activation volume associated with the1 WINTERSGILL, Mary C., Associate Professor, John electrical conductivity decreases from 44 to 23

i USTNELL, Pre Mh SM IT, cm'/mol over the temperature range 262-323K. The
! Lieutenant, USN, and Jeff rey D. SEMANCIK, En- 23Na NMR measurements reveal the presence of ..

sign, USN, "The Effect of High Pressure on Electrical both bound and mobile sodium species, the temper-

Relaxation in PPO and Electrical Conductivity in

PPO Complexed with Lithium Salts," Jounial of Ap- ature range -100 to +100 'C. Broadening of the
,60 (15 October 1986), 26652671. bound 2"Na line above room temperature suggests

li Pyisthe possible presence of ion pairs or higher aggre-

Audio frequency electrical conductivity and relax- gates in the complex.
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Presentations

BEAM, David A., Lieutenant, USN, John J. FONT- FONTANELLA, John I., Professor, Mary C. WIN-
ANELLA, Protessor, Mary C. WINTERSGILL, As- TERSGILL, Associate Professor, and Michael K.
sociate Professor. and Douglas FIGUEROA, Visiting SMITH, Lieutenant, USN, "DR, NMR, DSC, and
'rotessor, "Electrical Relaxation in Calcium Fluoride High Pressure Electrical Conductivity Studies in

Doped with Thorium and Zirconium" Fitth Euro- Solid, Crosslinked Dimethylsiloxane-Ethylene Ox-
physical Topical Conference on Lattice Defects in ide Copolymer Networks Containing Sodium,"
Ionic Crystals, San Lorenzo de el Escorial Madrid, Specialty Polymers '86, Baltimore, Maryland, 6-8
Spain, 8-12 September 1080. August 1986.

BRILL. Donald, W., Professor, "Resonance Theory FONTANELLA, John J., Professor and Mary C.
of Elastic Waves Scattered From an Elastic Sphere," WINTERSGILL, Associate Professor, "Temperature
Twelfth International Congress on Acoustics, Tor- and Frequency Dependent Dielectric Relaxation
onto, Canada, 24-31 July 198o. Behavior of a Siloxane Polymer Liquid Crystal,"

Specialty Polymers '86, Baltimore, Maryland, 6-8
'-August 1986.

CALAME. Gerald P, Professor, and Lawrence L. Ags18
TANKERSLEY, Associate Professor, co-authors,
"Raman Gain Buildup in a Pulse Train," Conference FONTANELLA, John J., Professor, Mary C. WIN-
on Lasers and Electro Optics, Baltimore, Maryland, TERSGILL, Associate Professor, David A. BEAM,

* 20 April 1087. Lieutenant, USN, and Douglas FIGUEROA, Visiting
Professor, "Electrical Relaxation in Rare Earth-

C L c , i r rDoped Cadmium Fluoride;' Fifth Europhysical Topi--. , ".- CORRELL, Francis D., Associate Professor, "Ma- clCneec nLtieDfcsi oi rsas
terials Analysis with Energetic Ion Beams," David cal Conference on Lattice Defects in Ionic Crystals,
te-.al San Lorenzo de el Escorial Madrid, Spain, 8-12 Sep-
W. Taylor Naval Ship Research and Development tember 1986.
Center, Annapolis, Maryland, 18 June 1986.

FONTANELLA, John J., Professor, and Mary C.
CORRELL, Francis D., Associate Professor, "Optical WINTERSGILL, Associate Professor, "NMR, DSC,
Measurement of the RMS Roughness of Ion-Plantedr,-', DMA, and High Pressure Electrical Conductivity" "'

Surfaces," Ninth Conference on the Application of Studies in PPO Complexed with Sodium Perchlo-
Accelerators in Research and Industry, Denton, rate;' 170th Meeting of the Electrochemical Society,
Texas, 11 November 1986. San Diego, California, 19-24 October 1986.

* I' ELDER, Samuel A., Professor, "Self-Excited Oscilla-",',.FONTANELLA, John J., Professor, Marv D. WIN-
tions in Deep Cavities," Conference on PulsatingSFlows in Pipeline Systems, Calgary, Alberta, Can- TERSGILL, Associate Professor, and Charles R.
Flows in PipeiStem s, C , ABINGHAM II, Midshipman 2/C, "High Pressure
ada. 25 September 1986. Electrical Conductivity and DSC Studies in PPO

Complexed with Alkali Metal Salts," 1987 March
ENGLE, Irene M., Associate Professor, "The 'Old Meeting of the American Physical Society, New
Girl Network' as a Supplementary Support System," York, New York, 16-20 March 1987.
"Having It All: Personal Lives and Professional
Choices," Institute of Optics. University of Rochester, FONTANELLA, John I., Professor and Marv' C.

,' 17 September 1986.' 7SeebrWINTERSGILL, Associate Professor, "Thermal

and High Pressure Electrical Properties of Ion-
ERTEI.. John P., As,,istant Professor, "Fly Your Own Conducting Polymers," Meeting of the American
Fit (or Game Graphics Techniques Come to Model- Chemical Society. Denver. Colorado, 5 10 April

ing)," Eighteenth Annual Pittsburgh Conference on 1087.
-Modcling and Simulition, Pitt,,burgh. Pennsvlva-
nia. 24 April 1067.
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HUDDLE, lames R., Assistant Professor, "Multiply- TANKERSLEY, Lawrence L., Associate lProftt'sor,
Charged Heavy Ion Beams from a 'Dirty Bottle' Ion co-author, "Transient Rotational Raman Amplifi-
Source in a Single-Ended Van de Graaff," Ninth In- cation," Optical Society of America Annual Meet-
ternational Conference in the Applications of Ac- ing, Seattle, Washington, I-24 October 108o...

celerators in Research and Industry, Denton, Texas,
r '  10-12 November 1986.,."10-2 ovebe 196.TANKERSLEY, Lawrence L., Associate lrotesor,

KO-MAN, co-author, "Transient Raman Amplification," Lasers
sKORMAN, Murray S., Associate Professor, "Phy- 86, Orlando, Florida, 3-7 November 108o.
sical Acoustics VI: Sound Propagation in Inhomo-
geneous Media;' 112th Meeting of the Acoustical TANKERSLEY, Lawrence L., Associate Professor,
Society of America. Anaheim, California, 8-10 co-author, "Transient Raman Amplifiers," Seven-
December 1986. teenth Winter Colloquium on Quantum Electronics,

Snowbird, Utah, 5-8 January 1987.
MOSCA, Eugene P., and John P. ERTEL, Assistant
Professors, "Use of Photogates for Velocity Deter-
mination: An Instrument Evaluation;' Annual Meet- TANKERSLEY, Lawrence L., Associate Professor,

co-author, "Phase Pulling in a Transient Raman
ing,Amplifier;' Conference on Lasers and Electro Op-
Association of Physics Teachers, Lancaster, Penn- A f C o
saa1 pl 8tics, Baltimore Maryland, 26 April-1 May 1987.• " -'"svlvania, 11 April 1987.

TANKERSLEY, Lawrence L., Associate Professor,~TANKERSLEY, Lawrence L., Associate Professor,

cahaa aSursnn 2 Ota co-author, "Wavefront Preservation in Transientco-author, "Raman Gain Suppression in 13,;' Optical RmaAplfes'CnrnconLesadEe-

Society of America Annual Meeting, Seattle, Wash- Raman Amplifiers;' Conference on Lasers and Elec-
tro Optics, Baltimore, Maryland, 26 April-i May

ington, 19-24 October 1986. 1987
1987.

TANKERSLEY, Lawrence L., Associate Professor, TREACY Donald J., Professor, co-author, "NMR
and Gerald P. CALAME, Professor, "Multiple Pulse Measurements of the Local Structure of AIGa,
Effects in Transient Raman Amplifiers" Optical As" American Physical Society Meeting, New York,
Society of America Annual Meeting, Seattle, Wash- New York, 18 March 1987.
ington, 19-24 October 1986.
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DE PARTMIEN T OF

Leadership and Law
COMMANDER DONALD J. CURRAN, IR., USN

CHAIRMAN r

M embers of the Leadership 
and Law

of applied research in Support Of
WE instititutional objectives. lo this

S end, research is designed to en-
hance the professional development of midshipmen
toward becoming effective and efficient leaders, of
tomorrow's fleet and Marine Corps.

While not reported in detail, the Department's

seling midshipmen and providing them with irn-
proved Stud'V materials continued throughout the
academic vear.
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LEADERSHIP AND LAW .

Sponsored Research

Coronary Artery Disease, Type-A Behavior
Patterns and Naval Academy Midshipmen

RESEARCHER: ASSISTANT PROFESSOR ERIC 1). BOWMAN

SPONSOR: NAVAL ACADEMY RESEARCH COUNCIL (ONRi

Since the early 1970s, researchers have studied a a significantly higher chance of developing cardiac
group of individuals described as having Type-A disease than the U.S. population as a whole. . •

behavior patterns. It has been shown that these in- This study has two phases. The initial phase was . .

divicuals are aggressive, competitive, and have an examination of the prevalence of Type-A be- "

strong achievement motivation. Researchers since havior pattens within the incoming Class of 1901. "

the 70s have repeatedly shown that people with a All midshipmen in the Class of 1991 were tested as
Tvpe-A behavior pattern have two to three times as part of the existing Background Psychological Test-
many heart attacks as people with Type-B behavior ing Program coordinated through the Division of
patterns (easygoing. calm, relaxed). There is also Professional Development. The results of this phase
evidence that Type-A individuals sufier from an in- will answer the initial question of the presence and
creased incidence of atherosclerosis. prevalance of Type-A behavior patterns within the

The admissions policy at the Naval Academy Class of 1991.
hinges on a very active program of recruiting highly The second phase of the study to be conducted
competitive, aggressive, achievement-oriented in- during the 1987-1988 academic year will compare
dividuals. During the four years at the Academy, those subjects categorized as exhibiting Type-A
midshipmen are taught the importance of competi- behavior with a matched group oif Type-B subjects %"N

tion, aggression, and achievement. Upon gradua- on a high challenge task. Each group's physiological %
tion, these same individuals are placed in an envi- reactions will be measured in order to determine VA ;
ronment almost identical to the Academy in terms significant psychophysiological differences while
of the highly-charged and achievement-oriented performing in a stressful situation. The stressful
climate. It is possible that the Naval Academy is ac- situation in this study will be competition in a
tively recruiting and training individuals who have simulated combat scenario.
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LEADERSHIP AND LAW

Independent Research ".
5.

-b

Midshipmen Time Budgets ..

RESEARCHER: VISITING PROFESSOR LEANNE ATWATLR

The purpose of this study was to investigate how end liberty time. Numerous findings, reported in a
midshipmen spend their time and to assess their at- preliminary briefing, included:
titudes and values concerning their experiences at o The average amount of time midshipmen
the U.S. Naval Academy. spend studying all subjects combined during

Time budgets and attitude surveys were admin- weekdays was 210 minutes a day.
istered to the Brigade during the week 1-7 April * The hours midshipmen report they have
1987. Completed questionnaires were returned by available to study during the week was ap-
3785 midshipmen. These midshipmen recorded in proximately 30. 50-65"o of that time is pro-
minutes how much time they spent in each of 56 ductively spent studying.
activities (e.g., grooming, classes, formation, study- o The average amount of sleep reported on '', ,-

.%

ing, relaxing) during a particular 24-hour period, weekdays was 410 minutes (sleep reported on
They also rated the importance of a number of as- the weekends was 530 minutes). -
pects of their life (e.g., being in good shape physi- o There were no appreciable differences in the
cally, getting good grades, getting good professors) ways midshipmen with differing majors spent
and indicated how likely they believed they would their time.
be to engage in various activities during their week- Data is still being analyzed.

Personality Assessment and Soccer Performance
RESEARCHER: ASSISTANT PROFESSOR ERIC D. BOWMAN ,%__

The study compares the personality factors derived It is expected that those players who accumulate
from various personality tests administered by the more minutes played, (those who are more success-
U.S. Naval Academy on the performance of players tul) will have different personality traits states than
on the Navy soccer team over a ten-year period, those who have played less. Knowledge of these
Sport performance will be determined by the num- successful" traits may prove beneficial to teachers, -
ber of minutes played by each player over four years. parents, and coaches, as well as providing further
(The coach of the Navy soccer team has been the evidence either to support or refute the ongoing per- .
head coach for over ten years, adding to the con- sonality sport argument discussed earlier.
sistency of the performance factor. A full analysis The research was conducted with Andrew Jen-
of all tests will be performed, including second order nings, a doctoral student at the University ot
factors. The study, being longitudinal in nature, Maryland.
brings with it obvious advantages, including an
eradication of the problem of the self-fulfilling
prophecy referred to by Morgan.
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LEADERSHIP AND LAW

Development of an NL303 Leadership Case Book
RESEARCHERS: LIETUENANT COMMANDER C. RANDY LARGE, USN AND PROrESSOR KAREL NONTOR ". JU 1P

-6SWith the completion of the NL303 text, an effort the estimate of the situation and factors affecting
was started, with guidance from General Wallace M. the decision, and then provide instructors and mid- %

Greene, Jr., USMC (Ret.), former Commandant of shipmen with a base for relating the concepts ot the NP

the Marine Corps, to develop cases that would sup- text to appropriate problem solutions. It is antici-
port the first 94 sections of the text. Midshipmen pated that the first set of 94 cases will be ready for
met individually with various officers, and from use during AY 1988-1989.
these discussions developed "real" cases that include

Development of Professional Training Programs
RESEACHER: PROFESSOR KARL MONTOR

A major effort, supervised by the Programs Depart- viding administrative guidance as to product de-
ment of the Division of Professional Development, velopment, so that the end results will meet ad-
is underway to review the professional program for ministration objectives within economical and
use with the Plebe Class. This is an effort conducted efficient program presentation methods.
primarily by midshipmen, with the researcher pro-

A
Developing a Myopia Avoidance Protocol " ,p,

and Research Program
RESEARCHER: PROFESSOR KAREL I ON"OR o

This long-range program continued with further In preparation for full-scale testing of the con-
contacts made with opthalmic researchers in the cept ot myopia avoidance through the use of plus
field. Statistically 50% of all students develop lenses, a small intervention study has been designed
myopia (near sightedness) during their college ca- for application with the Class of 1001.
reers, while at the U.S, Naval Academy this figure
has remained somewhat constant at 20-25% for the
last 40 years.

Development of a New NL303 Leadership Text
RESEARCHER: PROFESSOR KAREL MONTOR S

During Academic Year 1986-1987 the draft text was the Summer of 1087. The Volume ha,, received ac-
used in conjunction with the 2nd class leadership claim from leaders throughout the world and den- ","

program, with midshipmen and instructor recom- onstrates that research tan be done with a prac-
mendations for revision incorporated into the final ticable and implementablh result when tho,,e in t, 
text to be published by the Naval Institute during naval service set their mind to it.
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DE PA RTMENT F %.

Economics " .
PROFESSOR 1. ERIC FREDLANI)

CHAIRMAN -b

,%%w

in the Economics Department continued _

There were several particularly note-
worthy developments. The department

co-sponsored. with the Competition Advocate Gen-JO
eral of the Navy, a conference on the economics of
defense aqui. ition. which brought a number of the
countrys outstanding young theoretical economists I.
togeiher with civilians and officers in the defense
proc urement community. Dr. Oliver R. Grawe be-
(came the tirst occupant of the Acquisition, Supply,
and logitks Research Chair, sponsored by the
Naval Supply Systems Command. Dr. lohn T. War-
ner was appointed to the Manpower, Personnel, and
Fraining Research Chair, sponsored by the IDepctV
C hiet oit Naval Operations (Manpower, Personnel .

and Training,. Both visiting protessors completed
projects or their sponsoring agencies, as well as pur-
suing independent resear(h interests. Results of their
work were presented at departmental seminars and
elsewhere. 'Professor Lit tle and others combined
with Protessor Fitzgerald (Political Science) in

,several interdisiplinary etorts related to clefhense
topics. Associate Professor B3owman began a two-
Var project on the fleet performance of Academy
graduate.. Other faculty members considered such .

diverse non-defense topi(s as the analvsis( ot busines,,s
VCI,.t the health risk,, of ,adon, the Federal Reserve ,

payment,, mechani,,n and agriculture in sub-
,ah,,ran Afrida.
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ECONOMICS _

Sponsored Research
,, , .,

Cost-Benefit Analysis of an Office Automation Network

RESEARCHER: LIEUTENANT MICHAEL G. AUSTIN, SC, USNR

SPONSOR: NAVAL ACADEMY RESEARCH COUNCIL (OMN)

A cost-benefit analysis project for an office auto- determining the value ot a proposed otf ice automa- p

mation network was coordinated. Specifically, a tion network if used in conjunction with a technical
technical survey to identify current and future re- survey. The study rejected the practice ot using a
quirements for word processing, electronic corn- Hedonic Wage Model as a monit.ring technique
munications, and job performance aids was de- once a network had been installed, because repeated
signed; a time allocation survey to quantify use of time allocation surveys was expected to result
anticipated quality improvements in employee time in time allocation being heavily biased toward
allocation resulting from office automation con- higher work performance categories. A method for
figuration changes was designed; data bases as- monitoring newly installed networks was developed
sociated with project surveys incorporating using nonparametic analyses based on the perfor--%
parametric and nonparametric statistical analyses mance level of the network rather than that of the
were formatted; and an office automation baseline individual. As a consequence of this project, a paper %
using present value cost analysis on expenditures was presented at the 1987 Institute of Cost Analysis %*

was established. Study results indicated that a National Educational Symposium.
Hedonic Wage Model could effectively be used in .

Modeling Fleet Performance of Academy Graduates .
RESEARCHER: ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR WILLIAM R. BOWMAN

SPONSOR: CHIEF OF NAVAL RESEARCH (OP-01) S

A two-year project was begun, which is designed are measured separatedly during three prior phases
to assess the importance of ability, schooling, and for each individual- high school and prep school,
experience to the performance of U.S. Naval Acad- attendance at the Naval Academy, and the first four
emy graduates of the classes 1976 through 1980. The years of fleet experience. ," "
objective of the project is to develop quantitative A large pooled cross-section /times-series data
measures of individual performance of officers dur- base has been developed during the first phase of -
ing the fifth year of active duty service and relate the project. Individual data have been merged from -

such performance to previously known information U.S. Naval Academy admissions data, Academy
on each individual, military, academic, and athletic performance data, .

In particular, the research project is designed to officer data from a master/ loss data file, and con-
determine the relative importance of the abilities and tinuous longitudinal officer fitness reports data. B
achievements of each individual with respect to of- Analysis of this data base will be undertaken dur-
ticer fitness reports data. The abilities, achievements ing the second phase of the project. -
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ECONOMICS

Price Flexibility and Output Effects of Money
Supply Changes: Some Quantitative Estimates %

RESEARCHER: ASSISTANT PROFESSOR HAREESH M. DHAWALE

SPONSOR: NAVAL ACADEMY INSTRUCTIONAL DEVELOPMENT ADVISORY COMMITTEE

.

The objective of this study is to obtain quantitative simulate the effects on real output of changes in the e

estimates of the impact of the degree of price flex- money supply.
ibility on real output changes induced by changes The models developed here will be used to pro- % %_%

in the money supply. Two small-scale macro- vide midshipmen taking the Macroeconomics course k
models-a flexible price macromodel and a hands on experience with the use of up-to-date *

'-
**

macromodel with gradual price adjustment-were macroeconomics models to address current policy
developed and estimated using data on the U.S. issues.
economy. The estimated models are being used to

Economic Geography and Limits to Growth Modeling
RESEARCHER: ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR ARTHUR GIBB, JR.

SPONSOR: NAVAL ACADEMY INSTRUCTIONAL DEVELOPMENT ADVISORY COMMITTEE ,

The objective of this project is to develop courseware to the model; second, a set of exercises for students "

for FE310, "World Economic Geography" of three interested in changing the assumptions 'parameter
types (1) documentation to make it possible for the values of the model; and, third, guidance for the
students to use the Limits to Growth econometric sophisticated computer user interested in changing -
model, (2) TV and AV materials to support com- the structure of the model, especially with respect '

mon problem and testing sets, and (3) a related in- to the critical question of how technical change is -

structor's manual. This Economic Geography course handled in it.
serves as both the introductorv international ec- By drawing on the Academy's educational re-
onomics course and as a course in resource sources as integrative tools, the project will improve
economics. and make more uniform the level of instruction in

The limits to Growth model is a seven sector this multi-section, multi-instructor course. The
econometric model developed at the Massachusetts manual will help make the new instructor im- '..-..-

Institute of Technology in the 1960s. Three levels mediately effective in the classroom and in addition
of new documentation are needed for the purposes will assure the optimal integration of the various
of FE 310: first, a set to permit basic student access course materials.
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ECONOMICSS _ - - _ _ _ _ _ .._ _.--__ _

Estimation of Cost Functions of FED Payments Mechanism
RESEARCHER: ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR RAE JEAN B. GOODMAN %

SPONSOR: NAVAL ACADEMY RESEARCH COUNCIL (OMN)

The Federal Reserve System (FED) has been involved lem. The second objective of this research is to pro-
in the payments mechanism since the creation of the vide a recent estimate of the cost function. This
System in 1914. Prior to 1980, the FED did not study will provide estimates through 1984.
charge member banks for check clearing and elec- A translog cost function was estimated for the
tronic funds transfer (EFT); this was a service pro- automated clearinghouse function to ascertain
vided as a result of membership and of the holding whether the cost functions had changed over time
of non-interest bearing reserves at the FED. In the and whether scale economics existed in the auto-
Depository Institutions Deregulation and Monetary mated clearinghouse process. Both a simple and a
Control Act of 1980 (DIDMC), Congress provided more complex form of the cost function was
that the FED must price the following services: cur- estimated.
rency and coin, check clearing and collection, wire In the simple model, the coefficient (the scale
transfer, automated clearinghouse (ACH), settle- economy measure) was less than one prior to FED •

ment services, securities safe-keeping, and FED float, pricing of services, and continued to be less than ooe %

In addition, Congress required the FED to provide well into the post-pricing era. A second interesting
the services to all financial institutions. This legisla- result is that the average total cost rose between the
tion put the FED into direct competition with private pre- and the post-pricing periods. Thus, while eco-
check clearinghouses, which have continued to ex- nomies of scale exist, the model shows that the av-
ist in conjunction with the FED. erage total cost curve has shifted upward since the -.W-A

The first objective of the research project is to advent of pricing by the FED. One possible explana-
estimate the cost functions for check clearing and tion for this is a shift in both the average cost curve -
automated clearinghouse functions with the intent and the demand curve in the post-pricing era.
of improving the econometric approach to the prob- ,

Learning Curve Estimation in the Payments Mechanism
RESEARCHERS: ASSOCIATE PROFESSORS RAE JEAN B. COODMAN AND THOMAS A. ZAK ,,.

SPONSOR: NAVAL ACADEMY RESEARCH COUNCIL (OMN) ",

Cost estimates for Federal Reserve (FED) check clear- ciency increases over time as workers gain skill
ing, automated clearinghouses (ACH), and wire through repetition has been recognized for some
transfer services indicate: (1 average cost curves for time. Research has shown that progress curves or ".
check processing are U-shaped, demonstrating fall- learning curves occur in many different situations. ." ,

ing, constant, and rising costs as increasing volumes This research analyzes FED cost functions tor
of checks are processed: (2) automated clearing- check clearing and ACH to investigate the existence % N'.
houses show declining average costs; and (3) wire of "learning by doing" in these processes. The cost S
transfer offices experience falling and constant functions are examined over time to estimate any
average costs. Thus, scale diseconomies exist in "learning by doing" phenomena in the automated
check cleariig and scale economies exist in clearinghouse process. Since ACH are a relatively
automated clea:inghouses. Therefore, private sec- recent innovation in the financial sector (they hav.
tor competition is usetul in check clearing, but scale been in existence only since 1972,) there is a distind t
economies in ACH indicate lower costs for a single possibility that the observed decreasing costs are a S
provider and imply excluding compet;fors. result of learning rather than true long-run delining * .

Alternatively, decreasing average costs may arise costs. This is an important distinction it tormulattmg"
from 'learning by doing." The idea that plant efti- FIL) policy toward competition in this market.
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Bringing Microcomputers to the Classroom III
,.* *% ..-

RESEARCHERS: ASSOCIATE PROFISSOR RAE IAN B. GOODMAN AND ,

ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR STEPHEN FRANTZICii (POLIICAL SCIENCE -

SPONSOR: NAVAL ACADEMY INSTRUCTIONAL DEVELOPMENT ADVISORY COMMITlEE -

This project involves an application of micro- option of "re-deciding." Once the student has made
computers in the classroom: the development ot a series ot decisions, the composite result will be .. ,*,,
simulations. Each simulation will begin with a list presented. A diagnostic statement will ,pecifv where %

of learning goals. These goals will not necessarily the student has made partiCulary good and partic-
be revealed to the students at the beginning except ulary bad decisions. Because politics and economics V-
in the most general terms. The simulation will begin are not exact sciences where consequences are corn-
with the student being given a task and the context pletely predictable, some of the projections of con- -,

surrounding it. From this point, the student must sequence will have to be based on probabilities and
select information to analyze to arrive at the answer. assumptions. Where this is the case, students will
At various points along the decision-making pro- be given the chance to explore the assumptions and %
cess, the student will be given diagnostic statements alternatives. S
on preceding choices. The student will then have the .r'%

Incentives and Internal Competition.: .

RESEARCHER: VISITING PROFESSOR OLIVER R. GRAWE

SPONSOR: NAVAL SUPPLY SYSTEMS COMMAND

The Naval Supply System has been and continues schemes designed to elicit worker-specific intorma- %
to be changed in fundamental ways. A variety of tion correctly and to induce optimal worker pertor-
state-of-the-art technologies, including automated mance by appropriately assigning risks and sharing
warehousing and process-controlled receiving, issu- productivity gains. Moreover, productivity im-
ing, and transportation systems has been installed provements leading to cost reductions may flow -

at various Naval Supply Centers. NAVSUP believes most efficiently when vertically integrated organiza-
these new technologies will reduce inventory costs, tions (e.g., NAVSEA NAVSUP) can induce internal
reduce labor costs, and cut delivery time. In con- competitions between parallel suppliers customers. - - -

junction with the hardware. NAVSUP has also The present work involves using economic analysis
begun to implement productivity standards and, to evaluate cost-saving methodologies established at
possibly, incentive-based compensation schemes. Naval Supply Centers. . ,
Economist, have considered various incentive
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Military Veterans in Congress and Their Support
Of National Defense and Veterans Legislation

RESEARCHERS: PROFESSOR ROGER D). LITTLLE

LIEUTENANT COMMANDER RAYMOND F. TURNLR. USNR. AND N)

PROFESSOR JOHN A. FITZGERALD (POLITICAL S(cILN(II %

SPONSOR: NAVAL ACADE:MY RISEARCH COUNCIL (MIN, ~.

Voting analysis literature identifies two prmary ex- wvith a predisrisition to upp lrt not io nal den~

planations ot voting behavior: ideological preterence interest,, when compared to t heir (olleagues, wit hlt
and constituent interest. Recently, social scientists military ex pericnc. lBeca use of the deternt p~li %
have published several papers on ideological pret- cies used during the Vietnam %\ar and th e-~he

erence and its manifestation in the public choice quent advent ot the all-voIlunteer ft irce, it is self-

decisions by legislative bodies, Some work has also evident that the number ot C ong;res-ren vwithi nil z.
foculsed on cosiun neetas a deer iayeperience will diminish markedly betweeun

minant oif changxig legislative Voting patterns. This now and the end ot the cent Urv. This tac-t may have
research primarily addresses the question of how signiticant effect,, on support tor deteneu isses
the expected change in the ideological comnposit ion The initial thrust cot the research is to determine 4e
of Congress will affect its willingness to support na- the extent to which Veterans in th, Congress con'.ti.
tional defense, bcit also will draw on a constitulent tute an ideological torce in scipruirt ot cletense, issules .
interest approach in order tco determine whether cul- Presciming that sUCh intluience exists,, the politial
ivation of scich interests constitutes a viable alter- and economic balance wvith respect to public c honc

native, shocild the ideological Scipport for national between detense and non-defense appn upriat ions
decfense dissipate. mnax realign, as tewver members. of t ongress share,

It is hypothesized that legislators with military the common backgrocincd ot being veterans.
experience constitute an ideolcogical Voting block'
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Cost-Benefit Analysis of Personnel Security
RESEARCHERS: PROFESSOR ROGER 1). LITTLE,

ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR THOMAS A. ZAK, AND

PROFESSOR JOHN A. FITZGERALD (POLITICAL SCU:NC-

SPONSOR: NAVAL POSTGRADUATE SCHOOL

.V
Theory of the economics of information argues that gram will almost certainly be stochastic_ (i.e., inter-
information should be gathered, optimally, until the mittent surveillance, or random checks, both
expected costs of gathering the information exceed through time and across individuals) in that all ot
the expected benefits. There appear to be two ap- the information must be put in cxpected cost and
proaches, or two levels, to information gathering expected beiefit terms. The problem is that the
in the analysis of personnel security. On the macro underlying probabilities of leaking, detection, and
level, the question involves the optimal amount of value to rivals are unknown. One not only must
security leaks and their time phasing. That is, what make point estimates of benefits and costs, but also
is to be protected, how well is it to be protected, and provide confidence intervals as well, while recogniz- '..

when is protection to be relaxed? On the micro level, ing that value changes with time in some instances.
the question becomes how to minimize the number Estimating the probability distributions of outcomes
of inadvertent security leaks to systems which have is a very difficult task, but may be necessary, be-
been chosen for protection. The problem thus be- cause one may wish to accept a higher mean level
comes a behaviorial one, focusing on the cost of of leaks if it is accompanied by less risk of a cata-
gathering more and different kinds of information strophic leak. In sum, it is likely that decision
on individuals. That is, how are people chosen to makers do not have a single-valued utility function, •
act as guardians of what has been chosen for but one which depends on the expected mean level ,'
protection? of leaks, the expected variation about the mean, the %

Since one does not know exactly what informa- cost of prevention program, and the agenc'' other%
tion is at risk, and if leaked information will be outputs.
found valuable to one's rivals, a cost effective pro-
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A Navy Enlistment Supply:
A Switching Regression Approach

RESEACHER: VISITING PROFESSOR JOHN T. WARNER

SPONSOR: CHIEF OF NAVAL RESEARCH (OP-01 ,,,

Since the work of the Gates Commission in 1970, This preliminary analysis indicated the impor-
there have been many studies of the factors that tance of incorporating demand-side factors into
determine enlistments into military service. Ex- enlistment supply models. Because there have been
planatory variables considered in these studies in- many changes in the recruiting environment since
clude relative military pay, civilian unemployment, 1080, however, it is essential that enlistment sup-
youth population and its composition, recruiting ply models be based on more recent data. To pro-
resources, including military recruiters and adver- vide that basis, quarterly data on enlistments into %
tising expenditures, and educational programs like all four services for the period 1981-1986 were col- .,

the G.I. Bill. One problem with most of these studies lected and are being analyzed. In addition to pro-..
that has begun to receive recent attention is that they viding a re-examination of the effects of recruiting
treat enlistments as strictly supply-determined and goals and other variables on enlistment supply, the
do not recognize that the military's demand for per- study will examine a very important issue-whether
sonnel, measured by recruiting goals, can have sig- there exists interservice competition or complemen- .

nificant effects on observed enlistments. Failure to tarity in recruiting. In the last several years, the
* incorporate goals into the enlistment supply model Army has experienced a very sizeable increase in re-

can lead to mismeasured effects of the determinants cruiting resources and educational incentives relative
of supply. to the Navy. The study will estimate whether this -

Accordingly, this study sought to determine increase has adversely affected Navy enlistments
whether demand factors should be incorporated into (the interservice competition hypothesis) or in fact
Navy enlistment supply models. Using readily avail- led to an increase in Navy enlistments (the comple- %
able data from an earlier study covering the period mentarity hypothesis).
1076-1980, incorporating goals into the model was

"* tound to have important effects on supply and on
estimates of the other determinants of supply.

Labor Force Partitions and Earnings of Navy Wives
RESEARCHER: VISITING PROFESSOR JOHN T. WARNER,

PROFESSOR ROGER D. LITTLE, AND

ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR THOMAS A. ZAK

SPONSOR: CHIEF OF NAVAL RESEARCH (OP-01)

Very little is known about the employment and to address these questions has recently become avail-
earnings of Navy wives and how these variables are able, the 1985 DOD Personnel Survey. This survey 0
affected by factors such as family separation contains detailed information on over 120,000 mil-
resulting from sea duty and permanent change of itary members and 30,000 spouses in all tour ser- 6.
station moves. Further, little is known concerning vices. This work involves analyzing these data with ,. .

the potential link between spouse employment con- the objective of addressing the questions pertain- ".'
siderations and members' retention decisions. Yet, ing to spouse employment and earnings and the et-

* given the high percentage of today's force that is fect of permanent change of station moves on the
married and the increasing weight that families in time required for wives to find jobs at their new".,

, today's society are giving to spouses' employment, locations and the types of jobs they acquire. An-
r,, intormation on these questions is vital to Navy swers to these questions will help the Navy for-

policymakers. mulate more effective programs of spouse employ- , z.
l.uckilv, a data base that will allow researchers ment and job search assistance.
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Accounting Software for Use With an Existing

Database-Spreadsheet Package
RESEARCHER: ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR ROYALL A. WHITAKER -*

SPONSOR: NAVAL ACADEMY INSTRUCTIONAL DEVELOPMENT ADVISORY COMMITTEE

As a result of this work, students can journalize automatically and closing and statement-
transaction and adjusting entries (a process which preparation will at first be done automaticall.,-.
always involves analysis) with help in the form of Thought and judgement are required in these steps,
prompts, error statements, and a current balance but accounting students are mostly upper-classmen
sheet, thus learning some mechanics and also do- who will not yet have the spreadsheet package for . .

ing realistically large problems in reasonable which the software is designed and therefore can-
amounts of time. Posting to accounts is done not exploit its flexibility.
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Independent Research
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Net Impact Evaluations of Joint Training
And Partnership Act-Title III

Demonstration Program
RESLARCHIER: AssoclArE l'ROtSSOR WILLIAM R. BOWMAN 00 %

This reports evaluate, the major large-scale employ- crease in employment duration and average earn-
ment and training demonstration programs tunded ings, over that expected had program participants
by the U.S. Department of Labor for workers who not enrolled in the Title III JPTA programs. The
lost their jobs due to plant closings or permanent range of benefits varied widely across all six pro- % %

'.0

mass layoffs. Workers eligible tor such assistance grams, with the largest benefits accruing to white
receive employment search assistance, and if needed, males with long job tenure. The programs had lit-
retraining assistance under the dislocated worker tie if any impact on reduction in public assistance
program of Title Ill of the loint Training and Part- programs. The most cost-effective form of assistance
nership Act (JTPA) -the country's largest employ- appeared to be low-cost job search workshops as
ment and training program. compared with more expensive classroom and on-

The report summarizes the quantitive findings the-job retraining programs. ,
of three delivery agents- Detroit Downriver Coin- The final report was used by the U.S. Depart-
munity, Buffalo Private Industry Council, and Texas ment of Labor's Task Force on Economic Adjustment
Economic and Community Development-which and Plant Closings, which initiated administrative -. ..

operated six different programs in these areas over and Congressional action to support an enlarged
the last five years. program for dislocated workers in the FY 1988 fed-

The major findings conclude that all programs eral budget.
yielded net positive benefits, as measured by the in- -

Adjustment Costs, Specific Human Capital and
Business Cycles

RESEARCHER: AssISTANT PRoFrussoR HAR:ESH M. DHAWAr-E

The researcher investigated the serial correlation ment and output over the course of the business cv-.'
properties of output and employment in the con- cle, the SHC model developed here can at best ex-
text of an adjustr'ent cost model derived from plain only the positive serial correlation in otput .
Specific Human Capital (SHC) considerations. Al- during the initial stages of the upswing and
though adjustment cost models have been employed downswing. The SHC model's ability to explain the
in the new classical equilibrium approach to explain positive serial correlation in employment is tound
the observed positive serial correlation in employ- to be even more limited.
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The Links Between the Private Sector and Low Resource
Agriculture in Sub-Saharan Africa

RESEARCHER: ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR ARTHUR GIB., JR.

This paper is one ot fourteen contracted by the Of- induce more rapid rates ot agricultural gro'wth and %%
fice of Technology Assessment to provide the bases welfare. The particular to,.Ims is oin ways to maximize
for a report to Congress, "Low-Resource Agriculture the participation of private enterprise in this pro-
in Developing Countries: Implications for Africa.: cess. The research utilizes structural transtormation e

The objective of the research is to describe and theory and methods ot employment and spatial an
explain based on evidence from Asia as well as alvsis developed by the researher to integrate other-
Africa - the links between non-agricultural activities wise disparate and fragmentarv evidence on these .

and low-resource agriculture and then to identify rural-urban linkages. . ,
point, ot intervention whereby public policy might

Regulation and Productivity
I<ESEARCHER: VISITING PROrESSOR OLIVER R. GRAW

e6

Using time series data trom various sources, it can productivity ditterential. First, the difterential may
be shown that both total factor productivity and be largely spurious, arising from price ettects rather

output per manhour have tended to rise more rap- than reductions in real resource use per unit ot out-
idly in regulated industries generally than in non- put. Second, regulated industries may have ditter- '

regulated industries during the entire post World entiallv benefitted from technical changes e.g jet .
War II period. This fact has apparently gone airtrame and engine designs arising OUitside the reg- .0-
without comment. This silence is1 surprising, since ulated industries. Third, regulation may act to en- %
many economists have concluded that government force property rights by limiting entry and, hence.
regulation worsens economic performance in a imitation ot successful cost-reducing investments
variety ot ways. Several explanations may account undertaken by incumbents. The present work seeks
for the positive observed regulated non-regulated to ditterentiate enpiricallv among these alternatives.

Value of Information on Health Risks:
The Case of Indoor Radon

RE'EARCHER: ASSOCIATE PROEESSOR F. REID [OIINsoN "

Because ot the nature ot the radon problem and the ment Authority has tested 2500 homes tor indoor. ,

relatively weak statutorv authority to regulate in- radon. This program provides an opportunity to
door air pollution, the Environmental Protection observe a natural experiment on the tormation (it
Agencyv (IEA has decided to rely on voluntary risk perceptions and subsequent mitigating behav- %

measures to reduce radon exposures. The agency ior. This project will develop intormation materials-
will promote voluntary mitigation by means of in- to be sent to each household, and surve\ households %',
otrmatiin programs to assist homeowners in inter- over a one-year period to assess the ettectiveness ot ,,-r

preting radon test results, assessing personal health alternative intormation tormats and to estimate the
risks, and identitying cost-eftective house structure value of reduced health risks based on the observed.
moditii atim , Ito reduce radon concentrations. The behavior ot participating homeowners. . %

ettectiveness it such a policy depends critically on The first phase report i, nv being written. One
the ability ,it homeowner,, ti assess risks accuratelv manuscript trom this studv has been published and
and re.pomd rationalv to the tradeoft between ec- one has been accepted tor public ation ,uble t ti re-
(oinmic tosts and increased lite expectancy, visions. Additional manus. ripts willbe su1 bmit "t('c

The New York Energy Research and I)evelop- based on chapters in the repo rt
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The Socioeconomic Status of Black Veterans
RESEARCHER: PROFESSOR ROGER D. LITTLE

This paper reviews the existing evidence on the to 20 years may be necessary. That time is now. ,
socioeconomic status of Black veterans. The review Some studies in progress surely will add to oui un- , Um.I,
finds unequivocal evidence that both Black and derstanding of these veterans' experiences, but un-
white World War II veterans have higher socio- fortunately the existing longitudinal micro-data
economic status than their nonveteran counterparts. bases which could best address the Vietnam cohort
The keys to the higher status of both groups is more are neither well timed nor well designed to allow
education, and the ability to convert that education air-tight conclusions.
into higher earnings. Apparently, much the same Earlier research clearly suggests the policy
conclusion can be made concerning Korean War vet- variable which would be most useful in enhancing "'-"-
erans, but to lesser extent. Vietnam veterans now the socioeconomic status of both Black and white -

have had sufficient time for their post-service educa- veterans is post-service educational benefits. But,
tion, if it is to benefit them, to begin showing a pay- before jumping on the G.I. bill bandwagon, it would
off. Thus, research on the life cycle earnings of these be useful to know whether the post-service educa-
veterans now can meaningfully be carried out. tion would be acquired by veterans even without
Shorter run research, that is, research through the the G.I. Bill incentive and whether such education
late 70s, shows little earnings benefit to the military continues to provide a significant enhancement to
service, of these veterans. However, for the entire socioeconomic status at a time when nearly all
veteran cohort to reach an earnings "crossover," 15 veterans will have high school diplomas.

Explanations of Racial Difference in School Suspensions
RESEARCHERS: PROFESSOR ROGER D. LITTLE AND % P%

PROFESSOR JOHN A. FITZGERALD (POLITICAL SCIENCE) .

This work explores reasons for racial differences in among blacks and their lower verbal scores on stan- -
school suspensions and expulsions using data from dardized tests. Holding these variables constant. ,

the National Longitudinal Survey, 1979. The evi- along with other delinquency attributes of the in-
dence, at this point, seems to suggest that the dit- dividuals, suggests that blacks are not suspended-
kerences are due to lower socioecrnomic status on racial grounds, per se.
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Estimation Techniques for Valuing Non-Market Goods
RESEARCHER. NIDSHIPMAN I (- EDWARD ). HOLLAND

ADVISER: AssoCIATI PROE<LSSOR F REL)D lOHlNSON

The purpose ot this research was to review and proaches for estimating nonmarket Values.. the travel
ev\aluate the various benefits of estimation te(h- cost method, the contingent valuation method, and
niques employed tor non-traditional markets. In the the hedonic method. Ea(h method has advantages
traditional market, the value of goods, ex(luding ex- and disadvantages depending on the ( harac terist ic .
ternalities, may be derived from the market price. ot the goods involved, the availabilitv ot data. and
When no well-organized market exists, as is the case the use ot which the values will be put. This resear, h*
for many environmental amenities, economic costs reviewed the literature tor each met hod and eval- c..' ,
and benetits have often been ignored. Fionomists uated the relevance ot each method for a varitv ot .

have developed and refined three difterent ap- applications. I *

Effects of Alternate Modes of Financial Information:
An Experiment in Social Science Research

SL AR(HER IDSHIPMAN I c cI N C. KEN N-DY

ADVISR: COMMANDER C(IARi Es A. PERKINS, SC, USN

A so(ial S cience statistical study ot fourth class mid- seCl( ted for study. Jwo were presented no intorma- N.

shipmens knowledge ot personal financial inlorma- tion: two received the first (ta.tuall pa(kage: and
tion was condu(ted, together with a study ot alter- two received the second (augmented ) pat kage A test *. .'
native methods ot improving this knowledge. A questionnaire wa s administered to e\amine the S

preliminary questionnaire was administered to one Plebes knowledge, The null hypothesis wa,, that
company ot Plebes to determine those tinancial sub- there would be no dittrencu in pertormanue among
jects in which they vere most interested. The most the three groups. The results suggestVd reiv, tion ot

trequentlv mentioned topics were re-searc hed. and the null hypothesis bUt did not adCLuatelv account ,
two information pa( kages were developed. [ht first for alternative taLlsation. [he methodologv was re-
consisted t tacts and clearly written information examined to cleterminme how the problem migh t bet -

on the subjects. The second pa (kage was augmen ted ter be approa( hecl.
with drawing,, and cartoons. Six Companies were
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Publications
BIOWMNIAN, W\illiam R., Associat(' Prfesso55r, How oine ,l'( jobs is tound be'fore gr'aduattion How-%

College Graduates Find Good Jobs," Ftirlownit't ever, these johs arte significantly, better, regardless
(Ith Cat'cr Coutt'hti,, I iu pol (Winter I 0871. oft the method uISed in hic at ing entrv-leik el po sit ions. -.-

32-3o. Jobs t ound tol lowing grad uat ion, as well as jobs *'

taken with a firm that employed the graduate on
The research article is an empirical analysis of tiie a tfull- or part-time basis prior to graduation, tend
Impact Ot job search techniqueIs oin thle qCialit (Iot to be interior entry positions.
ent rv-level johs tor a large representative Sample of The study results, are the f irst empirical f inding,,
Maryland college graduate', ot the class oft 1084, aivailable tor Supporting colege Career counseling -

Teqaiyo osimesrdbintaanul efforts to get students, into an active job search prior
salary and hovw closely related are Skills, used oin the to graduadtion.
oh to those perCived to have been developed dujr-
ing one's college e\perience. The Study' controls tor G11,AtuJ. soit rfso.WrdE-:.
the academic1 major chosen, sex and Iage. and esti- ono rth r Georphy Metcinte Nesr, 'oday's

mates thbe impacts on entry-level joh quality of UndrGoras," Meeingheed of Tp/u oday's

method ot job Search respon'sible tor obtaining the (Maergraunes;'87 001ON OfG~ 1 1,1 o

job, and otf the duration of succeSsful job searches.

Thestuk' how tht, egacllsssot cadmic This paper reports the coinclcisions of a series of
major c hose.n. job Search techniques1 are Significantly panels and ,vorkshops sponsored by the WAorlcd
related to thet qual,1ity of entry-level jobs tound. Economic Geography Working Grocip- of the Asso-

~\bie olee laemntot iesacout orcmv ne cito oAmrcn Geographers I AA( 1over the
in weny os fcinl. he ualty f toseenty- ast three years. The notable conclusions aire (I ithat

level jobS are sciperior with respect to starting ecnmcgorpyipagttodfeetwy

salrie arl te cegr' o wichskils cquredin which had better be titled, respect ively, as "world
l~ee ac' elaed o toseuse inthewor eni- economic geography" and 'economic geography and

rOnme(ntlbst ancd dinect hpp'ic'hidd ns arket ofPe- Spatial analysis:" (2) that there is an identifiable core
sona c nt~c I an diectappicaion, wichac- content common to most treatments of the former,

cOcint for ncarly two out oft three' jobs, result in -

vither high Salaries perSoral contacts, or in Skills adtu ifrn ainscnh cetfelccpnl
losly elaedto hatIc u ed hil incoldg (ci- ing con whether trade, development, Multinational

I ippic ationsenterprise, or uirbanizaticon is c'mphasizecd. The paper
rc~ pl~toN.also suiggc'sts that economic geography offc'rings can %

l ic tiinn oft joh utir(hI is foun11d to bc' very
he macd' more coherent and articcilatc' in the way b

al o i qilt; t hs ocnclaswc'l.(,)l\ they are prcscntecl to other acadc'mic cdcpart ments. %%
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GOODMAN, Rae Jean B., Associate Professor, equity can be raised in the apital markets. Fur%.
Oliver R. GRAWE, Visiting Professor, and Thomas thermore, provisions in the tax (ode (an aftect the
A. ZAK. Associate Professor, "The Federal Reserve before-tax income ot the industry. -heretore, the
System's Role in Electronic Funds Transfer Provi- revisions in the tax code currently being finalized -.
sion," R. Rogowsky and B. Yandel, eds., Regulations will likely have important impli(atlons for the abil- -",.

tind Competitiw'e Strategy. Lanham, Maryland: ity of the industry to meet the proposed (apital
University Press of America, 1987. requirements.

Provisions of HR. 3838 as reported by the (on- .
This work sets out a framework for discussing ference Committee directly atte(t the taxati on of

public provision of services generally, with special savings institutions by (hanges in: the corpora. tax
attention to the Federal Reserve System's (FED) elec- rates, the contributions to the bad-debt reserve, t he
tronic funds transfer (EFT) payements clearing minimum tax, the operating-loss dedu(tions. the
activity, dividends-received deduct ion, and the invest ment

The central discussion in the paper concerns the tax credit. The Conference Committee Bill indire. lv
general theory of public provision of services, affects savings institution, by: the changes in depre-
Special attention is paid to the role of the FED in ciation: the limitation on dedutions for losse, on
the EFT market. The issue of cross-subsidization and rental real estate: the limitation on loan interest
generalized subsidy of services used by firms sub- deductibilitv for individuals: the reduction in in- ,. ,,l
ject to regulation is discussed. The model developed dividual income tax rates: the elimination of the -

presumes the regulator/provider maximizes bureau- special treatment of capital gain.: and the introduc- 0
cratic or organization slack. As a result, it is shown tion of the low income rental h 'using tax (redit.
that such an enterprise has an independent, inter- Subsection A describes the Conference Con-
nal incentive to enter otherwise competitive markets, mitte proposed changes in corporate tax rates, bad ",' '.-
and potentially, to supply services at less than debt deductions, and the minimum tax. The cur-
marginal cost. This conclusion does not rely on rent law for each of these areas is presented, tol-
typical voting or public choice-related arguments lowed by a descriptions of the changes. Subsection
holding that political forces induce redistribution to B presents an analysis of the effect of the three
favored supports by altering relative prices. Ap- changes on thrifts' taxes. Subsection C examines the
parent commercial bank resistance to FED EFT pro- effect of the extension of loss carry forwards. Sub- -,,,.

vision is examined in the context of alleged service section D evaluates the effect of the elimination of
subsidization by the FED. the investment tax credit and the reduction in the ,""

A later section of the paper sets out various alter- dividends-received deduction. -".,._%
native explanations for the FED's present role as % %

both a regulator and supplier of EFT (and check GOODMAN, Rae lean B., Associate Professor, "The
clearing) services. These motives include system New Tax Law Gives Thrifts a Break," Outloo, of

security, minimization of commercial risk of system the Federal Home Loan RanB, Sttlo Ian-

failure, economies of scale, promotional pricing,
and the connection between payments mechanisms uary February 1087, pp. 7-10

an h rprcnto fmntr agThis article outlines the changes of the Tax Reform

Act of 1986 and how these changes will affect thrift
(kX)DIAN, Rae lean B., Associate Professor, "The institutions. In general, the outcome of tax reform
Proposed Conference Committee Tax Bill," Au should prove positive -especially it an institution .
Analov:' dthe Proposed Capital Requirem'ents for is large, generates good profits, and has a wealth
Thrift hi.stittitio,s: A Staf Ecoomic Studi', Office of carrywver losses from the first halt of the I0 80s.
of Polity and Economic Research, Federal Home While the net demand for mortgages may decrease.
loan Bank Board, August 108b. thrifts will be able to enter into markets opened to

them by the Depository Institutions Deregulation
An important determinant (if the ability of the thrift and Monetary Control Act of 1082. Thrifts will be -

industrv to satisfy the proposed capital requirements in a better position to meet capital requirements and -

is the taxation of the industrv's net income. Retained the demands issuing from the recapitalization of the ,, \
earnings, used to build equity, are taken from after- Federal Savings and L.oan Insurance Corporation. ,
tax in(ome. The after-tax profitability of the indus- b
try also influences the extent to which additional

.5,, .5.,
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IOHINSON F. Reed, Associate Professor, co-author, WARNER, John T., Visiting Professor, co-author.
"Radon Risk Information and Voluntary Protection: "Military Experience, Civilian Experience, and the % M
Evidence from a Natural Experiment," Risk Aalis. Earnings of Veterans," ou rul ,,f Human Re'source's, ,
7 I (March 10871. 07- 107. 22. 1 (Winter 1087), o2-81. -*

This studv examines the perceived risks and miti- This paper examines the effcts of military ex- .4

gating behavior ot Maine householders who re- perience and civilian experience on the earnings of
ceived new information on their exposures to signiti- veterans, with the objective of determining the %
cant health risks trom indoor radon. The observed substitutability of these two forms ot training for ,%
responses of these people illustrate conceptual issues personnel receiving different types of military train-
related to designing an effective risk information ing. To perform the analysis, the Social Security
program. Despite the involvement of generally well- earnings record of 24,000 individuals who separated .
motivated homeowners and w.ell-intentioned re- in fiscal year 1071 were obtained for th( period -:

searchers and government officials, the researcher 1072-77. Analysis ot these data reveals that more
concludes that the risk information approach used military experience does increase subsequent civilian %
in Maine tiled to induce appropriate, cost-effective earnings, but that the relative impact of military and
voluntary protection. The results indicate that, after civilian experience varies considerably by military
receiving radon test results, information on associ- occupation category. - %

ated health risks, and suggestions on how to reduce
exposures: (I) perceived risks tended to understate
objective risks bv orders of magnitude, and (2) there AE R hn Vsiin Prfesro -athor.
was n ttsia-lysgiiatrltosibewe "Explaining Differences in State Growth: Catching

as no statistically significant relationship betweenChoice 52, 2 (87),
mitigating behavior and objective risks. These 201h21,.201- 213. -_..-'
results suggest that the information of risk percep-
tions and subsequent behavioral adiustments in- Explaining differences in rates of economic growth
volve complex interactions among information, con- has een one of the main tasks of economics since

textual, socio-econoric, and psychological varI- before the time of Adam Smith. This paper analyzes
ables. Therefore, government programs that seek to economic growth rates in the 50 U.S. states since 0
reduce health and safety risks with information pro- 1929 with the objective of testing two competing
grm, instea-d of using more conventional enforcedgrams 'd hypotheses for why growth rates rates vary across
standards must be crafted very carefully to accom- states: the catching-up hypothesis and Mancur

modate this complex process. Olsen's "institutional sclerosis" hypothesis. Several -

tests of these hypotheses are performed, and the , ,.
results unequivocally support the catching-up -

hypothesis.
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ECONOMICS

Presentations
AUSTIN, Michael G., Lieutenant, USNR, SC, "The JOHNSON, F. REED, Associate Professor, "The El- '.

Complications Associated with an Integrated Office fect of Radon Risk Information on Mitigating Be-
Automation System Life Cycle Analysis,' 1087 In- havior;' Environmental Law Institute, Washington,
stitute of Cost Analysis National Education Sym- DC, 24 July 1986. .
posium, St. Louis, Missouri, 21-22 April 1087.

JOHNSON, F. REED, Associate Professor, "Signal . -.%"-

BOWMAN, William R., Associate Professor, "Com- Detection and Perceived Risks: Homeowner Re- .
parisons of Dislocated Worker Programs in the sponses to Radon Risk Information," U.S. Environ-
United States and West Germany,' Atlantic Interna- mental Protection Agency, Washington, DC, 3 De-
tional Economic Meetings, Munich, German, 27 cember 1986.
April 1987.

JOHNSON, F. Reed, Associate Professor, "The
GIBB, Arthur R., Associate Professor, "Rural Economic Benefits of Reducing Exposures to Indoor
Growth Linkages in Sub-Saharan Africa," Meeting Radon," U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
ot the Association of American Geographers, Mid- Washington, DC, o May 1987. e-
die States Division, New York, New York, 18 Oc- ".1

tober 1Q86. LITTLE, Roger D., Professor, "The Socioeconomic .1

Status of Black Veterans," Roundtable on Post-
GIBB, Arthur R., Associate Professor, "General Service Experiences, loint Center for Political Stud- S
Education in the Information Age: The Role of ies, Washington, DC, 19 June 1986.
Foundation Courses in Today's Undergraduate Cur-
riculum," Annual Meeting of the Association of WARNER, John T, Visiting Professor, "A Switching
American Geographers, Portland, Oregon, 23 April Regression Model of Navy Enlistment Supply," Cen-
1987.

ter for Naval Analyses, Alexandria, Virginia, 18
March 1987.

GRAWE, Oliver R.. Visiting Professor, "Issues in the %,%
Economics of Defense Acquisition," Conference on
Economics of Defense Acquisition, U.S. Naval
Academy, Annapolis, Maryland, 2 June 1987.

GRAWE, Oliver R., Visiting Professor, and Thomas .. ,
A. ZAK, Associate Professor, "Surge Capacity and
Industrial Mobilization: Notes on the Relationship
Between Current and Future Output," Industrial Col-
lege of the Armed Forces Conference on Marshal-

ing Resouces for Conflict Short of Declared War, a
Washington, DC, 10 April 1987. "
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%77

Sponsored Reshe"r"h

" The Modernisms of Gyorgy Lukacs <£e

[-_SEARCIR: Asso-IATI [ SOR VA [L. CORRIDOR % P e.."

SPONSOR: NAVAL ACADI MYr [LSLARCII C(.'O ,l (O.)NN i,,.. % -,

The manuscript consists of ten essays which are' the rule of the intelctual, historicism, or I (orm- ,,,},% ,

meant to demonstrate the relevance of (.yorgy parison (it [.uaILIs's theories to those of other ira- ,'a-6"

lukacs's views for the complex discourse of contern- portant theoreticians, Such as %li hacl Bakhtin.
. ~porary literary theory and criticism. Each chapter Michel Foucault, [.uIien (Goldniann, Fredkric lamec-..-"--,"

S

confronts one major aspect of nukaCs' theoriesd son, and racques leenhardt.

suhas the genre of the epic in relation to the novel, , -..

- .p - " %

A Different France: Studies of the Diverse Heritage

of France's Regions
RESEARCHIER: ASSISTANT PROFESSOR AUDREY AQUIN J-.

SPONSOR: NAVAL ACADEMY i RESEARCH COUNCIL (O N,"This project is a collection of documents w concern- historv, traditions, and culture (t eah region. The,.

ing the seven regions ot France which have a non- text will also include an introdiCtion to each region

French linguistic and cultural heritage: Alsace, Brit- for non-specialists. Some topics addressed will be
tany, Corsica, Flanders, North Catalonia, Occitania, the current federalist movement in France, the Ar- -

and Pras Basque. The documents ill include inter- thurian tradition in Breton art and literature and
Views Of Cultural leaderpi in these regions, sample Cathar heritage in Occitania and the identity prob-

lessons in the regional languages, and articles on the lem of the people Alsace.

The Correspondence of Luis Alberto Sanchez

RESEARCHER: ASSISTANT PROFESSOR ELSA .GILMORE
SPONSOR: NAVAL ACADEMY RESEARCi COUNCIL (ONI

The purpose of this project is to produce an organic well-known names and uvent en run,, through e
edition of the correspondence o Luis Alberto San- Sanchez's archives, aninroti n ht oler, will e

chez, a well-known Peruvian writer and scholar, one examinec, organized, and tranribd, and lr. San-
of the Coundr , Flanero's Apra party, and currenia, the current feeraie moern int crne, the . ar
his nation' first vice president. Amng Dlr. Sanchez's o his correspondence In addition Pr. Sam ht v ha ,
correspofdent,, have n the o n s, smLatin Americ Chs agreed to suppl t aa ad the rcd ht k% iti p"ordso Ic"-

literary and political luminaries, including Pablo ters not inchlded in the arhiv,, %%hi~ h hu donatcd %

Neruda and Gabrioa Mistral The thread that joins to the ennvlvani Statc ['niezrit' "
., %%

J Th puroseof tis rojet isto rodue a orgnic ellknow naes ad evntsofte r-s thoug
* eiton f hecoresonenc o Lis lbrt Sa- anhezs rcive, lirotlm o hi lttrs il h

- chz, wel-knwn eruvan ritr an scolar on exmine, oganzedandtrancriedand- r.San

* ofthe ouners f Peu'sAprapart, ad curenty cez wll h inerviwed oncrnin the'igit iar'

-" '-o "p
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L ANGUlAGE STUIES

*Annapolis Interactive Video ProjectJ
REStARCERs: AssocIATE PROF[550R GLADY5 RIVE RA-LA SCALA (xotIc (r DIRE C R op

AssISTANT PROFE.SsOR CHRISTOPHER BUCK,
AssocIATE PROFESSOR SHARON DAHLGREN. ASSISTANT IPROFE I S)R

WILLIAM, FLETCHER, PROtEsSOR JOHN HUTCHINS, Ass:STANT PROFE ssOR .

ENRIQUE MIARQUEZ, AN[D PROrESSOR JOHN YARBR()

SPONS;OR: DEPARTMENT OF DEFE.NsE, NATIONAL SECURITY' ACE N( y

%%

U~nder Protess;or Rivera-L~a ScJaas direction, a seven- bia L University, the U~niversity (it Pennyvia anti
member team set uip criteria for evaluating hardware the University of \Iic higan. Presentat ions, on the

*anti software for interactive video lesson,; andi work proie~t were given at the Computer-Assisted Lan-

stations, andi made hardwvare andi software seiec- guage Lesarning andi InstruItion Consortium Svmipo-

tions. Members ot the team Sele~ted andi edited t itty- sium andi at the Georgetowvn I.niversity Round 'Table

eight Spanish language sequences andi created master oin Languages, andi LinguistiCs. In the Fall ot 10'-87,

lesson designs andi modules andi an authoring system seventy to eighty students in t irst-year Spanish %

which vvill permit implementation ot these designs. courses at the A( ade(m\' %Vill begin using interattive
*Intormation concerning the project wvas shared wvith video lessons to practice listening iimnprehension

the U.S. Military Academy. the Air Forte Acadlemy, a ntl reading comprehcnioi skill5, and the team wvill 1

the Central Intelligence Age-nr; the National Set -Ur- begin evaltiat ion ot interai(t yec Video teChnology, as

ity AgenCy, the Detense Language Institute. COlumn- applied to foreign language education.

2. %

%C .0



ILANGUAGE STUDIES

Independent Research

Semiotics and Calderon - '
RESEARCHER: ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR SHARON G. DAHLGREN

This book-length study combines the methodology this study addresses are the function of sibling rela-%
of the semiotics of theater with historical research tionships in Calderon as they control and guide the
on Pedro Calderon's secular drama of seventeenth- dynamics of plot structure, the most notable of
century Spain. In an attempt to develop a pragmatic which are twin relationships, the feminine perspec-

semiotic model for the analysis of dramatic art, the tive in Calderonian female adjuvants, or assistants
researcher has identified two complementary levels, to principal male figures, Calderonian tragic models, -
the microsign that takes into account sign typology, and finally performance codes, with an analysis of
such as Charles S. Peirce's icon, index, and symbol, specific twentieth-century performances recorded on
and the macrosign that refers to larger systematic videotape. The objective of this study in semiotics
constructs that are responsible for the overall dra- is to reach a better understanding of dramatic sign
matic frame of a given play. Areas of inquiry that systems in Golden Age Spain.

inSemantic and Pragmatic Factors• " in the Use of Dutch Gender Forms ':

RESEARCHER: ASSISTANT PROFESSOR WILLIAM H. FLETCHER

This project is an investigation into the extensive cal gender of a noun antecedent. Current work has
restructuring of the gender systems of Dutch along concentrated on expanding the statistical data base .
semantic lines. Data obtained from a statistical on usage of gender forms, studying the acquisition
study of gender form use in various corpora of of lexical and semantic gender by Dutch children,
spoken Dutch support the researcher's hypothesis and further integrating the researcher's observations '

that pronoun reference in Dutch is primarily con- and hypotheses into the form-content analysis' "
W trolled by the semantics of the referent, not the lexi- theoretical framework.

Italian and Spanish Epic Poems of the Sixteenth Century
RESEARCHER: ASSISTANT PROFESSOR RITA P. LANDERS "% %

The purpose ot this research is to expand on the area clasico favorecido") to be presented in October 1087 "
of Professor Landers' doctoral dissertation. She has at the Mountain Interstate Foreign Language Con- -

completed one article ("Dialectica neoplatonica en- ference in Richmond, Virginia. Both articles focus S
tra amante v amade en 'Las lagrimes de Angelica' on the Renaissance theories ot love used by the - V

de Barahona de Soto") to be published in Italy. Pro- Spanish poet, Barahona de Soto, taken from classi-
fessor Landers is presently working on a second arti- cal poetry as well as from the authors Loen Hebreo
dic ("Imitacion creadora v creatividad imitadora: un and Baldassar Castiglione. " -

eslabon significativo en el tratemiento de Lin mito
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LANGUAGE STUDIES .," 0

%%

Automated Biographic Analysis of
the Chinese Military Leadership

RESEARCHER: PROFESSOR DANIEL T. Y. LEE

This is a continuing long-range project to study acteristics, or to link logically different leaders as .. %
biographic characteristics and career patterns of they progress through their careers. As data accum-,j' ,
significant military leaders in the People's Republic ulate, it is expected that hierarchical clustering tech- %
of China. It employs English-text summaries pre- niques will establish patterns of ascendancy,
pared according to strict syntactical rules with em- The total number of biographies included now
bedded computer flags permitting the computer to stands slightly over one thousand, and about five
search biographies and develop summaries by char- hundred previous entries have been updated. %

Conciliation and Refutation in Fidel Castro's Speeches
on China (1962-1968)

RESEARCHER: ASSISTANT PROFESSOR ENRIQUE MARQUEZ %

%

This research is focused on Fidel Castro's rhetoric, argumentative orientation and scheme of the %
Its purpose is to study the topical arrangements in speeches. The theoretical frame of this study is that -
his foreign affairs speeches concerning his dual of Austin's theory of speech acts, and 0. Ducrot and S
ideological alignment vis-a-vis China and the USSR. J. C. Anscombre's theory of argumentation.
Chronologically, this stage of Castro's rhetoric is This research is to be presented as a doctoral
described as one of promulgation and polarization, dissertation at the Ecole des Hautes Etudes en %

The specific topoi (in Aristotle's sense) of con- Sciences Sociales de Paris, France. ,
ciliation and refutation are retraced through the
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LANCUAGE STUDIES

Research Course Projects

A Comparative Study of Modern Chinese History
RESEARCHER: MIDSHIPMAN I C RICHARD ]. CHIAO

ADVISER: PROFESSOR DANIEL T. Y. LEE

The project was essentially a continuing effort of Resistance against Japan. 1937-1945. The purpose
to develop a command of the Chinese language of the research was to compare the views held by
adequate for first-hand understanding of Chinese Beijing and Taipei on their respective roles in the
materials as a basis for research in the field '4 con- eight-year war with Japan.
temporary Chinese studies. Key areas were: (1) text- The final, lengthy report, written in Chinese,
books on modern China published in the People's included a compilation of findings as well as
Republic of China and Taiwan from the period of commentaries.
1940 to 1945, and (2) publications on China's War

A Critical Study of Romance of the Three Kingdoms
RESEARCHER: MIDSHIPMAN I,'C RICHARD J, CHAO %

ADVISER: PROFESSOR DANIEL T. Y. LEE %

The purpose of this research was to study a famous Oral reports in Chinese were a regular part of
Chinese novel. Romance of the Three Kingdoms the course, followed by content discussions between
(221-263 A.D.) to further the researcher's interest the researcher and his adviser on the cultural and
and ability in the study of the Chinese language and political climate of that period. A written report em-
thus broaden his work in his Political Science major phasizing key personalities of the Three Kingdoms
with an Asian Studies concentration. was submitted at the end of the semester.
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LANGUAGE STUDIES

Publications

CORREDOR, Eva L., Assistant Professor, Gyorgy zetsels;' in Verslag -'an bet Ncgende Colloguium zan z -*
Lukacs and the Literary Pretext. New York and Bern: Docenten in de Neerlandistiek aan Buitenladse V
Peter Lang, Winter 1987. Universiteiten, Katholieke Uni-versiteit Nijniegen. e'

26-31 a 1gustus 185, eds. Theo Hermans, Dick
) % .st.The book is an introduction to those works of Boukema, and Andre van Seggelen. The Hague: .. ,

Gyorgy Lukacs that have established him as a classic Internationale Vereniging voor Neerlandistiek, 1086, N- N
authority in literary criticism: The History of the pp. 59-73.
Ez'olution of Modern Drama (i 911 ), still not avail-
able in English, which is analyzed in the original In Dutch, ten prepositions can follow their objects %

Hungarian text and from which extensive quotations (i.e., are postpositioned) under conditions which %
are provided in English; the collection of Kantian have never been explained satisfactorily. This study

essavs. Soul and Form (1910); the Hegelian Theory examines all the postpositions in a seven hundred
of the Nozel (1q20); and Lukacs's first Marxist work, thousand-word corpus and additional examples to
History and Class Consciousness (1923), which best isolate the factors which condition the appearance
characterizes the Hungarian philosopher's proble- of postpositions and to formulate pedagogically
matic position between East and West. Lukacs's useful rules for teaching them to learners of Dutch. ,.
Marxist literary theories are studied in the texts writ- Usually postpositions occur in adverbials of direc-
ten during his exile in Stalinist Russia but published tion. They generally appear instead ot their pre-
much later: Studies in European Realism (1950), The posed counterparts if confusion between direction _m

Historical Noz'el (1955), and Realism in our Time and location is possible. In contrast to iar to,' they
(1057). The approach to Iukacs's work is both selec- stress reaching a goal, not mere directionality. As
tive and global. On the one hand, Lukacs's theories past scholarship has shown, there exists a relation .
are introduced with a focus on his views on French between postposition and aspect. This study svs- -
literature. On the other hand, these theories are in- tematically describes the aspectual interaction be- %
tegrated in the totality of Lukacs's intellectual de- tween postpositions and verbs. After a number of
velopment. At each phase, the true motive of miscellaneous rules, it concludes with a look at
Lukacs's interest in literature presents itself as a idiomatic expressions with postpositions,.
pretext to the study of reality.

FLETCHER, William H., Assistant Professor, editor,
CORREDOR, Eva I... Assistant Professor, co- Papers from the Second Interdisciplinary Conference
author, Tracing Literary Theory, ed. Joseph Natoli. on Netherlandic Studies. lanham, New ')irk, Lon-
Urbana: [ Iniversity of Illinois Press, Summer 1087. dIon: University Press of America, 1087.

Intended for both undergraduatts and graduate This volume i, a report on the Seond Interdis i-
students ot literature, this volume constitutes a plinary Conference on Netherlandit Studies, held
historical survev ot the development of postmodern at Georgetown I.niversitv trom 7 June to k hune %
literarv theory and srinl{ III over the past twenty 1084, whic [I Was organi/ed by tie editor. It ( hroni- I 0
vears in the United State,, and Eurpe. It deals with de, the ,,holarlv and ,oial event,, ,f th tnferelnce

the theoretit.al moveme'nt,, of sructuralisn, herme- and reproduces toirteeen of the paper,, presented
neutii dstet,,ntrution, phenomenology. ,emiotic,, there All ot the papers, deal with the loW( i'ouln-

s, i!( rititlue, and histori( ,in, tries, i.e., the Netherlinds and l3elgiumn the st hf olar'
who wrote them represent the t ield, of hitrv., (on - -.' .
temporary so(ittv. language tfathin linuhistit, : -

Fl:I{ 1< Williairn 1I.. A-sistant Professor '1Di- literatUre. aind art hi,story
daktiche rihtlijnen v,,r het gebruik van tie achter- ... r,
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LANGUAGE STUDIES

%

FLETCHER, William H., Assistant Professor, "Se- rather than the vernacular, his theater has not en-
mantic Factors in Dutch Gender Choice," Papers joyed wide exposure in this century because ot the
from the Second Interdisciplinary Confercice m paucity ot readers who can easily understand Latin.
Netherlandic Studies, ed. William H. Fletcher. Lan- This edition includes a translation of Masen's three
ham, New Y ork, London: University Press of Ameri- most notable plays: Mauritius. Rusticus imperans,
ca, 1Q87, pp. 51-63. aVd Aodrop/iults. The introduction includes a brief

biography of Masen and a discussion of Masen's
Like most European languages, Dutch distinguishes theater in the setting of seventeenth-century dra-
more than one gender of nouns. While grammarians matic theory and practice.
prescribe that pronouns referring to inanimates must I ll
agree in gender with their antecedent, for most MARQUEZ, Enrique, Assistant Professor, Lo espcr-
speakers in the western Netherlands this is often not v ' '"Ti a : y
the case. This paper demonstrates that such devia- o1085. ".2,5 "''-
tion from the norm is not random: it follows clear l----
patterns which suggest the introduction ot new This is a volume of poetry in Spanish with English
semantic content ("relative degree of prominence as translations by Kate Wheeler ians the author, and

an individual") to what had become empty forms
reflecting gender. Semantic feature- associated with a complete section in English only. The poems deal

with perceptions of time, relationships, and the con- % %.
greater prominence are human, animate, count,

seiiand concrete, versus lsprmntnon- cept of renewal. The 'wvorld" and the "other" arespecific, aless prominent, scrutinized from two related points ot view: the ,
human, inanimate, mass, general, and abstract. Journev (if survival of the nomad and the coming '"P- '

Some examples are adduced to show traces of this n o v t mh m
of a stranger, two form-generating conflicts thatsemantic principle in lexical gender assignment. ten to bring abu",%aeigtotera n htend to bring about awakening to the real and the z " .3

Deviation from the prescriptive norm Otters the
clearest argument that traditional rules do not reflect imaginary.
the tactors regulating actual usage: furthermore, the
vast majoritv of cases which appear to conform to MARQUEZ, Enriqtu, Assistant Protessor, "Visita- ,
the rules also agree with the author's interpreta- ci6n de la lluvia," "G.B.," "E.P. quiere morir," and
tion of the principles underlying Dutch pronoun "Fear of words," in Pt-ii (ubaia C;Oti,,i c,. 0. :

reference. Atolo ia. ladrid: Editorial Catohl'pas, 10 8o. pp.
170 175.

HALBIG, Michael C., Professor. Thel C,iit lT't' rpar'd b the Spanish puilr shing house (itobhe-
of Jacob Aitscen: Thret Ptias in Tra'ila't 'lH i wi
bitrodiictiom. New York and Bern: Peter Lang. 1087 p s I NMadridi. thi, anthologv im ludes three genera-

tion,,s of w1 -known ( ban emigre poets 1 30,-"
through 08sO,,s who ,hare both the experience tlacob Masen {loO-1081 was one ot the pre- tht.(.ubanrevolution IlUSa 'and exileinlif rent

eminent German writers still using L.atin a, a literary " %r'"o"t""wrl
language in the seventeenth century. WVritten in la in
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I ANGUAGJI STUD111S

'if. Presentations

CORREDOR, Eva L., Assistant Professor, "La struc- FETCHE3R William H., Assistant Professor, "Zur
ture pre-romanesque d'une fiction tragique," Meet- Semantik und Pragmatik der Genusformen in Nie- -

ing of SATOR (Societe dlAnalyse cle la Topique R0- derlandishen" tniversity of Cologne, Cologne, (kr-
manesque). College de France, Paris, France, 10-Il1 many. 10 June 108(6.

Octbe 196.FLETCHER, William H., Assistant Professor "Pat-

CORREDOR, Eva L., Assistant Professor, "Gyorgy terns of Dutch Pronouns, Convention ot Modern
Lukacs and the Problematic Form of Modern Language Association. New York. New York, 28
Drama," Convention of Modern Language Associa- December 1986.
tion of America, New York, New York, 27-30 De-

cemberlQ~o.FLETCHER. William H., Assistant Professor, Chair,

"Three Dutch Revolutions: 1747, 1787, 1795," at
CORREDOR, Eva L., Assistant Professor, "Is there Folger Library Symposium "Decline, Enlightenment
a Postmodern Historicism7," Conference of the Inter- and Revolutions: The Dutch Republic in the Eigh- '

national Association for Philosophy and Literature, teenth Century," Washington, DC. 121-14 Mlarch
LUniversity of Kansas, Lawrence, Kansas, 30 April.-3 1087.
May 1()87. %

GILMORE, Elsa M., Assistant Professor, "Aporte
* CORREDOR, Eva L., Assistant Professor, Re- a la correspondencia de Cesar Vallejo;" Mountain

spondent to Fredric fameson. "Critical Theory Interstate Foreign LangUagC Conference, W~inston-
*Post modernism," Conference of the International Salem, North Carolina, I11 October 108o.Fl

Association for Philosphy and Literature, Univer-
* sity of Kansas, Lawrence, Kansas. 30 April-3 May

1Q87.GILMORE, Elsa M., Assistant Professor, "Antece-
dentes de Ia poesia epica de Cesar Vallejo en Los
heraldos negros," Kentucky Foreign language Con-.e%

*DAHLGREN, Sharon, Associate Professor, and ference, Lexington, Kentucky, 24 April 1087. % *%I .L 1
*Martin D. HERZOG, Commander. USNR, (Mathe-

matics), "Seminar on Interactive Video" Five Col-
GILMORE, Elsa M.. Assistant Professor. "Audio- ~p

lege Fault Semnar Mont lolyke ollge, visual Materials in Foreign Language Instruction at
,South Hadley. Massac husetts, 11) 20 September thUNA"PnslaiMoenagueAs-

l~8o. ciation. Allentown. Pennsylvania. 2 %Iay 108~7.

l)AiLCIREN. Sharon, Associate I rofessor, "Thomas lll(Nh ,, f "orinLgug
Corneille, P'edro Calderon, and the Semniotics of
Comedy," Convention of Mo~dern Language Associa- Education and the New Information Environment,"

Keynote Address C A 1KOC ptr:'s't
ton. New York, Ne'w York. 28 Deember I108o. lagaeIariginIstr oalCsotm

Sym11posium. Mlonterey. C-alifornia, 8 April 10687.
D AIII( RFN, Sharon, A,,sociate Profess or, (hair-

man, Pa~nel I )is ussion on "Computers and Golden ''1.Enie.'\stnt'rtsr"Ia
Age Spanish Drama: D~ata Dat,[ata Banks, and M

Wd Pocesing" (lde AgeSpaishI )rma yrn Stones and Gianbattista Vico: the Concept oft Ili%-
of orx ,, F1P~ i 'tX 1 1 torical Kno wliedge in lose' [czia f-ima," hint itkV

pusim. ni'trs', tx~i ,. ast ,&,is Forcign l.intiiI'(oferem l, *'\invt(m Kcitt Isv
* Nlrh 08724 April 0,87,

I )At IU ;RFN S hari pAso iaitv In fsir, "Perfor-

mance Codes in Calderon's 6 ran lea tro del mundo,'
* ~~(x'ulden Agv' 'panishF IDraima Symp(1osmi I ' e'u\

MIc''wa IIliF.I Pa( \Iiri h 18
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N LANGUAGE STUDIES 5:

. RIVEIRA-I.A SCALA, Gladys, Associate Professor, YARBRO, John D)., P'rofessor, "Interactive Computer- ,',.%
"- "The Annapolis Interactive Video Project: Criteria Videodisc Lessons for Frenth Listening Compre- - ',

UsdfiSlcino otaeand Hardware," Inter- hension," CALICO ((_omputer-Assisted Language

agency Language Roundtable, Washington, DC, 19 Learning and Instruction Consortium) Symposium, -
r ~February 1987. Monterey, California, 8 April 1987. ,, ,
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DEPARTMENT OF

Political Science
PROFESSOR ROBERT L. RAU

CHAIRMAN

In 10Q86-1087 the Political Science DepartmentI
research and publication results demonstrated d
increased volume and high quality. The De-~f~ 3 II~ i
partment's faculty, was recognized with a
variety of research grants, travel grants, and

publication of book-length manuscripts by the bet-
ter publishers. Assistant Professor Gale Mattox ed-
ited Fv'okz'ig Eiiropcim De'fenise Poluics, and ,

Associate Professor Stephen Frantzich published I*/P
Stormning W'ashington. An Ibitc'rns Guide to Na-
tio~nal Gov'tnm'nt. Professor Robert Rau was the
recipient of a study grant to attend the International
Summer Course oin International Security, Institute %d~~
of Politic al Science, Christian Albrechts University,
Kiel, Germany. It is of interest to note that most of
the research undertaken in this department was un-
funded. Also of some importance is the fact that
most research is devoted to policy-oriented matters
Of tunctional problems and issues. In addition to thekw %

two books published by members of the Depart-

ment, five chapters wsere contributed to books edited
by others. Five articles were contributed to journals.
Twenty-one professional papers were presented at

three presentations were given to professional or
Cdtacational groups. The establishment oft the Honors Program for

Faculty MIidshipmen Research Project activity, Political Science midshipmen has yielded research
ontinued to improve, with a special interest in inter- beniefits tor this department. Examples (if indepen-

naitional relaitions and area-oriented topic". Twenty- dent Studies written in honors Courses, are Midship-
yie proie( ts, were completed bi midshipmien. Four- man 2 C Pamela IL. Hilton's "The Islaic I'undamen-

teen idh ipmn- part i ipated in five ,,t ulc(n t talist Reviv\al in Nialavysia: Eftect, s(on Government

ontcein esait [Cxa, A. ,indl %I. 1 'niversitY, the 1'.S. and Public Policy, and %li dshipmnan 2 C_ Travis, 1).
:\ir lor e Ak ,idv andt the t'1S. NlIlIitarv Ac advnmv. Zac h's -Recent 'Irendls in Soyvjet P ropagandla Ut tort

we oll a~, thc 'intdent ( onterente on Internaitionail in Wetetrn Europe.

:\tt,ir, at %\bunt I flvyke ( oleg.iw and the 011,1n-11

hia~~~~~~~~~, I n%. t Iovg l~j otlnc

2 23 %

% %~

% % %
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POLIT ICAL SCIENC E'

Sponsored Research
The Problem of Retention of Naval Pilots

RESEARCHER: PROI ESSOR CHARLIS L. COC IRAN

SPONSOR: COMMANDER, TRAINING COMMAND, U.S. ATLANTIC FLT i"

There has been an improvement in military recruit- ot life issues in these billets,. as well a, question,
ing and retention rates since 1080. Problems remain regarding the allocation of resources. Retention is
in the retention of certain officer categories such as tound to be related to several variable,, in(luding:
nuclear submarines and pilots. Problems persist age, marital statu,,, source ot commission and %
because ot inherent negative aspects of the quality other,,.

National and International Factors in State Repression
RiSEARCTIUR: AsiPSTANT PROFISSOR 1

3
ARBARA HARFm .*

SPONSOR: NAVAL ACADFM' R1silARcIH ' COUNCIL ONINj

This research project is a data collection effort which and number ot victims, and specitication ot the e"..

is part ot a larger project that develops and tests a political circumstances ot massive repression, The
theory of the domestic and international causes ot ultimate goal is to specify a general theory ot state
mas,ive state repression. Information is being col- coercion and to demonstrate empirically that this.
lected for all post-1045 cases ot two types o mass theory has the capacity to explain the causes and "
repression - genocides and politicides. The initial processes of past episodes ot massive state violence,
global survey has identified about 45 definite and and hence has the potential for forecasting them in
likely episodes. Detailed descriptions are being the future. Ihe results of the study will be incor-
developed for each, including assessments of gov- porated in a book manuscript.
ernmental tactics, identification of the target groups

Evolving European Defense Policies
RESEARCHER: AssIsTANT PROFESSOR GALt A ",ATTOX

SPONSOR: NATO FELLOW R[S ARCH GRANT iq84-80

.,1, This is a study of the past policies, present trends, cies and issues that cross boundaries, such as the
and future scenarios in the evolution of European balance between conventional and nuclear weap-
defense from the 1070s into the 100 0s. Its approac h onry, burden-sharing, technical cooperation, arms
is two-pronged and addresses both national debates control, out-of-area challenges, and the question ot
and overarching defense issues. The national defense European detense cooperation. The editors conclude 0
agendas of the United Kingdom, France, West Ger- that change will occur through tirst, economic con-
manv, Holland, Italy. and Norwav are examined .traints: ;econd, manpo,.er constraints: and third.
across a range ot issues. In each case, consideration political pressure as a result ot perceived economic -

is given to the political economic context of detense advantage. The most dramatic change will be con-
policy, as well as the intradetense tradeoffq between tinuance ot the trend begun in the early Il)70s: -

men and material and between operation, and cap- the increasing role ot the W\'est Europeans in ,eC u- S
ital investments. ritv and dete'nse athairs in Europe in NATO. and

A second section ot issue s.tudies. includes poli- throughout the world. .
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POLITICAL SCIENCE

The U.S.-Soviet Strategic Arms Limitation Talks
RESEARCHER: ASSISTANT IPROE~SSOR GALL A. MATTOX

SPONSOR: NAVAL ACADEMY RSEARCH COUNCIL (O'MN)"", -

rb-

The Unitd States and Soviet Union have been pean. especially German, concerns raised by the
engaged in nuclear arms. negotiations since 1969. range of arms control negotiations now under hi-
Those negotiations have been bilateral, focusing in- lateral discussion between the Soviet Union and the
itially on strategic arms, but since 1982 including United States. There are a number of critical impli-
in termed iate-ra nge nuclear forces (INF) and since cations raised by the negotiations for the West Ger-
1084 detense and space weapons. Particularly in the mans which deserve closer attention. 4

INF talks, but also the other sets of Geneva negotia- The method of this project will be to examine
tions are increasingly important for the U.S. allies, several central issues confronting the U.S. and its

*This has been most convincingly demonstrated in allies in the ongoing arms talks which can be ex-
*the aftermath ot the Iceland Summit" when a pected to challenge existing alliance institutions rZ

number of West European officials cautioned the or even fundamental assumptions with respect to
U'nited State,, against concluding an agreement with NATO strategy. In the former case, will there be a
the Soviet Union that would in any way remove or need or is there a need now to alter the decision-

-J ' .#" a

Undermine the U.S. nuleSr guarantee. making process within NATO? Will the Europeans,
The Federal Republic Of Germany has been most begin to move more seriously in the direction of an

vc 2 in expressing its concerns for the progress of independent security policy? In the latter case, if SDI
the 'NF talks, as well as the strategic and space portends the demise of nuclear weapons globally,
d]ist ussions. As a non-nuclear power bordering nine what will be the implications for a NATO strategy

*other countries and with the longest European bor- based in the final analysis on the concept of nuclear
der %-.it h the Soviet U n ion. it is perhaps not surpris- deterrence? These issues are only beginning to be
ing that Germany voies concern over the potential addressed in Geta in the public debate. Their-
for a conventional contlict in the absence of a firm resolution will be critically important to the United
L'S. n lear commitment in Europe. The objective States and its allies.
othe resear(h is to define more pre(isely the Etro-

Cognitive Processes and Political Decision Making:
An Information Processing Perspective

Ri si AR(i iiiR: \ssoCiAl I PRoI ESSOR HEIFN E. lPURKiTT

SrOssoR NArIO'sAL S( iFNCL FOUNnATION

LThis stud, ticesi n how people proess intormie- to experimental subjects doe not intlieng e the prob- %
ion to make a deisn about con ple politiCal em solving logic; and (3t problem repoinses are ',

questihon to wit: what to do about very large and Often preteren ially based (e.g.. partisanship and A

growing budget (eutots, given the opportunity to attittdes about deense. [atxes and social elt "are

increase taxes and or derease spending. e nt y-ive spending trigger pronouned problem solutions.'
small group sessions were videotaped in order to ehe most important result ot thisd stidio is evidenc
stUdy the cognition. intormation processing, ant that experts and novice use A illv judgmental
choke heuristics o novices and experts. The type heuristic to tncerstand a problem and to make deo i-
ot inormateion (qualitativer and subtect charaof- sions. The pervasiveness ot this heuristic may CX, 

thri.tics ,novice and expert) wera the major treat- plain why most politial decisions approimnate, a
int variable, in this stclv. The restlts of the st tid satis iing intremcntal model. The result it this-

t(4r nst rated three main points (I experts ( peo- sterrV stggest that it msa he usCIl iinnc tiuture re sarch
plc ai management nakst peariene ant nov- to reconweptial i satitilng inrent t a ini as a
ics nollege students Oten attempt to solve a tom- pervasive type judgie ntl heciristits Used in po-
pk-\ poutid al problem in similar ways: 2 varying litital Deidcision maMking.
hf type Ot problem relevant information presented

)- .,.%,,* =
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POLITICAL SCIENCE

Independent Research

Latin America in the International Political System
REFIARCHYIR: PROIFEssoR G. Pom- ATKINS%%

This book, to be published in 1Q88, is an updated, numerous intergovernmental organizations in which
tully revised second edition of a work first published Latin American states have participated; (4) the dis-
in 1077. It is an analytic treatment of Latin Ameri- tribution of international power and influence in-
cas international relations, viewing the region as a volving the region and its subregions; (5) patterns
subsystem within the global international system. ot interaction in terms of diplomatic, cultural, eco-
Several levels ot analysis are pursued: (1 ) the foreign nomic, and military instrumentalities, both confi-
policy interests, orientations, and processes of the dential and cooperative and (o) the consequences
relevant states, inside and outside the region; (2) of interaction in terms of several schools ot inter- -" -

characteristics and interests of the most important national relations theory.
non-state actors: (3) structures and processes of the-%

The United States as Regional Hegemon in the Caribbean
Basin

RESEARcHER: PForEssoR G. POPE ATKINS V

This chapter has been completed and will appear with particular attention to the Caribbean crises dl-.,
in a book to be published in 1Q88. It analyzes U.S. dating from the Nicaraguan revolution ot 1070. The
threat perceptions in the Caribbean Basin and stra- motivations of the various challengers, bargainers,
tegic responses to those threats as the United States and defendants are subsequently evaluated, includ- o, K.WIZ

has sought to play the role of regional hegemon. ing the degree to which they seem to conform or
Analysis involves U.S. strategic concepts and how not to U.S. perceptions. A set of conclusions sum- %

they are linked to ideological, economic, and other marizes the theoretical and policy implication,, of %
(onsiderations. The first part is an exploration of the U.S. experience as hegemon in the Caribbean
the general and continuing bases tor U.S. policy, Basin. %

The 1986 Elections in the Dominican Republic .

RPSUARCHIrR: P~ROF I SsR (Por Arxi Ns

Thi, hapter has been completed and will be pub- campaign emphasized personalities rather than is-
lished in l)88. It is a detailed description and analv- '-ies. A new 'unitary ballot discouraged voter fraud, 0

i,,, ot the 1080 national elections in the )ominican en(ou raged party alliances, and de-emphasized the
l Republi, which were notable for a number ot rea- need for many candidates to campaign. Of parti u --

sons. They were the sixth to be held in an unbroken lar importance, the appointment ot a distinguihecd
quadrennial serie,, that began in I O0 and served to ( itizen's AdvisorV Commission to overse the ei-
reinfor(ce the )ominica, Republic s evolving demo- tions had the salutary consequence of ensuring an -

cracy. While some vi ,lenc, occurred during the (am- honest and pea(eful outcome'. In gentral teris the
paign and on electon day the general political at elec(tions ,ignalled a political transition period as the
nosphere, was pea(efni, given the intense nature of partit's, and their ltcaders kxtrt, Opcn to talignMent -

the protess. [)epite sctrious national problenm,, tht po,,,ily in fundamental way,.

228
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C-SPAN in the Classroom,
Providing a Window on the Legislative Process

RESEAR HER. Assoc LATE PROFE-SsOR STUi'Ir.N E. FRANTLIHH

The cable coverage ot Congress (C-SPAN) offers a set ot practical assignments, by which C-SPAN can

tremendous restource for teachers ot political scec, be integrated into a number ot Courses. The paper

Thi,- essay discusses the use oft C-SPAN in the class- will serve as the basis for a summer seminar tor . %%

room, and an annotated course syllabuIs outlines a college teac hers. ~

% J

Political Parties in the Age of Technology:
The Legislative Process

RLsEARchER: AssocrArE P'Ror~sSOR STEPHEN E. I-RANTZICIL

This project is, a book-length manuscript (accepted future oft the political parties lies in their ability to

for publication and in the tinal review process) become indispensable to candidates in etticientlv

w~hich tocuISes on the role of information and com- providing campaign services. The shift to service-

munications technology in the tuture ot American vendor parties, has significant implications, for the

political parties. The thrus'.t of the book is that the future of democratic elections.

Public Access to Congressional Information:
The Potential and Pitfalls of Technology-Enhanced Access

Rsf ARd HER: A,,5ocIA ii PRofiL SsOR SrIPHIiiN L. FRANI CHi

IThe demnands of representative gvernient require m ore usable tform, w ile threcate-ning to in( case the

puh(caces to information concerning thc d(i- ineclualitie, of information al(css. C ongress nee'ds

-ions Of pUblic ott iter . Mlodern itformat ion tel h- to asesthe role it will play in enouraging the pro(-

noloogY is a twt-etlgecl wr otfering the potenitial visions, ot its, intormation to the pulit in the Tiost

of proviiulg i ti/ens with loire informnation1 in aj tet hnoologicall dvnagosom

European Problems of Security and Arms

I ht I t 1, 11! 1i -n j s It fxi _ KIl ti' lto %%it lI Ii1 lie dtive. In this il1,11ltt- i t l it ttlI Ii~t l\ I I I'(' t I i (A .

It-ud :m(t I(l i'' tt ,I,~ t Ind iit uii ati ur t o ~c t i titlk lut1i1w

t k. 1. 1. u , I - , I I d I k. .1
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POLITICAl SCIENCE

The Effect of Arms Control on Nuclear Conventional Forces
in the Federal Republic of Germany

RESEARCIIER: ASSISTANT PROFESSOR GALi. A. NAIrTox

This research began this spring and will be pursued in the late tall, submitted for discussion to a con-

over the next six months. The resulting chapter will ference on the Bundeswehr sponsored by the Amer-
be a contribution to a planned book on the West ican Institute for Contemporary German Studies.
German Bundeswehr. In manuscript form, the chap- The objective of the conterence is to encourage and t% %

ter will be critiqued by Dr. Christopher Bertram, a bring together U.S. scholars in the area of German
former Director ot the International Institute for defense policy --

Strategic Studies and current editor of Die Zeit and,

Polish-American Relations Since the Imposition of Martial Law .-.""-
RESEARCHER: AssociArE PROFESSOR ARTHUR R. RACiWALD 

1 , Op N ,,"

The purpose of this study is to analyze Polish-U.S. Among the economic sanctions imposed on Poland
relations and their impact on Polish domestic and by the Reagan Administration were a moratorium
foreign policies since the imposition of martial law on new credits; termination of Polish fishing rights
on 13 December 1081. This military takeover, dc- in U.S. waters; an end to agricultural aid; suspension
signed to preserve the dominant role of the Corn- of all LOT (Polish Airlines services to the United -"__
munist party in Poland, frustrated the considerable States: and retusal to negotiate the rescheduling o.
progress in mutual relations recorded in Polish-U.S. Polands debt. Fventuallyv, in response to the delegali-
ties that had been made in the previous decade. zation ot Solidarity, the United States withdrew

The reaction of the U.S. government to the from Poland its most-tavorecl-nat ion status. It was
military takeover in Poland .vas a result ot American made clear that all these sanctions against Poland e

rejection of General laruzelksi's assertion that mar- were reversible it and when substantial progress in
tial law was a 'lesser evil" in that it preempted direct human rights were made. In the meantime, the
military intervention by the Soviet Union. Accord- United States continued to send humanitarian aid ,

ing to President Reagan, the military in Poland acted to the Polilh people via private organizations in
in the interest of the ruling elite who wtre pstur- Poland. Iuch as the Roman (5atholic Church. This
ing , patriots concerned with the well-being ot the state of atfair, created a very (omplex situation be-

nation. Thc Unitd States also rejected the Polish tween the United States and the .econd most in-
government's opinion that the exCessive ptiitical and portant member of the Soviet :lo.k.
economic demands (t Solidarity ully ju,,titied Thi', studv will examine the cou rse ot Polish-

(neral laruzelski, action. A Ineri(an realions, during the tirst halt ot this
Sonsequently, the I'nitecd State., retus.ing to) en- decade. partitular attention being toc ced on inter-

dorse ( 'neral larui/cl,,ki, -elt-imagn'e a, a Polish na nal political and economic dcevc'lpmpeCnt in Poland B
*tionilist who, was toned(,( to take unlpopuilar me1asures" and the impact ot both on Polish relations wvith the.

to pre''ent hi- nation riion 1 being, overwome bv x- l'nitecd States. It will also assess the general trame-

Sernl' trce. l'iet Wd tA'ira ,p al ('('11'- ?usiness. wo, rk ot c -urrent Antri(an policy toward Poland
ds Ustlul b Olttw'n th c'nitc'd States 1nd Ioland. nl. perhaps,. tow.vard Eastern Europe in general. .

%
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POLIT IC AL SC IFNC

Human Rights and the American National Myth%
RI SI AR(IR: I~.INsrRu lit iR -)I t V1 I IN I) \R A(, Ik

The disse.rtation exaines the issues of human right-, republic., t he natijonal myth provided a rationale tor -,^-

in Aneric an foreign polic from ahistorical per- passivitv wit h regard to the promotion (it humian
spec tivet It asks whK human rights, which art rights t hroughout the w~xorld. Contfidence that it was ,
gent ralix take n to be at the core ot the Amreric an Amneri as de~stiny to serve as a model t or all man- %
system of values, were not featured oin Americas kind rationalized inaction in the cause (it prop- V
foreign policy agenda before I10

7 o, and why t hex agat ing the nat ion's Values, at least on the national
figured so prominently at that time. policv level. By [07o, however, an array oit disillLu-

The researcher looks, tor answers in the work- sionments had undermined that contfidence and

ings oft the .American national myth ( i.e., the set of undercut that rationale. Conseq(uently. Amnericans
propositions through which Americans describe to at last committed themselves to an aggressive human
themnselves their shared sense ot the nations, pur- rights policy, to recapture a vanishing beliet in their -

pose and destinyv . The dissertation records the prop- national destiny, and to restore a shaken national .

ositions that make up the national myth as they are my-th.
found in sermons, speeches, editorials, art, and The dissertation concludes that as an issue in
literature ot all kinds. It examines the wax' human American foreign policy, human rights matter pri-
rights function in those propositions, and finds. that manly, as, a means to aftirm and sustain the national
for two hundred years after the founding ot the myth. and not as an end in themselves. FI.FJ
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POL ITICAL SCIENCE

Research Course Projects

Future Directions in National Space Policy
RESEARCHER: MIDSHIPMAN I C DANIEL J. ALDRIDGE p Ir

ADVISER: ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR STEPHEN E. FRATZICH

The Challenger disaster offers an important oppor- goals and tests the hypothesis that military and na-
tunitV to reflect on the development of national tional security interests have been the primary force
,;pace policy and to provide some guidance for its behind the civilian space program and may well be
future development. This paper analyzes these two even more important in the future.

A Rangoon Legacy: The Terrorist Attack on the %
1988 Olympic Games •

RESEARCHER: MIDSHIPMAN 2 C WILLIAM W. BURKHART pr- N

ADVISER: FOREIGN SERVICE OFFICER JOHN D. COFFMAN

The North Korean-sponsored terrorist attack in the eyes of the North Korean official in charge of %

Rangoon almost succeeded in changing the govern- the action. The commander must deal with stringent
ment of South Korea by eliminating the President South Korean technical and human security in such
and many ot his senior advisors. It was human er- a way that effect is maximized and North Korean
ror. not security measures, that saved the president involvement is hidden. The plan is to defeat the
and, ot course, a number of senior South Korean security measures by forcing human error.
officials were killed. A number of technical security elements are ,

Using that incident as a base, this paper de- evaluated and supported by descriptive data sheets.
scribes the planning and execution of a three- The inherent limitation of depending upon technical ;, _
pronged terrorist attack against the 1988 Olympic defensive devices is made quite clear and two of the
Games to be held in Seoul. Perspective is through three attack goals are achieved.
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POLITICAL SCIENCE

Mao Zedong: The Primary Architect of the
Chinese Communist Revolution

RESEARCHER: MIDSHIPMAN I C RICHARD J. CHAO

ADVISER: PROFESSOR ROBERT L. RAU

Dynasties had come and gone in the cycle of Chinese tinctive variation of the Marxist-Leninist ideology,
history for more than three thousand years until the better known as Maoism, was built on this theory. .. ,-
Nationalist Revolution of 1911. Then in just twenty- The third part of the project analyzed the appli-
eight years since the founding of the Chinese Com- cations of Maoist revolutionary theory throughout
munist Party in 1921, the communists emerged as the various stages of the Chinese Communist Rev-
the rulers of Mainland China. How did Mao and olution. The analysis included political, psycho-
his followers achieve power? What kind of political logical, diplomatic, and military techniques used to .

philosophy or ideology motivated the Chinese Corn- further the cause of the Communist Party.
munist Revolution? As part of the conclusion, this research report -

The first part of this project investigated briefly indicated that Mao was the most important contrib-
the political history of China prior to the revolu- utor to the revolution. But towards the end of his

tion and the character of Mao to see what kind of reign, Mao Zedong became the people's emperor,
revolutionary figure was produced under extreme and the Chinese Communist Party became a feud-
political chaos in China. alistic bureaucratic machine just like the old em-

The second part of the project explained in detail perors and the archaic Mandarin system the com-
the foundation of Mao's political thought-the munists had fought to destroy. This phenomenon
theory of contradiction. This theory of contradic- led the researcher to wonder how long the Coin- -%
tion was applied to every aspect of the Chinese munists will retain their position of power until they,
revolution process, not just before 1949, but in- like their predecessors, become only a chapter of %

cluding the Cultural Revolution of 1966. This dis- Chinese political history.

International Conflict and the Antarctic Treaty
RESEARCHER: MIDSHIPMAN 1,, c TIMOTHY J. CORKERY

ADVISER: PROFESSOR G. POPE ATKINS %

Territorial claims have complicated international and contiquity, the sector principle discovery, and
relations in the Antarctic throughout the twentieth occupation. He then analyzes the rol of the Ant- l
century. This research project focuses on the prob- arctic Treaty of 1959 in temporarily setting aside
lems and prospects for conflict in the region, with conflict, as well as the maneuverings by the three
reference to the overlapping territorial claims by claimants as they approach a probable treaty-review
Argentina, Chile, and the United Kingdom. The re- process in 1991. Conclusions are drawn about possi-
searcher first examines doctrines that these coun- ble future conflict scenarios, depending on decisions - -

tries have variously asserted to support sovereign made about the fate of the Antarctic regime. .

claims: historic right, geologic affinity, proximity, . .

.
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SDI -The Soviet Perspective
RESEARCHER: MIDSHIPMAN I C ALEXANDER EDWARDS

ADVISER: ASsOcIATE PROFESSOR ARTHUR R. RACHWALD .--___-__-is

This research project was limited exclusively to the economy may no longer be able to sustain another
Soviet sources dealing with the issue of SDI. Exami- round of the strategic arms race.?,
nation of the Soviet literature of this subject indi- On the other hand, the Soviet leaders perceive .
cated that the Soviet authorities are deeply appre- SDI as an expression ot the traditional American
hensive about the SDI because of three reasons: isolationism, and politically use the SI)I controversv
(1) Moscow is afraid that the thwarted United States to de-couple U.S. and Vest European se(urity
may require the first strike capability; (2) the Soviets interests.
do not like high-tech competition; and (3) Soviet

.. *,. "X6

Ingredients for Successful Superpower Relations:
A Case Study of Detente and the Incidents at Sea Agreement

RESEARCHER: MIDSHIPMAN 1 c Kuirui E FOLKERTS

ADVISER: ASSISTANT PROFESSOR GALE A. MATTOX

This project was an independent honors project. It of making known the American viewpoint and' r 0
included an indepth review of the literature on de- doing nothing more. Second. one can make known
tente. Faced with the lack of any significant material American wishes and persuade the Soviets to help
dealing with the case study on the Incidents at Sea alleviate the problem. Third, one can compel
Agreement, the investigator supplemented the re- changes from the other side by using threats and
search with personal interviews of selected partici- linking outside factors to the problem. These policies
pants in the Incidents at Sea negotiation process. have produced some success, but there is much room
The project combines a broad review ot detente for improvement.
policy and more specific details of the case study. Future relations should be based on understand-
The following conclusions were drawn from the ing and reciprocity, an example of which can be seen .1. Je
research: in the Incidents at Sea Agreement. This Agreement - .

This study has attempted to examine the pitfalls has been a successful part of United States-Soviet %
and successes of the detente era in a search for a relations, despite other problems and setbacks. By

viable state of United States-Soviet relations. His- using it asan example its success could be the norm '

torically, three approaches have been seen to work for United States-Soviet relations, not the exception. .
with differing degrees ot success. First is the course

The Effect of the Media on Coercive International Relations
REsEARCIILR: MIDSHIPMAN 2 C \IAxIM1i IAN A. GRANT

ADVISIR: AssocIATE I ROF.SSOR STI1PI EN I. FRANTZICII. .

The media do more than record international con- dresses the general issue ot the role of the media in
Ilicts and controversics by becoming part of the con- international relations., and uses the (;renada inva-
troversies themselve,,. There is a critical balance be- sion as a case study ot attempts to control the media S
tvveen the publics 'right-to-know" and the needs of and the mcessitv of proper politic,, con crning pr,.
the military tor secretive action. This paper ad- access.

- ,~~ ,-' '
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The Struggle for Sovereignty in Politico-Military Affairs
RLSLARCIAER: MIDSIPMAN 2 C MAXIMILIAN A. GRANT
ADVISER: AssocIATE PROrSSOR STEPHEN E. FRANTZICH

The overlapping of jurisdiction between the State but also detrimental to the establishment and exe-
Department and the Department of Defense in the cution of a comprehensive and cohesive American
area of politico-military affairs is now well institu- foreign policy and strategic-military-type affairs. . .,
tionalized and established. This overlapping is not This can be found both historically and in practice . ,. -
only against pertaining separation of agency theory, today.

Appropriate U.S. Policy Toward Arms Control ""

RESEARCHER: NDSHItPMAN 3 c. M[ICHAEL K. HARNETT

ADVISER: ASSISTANT PROFESSOR GALE A. MATTOX

This project was both an independent honors re- the treaty argue that such testing is unnecessary N.-j ,

search paper and a roundtable paper for the Naval and allows for advances in nuclear destructive ' "

Academy Foreign Aftairs Conference (NAFAC). The capabilities.
subtopic was detined by NAFAC and required con- The non-proliferation treaty is an excellent -% , %,
sideration ot three possible arms control options means of retarding the spread of nuclear arms and
for the United States - a test ban treaty, a non- promoting world stability. Although the non- S
proliferation treaty, and multilateral negotiations proliferation treaty of 1970 was an important step -.

and agreement. After an indepth review and con- in this direction, no matter how strongly supported
sideration ot the secondary and primary literature, by the world community, the treaty cannot reduce
the tollowing conclusions were reached: the nuclear arsenals that exist today. Bilateral and

The United States must determine which type eventually multi-lateral reductions, however, have
of arm', control agreement will promote interna- the potential to end the threat ot nuclear war, and •
tional sec(Luritv and support U.S. national security they certainly support U.S. national security objec-
obeie' tives'. While deciding among test ban treaties, tives. The arms reduction proposals of both super- -

non-proliferation treaties, or bilateral reductions, the powers and the present talks in Geneva show prom-
United States .hould take into account the techno- ise of such an agreement by the end ot the centurv.
logical advan(es that have intluen,ed the arms race The United States should pursue bilateral nuclear
sia(e 040a arms reductions, taking into account that techno-

* [he test ban treatv has been a very controver- logical improvements in veritication methods may
" sial type ot agreement in Washington over the last help bring about a treaty. Technology has also made

fte, vear,. The Reagan Administration argues that the arms race more threatening, by adding to the % "

he U S. need,, to test its nc lear explosives in order destructive capabilities of both superpowers. In " , ",

to maintain NATO,., ,tatc of readiness, a, well short, the time for an agreement is now.

a, the [riad', deterrent tun(tin. 'roponents oit

% ' % " "%
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Si The Islamic Fundamentalist Revival in Malaysia:
Effects on Government and Public Policy

Ris[AH( IILR. %li1)'IMAN 2 ( ['A%111A 1I Iii iN
Aiv i H: I'ROFPssOR IR)HEi I1. NMk %

*This paper concerns itself with the Islamic 1 unda- nesses, buLt the samec hasit pur'(st 1() 1nit i,1t a1

mentalist Ocakwahu movement that is presentlY return to stric t. canonic, al Islamn %% hie remaining in .*

sweeping through the ranks of young1 and middle- touch with the modern world. All tkult ill a basiR ni-rd

aged Mialaysians. Th is movemnemnt is potent jally in many Mialays, in pri'v iding a sunse ot sel aJ~t 1t
*dangerous, as Mlalaysia is a multi-racial Lou~ntrv, antd belonging to a race (ut I ' 'sc in a modern s 'ri

*composed primarily of %Ialavs, Chinese, and Indian that tew understand Ihh'li U does t his t hr' 'ug ,h

*groups.. The tiak aah m-ovement tenids to polarize 1baza oh flc~tUres ), W! A i~uuioi: hr'ugh selt-

* ~further an alIready disparate socitv bv encourag- stit Itienrt I Ie'h Kinii' oinntin itte. and A BINI

*ing distinctive clothing and allowing onlNy Malays through Vyouth group,. so. hois. and somen uinoft a al
trulY to) join the movement, although some Chinese p1I iiti al tivs toa major Islamic part%, I 'A. 4D
are allowed in tringe groups., These actions have li ow, then, does this attec the politic al processes * %lr

*provoked similar groups, in the ot her two races. (in the national level' Prnder Niahathir Bin %I(, %-
Somec inter-racial, or inter-faith incidents have oc- hamad. ['rime MIinister ot the present government.

Cuirred, but the Malay police torce, well educated Islarmization has been rather rapid. New laws toll- *%

by the rioting of 13 Mlay 10&, has held disturbances Ilowing Koranic tradition, like the banning ot roc(k -
to a minimum. concerts and the establishment ot National I akwah

The three major l/akivah organizations are dis- Month, have been instated. Howecver. protests are *p

cussed: thev are lmt'iat 7TjbligIr, an Indian inspired beginning to rise from the Chinese and Indian corn- 0

movement, Darid Ariaoi (the houIse of Arquam I, munities, as well as from their elected representa-%
and Aogkataii Be/ia Islamt (ABINI i, an influential fives,. Each taction know,, that the dak-uaiih move-

youth movement. Each has its strengths andi weak- ment has grown too great simply to suppress.

Balancing Technology Transfer to the East vs. Increasing%
Demands From the U.S. Private Sector to Increase Exports%

RUSEARCHItH Nmirsti'MAN I ( G;REGORYi ). HITCFIAN *%*

Anvisr.R. AssocIATI. IROt EsSOR A\RTHUR R. RACHIWALi)

* ~In today's economic environment, imposing controls crtcltchooy his wolV nbl hi bsns
is a difficult task, because they disrupt commercial communities to remain competitive in the world
trade. However, these losses in export must be hlal- miarket
anced with the less extensive gains, in Our national The transfer ot technology to the Soviet I 'nion

euctivn. ossetcntosrqieasrn and its Eastern European allies s'lmv saps the t\~' 5ts
Efeciv ndcosstntcotol rqir miilitary and economic strength. The challenge es.-

* consensus tor maintaining security among the West- ists for the \'i'et to assess properly and balanc the

ern nations. V'hile progress has been made among e-onomnic benef its with the set urit V risks in trading

NATO allies, Muich more needs to be done, with the Soviet Bloc (countries. In these politically *.

Western governments Must improve their (o'n- unstable timies, the worlds largest militar% and in- '.

trol over the transfer otf critica I tec hnologies. I1 his dust rial po wer m ust assume the lead in the establish-
requires; greater cooperation among the govern ment mnnt of a (omp rehensi e export co'nt rol po fvtore

agentcs in their licensing reviewN and approval pr'- Western Naitions. In order to'r the I'S. to' a nswer t his .5.

* ~~Css, These governments sho'tld1 also, tonsicr the haillenge. it wvill requtiire the support iof industry and e%.5
teasibilitv (,f their cu'ntni'ls andI limit thieml to itrl1 the u'c'pvratii'n it its allIcas%.

%. \
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Prospects for the Unification of the Republic of China and
The People's Republic of China

RiSI ARt II MIiisHIiMAN I ( PFIiH I. lt siiN' -.)

AinVISIR It HOHSSIR ROttER I_. RAV

The* resvar her studied the RCepubl a ot ( hina KOC as the nt rodut tion of t he issue, a historioal bai k-
and the Peo ples RepuI IN of thina lI'R _ and the ground, a dest ription of the nations today, . S.

prospec t, (it uflitit atiOn. I Icaave h po ssi bil invol vement, percpt ions tot each party, mevans oft

itv ot t here ever rt'ally bring (in( C hina a goal that rio nit cat ion, t he prtspev ot rCunit iiation. and a j

hothI goVrrnnrnts (U rrnt( kvtlaini1 to pors1U ~ tonilusion. Maps, (harts, bib) itgraph. and tot )t

I hit report on the unitit ation analysis ot the notes wecre also jno.liided.

ITC ind t he RW( ini Itded major Stib1se( tions suthh

An Analysis of the Use of Military Force in Response to
Terrorist Incidents

I\I5IARHIK \Ils11iiixi\N i ( IIiiiN 1l. I5ANI
AVSIR I: OHI tN S)iRV H\ ii()iiii 1 bN 1). CO11MAN

lirroniim is a threat to the safetv ot 'nanri popit approai h was' used to study] Israeli, Egyptian, Werst

in +he world today. IEven t he largest nat ions art- not ( ;erman, and Amenitan military responses. By ex-

* nmi e fro ni t, sting thus prti a ii ons niust he amining selected inc idents, certain conclusions were

*taken. -1 nw mthods ot iomhat t ing terror ists have( reat hed, and applied to other in(cidents.

been CVJ attd and some important (oni lusions 'Tirrorism is a t hreat which will not go awvay: it .-

h~icd. \Iilitarv frChas, mire and] iieaan ontronts, everyone, especially thoseipotonsf

been proven to be an Cfttet1t se ounter to terrorist powver within the world's governments. Bcaulse ter-

ac.ti, ii ms. An essential (avtat is that the use ot suc h rorism is a threat that will not go away, reactions %.

* tact is is sit Uat itnilepeniln t . to terrorist activity mus he planned, and imple- N,-*~

*In this paper an at tempt was made to evalunate mented it necessarx'. Alt hough many would consider%

h ost ta ato rs wh ii h (oiuIid reasona b Ileai ilecis ion the use' Ot torte against terrorists, to be a last resort., ~*
mTa(kes to it ilift the ftorc opt iton in rtsptonse to a it remains a via ble anid etffect ive methodl ot dealing
ttrro rist actt also consitlerti were tat tors wh iih with the problems associatedl with terrorism.

prtic le the~ use' Of m ilitairy t orce. I he cast -st nlyd

%~ % %
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Nikita Khrushchev and the Soviet Union
RESEARCHER: MIDSHIPMAN I C DAVID R. KLESS %

ADVISER: ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR ARTHUR R. RACHWALD -M

This research project examined political and eco- all the decisions on his own. Krushchev tailed be-
nomic reforms in the Soviet Union under Nikita cause he tried to make decisions based on ideological
Khrushchev (1953-1964). theories instead of reality. All future decisions must

Although Nikita Khrushchev was the only pre- be made by a group of open-minded individuals
mier to be ousted from office, he did some good for who understand what is happening around them.
the country. He initiated the idea of mutual coopera- Khrushchev had a lot of good ideas, but he was
tion among the Soviet Union, the United States, and unable to accomplish his goals, because he did not
Europe. He began forming the base for what today attack them with the correct methods. Many others
is referred to as detente. Although tensions are high have used his ideas but learned from his mistakes
and views are different between the two countries, and sought the solution differently. An effective %.r

both have been able to co-exist peacefully so far. leader is one who defines a problem and then tinds
Krushchev presented the idea that the superiority a solution to it. So, although Khrushchev is not con-
of one country should be displayed through peaceful sidered one of the better leaders ot the Soviet Union, -

means instead of military force, he did provide the country with a lot ot good ideas

He made it clear that it is impossible for one man that have since helped the Soviet Union become a

to solve all the problems by himself. It is not in the modern society. .

best interest of the country to let one person make ,
'.-.-

Should the United States Adopt a Nuclear Test Ban
As an Approach to Arms Control?

RESEARCHER: MIDSHIPMAN 2 C DAVID C. LYLE:

ADVISER: ASSISTANT PROFESSOR GALE A. MATTOX

The research project was both an independent The conflicting ideologies of the United States and
honors project and a roundtable paper for the Naval the USSR have led to mutual suspi(ion and mistrust.
Academy Foreign Affairs Conference. The project but surely the common interest of avoiding mutual
included a very thorough review of the historical destruction dktates that both must work together
record of negotiating efforts for a nuclear test ban. in the search for an arms control solution TO this
Having established the historical background, the end, the United States and the Soviet Union have
researcher undertook an indepth review of the cur- both investigated the adoption of a (omprehenive
rent debate over the issue of a nuclear test ban. On nuclear test ban (CT13i as a possible hedge against
the basis of the available literature and analysis, the the escalation ot the arms race. However, since the
following conclusions were drawn: Eisenhower administration began ("1T negoatiatin,

In a world wheie the superpowers have acquired in 1058, the two parties have been unable to reach -

a redundant capability to destroy each other, arms an agreement that is compatible with their individ-
control has risen to the fore of the world agenda. ial national securities.

,U.---.-2
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%

Bureaucracy and the Bureaucrat:
The Development of a Theory of Change

Risi AR( lit R: MIDSH511IPMAN 2 C NI it 11A 1. 'V IA-
:\oV SI R Also( ixr PROFESSOR STEPHEIN E. FRANIZICH %

In ina , ,, was tilt io, iu,ii ,an bc seen as the roo(t stages is posla tCCd to oct url as act ion as cit her a

toi rus,,ca is hepoc a oh a inddulgw k u pundta nt o ur nasttins xprc to hrad onl t vis s and pespo tiv

*i-U0IICl honor papu and a l stihution t th Naal~g tad11.- thn unnucdcdn duica.Tieron tutoth ThLsioual %
rcmvt taoreigIn !II At i pr (onturunie !ItsU th0i was( thate trnde eis.ricallyrv tden an me wihn thu nr-

he 00 ni(U td I StaL It I) t e 1 g L I ngtt- tI( tak Is wulo I t us d t r op ue and thu arc nitud Satu aep peenartv

at gie in area ot b t h maer i ft I vu adgesIhest in t ha in tasige ditveU t dvlpm n.

itsgc allatus pate tur review tiMLI flnge thtisutotc noo - t o uld ate pscu tharet h op n nd du ) t wr llo
I hoi~ rdun ~k ingA in trs oN a fl AiNt i S t hu nit.aed Status knoledieu c mthnactos puns itsitn

Thcha e Poistsibihluqityb diifon Bude pShriti g tor Althr inelbr stbt

labor~~~~~~R Ii hin NATO is Xumru by th Itompt IPMnot Cihu MI urthr dI. MA o h oeso h

-1 ll betwee nathioalst wa it h o at i ndepi nta mumr nat ions.part T i a rdt -it di visiemu st n d

onlreliance Athu st ri tren_ ot, N thei rwairs trnwd is mmritmUl dnt to a spirit ot woo eain and n-

ctaie *Icli *tlsion o t prbe ti oJn to trmoek e al I thu t o sriie ad iheUnted natoesti gopals to

* ~ ~ ~ a giv m itn garedan sut nt a tl thu lanes an tor thu rat gl s ivergen tv.n v llpo-

it avlu Oppsud tthis s ititc hovri the IsL ftc n~i i- rtIt u d , im ht will un ebtedh sucor that

oal iudst h rn g e itn teprm t ( inf NAT ada sit 'S thnUn is ntate, allay e chumostimpotents led itsngf

itthe tlpevnse (o others In cr a draaitsw orld com- tha tan rusi t i n f ilngesto i us treic a s sTe

piion hais o t sttn t lt Cto ruasu istt it nlv when itic n ogr wrstr ivn olitit syistem I',*

a(nIr m uttrt a d s cs I thul tm t allianv , how for stat orete worl attsecrt an .rl i

ever Oppose r to ev is t a rtiptition h ut wuuei h a ert.I h n ,i il n~ lt~ wn muat

tionaiisti( ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ -ncv-it to prm t n ii~ lsl(s osnu ,,nvrcs.T em s np.tn a

at t ee p nei5$tc na(a iaits% rd on h t(a citIaviln rcs1)q etli cl

pe i wl Mtn eci o Iadt( i(rusc O I cn v wh n tno lngr - oksfo agv(n l(Il t 1 iItn

andt~~~~~~thirtsat~~~~~~ ~ stkvi.ntetrrs~ lin cm sat f o l lat
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Factor Analysis of U.N. Voting, 1976-1986
Explaining Patterns on Issues and Alignments

RESEARCHER: MIDSHIPMAN I c ScoT 
t . A1 A)

ADVISER: CAPTAIN JOHN E. KRcsjE LISM.C

The General Assembly of the United Nations has Factor analysis was, used to Onstii k tI, , ,

served as a forum to the countries of this earth since group ot characteristits a ,,mallhr set t -: r. ,
its beginning in the late 1940s. Every nation re- underlying causes or ta tor. Ih %,I% i n, i r fl ,
presented in that body has its own predispositions can be partially attributed to thht"'.e , r .tit !,,. .
and perspective, which allows them to organize and Analysis of the factors allowed the rH', rt I h)

draw different conclusions from various sources of draw conclusions about the trends in world p<tlit °-
intormation. Having made individual interpreta- The analysis of plenary role all vt es in the
tion,, ot the Situation, each country may then vote years 1976 and 108o showed dramatit ( hang(,, in
accordingly on the resolution placed before it. the world political order. Global issues hawte in-
Unfortunately, because of the size of the assembly creased in importance, although regional groups ,
and the varying outlooks of each member, critical have become more cohesive in the Third World. fhis 0% "-
analvis ot voting behavior has often been difficult. has been especially true of the Islamic states. ihe , %" r
A method developed several years ago at the Massa- cohesiveness of the West has been loosening on East- - ,
chusetts Institute ot Technology by Hayward R. A]- West issues, but the Eastern Bloc has held together.

ker, fr. and Bruce %1. Russett, utilizing factor anal- Correlation was not strong enough to drawt conclu- •
-,is. has made this sort ot research more feasible. sions in many other areas examined. The Alker-

In the words of Alker and Russett, "The goal of Russett model, however, provided useful method-
. tactor analysis is to get at the basic issues and align- ological tools for validating international trends and

ments underlying a witde variety of roll-call votes." alignments. .P

Venezuela's Foreign Policies
Rs[ARC(IIR: 'II)SII'MAN I C ANTONIO R. MARTINLZ

ADVISER: PROIESSOR G. POIPE ATKINS

l)omestic politics and toreign policies are directlv development is linked to Caribbean Basin regional
linked in the cae of Venezuela. Internal concerns stability, and support for stability is linked to foreign ,
otten take precetlence over, and always at least involvement. The present research analyzes the
,tronglv influence, international objectives. Social evolution of Venezuela's foreign policies over the• .~~ . -.,.
i,,ue, are linked to domestic politics, domestic past three decades, focusing on the domestic tac-
!olit it is, linked to petroleum revenues, those earn- tors that have shaped them. ,

ing, are linked to industrial and social development,

210
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Human Rights and the Organization of American States
Rrsi.ARc(trR: \li~si ilAN 2 ( CXAIG, M, MI iR

Aiwisi-H Associlxir PICOlI ssei< S iLPIlIN I. FRA N ft HCI

I 1i hf irst part ot this thrucc-part paper attempted to jotr huma11n right s dOi Unwnts preilla id 1,% t hu )AS

Joit thc mucaning! ot the termn human right"' and and the sPCi I emniI sien ,ird eoUrt taisd

the thkc(,rv huhtind intu-rnatienal attempts to regulate as a rUsnUtlhu t1w1 hII do uIMUnts disi iissd wCru f11

h uniafl rights at both the universal and regienal Ancrih an Dc( laratien et thu Pights and I )utius ',t %'

It"'Is A\ 111i1t Urnmar% (it varietis attempt,, at suc h Man and t hu Amer I an ( 'usunt ei in en I Ilnnn6

rcgiiatien tellewucd mInding ergani/ations such Rights. (Xntlincd arc thu tencts eit cm h do( um11unt,

,ias thu I 'nitud Natiens thc Organjiatien et Ameri- signatorv states and a( tions taken a, a teunt 1%%

-an Status ')A~s and thuit Organization of At rican eft thv in 11rt - t t Inv y hei IIcs dIm Is Ii) t h h1UmanEr

I nt A1lse at I md wucru sormu of the charters, (of rights w,,crc ustalhshcd b,% thu Aniurn an C-omen

ht cerganizatien, as %%ell as special (oemmissiens tien. thcsc bucing hlc Cemnimissien ein I luinan Rights

us ahi ~hciiand thu, Intur-Ainiriian HITLumn Righs eut, A his

I hu c ond part begins te tecus en thu Organita- terv eit ca( 1, 1, pre\vidcd as %\ull as inal\i, ist thuir

*tio i t -\it ri an Status. A duscriptien of its history past and pessIbic tLutLnrc eppertulnit us ii itutt aInd

ri n ieniuptien te its latest rerganization in I10o7 iniproe thu humnan rights sit nat n in thu Amuitriias

fllows a leng %% ih moe particular descriptiens ot CenclUding rema rks rut Ic( t Uipr in piissIhlc broad-

ht ott is and depart ments within the .A.S. A uning et internatioenal hiima n right s Icy isla t i. n vit h-

spIt' lil tO LIii was made (en thu dOcumnns forming thu emphasis ein thu ustahli hnun t it su bst anlt Pll C1-
thu teiindatmn eit thu (}A.S. toercut bedies.

Thu third and timal part dealt with the two ma-

Kampuchea: Inherent Disturbances
RislARCHYR: ID~SIiPMAN I C 141 lii MO,les 1

AnVISEIR: P~ROFESScOR ROBERT L. RALt

-Thu p'Urpesu t t his paper was toexam ine thu cur- Thu suend pertien (it this palict alturucd its

runt pelit ii staitc et Kampuca andi the tacters, perspective' toeuxaminc thu stat us t KamnpichCJto

heth past and prusuncrt that taulse Kampuchua to be dlav, keeping the past in mind. A kev tec us wvas thu .r

h natien eit (hrini preblems that it is. Thu re- Vietnamese liccupatien ef thu Kampu hulian ceun-

sua ricr leekcd in to thu h isterical,. gegraphic, t rv. The invel vemunt with the Asseciat ten (t SOLt h-

ci enerma sei ictal (Ultural. and politic al facter,, East Asian Natien,, (ASEAN I wsalse di', Lusud.

* that itftc t thu pvo pic and thu land ot Seuthuast Thu mt lUuncu etf thu U SSR th reUgh coert c han nels

* Asia and thu diverse tactions in Kamnpuchea also plavcd --

I hut first poirtien (it thu paper coers thu histerv a majer roe in thu currunt sItadtien. China also has

of ( a in hi ldiai It i n I nibs t hie gui gra ph c(alI pesi t ion inturests in thu Seuthuast Asian regain. T hu rcscarc h

eit thu statu but isccn I hailand and V'ietnam and its citud soeu of thu alternatives ofettred by et hr

le at in soLit h et ( hi na. T-hu delopment ot the writers (in thu suhju. , and added sonic it hCTrM ewn %.

nit nrc as it atftet ts thu ( amhecian tramu ef rut- Finall, the researcher ruached thu cencLIisii'n

uruni u wasalus t ra (c. Thu str rucut sliciuty and that KampLu hua is a country rIIud b1V circunistanic.

goernmeuntal svstumns wvas approached next. Spucifi- Thu proems, arc spUrrud byv inherunt cent lic t,. in-

I ativ, thu leaders as an intl uinc ein thu peple ai turnally anid uxturnally. anil centflic ts that havc

a vtielv vvrc leekud at. Thu uconemic status11 Of develepud wiith thu grewth et an anihlitiens natien.

thu peple to maintain atiti nm was inCIldud. Thu resuarchur des net u nvisien a satistat tr\'

ThrioUghent thu histeri ul s rutini/atien, thu re- reseltiin ter IKampe hua in thu tuturu.

scvan hcr looed fo tr truiljs in t he fai ters ment ioed

that weld attec t t hu I( tiens ef thu peple and gec--

ernniunt tedav.

2.1 %
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P.P01LITICAL SCIE NCE-

The Warsaw Pact: Its Origin, Political Military History,
and Its Future

RESEARCHER: MIDISHIPMAN I C (HR'T0i'iHIR G. RAIl'

ADVISER: ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR ARTHUR R. RACHIWALl)

Following a brief history ot the Warsaw Pact since ers are in their 70s. It will be a true test Of the Suviet's
its establishment in 1955, this researcher concluded political savvy to find new, strong leaders to replace

that politically the Soviet Union faces a major prob- the old leaders. The Soviets may' find new leader,,s*.
lem in that there will be many leadership changes wsho are wixlling to follow the Soviet model. or the k

within the Pact in the next decade. Almost all of Sovilets could lose control ot the Pact's directilon.
the Pact s conservative, orthodox Commulnist lead-

Technology and Terrorism: How to Win
RESEARCHER: MIDSHIPMAN z c 'imorriih %I, SALMON a

AD~VISER: FOREIGN SLRI~vcL OrriIIR [011N [1). COFFMAN %5.

% mr

Terrorism is premeditated, poliically motivated, in- Adv ancecl tehnology in the orm of atllte (om -

tort responses favorable to their position. Hence, the operations. Elite seCClrit% uncits. sum h a'. the I n ited

Vresearcher's purpose is to gain an inclepth cunder- States Delta Force. use various1 deym ICs to gai1n Jd
4.standing of the problem in order to develop a policv v'antage. On a large scale, high pertorma inV iu-( f itt

which woculd best combat the threat. It governments and missile systems allowed the 1'ni ted S

-are to carry out normal diplomatic fumnctions,, then carry Ocit precision bombing agajinst I ilK, in rt f,dii e.

* . such research Coulcd not be more timely, tion for terrorist ac tivitv kiha ked 1,% th( :'i urt

In order to Counter both indigenous and inter- Yet, all the technmology avai~d l it I: :

national terrorism, it seems, most evident that ex- governments have the will to it it I- iw Ili -lt'-

ptnieintelligence operation,, Must continule to be ot t his researchersi paper that t N 11 h, r.
scipportecd bV the tree world governments in a co- mately wage war shocild Ne nict .,> k

operative ef fort to lessen the effects ot bombings, ret ribcion.

* kidnappings, hostage takings,. and armed assauilts.

Race, Juvenile Delinquency, and School Suspension
RisiLxRc'iiR: MIDnSHi'IAN I C 101IN B. Si AVG0111 S

* ~'\nVJs,L: lt ROF~ssoR JOHN A. 111/1,1RAI it

Blacks are suspandced from) school at a rate focur cielincfdient than their whitu peers 1ll ik

tme's that of whites. It was mnitially hvpothcsiiecl weure tour times more likely% t,, tall int', th~ c't

that this retlec ts ji higher delinquLency rate among S categories. -The isearm h (onklutded thit t'

hlam Istudents (the (omparable phenomenon being c ausi's tor clisproportionite sus~pensions mi,'I

4.S ~ ~ ~ 1 a ak prisotn piqcllation (M'cr htimes grC'dti'r than (lass, elated than delinqjuent 'p'n( n'hc %i

the general black1 population'. It was found h~ow- aund that further analysis is needed to c'x;'iint,-

cver. that dclin(ILceni v didl no't morrelaite with in- hehayim'i',l chrieitms %s~iiel~ith I'm\ SI S
reaism suspensions. In tau t blau ks wcrc' no' mor, thit might lo)gic dIvl contributeN h's ool siuspc'ntlorl

4N.
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POLITICAL SCIENCE

The Making of the 1988 Presidential Elections - ..

RESEARCHER: MIDSHIPMAN 1 C RICHARD P. VITARO %

ADVISER: ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR STEPHEN E. FRANTZICH

The purpose of this paper Aas to examine the early ship of the media to the election. The researcher (on-
factors of the 1988 Presidential election. The paper cluded that the media, as main sources ot public in-
used information from previous elections, along formation, fail to cover issues in depth. Instead, the ,
with articles speculating on the upcoming election, media concentrate on the horse race aspect ot the %

The main thrust ot the research was the relation- election.

Factors Influencing the East-West German Relationship:.,
A Comparative Study of the Internal and External Factors

That Affect the Inter-German Relationship
RESEARCHER: MIDSHIPMAN 1 C PAUL A. WALKER

ADVISER: LIEUTENANT COMMANDER LUANNE A. TURRENTINE, USN

The purpose of this study was to examine the fac- perts from the Department of State, the United .. r,',p

tors that influence the inter-German relationship and States Information Agency, and the Georgetown
attempt to determine which tactors has had the most University Center for Strategic and International I •
influence over that crucial tie. The factors were Studies. The conclusion determined that the Soviet
broken clown into two parts, internal and external, Union exercises the most influence in inter-German
with the main internal factor being the desires ot relations and plays a very important role in the
the German people. both East and Wsest. The main foreign policy ot West Germany. However, the
external tactors were the attempts to gain influence Soviet Union does not have as much influence on - -'

over the inter-German relationship by the world the inter-German relationship as do the internal t 0
superpowers, namely, the United States and the desires of the two populations of East and West Ger-
Soviet Union. The study attempted to prove that manv. The inter-German relationship will continue .
d(,spie internal desires concerning the relationship, to be (lose because ot the internal desires of both
it I, oftten dependent upon external tactors, such as the population and the ruling leadership tor the

the United States and the Soviet Union. closest relationship possible. A close relationship
In conducting this tutdy, an extensive amount within the context ot their respective alliances is the

ot s(holarly literature was reviewed. and the re- working solut ion to the German Question.
sear her conducted several interviews with the ex-

Regional Interdependencies in Southern Africa
RFsI ARCHI-R: lIDi II'sAN I ( JOHN ) .\IRINi s

Ani,, R: Asso-,r, PROFs,,OR H IIAN lURKiTT

5outhbern Atrica .'. a complex region involving mu- region openlv oppose the ( urrent government ot
tual interdependencies and contlicts among coun- South Atcri a they have extensive econom"c deal- ,, ,.. ,
trie, in this area. This proiec t was, designed to ,t udv ings with South At rica. Increased etorts have been
regionai linkages beyond the highly public ied p0I- undclrwav to redue thee economic dependencies

itital conflic.ts in an ettort to understand the lo(al through new regional arrangemcn ts sch ,s the
dlvnarnics (ot regional contlic ts. The resear( h (.ntvred 'A )C(( Southern Atc ian )evelopment Coori-'
on Soith Al rm a, .hi(h is the mn st powertul tfr(( nating ( nltrende Ihi, .tudy examintes nt noti-

in the rugion in term , (it ctnoimi politi l i 1nd vatin.. problems .tnd bhenetits, ot nw ettort, -.

military piwver Ettorts wer 1lso made to identity )t Owli t he inlucn(tl in t ' oiith Atrlt.i o. n it r neigh-

hange, in the reltion hips between Sournth At a I or ifIl Wn 1 tit, dith ,I ist u-i ol iituiie pos i.-i-

and her neighb(rs ,,\ h h minvti, ntie-i i I the lHC 1)lit0 a i CI i ,-l. - -

&A....... ........................



POLITICAL SCIFNCF'

American Disinformation vs. Libya
RFIS[ARCHER: MIDSHIPMAN 2 ( 'IRAVII, 1). ZA(II

ADVISER: Assoc[Alf SlIVIIIN 1.. FRAN'IZI(li

In October 108b the United States c.,as ac(Lised of It t0Lmd that thc Lilwan diSinformation at-
engaging in I campaign of disinformation again,,t fair (I) created intcnw mcklia W CfItInClIt arid oUt
the government of I-iliva. Thi, project v,,a, a case rage, leading to in(rca ed MCdia dilt[U t of thc

,tudv of the event,, lollowing the public JISCIOSLIFU governnient (2) created (onfli(t within the I

of the di,,infortnation affair to determine the advan- governInCrit 11110119 thC UXC( LItiVC, c0ngrc,,,,, thc

tage of the LIA' Of di,,information for the United Militarv, and the intcHigen(c (ornmunity 13 gavc 411

State,. The initial lwpothesis vva,, that for the United Cladhati mlnivroLl, propaganda opport Lill it i(' and
enhan(ed hi', StdtL1', and credibilitv Ver',L11, the I

Statc-,, the potential rikl, of Using disinformation

.ignilicantiv out vcigh the beriefits of a SLICCC1,',fLII and (4) gave the Sovict I nion VJILlable piopaganda r.'.

di,,iniormation attempt. rcsoLircc on the eve of thc U.S.-Soviet SLIMIllit %

'I'll(, method of research was a broad SUrvev of meeting at Nevkjavik.

governmental press release,, and news media coln- The hypothCLi, wa,, ,upported bV the ( d',C ItUdV

nientarv (foreign and dornCltiO, v,*ith I time frame of the Libyan affair. Al, ,Llrnlng that the Lihan at-

roughly encompassing the month of October 198o fair is representative of U.S. attcnipt, to cinploy

(the di',,inforniation allegation vva,, made in the disinformation I,, I foreign poli( v tool, thc damag c

La.,hbi,, ton Po t on 2 October). Dome,,tic news- to U.S. credibility super,,cdc,, any licnelit,, had the

paper,,, Dic Forcig i Proatlow hiformatimi Svrzicc, 'arnpaign been I SLICCCY,.

and thc Lcgi-,' Iatc computer net kere the primdr '

Recent Trends in Soviet Propaganda Efforts in Western Europe %
RESEARCHER: MIDSHIPMAN 2 c TRAVIS D. ZACH

ADVISER: AssocIATF. PROFESSOR HELEN E. PURKIN F.'.

Sincc %likhail Corba( lick, became head of theCom- Wd" that ' ()ViCt InUdij (0JJ1JnL'11td1',' 1 X1
1111.111i t Par-tv of the ovict Union in Mar(h 1085, aC(Llrate reflection of offiCial

hc ha hcun kvell received bv America',, kcv il]iL,,, in Thu imit,, of analv SiS verc indiVidL1.11 pata'41,1ph,

Wc,,tcrn FLIT-opt'. He ha,, been hailed by man is I ir-oin thc Foreign Broad(aSt Information ',crvi(c

po itjvu influence on peace, olnchoik- les,, Nailji R.cpo t (in thc Sovict I !11, n I hk- tinic f ix'i(

threatening to W t-,tern FUropean 1,cCUrity than pa,,t t""I" roLl ,'111%' t hC I il-',t Cal (11 11 bd( l1kA lcl':11 %

.')oviet Icader,,. Thc purpoSe of this projCCt kvas t1t April 1085 t h i ough .11 N lar ( h I 06c- I hi t%.i,

detcrininc the main point of Sovict poll( it-, towar(k kept narrov, ") thit thc Icaililit% of motc ,\t( n

lVe,,turn I'Airopc and hovv thev niav have changed Sive rc,,car(h in thi,, iiua (ould fit- dutcrinint'd

undcr (_1orbach( vs reign. The initial lwpothesis tva" 1 11C IC Ult of thc t 'Itk %"crc nuwd 'Ind ("111ph

t ha t ( It irkj( hc%, pol icic,, towar(k th is region are not CatCd 'I hC ')OVIO t '1) 1011 h IC % C1tC1 11 1 U

it int IV lc ' aggres,,ive or negative I rom thow ropc a,, more tnihtari ti( and 1110tU J)T011C to ( (1r)lll( I

of li: prcdc( c,,,.or,, and they may have become even than hctoru ( oiba( hcv. BUt 'I0\ ICI ICICICII(C to I'Mo

morc ricgativc from the WcSt FUropean po'-Spc(tivc. fican rcah,,ni akt in( rcicd in I rcquem v whilc ictc? -

1 11C tLl(l%' V,'J tlCdtCd 11, a pilot to[ 11o SiblC iL11- L" .1 [CI %C tcl 11 I'LlIollc a agglL' 11 t'

I hcr tc,,um h . It Wdl, d lOngitUdinal (ontent analv"i" dCk I-CaSCd. I ' IkCn a a %%1101C, Hit' data SCCMCd to ILI '

of iovict ntw-, mcklia cornmentai-V tov,-ard,, Grcat p-St J lightlv ticrid in sovict attitudc'

Brittin I-iin(e, and thc Fcdcral Rcl)(1blit, of GcI- j)01i(i('1 tok\dId, k\'U11C1r1 1:1,11opC. k 1111IL'T ICIC,11(h
% W,

rnanv rcg"Irding arrn (ontrol and diarmanictir It j fict-drd h'i molt. wm ItIc wn( 111 wn

< %
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Publications

ATKINS, G. [Pope, lProtessor "International Rela- Innn (,111LTi .InI ri thnAI&gV has- -
tions in the Southern Cone,' Latinl Apleon it WO a'o togadu'hit-'iu and pouitit ail as

Caribbean (fotite'tpoiaiv IR'cort \c )1, 'tt. t, (' Onlts I

Holmes & Mleier. 108o, pp. oo7

The Southern Cone ot South Amneria aIs the ( enter HAl. I a aila :\ssist~ta r rf teor, "Lmthy for%

(if an international politic.al subsystem wdi V d idin, Of MaISSi.e Human Rights Violations and -

characteristics.~ ~~ The' state intesbrgo ae hi mppiirt for (overnment Inteirvent ion: A Compara-

own set of issues ancd patterns at intcra t ton Ihey tvSuyo ,reia n utrla tiue,
are part of or have links to the South Atlantic, rtigio n J'La!I-Ii,'c I'$712.
and interests in the Antarctic: and the nlat nri.t hir Ihss t sp~'isth-e et~ u!i neni
relations Outside the hemisphere Joe, not a p 'i1v to ta'~senslite a nisv'hmnrgt
the rst ait Lat in America. The (anT rsfa r'( ent Inter

national re'la tion, has, been marked by% an inc. r,ised vu'i ,'sesweei h i'iadpbi il
ingne' ' to support international action on behalt atf

I.IS. role bet ause, ait the debt prioblem but the pres- t ivi n.,heorivsmle nitdu 1
enc' ontnud a abrod rra 'I ohe inluntil ndi-rgratLuiltes, at Northwesctern I 'niversity and 1214

external states- iin'jl'rable progress, in the risolli
I Untergradtlti' ,it LI arObC ' ni ver,it v Nielbocirne i.

io it the ,\rgen t ine-Ct hlean dis pute in thi' 34..igle b tti qeuiIwstodtrieteetn i

harn-I and iintinii-c evoltiion at Argentine- ~himiii~laoslpope ydpcin
Bra/iiIan raippro~cment. On the ot her ha nt. ,there (it atro( it i-s t ranslated intoi empathy tar victim', and% %

aslittle movement toward accommodation ait tan- %
support tfor rerint-tial political at tion . The reuldts

tending A'rgentine a ncd lri t i'h poiit ions iover the deii nt rateti t hat a! most all Amieric an and Aust ra-
J~,lkl~nc NalinisIsans iistii' i t iar itab an stUdlents t euarly rt'(ogn i/e cert ain govern men - %~ %

* h~hing more tooperaitive ba', tiir the 1001 I -ntart - tal ,ic t101n, as huma~n right,, violation', antI most ot
it reiwIn aiddition. flte reestab~lihment at (linsti-

tutiin~l diot u v r is intitiatan n mot ~ t him aiccept thc' validlity ofa government intervention*
(in hehalt ot human right,,. The st uclv also shows

hait most respondents, wi-re willing tio make personail.
sat iices in titense ut other peole,. human jrights -

I RA N/ I i S -1'tep~hen F. Asot itt' 'ro,ti'sr,
Storming flas.Iingtori: An Int'rn' Guide to Na II - iibi~ 'sit~n 'oesr"eoiea

tional , oi ernm'nt . Sit md I-dition. \\,ishington Sitate 1errorism," th'-iiiiitio-nantl Repw,' '
I X .- \m'ri, an I Iliti ,(il Si lentet A-m' iit ioni. 108to, r-.d o ~ -i(l d.Mi al~~ih

A t 1U Ujdct,, I t I-tt n~iciI n J( lctl a rid ( lcor'gc A 1 Lopt/ Nii'. 'P Irk:. ( rcnv\~ oi io! Pre,",

Il tr' l '1( A11 J 11 I gud t'r " - t ilen t 1)(V1itlin ,i t i' i lS pp Uc' I II
i t k-rn- i p v 5 id ii i i !,i tie rnoit ' t (It Xi1 Itjt in

it:In'rniuf .ntirukin te mst'utatdiiirtirii ( ,in,(I-i distinguished tram re;'resion Bieit (ame.
slip r i- iri cn I hi cnipilis 'i m irnf'roing, tin'

s1lt , tiisarc oltterit ,t gcn('( Ies( in lIirkev r ,g'linst
,i, ~iiii( r'l'oeritat 'x 1 'riint i larnng rnenimnsi liirunti against theI fliu K~ltnpu

iit,u indl F-,it I nmir. ( imnpiraitivi analysis kit Oili ~
IixRAN~ I /R( I I '-~I-phi-n F \s ijtt- "'~tis ' I he' ii si' thut 1iil %%ere pfcletlici I'%. niajir po('iit al

Iniplications of 1L ongressional Computerizatioin'" kij'hi,iVJIis ,it0l l irrtik iii5t t'ss ith ,i liist'rv

111f %i' i' li.ro ii 106- I) It the- tim ,I the. ere"'de- I Lit k' kit ((ti,intsj

to~~~u'm. 11 .f .t (k

%1

% %
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HARFF, Barbara. Assistant Professor, "The Etiology to ignore the potential challenges to the current .of Genocides ," Genocide, atti the ,Moderni Age: assumptions of nuclear dleterrence. This chapter at- ,.
Etiology anid Cam, Studies (if Mlass_ Death, e'ds. tempts to address two questions: What are the.

Isidor Walliman and Michael N. Dobkowski. New shorter-term prospects for the direction of U.S. -*
York: Greenwood Press, 1987, pp. 41-60. defense policy and the security of Europe? What will

be the longer-term consequences of the inevitable
This chapter identities a set of conditions which, in evolution of current premises of European security

various combinations, are associated with the oc- and the extended U.S. nuclear deterrent?
currence of genocides. The first is structural political
change, a necessary but not sufficient condition. A MATTOX, Gale A., Assistant Professor, The Ger-
second factor is the existence of sharp internal cleav- A O a .s nP s. r

between contending groups. Third is the lack man Media and U.S. Foreign and Defense Policy: V.

ages The Strategic Defense Initiative," Mutual Percep- %
of external constraints on, or foreign support for %:U.-Ms a .• ,. ~tions: The U.S. and Germani Mass Media. ed. L~ore %*.,,"-€

genocidal regimes. Types of genocide are distin- Am/inger. Stuttgart: Akademisher \erlag, 1087. pp.
guished and contemporary examples identified: 23 -5 3.
postwar and imperial genocides, postcolonial geno- 5
cides, post-coup and post-revolutionary genocides, The role of the media in molding German public

and genocides of conquest, attitudes toward the United States is substantial.
AT .Ge .Aittreo "h This is even more true in German attitudes on U.S.

%I MATTOX, Gale A., Assistant Professor, "The foreign and defense policy. In this chapter, the %

Dilemmas of Extended Nuclear Deterrence," Moral sources of the German Amerikabild" of U.S. foreign

Re tasoning and Statecraft: Essays Pt-esenztcd to Ke'u- and defense policy generally are examined and a
-- aineth Thomzpsou. Washington, DC: University Press case study of the German reporting of the U.S. Stra-

of America, 1987, pp. 177-202. tegic Defense Initiative from 1983-85 is presented.
The chapter conclusions are based on a review of

The premise ot European defense since World War national newspapers, magazines, and major daily
II has been the U.S. nuclear guarantee. The guaran- TV coverage.

tee has been assured by the U.S. commitment to the
defense of Western Europe through a strategy of ex- PURKITT Helen E., Associate Professor, co-author,
tended nuclear deterrence. In spite of persistent and "Review of Experimental Small Group Research,"
repeated U.S. reassurance of its commitmert. the Political Behavior Auua!. Boulder, Colorado:
balance of forces and the perception of the threat Westview Press, lo. pp. pp. 71-101. %..%

have not remained static. As the broad-range ot tac-

tors that constitute the European perception ot its Political ,cientists have been interested in the study.
security has changed, verbal when not concrete of small groups as a result of their concerns with .

changes in the Western detense posture have been decision making in small governmental bodies with
important. This has included changes in the doc- the etfe(ts of group, on political processes. Much -

trines to implement that strategy. But despite the ot the past research has used experimental design. "'
dilemmas with which nuclear deterrence confronts This, article review and integrates recent research -

ofticials, it has remained and remains today the on the role of group processes with earlier results.
bssot U.S security, and, by extension. European Kcse,.irh areas, cove-red include recent work oin

security. group (omposit ons, expert novice ditterence,, lead-
There is little expectation that this strategy will ership and communication networks, group negotia-

(hange dramatically in the next few years. Indeed, tions and (hoice rules, the rode of interaction, cogni-
the historical past suggests that (hanges will he tion and intormation. and the tunction ot group
graduail and evolutionary. But it would he in(orre( t proce(s.
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PURKITT Helen E. Associate Professor, co-author, This chapter examined internal and toreign policy -
"The Role of Cognition in U.S. Foreign Policy developments in Poland in 1986. The primary pur- ",. '- .

Towards South Africa," Political Pslychology. 7, 3 pose of this study was to analyze the emerging pat- ''
(1086), 507-532. tern of relationship between the ruling Communist "

party and its two principal rivals, the Roman Catho- - v

This study describes the cognitions or mental heuris- lic Church and the outlawed independent trade
tic used by top officials of the Carter and Reagan union, Solidaritv. The foreign policy part ot this
administrations in articulating and justifving U.S. study focused on improvement of the Polish-
foreign policy toward Southern Africa during a American relations that resulted in lifting (it the U.S. " "
4-year period, 1079-1982. Content analysis and economic sanctions imposed in 1982 afte_ suppres- -

events data analysis were used to analyze how prior sion of Solidarity.
beliefs and attributions of top officials influenced
public statements. Key findings included the results
that foreign policy spokespersons focus on a few RACHWALD, Arthur R.. Associate lrotessor, .- ,'.
redundant dimensions in their articulations, that "Time to Mend Bridges with Poland," WoCl'3ter -

Reagan officials were more likely than Carter spokes-
persons to emphasize casual attributions and that O
conitions tnon This article advocates lifting the American economic
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